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Jerry Poumelle, Byte, April, 1984

EXTENDED PASCAL FOR YOUR
IBM PC, PC jr., APPLE CP/M
MSDOS, CP/M 86, CCP/M 86

OR CP/M 80 COMPUTER

NOW . .

.

WITH
WINDOWING
(for IBM PC and Jr.)

$49.95

BASIC PROGRAMMERS
PASCAL?

Pascal is structured. It's designed not to tangle.

What a relief!

Many of us began programming in Pascal because more than

once, we'd come smack up against Murphy's first laws of BASIC.

GOTOS DON'T and GOSUBS NEVER RETURN!!

You can name variables what you will. Instead of "R", you can

call your variable "RateOfSpeed". It makes sense. And its modular

structure allows for the greatest ease of program maintenance.

Of course, some of the new BASICS have variations of these

features, but, as anyone who's ever tried to write a game in BASIC

knows, its an awfully slow language in execution. Programs written

in Turbo Pascal run many times faster!

If you're wondering why BASIC has overshadowed Pascal until

this year, the answer is really quite simple. BASIC, as I'm sure most

of you know, comes "bundled" with almost every microcomputer.

It therefore, became the "default" language.

In the past, to convert to a usable Pascal was, at

the very least, an expensive proposition.

Our predecessors were costly ($300-$900), occupied hugel
amounts of disk space, and most required a separate editor. It's nol
wonder BASIC predominated for so long.

Therefore, until the introduction of Turbo Pascal,

this powerful language remained a language of|

professionals.

Now . . . with the advent of Turbo Pascal . . . Pascal is a language]

for everyone who programs. It comes with a built-in editor, occupies!

only 33K of your precious memory and is menu-driven for truel

programming ease.

And Turbo Pascal compiles up to 97 times faster than any otherl

Pascal compiler around! Yet, it offers all the features and extensions!

you ever dreamed of; even a windowing procedure for the IBM PC'I

If you're running a computer with PCDOS, MSDOS, CP/M.I

CP/M86, or CCP/M86, give yourself a treat . . . TURBO PASCAL! f

As Bruce Webster said in Softalk IBM in March 1984,

'It is, simply put, the best software deal to come along in a long time. If you

have the slightest interest in Pascal . . . buy it!"

To order your copy of Turbo Pascal 2.0 call:

For VISA and Master Card orders call toll free:

1-800-227-2400x968 In CA: 1-800-772-2666x968
(lines open 24 hrs. 7 days a week) circle 1 13 on reader service card

CHOOSE ONE (please add
$5.00 for shipping and hand-
ling for U.S. orders)

Turbo Pascal 2.0 $49.95

Turbo Pascal 2.0 with

8087 support $89.95

If you have a 16 bit computer
with the 8087 math chip—your
number crunching programs
will execute up to 10x faster!

Check
VISA

Card#: _
Exp. date:

. Money Order

MasterCard _
My system is: 8 bit

.

16 bit

PC DOS
Shipped UPS

BORIPOD
INTERNATIONAL

Borland International

4113 Scotts Valley Drive

Scons Valley. California 95066
TELEX: 172373

Operating System: CP/M 80

CP/M 86 MSDOS
Computer: Disk Format:

Please be sure model number & format are correct.

NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY/STATE/ZIP:

TELEPHONE:
California residents add 6% sales tax Outside USA add $1500 (II

outside of U.S.A. payment must be by bank draft payable in the US and in

U.S. dollars ) Sorry, no COD or Purchase Orders B-12



Treasure Chest of Software
with Tecmar's Captain

,jrCaptain and
IstMATE multifunction boards

Your PC can finally do all the wonderful things you've dreamed about — with
the Treasure Chest of Software. Eliminate the need for many desk top ac-

cessories when you discover Tecmar's new easy to use software technology.
With the press of a key you access many Treasure Chest programs without
having to exit from a program you are now using. This Treasure Chest of Soft-

ware gives your PC more power for:

Information Management
•Calculator
Sorting Program
Forms Generator - create letters, labels & reports

•Electronic Rolodex*
•Mailing List

•Electronic Notepad

Time Management
•Automatic Appointment Alert
•Calendar Generator
•Automatic Time and Date

System Improvements
•Background Printer - frees

PC for other work
•Disk Simulator In RAM
Hardware Diagnostics
•Memory Diagnostics
•Printer Diagnostics
•Clock-Calendar Diagnostics

Information Security
•Confidential File Coding
Use at Home
•Checkbook Balancer ^
•Inventory Management
•Banner Generator - prints ,

letters 4.5 inches tall ; \
•Tlc-Tac-Toe ^
•and more t

You'll never want to turn your
computer off once you ex-
perience the ease of use, effi-

ciency and enjoyment of the
Treasure Chest of Software. .r

INTRODUCTORY OFFER
* Rolodex Is a trademark of The Rolodex Corp.

for the IBM PC - Captain & IstMATE
for the PQ/r — thejrCaptain

1 to 384 KBytes of Memory • Clock-Calendar with battery
on the Captain Board • Serial Communication! Port

• to 256 KBytes of Memory • Parallel Printer Port
on the IstMATE Board • Treasure Chest™ of Software

• to 128 KBytes of Memory • Clock Calendar with battery
• Upgrade to 512 KBytes • Parallel Printer Port

with addition of • Treasure Chest™ of Software
JrCadet Board

TEGMy4R.-->-**__ the power behind the PC
Tecmar. Inc. 6225 Cochran Road Solon (Cleveland). Ohio 44139-3377 Phone:(216)349-0600 Telex:466692
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New Qantex 7065.
A fast printer at a slow price.

No matter how heavy the traffic, our
new Qantex 7065 multimode printer

will keep your documents flowing

smoothly. At a very affordable price.

Use it for data processing, and
the 7065 zips along at 300 cps bidirec-

tionally Both user-defined formats
and six-part forms capability are
standard

Switch to word processing and
the 7065 delivers near letter guality at

125 cps Plus features such as propor-

tional spacing justification, auto-un-

derline and bold
And as a 65 cps letter guality

printer, it's fast enough and quiet

enough to leave the competition in

the dust. You get high density, double
pass printing in your choice of some
20 fonts

The 7065 is also a dot addressa-
ble graphics printer with resolution to

144 x 144 dots per inch and a full com-
plement of line drawing graphics.

Besides being very fast, the 7065 is

very compatible — with IBM, Apple,
Lotus 1-2-3 and just about any other
personal computer or software on the
market. It offers built-in bar code ca-
pability. And its 500-milllon-plus char-

CIRCLE 158 ON READER SERVICE CARD

acter print head ana industrial quality

construction are designed for long
hard use.

To find out how quickly the
Qantex 7065 could bring your infor-

mation processing up to speed con-
tact Qantex for details ora demo.
Qantex. 60 Plant Avenue, Hauppauge,
NY 11788. Call toll-free 800-645-5292; in

New York State 516-582-6060.

4fl north ntliintic
Qantex



StreetPriceIndex
The Creative Computing Street Price Index

is an on-going monitor of the prices of selected

computers, peripherals, and software packages.

This Index is not meant to be a purchasing

guide. We emphatically do not recommend

that you purchase a product based on price

alone. Equally important are customer service,

delivery, warranty, return policy, and provision

for maintenance.

Some of the prices in the Index were obtained

with the cooperation of Computer Price Alert,

a newsletter which lists comparative prices on
MX) items per issue. Annual subscription price

(20 issues) is $48 from Computer Price Alert,

P.O. Box 574, Cambridge, MA 02138.

Computer List

Apple He (starter) $1995
Atari 600 XL, 16K 199
Atari 800 XL 299
Commodore 64 595
Eagle PC-2, 128K, 2 dr 3495
Franklin Ace 1200 OMS
HP 150, 128K, 2 drives 3995
IBM PC, 128K, 2 drives,

green IBM monitor
NEC 8201, 16K 795
Radio Shack:

Color Comp, 16K, ext 199
Model 4, 64K, 2 dr. 1999
Model 100, 24K 999

Timex 2068 199

Line Printer

Anadex DP-9501 1725
Diablo 630 2340
Epson FX-80 699
Epson RX-80 595
IDS Prism 80 699
NEC 8023A 795
Okidata 82A 749
Okidata 92 699
Prowriter 8510P 695
Star Gemini 10X 449

Apr. 1984
Lowest

$1329
149
200
179

2495
1495
3295
2940

589

149
1495
723
99

1099
1689
519
269
529
379
2 99
425
329
255

Monitor

Amdek 310 amber
Amdek Color I

Amdek Color II
Princeton HX-12 RGB
Quadchrome 12" RGB
Taxan 12" amber
Zenith 123 12" green

Software

Bank Street Writer
Condor 3

dBase II
Dow Jones Mkt Analyzer
EasyWriter II
Friday
Home Accountant +
Lotus 1-2-3
Magic Window II
Multiplan
PFS:File
PFS: Graph
Perfect Writer
Screen Writer II
SuperCalc 3

TKlSolver
VisiCalc Advanced
Volkswriter
WordStar
Zork (any one)

Apr. 1984
List Lowest

230 159
379 289
529 410
695 469
795 499
205 122
150 89

70 42
650 349
700 365
3 50 245
350 185
295 155
150 85
495 289
150 88
275 129
140 79
140 79
489 149
130 82
395 199
299 179
400 259
195 115
495 225
50 26

A
NoteTo
OurReaders
Product evaluations in Creative Com-

puting are different from those in many
other magazines. Here's why.
A Creative Computing product eval-

uation is objective, thorough, and in-depth.

Normally, we get an actual production
product for testing— on loan or purchased
from the manufacturer. We do not ask
for or accept any special treatment, but
interact with the manufacturer as a normal
customer would.

In most cases, we test the product in

the environment and under the conditions

in which we would expect it to be used.

We do not believe that we should sit in an

ivory tower and pass judgment on a product

that is meant to be used by a salesman on
the road or a child in classsroom.

When we evaluate a prototype, we state

that fact in the review. Even so. we do

HARDWARE
EVALUATION

SOFTWARE
EVALUATION

not simply recite the manufacturer speci-

fications: instead, we use the product,

apply our own tests, anil report on the

results. If it lives up to the published specs.

fine; if not. we tell you.

In our evaluations, we call a spade a

spade and a lemon a lemon. Advertisers

do not receive special treatment — no one
docs. Some manufacturers do not like

this policy and refuse to work with us or

advertise in the magazine. But most manu-
facturers welcome our policy of scrupulous

honesty, and for that, we applaud them.

Nevertheless, we are not right all of the

time. Sometimes, a unit might perform

well in our tests, but be a dog for you. For
that, we are sorry. But for the most part,

we trust you will find our reviews—and
the rest of the magazine credible, honest.

and interesting. HI
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GRAPHICS
MASTER-

LC

WHAT A PAIR !

Tecmar's Graphics Master" & Lotus 1-2-3

Graphics Master is the only board that creates

both monochrome and color graphics for

Lotus 1-2-3.

You can also run IBM compatible software

because Graphics Master emulates both the IBM
Color Graphics Adapter and the Monochrome
Adapter.

We are pleased to announce that Graf-Talk2 and
MetaWindow 3 software take full advantage of

Graphics Master's high resolution graphics.

Graphics Master is the only board that will do all

of the following with appropriate software:

• High resolution color graphics -

640 x 400. 16 colors

• High resolution monochrome graphics -

720 x 700
• Run software for IBM Monochrome Adapter

• Run software for IBM Color Graphics Adapter

the power behind the PC
Tecmar Inc. 6225 Cochran Road Solon (Cleveland). Ohio 44139-3377 Phone<216>349-0600 Telex: 466692

1 Rqpstered TradOTfctffe a* tfir .-.rjit Cocp. 2 • AmsfcofthtA rianvrtl of fee nV!.k)j.h*
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Input/Output
Qwerty vs. Dvorak
Dear Editor:

I have to assume that the "Inside Dreck" article that appeared
in your April issue on page 232 was something of a satire of my
Info World column "Inside Track."
When I read it aloud in front of my Tuesday support group

they were shocked. I needed a long session in the hot tub with a
bottle of '45 Mouton to get over the terrifying reality that my
column is viewed as anything but objective, fine tuned, creative,
well thought out. and philanthropic.

After a few full snifters of Hennessy Paradis I jumped in the
waterbed and tried to get some sleep, but, alas, it was impossible.

You and your band of reverse engineered wine snobs have
ruined my life!

John C. Dvorak
Berkeley, CA

Sounds like things are tough right now, John, and we're sorry.

But look at the bright side—you could be worse off. I mean, at
least you don V have the Clapp.'—JJA

Cole Minder
Dear Editor:

We were delighted to read the nice review by Susan Glinert-

Cole of our book A Guide To Programming The IBM Personal
Computer, by Bruce Presley, in your September issue. We would.

however, like to make one correction. The book is published by

Lawrenceville Press, Inc., and not Van Nostrand Reinhold, with

whom we've contracted for distribution.

We would also like to respond to Ms. Glinert-Cole's comments
about numbering chapters separately. We are constantly in the

process of updating our books; if it were necessary to re-number
all pages each time we add something to a chapter it would
become a major, and expensive, undertaking.

Your readers might also be interested in knowing that we
publish Basic programming texts in the same format for the

Apple, Commodore, and Radio Shack computers.

Carol S. Tibbetts

Vice President

Lawrenceville Press Inc.

P.O. Box 6167
Lawrenceville, NJ 08648

Changing Landscape
Dear Editor:

Despite your statement in the January issue (p. 231) that there

is no regular boo-boo department in Creative Computing because
such a feature is usually unnecessary, there does seem to be a
problem with the Random Landscapes program in the same
issue.

The program won't work on the Apple II unless the Y in line

940 of the "lines to be added for the Apple II screen" is changed
toRl.
There is also something peculiar in line 540, in the part after

the colon. There is a B that doesn't seem to appear anywhere
else in the program and there is a single left bracket. The
program seems to run fine without the statement after the colon.

Other than that, it's a great program!
Jim Tankard

3033 Cherry Ln.

Austin. TX 78703

Notices
Tall (and Short) Tales
Wanted

As most of you know by now, the No-
vember 1984 issue of Creative Computing
will celebrate the tenth anniversary of

the magazine. As part of this issue, we
have invited leaders of the industry to

contribute articles and other material. The
outpouring has been overwhelming!
However, we would like your help also.

What funny things have happened to you
in computing over the past ten years? Do
you have any interesting stories to tell?

What would you like to share with our
readers? What was important to you? How
did your first computer blow up?

Please keep your anecdotes short (250
words maximum) and pithy. Please type,

double spaced, with ample margins. Include

a photo if appropriate. Everything must
reach us no later than August 1 to be con-
sidered for inclusion.

Send to Tenth Anniversary Issue,

Creative Computing, 39 E. Hanover Ave.,

Morris Plains, NJ 07950.

WCCE 85
The World Conference on Computers

in Education (WCCE) provides a forum
for discussion among all individuals who
have an interest in educational computing.
The fourth WCCE will be sponsored

by TC-3, the Technical Committee for

Education of the International Federation

for Information Processing (IFIP), from
July 29 to August 2, 1985 in Norfolk, VA.

Authors are invited to submit papers
describing actual experiences using com-
puters in the classroom or the consequences

of such use on the educational process.

Papers should report concrete results, or

be survey or tutorial papers which include

a synthesis and thorough evaluation. Dead-
line for papers is August 1, 1984.

Send papers to: John McGregor, De-
partment of Computer Studies, Murray
State University, Murray, KY 42071 USA.

Creative Computing
on CompuServe
The Creative Computing SIG is avail-

able on the CompuServe Information Ser-

vice. The SIG features news, information,

programming hints and fixes, the Street

Price Index, and a download section of

programs from the magazine. Type GO
PCS-22 at any ! prompt.

Exodus: Ultima III

On page 120 of our April, 1984 issue we
stated that Exodus: Ultima III was the

end of the Ultima series. Origin Systems
informs us that another adventure will be
released by the end of 1984.

8 June 1984 c Creative Computing



EPSTAKES

(1 winner)

\"
(25 winners)

A Bell & Howell
35mm camera. The 35J

complete with fine Lumina lens completely elim-

inates complicated focusing.

An exciting two week adventure for

two to a wild game preserve in Kenya,
Africa. The trip includes airfare,

luxurious accommodations, meals,

tips, and taxes.

FIRST PRIZE
(5 winners)

A Deluxe Camping Pack
age featuring an 8' x 10'

Wenzel Cabin Tent, four

Wenzel sleeping bags,

plus a Coleman lantern,

stove and cooler.

HOW TO ENTER

PRIZE
(100 winners)

Camouflage
Nylon Duffle Bag. This handsome bag

is water repellent and double reinforced at all

stress points.

And thousands ofElephant Safari camou-
flage T-shirtsfeaturing the Elephant logo.

ill""*;

No purchase necessary. Just come into a participating

Elephant Safari Sweepstakes dealership where you'll

find free entry blanks and official rules. While you're

there, check out our full line of quality

Elephant memory disks and accom-
panying products. Entries must be
received by July 31, 1984. Void

where prohibited.

For the Elephant
dealer nearest you,

call 1-800-343-8413.

In Massachusetts, call

collect 617-769-8150.

'ill .Ml bLii
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ONE PROGRAM YOU CANT
AFFORD TO BE WITHOUT!

' Covers all hardware soltware and accessories in your

home or in transit

' Insured on a replacement cost basis

i All Risk Coverage including Hood quake and breakage

i Covers damage to OP eguipmenl Irom short circuit blow

out. or other electrical damage or disturbance

including wiring

• Automatic coverage lor newly acquired property up to 60

days

i Can be used ior business or personal use or combination

' tven covers eguipmenl leased or rented Irom others

' Low S50 deductible

• VISA or MasterCard accepled

Now you can protect your investment with Broad Form,

low cost protection from Markel.

Policy Limit Annual Premium
up to $2,500 $22.50

$ 2.501-$5.000 $32.50

$ 5,001-$15.000 $47.50

$15.001 -$25,000 $62.50

(Higher limits are available upon request.)

Call today toll tree (or immediate coverage or more information 1

MARKEL SERVICE, INC
5310 Markel Road. Richmond. VA 23230
1 -800-446-6678 or 1 -800-552-3408 (VA)

CIRCLE 143 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Don't Miss The
Tenth Anniversary Issue!

Appearing in the Tenth Anniversary Issue of Creative Computing

will be the most distinguished lineup of authors ever assembled

in the history of computing: Seott Adams • David AM • John

Anderson • Gordon Bell • Saul Bernstein • Alfred Bork • Dan
Bricklin • Ken Brumbaugh • Bill Budge • David Bunnell • Jake

Commander • Michael Crichton • Tom Dwyer • Philip F.stridgc

• David Fox • Dave Freeman • Harry Garland • Bill Gates • Bill

Godbout • Dave Gordon • Stephen Gray • Wayne Green • Tim
Hartnell • Dick Heiser • Carl Helmers • Steve Hunka • Egil

Juliussen • Mitch Kapor • Alan Kay • John Kemeny • Walter

Koetke • Tom Kurtz • David Levy • Jim Levy • Sol Libes • David

Lien • David Lubar • Art Luehrmann • Forrest Minis • Chris

Morgan • Dave Moursund • George Morrow • Adam Osborne •

Chuck Peddle • Harvard Pennington • John Roach • Peter

Kodwcll • Ben Rosen • Seymour Rubinstein • Chris Rutkowski •

Michael Shrayer • Clive Sinclair • Les Solomon • Tom Stonier •

David Tebbutl • Paul Terrell • Ken Uston • Stan Viet • Jim

Warren • Rodnay Zaks • Ed Zaron.

All these people and many more will appear in the spectacular

tenth anniversary (November 14*41 ivsue of Creative Computing.
Don't miss it! Be sure your subscription is current - this is sure to

be an instant sellout on the newsstand.

Introducing Sams APE ESCAPE, the fast-action

game that will have you scaling tall buildings, riding

balloons, avoiding hazards and evading capture at

heights that would scare even King Kong.
The higher you climb, the faster the action. And with no

end to the buildings, there's no end to the fun! Play APE
ESCAPE alone or test your skill by trying to top someone else's

best score. Either way, ifs sure to bring out the animal in you!
APE ESCAPE, for any Apple ll*-compotible system,

No. 26166, $29.95.

Don't monkey around, buy APE ESCAPE today! Visit

your local Sams dealer. Or
call Operator 106 at 317-
298-5566 or 800 428 SAMS

Howard W. Sams & Co., Inc.

4300 West 62nd Street, RO. Box 7092
Indianapolis, IN 46206

_ r«f good mi USA only fttces subiect to chonge without notice In

Conoda contoct Lenbrook tk* tron.cv Morkhom. Ontono 131? I H2

10 CIRCLE 201 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Apple II rs o regatored trademark of Apple Computer, Irv
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THE BEST REASON FOR HAVING AHOME COMPUTER.
Your children. That's why we created

the Early Games series for them. We're

educators as well as computer special-

ists. \A/e create games that teach

children important skills.

There are five programs in the Early

Games series. Early Games for Young
Children is a set of nine entertaining

activities for children 2>k to 6. They
can work with numbers and letters and
create colorful pictures. Matchmaker
uses shapes, sizes, directions and
colors to help children develop reading

readiness skills. Children ages 5 to

12 can learn to play melodies with Early

Games Music Our Piece of Cake turns

math problems into, well, a piece of

cake. And Fraction Factory takes the
work out of fractions.

Early Games feature multiple

activities, easy to use picture menus,
and colorful graphics. The games
are fun, children love to play them! Thats
why they learn from them.
And they're the best reason for having

a home computer.

counterpoint software inc.
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family.

Introducing a iK» feneration ufcomputergames.
FamilyLearningGames from Spinnaker.

Ever notice how a little fun with the family can be a

little hard to arrange?
Well, now there's a solution - Spinnaker's Family Learn-

ing Games. A whole family of great games that make getting

the family together seem like child's play. And make "family fun"
really seem like fun again. What's more, they'll even help your
kids develop some very important skills.

What makes our Family Learning Games so special? Well,

for one thing they're designed to challenge and excite everyone
in the family, from grade schoolers to grownups. Their unique
combination of chance and strategy makes them perfect for

young players. yet challenging enough that everyone will want
to play them again and again.

But what makes our Family Learning Games even
more unique is how they help kids learn -about problem solving,

strategizing. spelling, even Greek mythology. That's quite a bit

more than they'd learn from a typical board game (ifyou could
even get them to play a typical board game).

So next time you want to get everybody together, don't

get discouraged -get Spinnaker's Family Learning Games.
You'll find the biggest challenge in family fun won't be

on the refrigerator. It'll be on the computer.
Spinnaker games are available for ColecoVision* and
Coleco Adam.'" Commodore 64 '" and Atari* home
computers.

lGON WAGON

sprr**01

Its New! JUKEBOX.'"
It's a musical strategy game that's kind

of a cross between a chess match and a

k
dance contest. To keep
the music bopping,

you've got to keep
your feet hopping-
but don't get boxed
in. or thejukebox
will stop!

Ages 8 -Adult.

It's New! AEGEAN VOYAGE.'
Where do monsters lurk? And which
islands have treasures to behold?
Heed the oracle's

words, for only

his clues can

lead you to

riches and a

safe return.

Ages 8 - Adult.

ColecoVision and Atari are registered trademarks of Coleco Industries and
Atari. Inc. respectively. Coleco Adam and Commodore 64 are trademarks
of Coleco Industries and Commodore Electronics Ltd. respectively. ©1984.
Spinnaker Software Corp. All rights reserved.
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ADVENTURE CREATOR."
Design a challenging adventure game
that everyone can play - or let the

computer design one
for you. It's exciting.

creative -and utterly

addictive!

Ages 12 -Adult.

UP FOR GRABS.'"
It's a wildly exciting crossword game where

everyone has to think fast. More words

will help you win

-

but don't get

caught with left-

over letters!

Ages 8 Adult.

SnNHAKER
We make learning fun. Cartridges for: ColecoVision.Coleco Adam. Atari and Commodore 64.
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he Epson QX-10 and the Valdocs
operating system represent an ambitious
attempt to produce a new generation of
truly user-friendly microcomputer sys-

tems. Because of this bold new direction,

the system deserves to be evaluated from
two different points of view: as a stand-

alone microcomputer and as the first

step in the evolutionary progress toward
a jargon free, user-friendly econo-
mically designed microcomputer.

This review covers the standard QX-
10 with two disk drives, the HASCI (for

Human Applications Standard Com-
puter Interface) keyboard, and Valdocs
version 1.18. This version of the Valdocs

(short for Valuable Documents) may
represent the last issue of version 1.x

software and is both an improvement
over, and a cleanup of, earlier releases.

There remain some problems with

Valdocs at this point (mainly in response

speed), but remember that before you

HARDWARE
EVALUATION

Roger H. Edelson

can run you must walk. Actually, ver-

sion 1.18 is probably more akin to a

baby's crawl; and according to Chris

Rutkowski of Rising Star Industries, the

proud parents of Valdocs, 1.18 ends the

crawling period.

Version 2.x will signal a new phase of

greatly improved capability and speed,

and version 3.x will put it all together,

add the few missing business application

modules, and really run—we'll see.

While most of the innovative design

on the QX-10 has been poured into the

Valdocs operating system and its sup-

porting HASCI keyboard, the hardware
design is also well thought out.

EPSON
"miiiu
"iiiiiii,
•••Mini!

• in..

OtSCM,
Mmffllffll
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The computer is divided into three

attractive light cream colored packages:

the main electronics unit, the 12" (diag-

onal) monitor, and the detachable key-

board. Charcoal coloring has been used
for the disk drives, the insert surround-

ing the CRT, and the keys to provide an
interesting and eye appealing contrast.

The total system weighs in at just under
40 pounds.

The System Unit
The heart of the QX-10 is the

electronics package or main system unit

which houses the two thin (1.5" high)

disk drives, the Z80A CPU, a speaker,

HARDWARE
PROFILE

Name: Epson QX-10 with Valdocs

and HASCI
Type: Medium to high end business

system

CPU: 8-bit Z-80A; 4 MHz
RAM: 64K to 256K RAM; 8K

ROM; 2K RAM, battery

supported

Keyboard: 104 Keys, full-stroke,

non programmable HASCI,
or programmable ASCII
architecture

I Text Resolution: 80 x 25

[

Graphics Resolution: 640 x 400
pixels

Color/Sound: Monochrome green;

speaker controlled by timer

Ports: Parallel, Centronics-

compatible; serial, RS-232C

Dimensions: CPU 20.3" x 13.6" x

4.1"; Monitor 12.4" x

13.6" x 10.6"; Keyboard
20" x 8.9" x 1.9*

Documentation: Manuals are

average, operating system

contains self-help.

Price: $2995 with dual, double-

density 5.25" drives.

Summary: A mature design of an 8-

bit machine with an
innovative and extremely

user-friendly operating

system and supporting

keyboard.

Manufacturer:

Epson America, Inc.

3415 Kashiwa St.

Torrance, CA 90505

memory (RAM, ROM, and battery

backed-up CMOS RAM), and the I/O.
This unit is just a little over 4" high and

Most of the innovative
design on the QX-10
has been poured into

the Valdocs operating
system and its

supporting HASCI
keyboard.

occupies a 20" wide by 13.6" deep foot-

print, which is not overly large given its

formidable capability.

The disk drives are somewhat unique

in that they are made by Epson and em-
ploy a voice-coil linear actuator for the

head positioning, rather than the famil-

iar stepper motor technology. This ac-

tuator design, usually found only on

hard disk drives, provides fast track-to-

track stepping speeds and is extremely

quiet during operation. In fact, the noise

of the drive is almost entirely masked by
the noise of the small muffin cooling fan.

This fan represents what might well

be the only mistake that Epson made in

their hardware design. The diminished

height of the main unit requires a very

small fan which must turn at a high (and

noisy) RPM to move the air. Even
worse, the fan blows the air directly out

of the unit. With this arrangement, room
air (along with all its contaminants) is

sucked into the machine through every

opening in the case, including the disk

drive slots. A much better design draws
the air into the fan through a filter then

disperses it throughout the electronics

and power supply areas and finally

forces it out of the case through the

drives and outlets. This flow pattern lim-

its the amount of trapped grit, dust, and
dirt on the disks.

The design Epson has chosen for the

disk insertion and removal operation is

also different, but it has a nice positive

action which I like. The disk is inserted

as in all drives, but once it is fully seated

in the unit a small latch clicks into place,

holding it firmly; there is no drive door
and no possibility of closing the door

and crunching an improperly inserted

disk. Next, the small button on the up-

per left front of the drive must be

pressed firmly to inform the drive, and
the system, that the disk is in place.

This button is also used to remove the

disk. It is designed as a mechanical tog-

gle, and a second push performs this op-

eration. The Valdocs system waits ever

so patiently until the system disk has

been inserted in the left drive, displaying

a message to INSERT DISKETTE.
The system also notifies the operator

if the data disk has not been inserted

into the righthand drive; it really is user-

friendly. The machine performs a self-

test when you turn it on, and checks the

printer—at the same time. It will inform
you if the printer is not connected, if it is

out of paper, or if the I/O interface is

not correct. Mine complained for weeks,

until I finally located a missing wire in

the extension cable I had added. (It was
not Epson's fault; the cable manufac-
turer had left out one handshaking
signal line.)

The Z80A CPU operates at a mod-
erate 4MHz clock rate, but it is able to

access a remarkable (for an 8-bit ma-
chine) 256K of RAM under Valdocs
(only 64K in the CP/M version), 2K of
CMOS RAM supported by a backup
battery, and up to 8K of ROM housing
the basic boot routines. This ability to

use more than the 64K of memory,
which is normally the maximum for an
8-bit machine, somewhat negates the

main advantage of the newer 8/16 ma-
chines, since the faster computational
speed of the latter chips has not proved a
major factor.

Actually, the main unit of the QX-10
has even more memory than is available

to the Z80A. There is another 32K to

128K of dedicated memory supporting

the bit-mapped video monitor. The over-

all design represents a well thought out,

fully mature implementation of an 8-bit

The overall design
represents a well

thought out, fully

mature implementation
of an 8-bit

microcomputer system.

microcomputer system, and the avail-

ability of CP/M 2.2x as an alternate

operating system assures a large base of

available software.

The Display
The display is an easy-on-the-eyes,

high-persistence, monochrome green

phosphor monitor, which provides a

moderate- to high-resolution 640 x 400
pixel display. The CRT uses an etched

faceplate to reduce the reflected glare of

ambient lighting, but no provision has

been made to adjust the viewing angle—

a

minor irritation.

The display is pleasantly clear and

June 1 984 ' Creative Computing 15
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readable, and in the text processing

mode provides an 80-column by 25-line

display. The last line is used for status

information such as the line spacing,

page number, line number, character po-
sition, and the time (kept current by a
battery powered clock calendar).

The only feature of the monitor which
takes a little getting used to is the length

of the phosphor persistence. The charac-

ters take somewhat longer than normal
to fade out and move.

The Keyboard
The keyboard is unconditionally ex-

cellent; it ranks with the best units I

have handled in terms of stroke, feel,

appearance, and arrangement, and the

HASCI architecture makes operating

the Valdocs system both logical and
easy. Another version of the keyboard, a
standard ASCII arangement, is also

available for users who want just a Z80A
CP/M system.

The two-color keys (charcoal and
dark grey) are divided into four func-

tional groups, consisting of a collection

of 61 standard text keys, a separate nu-
meric pad (including the four calcula-

tion keys, a separate enter key, and
even a decimal tab key), an editing and
cursor movement group, and the
Valdocs specific function keys, which
are arrayed along the top. Epson really

designed this layout well; too many
other computers skimp on the keys mak-
ing the numeric pad to do double duty as

The real difference
between the HASCI

keyboard architecture
and other computers is

embodied in the 17
specialized Valdocs

control keys.

the cursor movement keys. This shared
key arrangement greatly slows down
data entry when using a spreadsheet pro-

gram, but that is not the case with the

separate functions of the QX-10. Even
with the extra keys, the keyboard is not
unwieldy. It is the same width as the
main unit (20'), less than 2" high, and
only 9" deep. It rests comfortably on
either desk or lap, weighing in at S.S

pounds.

Speaking of fast data entry, Epson for-

got the little bump in the center of the S

key, a feature which makes data entry

considerably faster and easier. The
detachable keyboard is connected by a

16

Epson QX-10 system, manual, and small easel (shows meaning ofkeyboardfor various

software systems}.

Epson QX-10 keyboard is divided into logical clusters of keys.

coiled cord and a DIN type plug

equipped with a convenient lever that

folds out to make removal easy. Using
simple plastic adjustable legs, the tilt of
the keyboard can be varied to suit the

desire of the user. The key tops are

sculpted, and have a matte finish. Five

of the keys (shift-lock, insert, calc,
SCHED, and draw) have internal LED
status indicators.

But the real difference between the

HASCI keyboard architecture and other

computers is embodied in the 17 special-

ized Valdocs control keys, which are di-

vided into four logical groupings. The
first four keys on the far left are labelled

Cursor keys are arranged in logicalpattern.

LED on INSERT key shows when it is

"on.

"
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its

yourcomputer
is missing,

MOON PATROL

(UNCLE HUNT

POLE POSITION

DONKEY KONG

JUNGLE HUNT

MS. PAC-MAN

POLE POSITION

PROTECTOR II

PICNIC PARANOIA

DONKEY KONG

MS. PAC-MAN

MOON PATROL

JUNGLE HUNT

DONKEY KONG

ROROTRON: 2084

VIC
• APPLE

If you thought you'd never find fun games for

your hardworking home computer, happy days

are here. Because now ATARISOFT"" has all

the great hits. . . Pac-Man; Donkey Kong2 by
Nintendo; Centipede'," Defender; Joust, Jungle

Hunt? Moon Patrol; Pole Position; GalaxianJ

Ms. Pac-Man! and Battlezone."

And we've got them for all the hit computers
. . .Apple, IBM, Commodore 64, Vic-20, Colecovi-

sion* and TI 99/4A. We've got Pac-Man, Centi-

pede and Defender for Intellivision ux).

So dust off your joystick and ask your dealer

for all the ATARISOFT hits. It's the software your
hardware's been waiting for.

aiarisoft;
All the hits your computer is missing.

ATARISOFT products ace manufactured by Alan. Inc lor use with various computers and video game consoles ATARISOFT products are nol made, licensed or approved by the manutacturer<s) ol these

computers and video game consoles •Donkey Kong and Batttezone not avaiable on Coiecovision I Trademarks dBalyMlg Co Sublicensed to ATARI, Inc by Namcc-Amenca. Inc 2 Trademarks and

O Nmendo 1981 19633 Trademarks and CWirams 1990 1982 manufactured under Icense from WRiamsFlectroncs 4 Trademark and ColTarlo America Corporation 1982 S Engineered and

designed by Namco Ltd manutactured under leense by ATARI. Inc Trademark andONamco 1982 Alan* O A Warner Communeations Co o 1984 ATARI. Inc All rights reserved
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System Controls and control the help,
copy-disk, and undo functions, plus a
bright red stop key. The stop and
undo keys are real error correctors;

stop halts whatever operation the QX-
10 is currently pursuing, and undo al-

lows you to reverse the last specified

command. Oh, how many times I have
wished for a key like this after deleting

the wrong file under CP/M. Unfortu-
nately, this is one operation the undo
key does not provide, but the file han-
dling routines force a second positive

response from the operator before a cho-
sen file can be erased.

The stop key turns out to be more
useful than expected. Because of the

slow response time of Valdocs during
some operations and the large type-
ahead buffer (32 characters), it is pos-
sible to stack up a series of identical

commands, such as view next page or re-

try disk access. The result is a very long
wait while the computer patiently retries

the operation over and over and over
again. This is where the stop key earns
its keep: one press and the operation
ceases at the end of the currently execut-
ing command and the buffer is cleared.

help and copy-disk are time savers;

in particular it is almost magical to have
a single button that automatically makes
a backup copy of a disk. It takes a few
minutes to do the job, and you still have
to swap disks, but compare this with the
CP/M operation, which requires exiting

the program, calling up the copy pro-
gram, and changing the disk.

It is easy to use
English for file names
and provide enough
information to allow
the establishment of

simple relations

between different files.

File Handling
The next group of keys (store, re-

trieve, print, index, and mail) are
the File Control functions, which pro-
vide a single-key implementation of the
most commonly used file handling op-
erations. With store and retrieve,
files are placed on, or removed from,
disk storage, print and mail send files

either to a printer or to other systems via

electronic mail. It is true that Valdocs
1.18 does not support a true save func-
tion with the store command, but the
newer versions are expected to im-
plement this function.

18

Rear of the system unit has connectors for parallel printer. RS-232 device, monitor,
and AC power cord.

QX-10 has five slotsfor add-on boards.

Among the most impressive features

of HASCI and Valdocs in the file han-
dling department are the index key and
the operation it commands. Instead of
the limited eight-letter name and three-

letter extension for files allowed by
CP/M (i.e., FILEFOOl.ROG), in the
1.18 version of Valdocs every file (graph,

document, database) may be indexed by
a description of up to 16 keywords.
That's right 16 words, and the index
function ignores what Valdocs refers to

as noise words—I, or, and, it, etc.

With this power it is easy to use En-
glish for file names and provide enough
information to allow the establishment

of simple relations between different

files. This function offers the power of a

mini-database in a single key at the

slight cost of increased time for file han-
dling operations. For example, all my
articles for Creative Computing can be
found by indexing on those words or I

can search for all articles or files on
peripherals or printers.

Miscellaneous Applications
Most of us use our computers for

more than one application. While I

mainly use mine for text processing,

there are times when I need graphics

capability or want to schedule my

June 1984 e Creative Computing
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Teacher Certified by the

National Education Association

Compatible with Apple. IBM.

PC Jr. and Commodore 64.

Price only $69.95

Cut your reading time

in half or better — and

improve your comprehension

with SPEED READER II.

This Award-winning

software was designed by

Reading Specialists and has

proven effective for thousands.

SPEED READER II is fun,

stimulating . . . and best of all,

it gets results!

Davidson
Educational Software that Works.

Davidson & Associates, Inc.

6069 Groveoak Place, #12
Rancho Palos Vc-rd.

CA 90274 (213) 373

Apple. IBM end Commodore 64 are trade marks respectively ot Apple Computers Inc.. International Business Machines Corp and Commodore Business Machines Inc.
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appointments and meetings. With most
operating systems, to change from one
task to another requires saving the work
currently in progress, exiting the present

program, entering the new program, and
loading the correct file. Only then can
the new task begin.

With the common sense, user-friendly

approach of Valdocs and HASCI, the

operator simply presses one key to

change tasks. While Valdocs comes up
in the word processing mode, all one has

to do to change applications is select

from the application keys, menu, calc,
SCHED, or DRAW.
CALC turns the computer into a four-

function calculator which can place

numbers in the text or total a row or col-

umn of figures which already exist in the

document.
SCHED provides a time management

function, and draw offers a powerful

graphic capability. Each time you change
applications, Valdocs automatically saves

the work which was in progress.

Word Processing
The QX-10 word processor works on

visual and actual pages. The visual page
consists of the 60 characters by 24 lines

displayed on the screen, while the actual

page is the SS lines of text which will be

printed. A horizontal line marks the

actual page break on the screen, and a

status display is always present.

The status display shows the visual

page, lefthand margin, line spacing, cur-

rent actual page number, current line

number and character (cursor) position

on that line. Replace or Insert mode, tab

settings, righthand margin, time of day,

and a vertical righthand flag line which

All the normal facilities

you would expect in a
word processor are
available in Valdocs.

indicates the applicable line codes, such
as carriage return, word wrap, charac-

ters past the margin setting, etc.

All of the normal variables may be set

by calling up one of the various editing

menus and inserting new. values. No
other "work windows" are displayed

during normal editing. Files may be
merged, for example, to place a letter-

head file at the beginning of a form letter

held in another file.

All the normal facilities you would ex-

pect in a word processor are available in

Valdocs, including justification, block
moves, reformatting, insertion, and
search and replace. With just the word

20
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Quarterly E; censes 198'
Quarter

JamUT y February Mcr L h !Mlt> Icit.U

Magaz ines •40.30 *o.oo • 17.50 •58. OO
Postage 15. OO 17.20 43. OO 75. 20
Telephone 1.75 .45 3.85 6.03
Office Supplies 23. OO 5.75 43.91 72.66
Mileage (20.3.

>

10.23 6. BO 37.89 34.94
Electricity UOX> 14. 20 13.21 15.67 33.08
Rent UOX) 31. SO 51.50 51.30 144.30
Pr int i ng O.OO O.OO 34.33 34.35
Advert i sing O.OO 13.73 43.75 39. SO
Misc. Materials 13. 98 3.73 17.77 33.48

Monthly Sub Total S170. 18 •113.94 •309. 19

Quarterly Total •567.71

Use of Valdocs word processor with the CALCfunction.

The Epson QX-10 Valdocs word processor is a versati le

ogram which provides the capability of entering/editing
text tor generating simple spread sheets, making business
forms, and writing letters or manuscripts. It provides all

the normal functions of a word processor program and will
write in bold, italics, or both at the same time, as well

as underline .

This example was printed via the Screen Dump function
to show the Status Display as seen on the screen when in

the word processing mode.

LS=1 PfiGE 1 LIKE 2 CHRR 10 INSERT ON < 2:15 P •

t

.at

Valdocs software provides a Document Window and Status Display for data
entering/editing.

processor and calculator it is possible to

create spreadsheets and other business

related forms.

Valdocs also offers a spooling facility

which will queue up to three documents
to be printed, releasing the CPU for

other tasks.

With the QX-10 in the text processing

mode, the final group of keys (bold,
italic, size, and style) take effect,

providing a true what-you-see-is-what-

you-get document presentation. The
QX-10 uses its bit-mapped graphics

capability to display italics, bold, and
underlined text. Under version 1.18 the

style key provides underlined letters

and the size key allows the display (and
the printed output) to vary the line spac-

ing selection for one, two, or three lines.

To some degree, it is this graphic
depiction of text that slows down the

word processing function—perhaps the

loudest complaint lodged against
Valdocs. Notice that I didn't say the

QX-10; under CP/M, running other

word processing software, the computer
is as fast as most 8-bit machines.

Improvements in Valdocs
Rising Star Industries recognizes this

complaint and has attacked the problem
in several ways. First, version 1.18 has

corrected some of the imperfections and
bugs in the earlier software: the menus
have been greatly refined and improved;

a repeating vertical cursor control has

been added; the text processor now auto-

matically comes up in replace mode
rather than in insertion mode; the style
and size keys are now partially im-

plemented (as mentioned earlier); and
additional printer support is now pro-

vided. The so called "open manhole cov-

ers" through which data and files

dropped from sight have been closed; I

couldn't get the system to lose any of my
files. The speed of operation has been
significantly improved, but it still seems
maddeningly slow in many cases.

During certain operations, this slow-

ness is really operator perception rather

than actual measured timing. The file

handling operations appear to respond

slower than equivalent CP/M proce-

dures because CP/M keeps the user in-

volved in the operation by forcing the

entry of different commands throughout
the process, while all Valdocs requires is

a single keystroke. In addition, the speed

increase of version 1.18 is effective only
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, The world's fate
is in your hands.

Picture yourself as the

world's greatest super-

agent, Graham Crackers.

You must go undercover and sneak into an
enormous art museum. Incredibly, it's a front for

an international terrorist organization!

Your secret mission is to heist all the artwork in

search of a classified microfilm. If you don't

carry it off in time, the world is doomed!

Grab the keys to the 90 fiendishly boobytrapped

rooms (144 in Apple). Brave the multitude of

heart-stopping dangers as you make your

tortuous way through the deadly rooms. Test
your cunning against overwhelming odds!

Chilling suspense and unknown terrors await
you behind every door. You must evade man-
eating robots, monstrous stompers, sweeper
drones and tons of falling boxes — and make
deathndefying leaps from moving platforms.

Only your artful handling of this dangerous
assignment can save the world from destruction!

For Apple II & He, IBM PC & jr, Atari,

Commodore 64, ColecoVision & Adam.

- 1 by MicroLab. Inc. The Heist isaregistered trademark

of MicroLab. Inc. Apple II & He. IBM PC & jr. Atari

Commodore 64. ColecoVision & Adam are registered

trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. . IBM Corp., Atari. Inc.

Commodore Electronics. Ltd. and Coleco Industries, Inc..

respectively.
micro
THE COMPUTER ENTERTAINMENT DIVISION OF MICROLAB. If1

2699 Skokie Valley Road. Highland Park, IL 60035 • (312)433-7550
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when operating under Valdocs. There is

no change in the Creative Computing
benchmark values because Basic runs
outside of Valdocs under CP/M.

Version 1.18 has expanded the capa-
bilities of the earlier releases in many of
the applications and file handling areas,

thus making the system easier to use.

For instance, the indkx feature was lim-

ited to eight words per file, rather than
the two-line, 16-keyword titles available

in the current version.

Rising Star has also given the Valdocs
user the ability to modify the text

processor both to speed up its operation
and to change certain of its characteris-

tics, it is now possible to change the text

mode so the cursor is not locked in the

center of the screen with the text moving
past it. The cursor can appear, instead,

in the upper left corner and move
through the text—a technique I prefer.

Further, by changing the Valdocs
experience level from the lowest level

(there are four levels: Beginner, Novice,
Advanced, and Expert), you can access
the Quirk function which allows the
modification of the text screen to a
character-oriented, as opposed to graph-
ics-oriented, display. In this mode, the
text processor is significantly faster, but
is no longer capable of displaying the

bold, italic, and other graphic styles. The
characters are still printed as com-
manded, but they are not displayed on
the screen.

One change in Valdocs 1.18 that is not

You can sit down at
the QX-10, turn it on
and immediately

produce either a text
document or excellent
graphs without reading
a single instruction.

an improvement becomes evident when
you select the PRINT function. The
number of lines left blank at the top and
bottom of a printed page must be set in

the printer parameter file using
SETUP.SYS. But even when this value
is set to 0, the printer supplies several

linefeeds before printing. This is particu-

larly bothersome when using single sheet

paper.

Valdocs a Success?
The operation, success, and problems

of Valdocs must be viewed from the
perspective of the attempt to create an
entirely new synthesis between the com-

22
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Through an interactive menu, the user may draw pie charts and bar. line, or
scientific graphs.

IS

puter and the user. Rising Star In-

dustries intended to produce a user-

friendly computer system supported by a
logically designed dedicated keyboard,
which can be used immediately by even
complete computer neophytes without

reference to the operating manuals. I

think they have succeeded. Okay, a

beginner will need to read the first chap-
ter of the QX-10 Operations Manual to

make sure the computer is correctly un-

packed and connected and to learn

which drive takes the operating system
disk and which is for the data disk.

A first time computer user should
read the simple first chapter to avoid
some of the really dumb things that have
been done: like stripping the outer jacket

off the disks (after all, it is obvious that a
square object can't rotate correctly, isn't

it) or taking the disks to the photocopier
to make backups.

Aside from this very preliminary

education, there is almost no need for

the manuals. You can sit down at the

QX-10, turn it on and immediately pro-

duce either a text document or excellent

graphs without reading a single instruc-

tion. Your operation may not be as ef-

ficient as possible, but it will be effective

and catastrophe free. The philosophy of
design as expressed by Chris Rutkowski
is, "that which is not specifically prohib-
ited is allowed," as opposed to most
other computers which are based on the

converse, "that which is not expressively

allowed, is probably prohibited."

Version 2.x of Valdocs is intended to

take an operating system which was
essentially a proof of design offering and
turn it into a system which minimizes
some of the compromises involved in the

first implementation. It is based on the

first thorough investigation of a user-

friendly operating system.

In this next generation, in place of
separate software modules, will be a
package written as an integrated en-

tirety, with consequent increased operat-

ing speeds. According to Rising Star,

almost the entire Valdocs operating sys-

tem has been rewritten; something less

than 10% of the code from version 1.x

has been retained. The HASCI interface

is portable, so users will probably barely

notice the difference in generations.

There is also a strong movement at

Rising Star to ship version 2.x without

any manuals at all, since the company
thinks that many people are threatened

by the manuals and documentation
snipped with some systems. The new
user thinks "Oh my gosh, does this

mean I can't use this thing without read-

ing 500 pages of computerese? As I have
attemped to make clear, this is definitely

not the case with Valdocs; as mentioned
earlier, even with version 1.18 a new
operator can begin efficiently using the

machine minutes after unpacking it.

The final stage (at least as now
planned) in the evolutionary progress of
Valdocs will be version 3.x, which will

contain 95% of all applications software
required of a business computer. Spread-

sheet, database, and sorting capabilities

will be added to complete the package.

All of these applications (and more)
are available from the QX-10 under
CP/M, but without the user-friendly

overmind of Valdocs. If Rising Star and
Epson can complete this ambitious
undertaking, the QX-10 will take its

place as the most user-friendly business

computer on the market.

CIRCLE 400 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Attache

Presenting o marvelous cose for packing-up
oil your accounting software cares and woes.

Attache Accounting Software

has been flawlessly designed to

provide you with effective financial

solutions.

Thoroughly Tested
Developed for small to large

companies. Attache Accounting

Software has been extensively

tested in the United States and
Australia and is acknowledged
to be bullet-proof. Yet, for oil its

power and versatility, it is easy to

install and easy to use.

Programmed For Growth
Amazingly flexible, it is sensibly

designed with "turn-on/turn-off"

options to help meet your com-
pany's expanding needs.

Attache modules can be pur-

chased separately or os an inte-

grated system. Modules indude:

Accounts Receivable, Invoidng/

CIRCLE 100 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Sales Analysis, Inventory, Accounts

Payable, General Ledger, and
Payroll.

Software To Go
Everything you require

to run your accounting
system is packaged
inside our attractive >^_
Attache Case.
CPA Support

Recognized by lead
ing microcomputer
manufacturers as

the ultimate in accounting software.

Attache has also earned the recom-
mendation and support of major
CPA firms.

End User Training

"Hands-on" instruction is available

from a nationwide network of

community colleges.

For more details, visit your nearest

Attadie Software dealer or write:

Attache Software Inc., 4251
Plymouth Road, Ann Arbor,

Michigan 46105. (313) 663-1 166.

Attache
Attach* Software Inc.

Accounting
software

that carries you
far into the future.



Introducing Macintosh.

What mates 11 tick.And talk.

Well, to begin with, 110 volts of

alternating current.

Secondly some of the hottest hard-

ware to come down the pike in the last

3vears.

lh' garden mneh
16 bitHtm
mkrefmnuar.

Some hard facts may be in order at

this point:

Macintosh's brain is the same blind

ingly-fast 32-bit microprocessor we gave

our other brainchild, the Lisa™Personal

Computer. Far more powerful than the

16-bit 8088 found in current generation

computers.

Its heart is thesame Lisa Technology'

of windows, pull-down menus, mouse

commands and icons. All of which make
that 32-bit power far more useful by

making the Macintosh™ Personal

Computer far easier to use

than current generation

computers. In fact, if you can point with-

out hurting yourself, you can use it

Now for some small talk.

Thanks to its size, if you can't bring the

problem to a Macintosh, you can always

bring a Macintosh to the problem. (It

weighs 9 pounds less than the most

popular "portable.")

Another miracle of miniaturization

is Macintosh's built-in 3
1/-'" drive. Its disks

store400K—more than conventional% "

floppies. So while they're big enough to

hold a desk full of work, they're small

enough to fit in a shirt pocket And,

they're totally encased in a rigid plastic

so they're totally protected.

And talk about programming.

There are already plenty of programs to

keep a Macintosh busy Like MacPaint,™

And with Macintosh BASIC, Mac-

intosh Pascal and our Macintosh Toolbox

for writing your own mouse-driven pro-

grams, you, too, could make big bucks

in your spare time.

You can even program Macintosh

to talk in other languages, like Yiddish

or Serbo-Croation, because it has a built-

in polyphonic sound generator^^^"
capable of producing ,..-

high qualitv speech^^ n* >v<*<* **if

nrmiKir ' /T Replaces typed in

computercommands uith a
firm ofcommunicationyou
ahead)' understand

—

pointing

Some mice bm<e two

buttons. Macinheh has

one So it's extremely

difficult topush the'

wrong button-

a program that, for the first time, lets a

personal computer produce virtually any

image the human hand can create. There's

more software on the way from developers

like Microsoft," Lotus,
IM
and Software

Publishing Corp., to mention a few

Macintosh automatically makes room MacPaintproducts nrttialh any image
firyour Ulustratkms hi the text the human hand can create.

MicrosoJIs Multiplanar Macintosh

The inside

story—

a

rotating ball

amtaptkalsensors

translate moivments

ofthe mouse to Macintosh s screen pointer

withpin point accuracy

All the right connections.

On the back of the machine, vou'H find

built-in RS232 and RS422 AppleBus serial

communication ports. Which means you

can connect printers, modems and other

peripherals without adding $150 cards.

It also means that Macintosh is ready to

hook in to a local area network. (With

AppleBus, you will be able to interconnect

up to 16 different Apple computers and

peripherals.)

Should you wish to double Mac-

intosh's storage with an external disk



9" high resolution

512x3*2l*xel
bitmappeddisplay

Ultra compact, switching type

powersupplyandhigh restitution

lideo drcuitrv. Matteryfor Macintosh's

butlt-m clock ailetular

Hmlim handlefor

getting carried away.

BatmOattmtkmsedwiAfple</tipi*r. Inc Affile.

bga. MatPaMmtdUman

t

rademark <4'Affile Ompder. Inc. Mkrimf
tiliQff mi linii n< /Ihnii/rii'iiYi ii bone e a trademark of

late Darltpmenl Gwpiwatun Foran a^torad Apple dealer mortal

adl (800) 538-9696. htCanadaadl (800)268-7796 or

(800)268-7637.

Thanks to clever venting,

Macintosh requires no

internalfan.

RS232, RSi22AppkBie serial

communications portsfor
printers, modems andother

peripherals

Mouse connector.

External disk drive connector

Polyphonicsoundport

Keyboard connedor—
a tekfhme typejackyou

already know hoc to use.

drive, you can do so without paying for

a disk controller card—that connector's

built-in, too.

There's also a built-in connector

for Macintosh's mouse, a feature that

costs up to $300 on computers that can't

even run mouse-controlled software.

One last pointer.

Now that youVe seen some of the logic,

the technology, the engineering genius

and the software wizardry that separates

\ 64K bytesROM

*\
32 bit Motorola

MC6HOOO nucrxpveessor

Macintosh from conventional computers,

we'd like to point you in the direction of

your nearest authorized Apple dealer.

Over 1500 of them are eagerly

waiting to put a mouse in your hand

As one point-and-click makes perfecdy

clear, the real genius of Macintosh isn't

Macintosh s digital board —
tgpower ofan

entire32 bti digitalgraphics

computer in HOsquare inches.

its 32-bit Lisa Technology or itsW
floppy disks, or its serial ports, or its soft-

ware, or its polyphonic sound generator.

The real genius is that you don't

have to be a genius to use a Macintosh.

You just have to be smart enough

to buy one.

Soon there'll be just two kinds of people

Tliosewho use computersAnd^
those who use Apples. Vt.
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The Corvus Concept and ISYS Integrated Software

Wide
Screen

Computing

SYSTEM
PROFILE

Product: Corvus Concept

Type: Small business computer with

networking

CPU: 16-bit 68000

RAM:128Kor512K
Keyboard: Detached, 89 keys

Text resolution: (switch selectable)

72 rows 91 columns vertical

or 56 rows 120 columns horizontal

Graphics: bit mapped; 458,744 pixels

Documentation: (Too?) many manuals

Price as tested: $10,235

includes 512K system $4995
8" Drive $750
20Mb hard disk $3995
ISYS Software $495

Summary: Excellent system for small

networks; terribly

inadequate documentation.

Manufacturer:
Corvus Systems

2100 Corvus Dr.

San Jose, CA 95124

(408) 559-7000

HARDWARE
EVALUATION

George Blank

Would you like a computer that can
network with IBM PCs, Apples, and CP/M
computers, sharing files on a hard disk?
How about a computer that would easily

allow you to develop a spreadsheet, create

a three-dimensional graph from the spread-

sheet, write explanatory notes on an ex-

cellent word processor, and then drop
the graph and relevant section of the

spreadsheet directly into the middle of
the word processing text to be printed?
Would it help if the screen could hold
more than six times the information norm-
ally found on the screen of an IBM PC,
Apple II, or TRS-80? If so, you might
want to investigate the Corvus Concept.

Calling the Concept a personal computer
is stretching a point. While this computer
compares favorably as a stand-alone system
with the Apple Lisa and the IBM PC XT,
it is clearly intended to be used in a network
of computers; a network that can include

Apple and IBM computers as well as other

Concepts.

The system is fairly large and covers a

full desktop. The monitor mounts on a
swivel base on top of the CPU and can be
tilted to set the viewing angle. It can be
mounted either horizontally or vertically;

a switch on the back of the CPU sets the

mode. The detached, 89-key keyboard
has a coiled cord that allows use anywhere
within five feet of the back of the CPU.

/ taught an artist

to access the system
and use the

graphics software
in ten minutes.

The hard disk drive and 8" floppy drive

take up the rest of the desktop, but could
be mounted underneath.

This is a very complex system. It takes

a long time to set up and even longer to

learn to use it effectively. Although the

system is provided with enough manuals

26

to stock a library, they are of mediocre
quality, and most lack an index. However,
Corvus does offer excellent technical sup-

port over the telephone. I had to make at

least a dozen calls over a two-month period,

and was never disappointed with the quality

of the help I received.

During the week after Christmas, when
the rest of Corvus was on vacation, the

telephone support staff was on duty. When
I asked a question during that period that

no one on duty could answer, they called

me back a few hours later with the answer.

By waiting until after 5:00 p.m. to call

and using Sprint, I kept the total cost of

the phone calls to $35— probably reason-

able for a $10,000 computer system. (I

have had extensive experience with many
different computer systems, however, and
someone with less experience would prob-

June 1 984 ' Creative Computing
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ably have more questions and more
difficulty.)

Setting Up the System
After unpacking the system, I spent

half an hour browsing through the various

manuals trying to figure out what to do
first. (Corvus does not provide a Read
This First instruction sheet, but they des-

perately need one.) Finally, I just picked

one of the installation guides at random
and started with it. By working my way
step by step through the Personal Work-
station Installation Guide, the Diskette

Drive Installation Guide, and the Disk

Drive Installation Guide, I managed to

get the system set up, but not working.

When I could not get past part of the

hard drive set up, I called Corvus. They
quickly diagnosed my problem as a need

June 1984 • Creative Computing

to reformat the hard disk drive and talked

me through the procedure.

After setting up the system, it is necessary

to install the software. This is also a

complex process, taking several hours and

involving step-by-step instructions in a

separate manual for each package. In

general, the process involves setting up a

area on the hard disk to hold each appli-

cation, possibly setting up another area

of storage for files generated by that

application, copying the software to the

application area, then deciding which users

of the system will have access to each
application and setting up the access tables

to allow them to do so.

Many of the other tasks involved in

using the system are equally complex.

This does not mean that the system does

not support casual users. I taught an artist

to access the system and use the graphics

software in ten minutes, and he had not

previously operated a computer. But at

least one skilled computer operator should

be available at each installation to serve

as the system manager and handle special

problems. Even such a simple operation

as copying a file from the hard drive to a

floppy disk can involve 15 minutes of

searching through manuals and ten or

more programming steps.

To use the system, as a casual user you
would type your user name, then enter

your password. This would bring you to

the "dispatcher level" of the operating

system. Labels at the bottom of the screen

would reference the ten function keys at

the top of the keyboard. Probably, you
would first press function key 4, labeled

SetVol, and type the name of the volume

27
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20Mb of disk storage for $3995.

Warmware rather than
hardware or software

is becoming the
major cost in a

computer system.

The back panel includes a network port,

two serial ports, keyboard and monitor
ports, monitor vertical/horizontal switch,

power connector andpower switch.

A pull out tray has four Apple-type ex-

pansion slots. Cards shown here are for
the floppy and hard drives.

(hard disk memory storage area) within

which you wanted to work. Next you would

press the function key appropriate to your

application. For example, on my system,

function key 1 is the UCSD Pascal pro-

gramming environment, key 2 is the

Logicalc spreadsheet program, key 3 is

the ISYS system described later, and shifted

function key 3 enters the Edword word
processor. Depending on which key is

pressed, the appropriate software would
load into memory from the hard disk,

initialize, and begin to accept your input.

ISYS Integrated Software System
It is necessary for me to stress that I am

speaking as a beginner in evaluating the

ISYS software. It typically requires at least

60 hours of use to become proficient using

any typical business software application,

such as a word processing program. ISYS
includes several such applications, plus

operating environments that are as complex

28

as the applications.

I have used Edword for only about

eight hours, Logicalc about 30 hours, and
Graph about 20 hours, so I cannot claim

to be an expert on any of them. I spent

only a brief time looking at the data
communications, list management, and
file sorting functions of ISYS. The desk

tool functions were moderately useful and
very easy to learn.

Using the 60-hour average, which seems
appropriate from my experience with the

system so far, I estimate that it would
take 12 weeks of full time use to become
a fully qualified system manager of a

Concept workstation running the ISYS
software, and another four weeks if the

system were networking with other com-
puters. This is largely a function of the

complexity of the system; if it did a lot

less, it would be a lot easier to learn and
use. But it does indicate that warmware
(a human being, probably collecting a

June 1984 e Creative Computing



StartA Tradition
rrthAdvanced Ideas

Bring the whole family together with

programs that are educational, flexible,

extendable and fun. As the years go by
you'll be glad you did.

Families like yours know programs aren't

all the same. And that a computer is only

as good as the software that runs on it.

So go ahead. Demand programs flexible

enough to fit your children s abilities as
they grow. Insist on features that extend
subject matter as far as you want to take

it. And be unimpresed if the whole thing

isn't great fun. then watch as your family

keeps coming back to Advanced Ideas.

You'll discover that you've really started

something.

How to Choose Software
for YourHome
"As an educator with over a decade of
experience using computers with child-

ren, I've found there are key features in

a well-designed learning game. One
is extendability.

Look for enough variety to hold your
child's attention over time. Some games
are appealing in the short run, but are
quickly mastered. Supplementary materi-

als such as disks of added lessons can
continue your child's interest and
enjoyment.

The ability to modify a program is another
form of extendability. Authoring systems
can let you create lessons on your own
topic areas for any age level and allow

children to create and save original work,
giving a sense of completion and pride

vital to learning."

Software ofChoice
Advanced Ideas (formerly Computer-
Advanced Ideas) leads the industry with

programs designed for extendability

through easy-to-use authoring systems
and a unique library of LearningWare1**

diskettes. Rich game play and sound
educational design have won Advanced
Ideas programs the approval of the

National Education Association.

Ask to see a demonstration at your local

computer store.

Then make
Advanced Ideas

a tradition in

your home.

'AdvancedIdeas
1

Bringing Ideas Home
2550 Ninth Street Suite 104 Berkeley. CA 94710
(415)526-9100
Advanced Ideas programs are compatible with the most popu-
lar computers Apple. ' IBM " and Commodore ^

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computers. Inc. IBM is

a registered trademark of IBM Corp. Commodore is a trade-

mark of Commodore Business Machines Inc
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IS YS Graph creates impressive three-dimensional graphs. ISYS integrates Graph. Logicalc, List Management, and Edword.

good salary) is becoming the major cost

in a computer system rather than hardware
or software.

The ISYS system environment is menu
driven. It works through ten function keys,

which (unlike those on the IBM PC) are
properly placed along the top row of the

keyboard. The bottom three rows of the

display typically contain ten inverse-video

blocks— one for each function key —with
up to two labels for each key and the

label Fl through F10 above each block.

Each function key can have four mean-
ings at any single menu level: the regular

function, another with the shift key, a
function when the command key is also

pressed, and a function with both the

Shift and Command keys. Pressing the

command key by itself displays a second
set of function key labels. Above the

function keys will usually be a box con-
taining two more lines to receive command
input and display messages from the ap-

plication or system environment. Because
the screen is so large, dedicating five lines

at the bottom to command and control
functions does not appreciably reduce the
work space available.

The top of the screen contains a status

line, displaying the current operating sys-

tem, user name, station number, disk

volume name, day of the week, date, and
time. To set the command areas apart
from the work area, the work area is

enclosed in a box made from four narrow
lines.

The well-labeled function keys make
the Corvus Concept, at one and the same
time, one of the easiest and one of the

most difficult systems I have ever used. If

the function I need is displayed on the
screen, it is easy to find and use. This is

true in most of the applications for most
of the commonly used functions. If I have
to press the Command key to find the

30

function. I am not quite as satisfied. If I

have pressed a function key to go into

another menu and then find the function

I need, I become exasperated.

Sometimes you have to go through sev-

eral pages of menus to get to a function,

and it is easy to get lost on the way. But
worst of all, for many functions in the

Corvus, you have to search through several

manuals that don't have indexes to find

the instructions. Then you have to page
through several menus to accomplish pre-

liminary functions. Then you must type

Altogether, the program
has more than 140
functions, and it is

fully integrated with the
data communications,

spreadsheet, and
business graphics

in ISYS.

relatively meaningless or illogically ab-

breviated commands without error after

accomplishing all of the necessary pre-

liminaries. This is far too much effort to

complete what should be a simple task!

In general, however, the functions are
well thought out. For example, function
key 10 is usually dedicated to exiting from
the current menu. If this is likely to cause
trouble if done at the wrong time, then
the shifted F10 key may be required to

exit.

Word Processor
I like the Edword word processor better

than any of the more than 20 word process-

ing programs I have used in the past six

years. Although it would probably take

many hours to become an expert with the

system, it takes only a few minutes for a

beginner to learn to accomplish most
ordinary word processing tasks.

After I created my first sample work-
space, without even looking at the Edword
manual, a letter from Corvus Systems
appeared in the workspace automatically.

The letter, which would fill about three

single-spaced typewritten pages, was act-

ually an interactive tutorial on Edword. It

taught me how to use the function keys,

enter and delete text, mark sections of

text, cut and paste, and use the undo
function. I love having function keys for

both undo and redo.

It is a joy to be able to display 72 rows
of text on the screen at one time, with 90
characters in each row. At the top of the

screen is a ruler with the tab positions

indicated for laying out your text. Also
listed are the program name, version num-
ber, and the name of your file. The screen

functions as a moving window, so the

document can be wider and much longer

than that which could be accommodated
on a single screen. On the left edge of the

screen is a line which has a thick portion

to show the vertical position of the current

window in the document and an arrow
pointing to the line that holds the cursor.

At the bottom of the screen you find a

long open box with the current horizontal

position in the workpad shaded solid, the

number of the current line, the number
of lines in the document, and the column
number of the current cursor position.

The line below that holds the mode (i.e.

Edit) in inverse video, plus any status

messages from the program to the user.
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All roads to the best strategy
games fortheAPPLE lead to'ssi.
As the

hero in this

fantasy ad-

venture role-

playins same,
you must battle

hordes of deadly
monsters as you
seek out to destroy

the evil wizard, Man
Use your strensth,

dextenty, intelligence

and charisma to

the fullest in your

treacherous

journey to

save the

Questran
Empire.

On 48K f
-

disk. .^ /
$49.95.

. ith the election coming up, PRESIDENT ELECT " is perfect for all

armchair politicians. Every major electoral parameter has bee~
duplicated to make this game the most realistic model of

campaign process ever made! On 48K disk, S3"

As the

pilot of

a World
Warll B-17

bomber in this

role-playing

game, can you
rvive 50 danger-

but exciting raids

over France and Ger-

many to earn the

crushed cap of a

true veteran?

Find out as you
travel back to

1942 as part

of the 8th
Air Force

Bomber
Group.

On 48K
disk

$39.95.

STRATEGIC
SIMULATIONS

INC.

15

months
of devel-

opment
time have

gone into

this game to

make it the

definitive division-

level simulation of

the Russian War.

you can re-enact the

entire campaign from

June 1941 through

December 1944 or

select one of 3

shorter scenarios.

If you call your-

self a real war-

CARRIER FORCE" is the WWII simulation of the maj

top battles fought in the Pacific when the US. and
were still evenly matched in naval power. It is so detailed,

every ship and plane is taken into account It is one monst<

if a game in scale, yet it's so easy to play! On 48K disk. $59.

RAILS

WEST!' is

a sophis-

ticated

business/

educational

game that takes

u back to 1870.

You'll wheel and
deal as you try to

uild the richest Trans-

continental railroad

For up to 8 players,

it is fun, chal-

lenging, and
exhaustive in

detail and
realism.

On48K
disk.

39 95.

For all our APPLE® games, write for your free copy of SSI's color catalog.
If there are no convenient stores near you, VISA* M/C holders can order

direct by calling 80O-257-1617, ext 335 (toll free). In California, call

800 772-3545, x335. To order by mail, send your check to: SSI, 883 Stier-

AJfLE ' l> a reslitered trademark of Apple Computer, Inc. CIRCLE

in order lin Road, Bldg. A-200, Mountain View, CA94043 Please include $2 00 for

nia, call shipping & handling (California residents, add 6 5% sales tax) Alt SSI

13 Stier- games carry a 14-day "satisfaction or youi money back" guarantee.
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Split screen displays graph made from spreadsheet data. List, letter, and calculator on one screen.

The function key labels indicate 20
functions on the regular menu, with 12

more on the command menu. Some of

the functions invoke a new menu. For
example, the Format key displays a new
menu with 16 functions, including headers,

footers, line spacing, justification, margins,

headlines, page breaks, centering, and
comments. Altogether, the program has

more than 140 functions, and it is fully

integrated with the data communications,
spreadsheet, and business graphics in IS YS.
Edword is included in the price of the

Concept, and for some people, may justify

the purchase of the computer.

Spreadsheet
The Corvus spreadsheet program,

Logicalc, is a powerful application. It is

the fourth spreadsheet program I have

used seriously. I prefer Logicalc to Micro-

soft's Multiplan and to VisiCalc, but, given

a choice, I would do my own work on the

IBM PC using Perfect Calc. The biggest

advantage of Logicalc is the increased

screen size of the Concept.
I was able to display 12 months of 18

different accounts for my business on the

screen at one time, with summaries, titles,

and extra lines and blank space on the

screen to increase readability. The function

keys make the system easy to use in most
cases, and I found all the functions that I

have come to require in a spreadsheet,

including titles displayed over more than

one cell, independent column widths, and
the ability to lock areas of the spread-

sheet.

What I liked least about Logicalc was
the inability to exit a newly entered cell

with the arrow keys. You must press Enter
or Return (the Concept has both keys,

with no functional difference!) to exit a

cell. If the Advance key is on. this will

automatically move you one cell to the

32

right. If you don't want to go right, you
must use the arrow keys after pressing

Return. I much prefer to eliminate a

keystroke and exit the cell with an arrow

key.

The lack of an index to the manual or a

reference card for Logicalc is a very serious

drawback to this system. I had so much
trouble searching for information in the

manual that I finally gave up and went
back to Perfect Calc. I found that I was
happy to trade a large screen display for

ease of use.

ISYS Graph is a
fascinating

high-resolution business
graphics program.

Logicalc can be entered directly from
the opening menu of the Concept, called

the Dispatcher Level, or through the ISYS
menu. If you enter directly, your spread-

sheet defaults to 40 rows of 1 1 columns of

10 characters. From ISYS, only 34 rows
of 10 columns of 10 characters are dis-

played. However, several features are

added under ISYS, including an Undo
command; table lookup; selective column
display; direct line charts, bar charts, or
dot graphs (in addition to the ISYS Graph
program); and program suspension while

another ISYS function is used. Additional

functions include a forms mode, user

defined functions, and built-in functions

for internal rate of return and net present

value.

Graph
ISYS Graph is a fascinating high-

resolution business graphics program.

There are 83 built-in templates for pie

charts, bar, line, surface, ribbon, outline,

and freeform graphs, and you can modify

any of the templates or create your own.

It will read several forms of files, including

Logicalc files and Edword files, and draw
charts from the data.

You can select a three-dimensional

graphics template and press a single

function key to draw a chart automatically

from your data file. You can also use a

zoom lens function to set the graph to the

size you want, rotate it around the X, Y,

or Z axis for the best viewing angle; choose

three different shadings for the base and
two displayable reference planes; choose

a border for the base: choose a text font,

printing angle and size for the labels; and

move the whole graph to the desired lo-

cation on the screen, redraw it, save

it, move over into Edword, and drop
the graph right into the middle of your
text.

The system is very powerful and easy

to learn and use, but it is limited to pro-

ducing graphs from data files. If you wanted

to use the high-resolution graphics on the

Concept for other purposes, Corvus offers

another program (not tested) called Corvus

Paint, which has 200 commands and uses

a mouse, for $395.

ISYS Desk Tool
The ISYS desk tool includes a perpetual

calendar that will display any month of

any year, and an international clock which

shows the time in all world time zones,

with one city referenced in each. Also

included are a high-resolution analog clock

with moving hands, a stop watch with lap

timer, and a calculator that includes trig

and log functions and which displays a
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moving tape. I haven't figured out a use

for the lap timer yet. Perhaps I could
look out the window and clock cars on
the highway?

List Management
The ISYS List Management program

allows you to create files that are collections

of records, such as a mailing list made up
of multiple fields for title, first name, last

name, street address, city, state, zip code,

and information fields. Once a template

is created for the necessary records, the

program can input data, edit, search, and
sort a list.

The ISYS Lookup program will search

files up to 100,000 characters long. You
can selectively search any data field in

the list and display it to the screen or save

it to a file. You can also use the List

program to create a form to merge a list

with Edword files for printing form letters

or addressing envelopes. Unfortunately,

merged fields have fixed lengths, so if you
allow 25 characters each for first and last

names, Sam Smith will receive a form
letter with 22 spaces between his first and
last name.

Data Communications
The ISYS Data Communications pro-

gram is a complete serial communications

program. The function keys and menus
make it extremely easy to use, and the

screen display is one of the most helpful I

have ever seen in a communications pro-

gram. Most of my own file transfer in-

house uses the XModem (Christiansen)

protocol, which allows automatic file trans-

fer with error checking, so I was happy

that this was supported on the Concept.

The program will emulate a VT100
terminal for communication with main-

frame computers. The instructions for

hooking up to another computer are much
better than I have seen with other terminal

packages. They include information on
pin connections for creating a null modem
and settings for the Hayes Smartmodem.
The automatic dialer allows you to

maintain a directory containing name,

phone number, logon sequence, password

sequence, baud rate, word length, and
parity for systems you use. The only feature

I like in a communications program that

is missing is the ability to program indi-

vidually the output lines and read the

input lines (CTS, DSR, etc.), so that I can

analyze handshake problems.

Overall Impressions
With the exception of the need to re-

format the hard disk drive before setting

up the computer, I did not experience

any hardware problems in three months

of regular but intermittent use. I en-

countered several software problems, none

serious. The most embarrassing one (for

Corvus) was that the Set Year function in
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the system clock absolutely refused to

accept 1984 and insisted that it was still

1983. When I tried to use a template in

the ISYS Graph program with more than

the number of columns and rows recom-
mended for that template, the system
locked up and I had to turn it off to

regain control. When I blew a circuit

breaker by plugging an electric heater

into the same circuit as the computer, the

system locked me out of the application I

was in, telling me it was already in use.

Corvus telephone support directed me to

the section of the manual that told me
how to reset the semaphore table, which
prevents two users from accessing a file

at the same time, and everything worked
fine again.

Although Corvus sent me a CP/M emu-
lator, I was never successful in installing

it on the system, probably due to a defective

diskette. I lost interest when I found out

that it emulated only 8080 instructions,

since most of my software contains Z80
specific instructions.

The program will

emulate a VT100
terminal for

communication with
mainframe computers.

On the positive side, I loved the large

screen, the excellent, well laid out 89 key

keyboard, and the use of the function

keys in different applications. I didn't have

a printer that could handle it, or I would
have really gone overboard with the inte-

grated word processing, graphics, and
spreadsheet. Edword seems far better than

any other word processor I have used.

Because I couldn't hook up my TRS-
80s, my PCjr, or my Seequa Chameleon,
and I seldom use my Apple II, the net-

working did not appeal to me. I hated the

operating system, particularly all the extra

work that is, unfortunately, necessary to

achieve controlled access multi-user

systems.

I also hated the manuals. I think the

best way to judge any complicated product

is to pick up the instruction manual and
look through the index. If it doesn't have

an index, you may have a serious problem

if you buy the product. Of the IS Corvus
manuals that I received with the system,

only three had indexes. The Digital Re-

search manual for CP/M and the four

Softech Manuals for the UCSD P-System

did have indexes.

Despite the 68000 microprocessor, I was

not impressed with the speed of the system.

I started to run benchmarks, but considered

it unfair when I reflected on the increased

time required to rewrite the oversize display

and the extra overhead required for mul-

tiple user access control. I did find the

system speed adequate, however, and sig-

nificantly better than the Apple Lisa, which
seemed to spend 20 minutes of each hour
displaying an hourglass and the words
"Lisa is preparing this window's display."

Using the UCSD Pascal operating system,

I did not find any appreciable differences

in speed among the Concept, my Seequa
Chameleon, and my Apple II Plus. I did

not run any number crunching benchmark
tests because this system seems unsuited

to number crunching applications; the

supplied applications are oriented to

business, not science, and the UCSD P-

System has pathetic accuracy. Using a

Pascal adaptation of Dave Ahl's benchmark
test—computing 100 square roots, squaring

them, and adding the sum of the dif-

ferences—I received perfect accuracy
( .00000000000000) on the Seequa Chame-
leon with Turbo Pascal, accuracy in the

top 5% of the systems tested by Creative

Computing on the TRS-80 with Pascal 80,

and by far the worst accuracy of any of

the systems tested on the Corvus using

UCSD Pascal. Since Corvus does not
currently supply a Basic interpreter, (a

Basic compiler is available from Softech
Microsystems for $395) and UCSD Pascal

(unlike the other Pascals mentioned) lacks

random number functions, the actual

benchmark could not be run.

Additional Software
Since this computer is obviously aimed

at small business users, it is critical to

know what other software packages are

available. Applied Software Technology
offers Versaform for the Corvus at $495.

This is a powerful and reasonably flexible

business forms processor with some data-

base functions. I have been using Versa-

form for two years on the Apple to maintain

my company mailing lists.

A.D.I. America offers the Aladin Plus

relational database manager for $795.

Aladin Plus allows a million records per

file, unlimited key fields, and access to

non-keyed information, with special fea-

tures including summation, protected and
comment fields.

Accounting packages are available from
Great Plains Software ($500 to $2600).

Molten Lava Software ($500 to $2800).

and Microfinancial Corp.($900 to $11,150).

Abacus Data supplies five different data-

base management systems for $399 to

$1 195, including Informax-20, a multi-user

DBMS. Some of the many packages offered

by other suppliers include medical office

management, electronic mail, PERT chart-

ing, mailing list management, legal client

record keeping and billing, statistics, manu-
facturing analysis, and educational admini-

stration software.
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StSS A classified ad
in Creative Computing

means a mini-investment with a
high sales return in the microcomputer

mail-order market! Let us give you iniorma-

tion on ad sizes, options, rates—and you'll be
amazed at how economically you can focus

in on your specific audience

Creative Computing penetrating editorial

brings you a careful, interested readership

that is rapidly growing-and growing
increasingly receptive to the product or serv-

ice you have to offer. And it's easier than

ever to deliver your message—because you
can phone your ad in at the number below,

so your insertion can run in the next issue.

Make sure it does—phone now!

Cla.il!led Advertising
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The Corvus Network system would be a good
choice for businesses too large for a

single microcomputer, but too small to

justify a minicomputer system.

Pricing

The Concept workstation, as tested,

included 512K of memory, 20Mb of hard

disk storage, an 8" floppy disk drive, and
a monitor which can be mounted vertically

to display 72 rows and 91 columns, or

horizontally to display 56 rows and 120

columns of text.

List prices for the system are $3995 for

a 256K Concept workstation, with monitor

and detached keyboard, and $4995 for

the 512K workstation. The floppy disk

drive is $750 additional, and hard drives

range from a 6Mb drive for $2195 to a
20Mb drive for $3995. The operating system

and Edword word processor are included

in the price. The ISYS integrated spread-

sheet, graphing, word processing, and
communication software costs $495. If

you are networking the system, the

necessary cards, cables, and tap boxes

cost $495 per workstation (Concept, IBM,

or Apple), or $1895 for a four-system

Omninet Transporter Package. Separate

versions of the 512K Concept workstation

that run Unix cost $4295 for the Concept
Uniplex that can be expanded to two users

and $5995 for the Concept Plus that can

service eight users. The Unix versions of

the Concept cannot run non-Unix

software.

The Corvus Network system would be

a good choice for lawyers, doctors, retailers,

wholesalers, real estate brokers, small

manufacturers, and other small businesses

with a need for three to eight work-

stations—businesses too large for a single

microcomputer, but too small to justify a

minicomputer system.
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MORE POWERTO YOU!
WITH THESETWO GREAT BOOKS...
THE WORKING TRS-80 COLOR COMPUTER by David Lawrence

An informative and easy to follow learning tool for all TRS-80 Color Computer owners. You'll be
directed line by line to write your own programs, using numerous general-purpose subroutines in

data storage, graphics and music to enhance your BASIC programs. This book is a library of

practical programs and subroutines that every Color Computer owner will want to have. For a
complete introduction to the art and science of programming your TRS 80 Color Computer, order
THE WORKING TRS 80COLOR COMPUTER today! (Note: Requires Extended BASIC.)

THE TRS-80 MODEL 100 IDEABOOK by David H. AM
The perfect companion for all TRS-80 Model 100 owners, you'll find over SO ready to run
programs in problem-solving, probability, mathematics, business and science. Drill and practice

routines for yourself, and tests of your notebook computer's overall strengths and limitations are
also included. (Note: The programs in this book can be run on the NEC PC8201 notebook
computer.)

Add the power you want-order your copies today.

For faster delivery, PHONE TOLL FREE, 9 am 5 pm EST: 1 800 631 8112
(In N J only, 201-540-0445) Also available at your local bookstore and computer store.

CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS
Dept MA7H. 39 East Hanover Avenue. Morris Plains. NJ 07950

Send me copies of THE WORKING TRS 80COLOR COMPUTER at $9 95* plus $1 50 postage
and handling (14 50 outside USA)each »65 8
Send me copies of TRS 80 MODEL 100 IDEABOOK at $895* plus $1 50 postage and
handling ($4.50 outside USA) each. «4A
Payment Enclosed $ 'Residents of CA. NJ and NY State add applicable sales tax.

Charge My: AmEx Visa MC Card No Exp. Date

Mr. /Mrs. /Ms

Address

City /State/Zip

print tuH nam*

Please send free catalog
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"How best-selling
financial author
AndrewTobias became
myown personal
financial advisor"

Andrew
Tobias

"With MECA software. MANAGING
YOUR MONEY" is like having Andrew
Tobias, author of The Only
Investment Guide You' 1 1 Ever Need
and The Invisible Bankers, at my side

whenever I need his help to manage
my money. It's many programs in one,

ingeniously integrated to let me do as

much or as little as I want. And it's so
easy to use, I don't need the manual."

• Provides a complete checkbook
and budget program

• Helps you with tax plan:

• tracks your net worth
• Serves as an all-purpose finai i

• Evaluates your family's life insurance

• Stores memos on an electronic

calendar

• Allows you to record, code and
.ze your mvestme'

.ed and unrealized

and losses

• Suggests optimal tax strateu

.our SCHEDULE D
'vestments are

tax shelter and rental

property internal rates of return

(You don't even need the manual!)

• Keeps it fun
• Keeps it useful

• Integrates everything.

• Organizes you

Designed for IBM PC and XT. Coming for PCjr Available where fine software is sold

meca Software that makes your
home computer worth having

."

IONCORPOS' '000
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The Sord Is Mightier Than The Pen

Sord IS-TI IM

In contrast to the majority of electronics

companies in Japan that were either out-

growths of the military buildup for WWII
or established shortly after the war to aid

in Japan's thrust to achieve technological

supremacy, the history of the Sord Com-
puter Corporation reads more like a

Horatio Alger story. The company was
established in 1970 by Takayoshi Shiina

and his mother for the purpose of writing

computer software.

Entrepreneurs are rare in the history of

Japanese industry, so Sord is regarded as

a maverick and does not seem to be under
the protective umbrella of Japan. Inc. (or

MITI).
As a result of this involvement with

computer applications before getting into

the manufacture of hardware, the people
at Sord appreciated the need for integrated

software long before it became a buzz-

word in the microcomputer industry. And,
as a result of being a maverick, Sord
understands the need for savvy marketing.

Put this experience together and what

36

HARDWARE
EVALUATION

David H.Ahl

do you get? First, the M23 computer which
was introduced into the U.S. market at

NCC '83 (see Creative Computing, August
1983). Rather than a programmer-oriented

operating system, the M23 uses PIPS, a

no-programming business planning system
of integrated software. It has 43 interactive

commands such as MT (Make Table),

SORT (Sort Data), and CT (Change Title).

The system is priced in the $2000 range.

When this system was first introduced
in Japan (in 1980), Sord opened a series

of PIPS Inns to teach users how to use

the system in day or night classes. The
system has been well received in Japan
and the U.S.; major customers include

Japan Air Lines, Citibank, and several

other major banks.

Sord also markets the M68. the first

desktop computer to use 256K memory
chips. This high end 16/32-bit machine
uses a 68000 cpu running at 10 MHz and
an 8-bit Z80A. The basic machine costs

about $5000, while a fully expanded system

with 4Mb of internal memory goes for

$13,000 plus.

The "Consultant" Notebook
Computer

But enough of desktop computers. Sord

has now taken its concept of integrated

software and shoehorned it into the IS- 1

1

notebook computer, dubbed the

"Consultant."

Upon hearing the hardware specifi-

cations at the press conference, we weren't

particularly impressed. The IS-1 1 has an
8-bit Z80A operating at 3.4 MHz. 32K of

RAM (expandable to 64K), eight-line by
40-character LCD display, parallel and
RS-232 interfaces, rechargeable NiCad
batteries (eight hours of operation per
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charge), built-in microcassette recorder,

and 64K of ROM. The last two got our
attention, but their full significance did

not become apparent until we got our
hands on a machine.

The keyboard is virtually identical to

the one on the NEC 8201 (and Radio
Shack Model 100) both in feel and number
of keys (62 full stroke, 8 function). In

other words, it is a good, solid keyboard
with a sensible layout. On the other hand,
we were disappointed that Sord chose to

put the cursor control keys in a horizontal

line rather than using the more sensible

diamond pattern on the NEC 8201.

Text resolution of the LCD display is

eight lines of 40 characters. Measuring
1 .4" x 5.6", the display is about 26% smaller

than the one on the Model 100; neverthe-

less, it is quite legible. Graphics resolution

is 256 x 64 pixels.

In the upper right corner of the case is

a built-in microcassette recorder. Data

transfer speed is an amazing 2000 baud,

considerably faster than the leisurely rate

of the Model 100. A C-30 microcassette

can store 128K, a respectable number of

programs and pieces of data.

Around the periphery of the housing

are a number of connectors, removable

covers, and sliding panels. In the back is

found the power switch, LCD angle adjust

control, recessed reset switch, AC adapter

connector, bar code reader port, serial

(modem) port, RS-232 port, parallel port

(for CRT and microfloppy disk), and ROM
cartridge socket. On the bottom are panels

covering connectors for a thermal graphics

printer, external numeric keypad, and
additional memory.
The IS- 1 1 is nearly identical in size to a

Model 100 (11.8" x 8.4" x 1.4"), but at 4

lb. 6 oz., weighs about 8 ounces more.

The IS- 11 is available in the basic con-

figuration for $995 and with a built-in

modem for $100 more. Optional periph-

erals (which won't be available until July)

include a 3 1/2" microfloppy disk drive,

40-column thermal printer, bar code reader,

numeric keypad with 16 additional function

keys, and a Basic language interpreter.

Prices on these add-ons have not been set.

Integrated Software
As you might gather from the statement

that the unit has 64K of ROM, the IS- 11

has a substantial amount of built-in soft-

ware—and it isn't Basic.

Turn on the machine, and the bottom
line of the LCD display shows six "labels"

corresponding to the six function keys.

They are I-PIPS, I-CALC. I-EDIT, I-

COMM, SYSTEM, and HELP.
I-PIPS is a spreadsheet system which

keeps data arranged in the usual row and
column form. However, I-PIPS has certain

features such as searching and the ability

to sort data alphabetically that give it the

capability of a limited database program
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HARDWARE
PROFILE

Name: IS- 11 Consultant

Type: Notebook portable computer

CPU: 8-bit Z80A (3.4 MHz)

RAM: 32K, expandable to 64K

ROM: 64K

Keyboard: 62 full-stroke keys,

8 special keys

Display: LCD, 8 lines x 40 characters

Graphics: 64 x 256 pixels

Mass Storage: Built-in 128K micro-

cassette recorder: optional 3 1/2"

floppy disk

Printer: Optional 40-col thermal

Ports: Parallel, RS232 serial

Modem: Optional built-in 300 baud

Dimensions: 11.8" x 8.4" x 1.4"

Documentation: User's Guide

Summary: Notebook portable with

built-in integrated software for

spreadsheet, limited graphics and
database management, text

editing, and communications.
Accepts up to 64K ROM-pack
applications software modules.

Price: $995 ($1095 with modem)

Manufacturer:
Sord Computer of America
645 5th Ave.
New York, NY 10022
(212)759-0140

as well. Moreover, I-PIPS can automatically

draw graphs of data in the worksheet and
print them out. Lotus Symphony, watch
out!

The entire I-PIPS module is menu-driven

and is exceptionally easy to use. The menus
are organized in layers, with each new
layer accessed by a function key. You
need not remember any commands (as in

most spreadsheet and database packages);

instead you use the menu to get to the

desired function. However, if this sounds
cumbersome (you are the type who likes

shorthand commands), you can execute
any command directly by simply typing it

on the keyboard. Moreover, you can type

out the name of the entire command or
just the first letter or two.

Upon selecting I-PIPS, you are presented

with the choices Table, Edit, Files, Calc,

Dbase, and Help. The next level (after

pressing Table) takes you down to Create,

Write, Title, Show, and Help. If you then
press Create, you are presented with a
series of questions about the spreadsheet
to be created: filename, data type in each
column, column width, column title, and
number of rows.

From there on, I-PIPS functions very

much like a spreadsheet on a much larger

system. You enter data, labels, and form-
ulas. The list of available functions is quite

extensive and includes the four arithmetic

operations, exponentiation, summation,
integer, absolute, trig and log functions,

square root, and random number.
You can also insert and delete rows

and columns, sort rows and columns (a

feature absent from many larger spread-
sheets), and retrieve rows based on con-
ditions you specify.

The ability to create graphs is quite

nifty. Upon selecting Pie or Bar, a series

of questions appear to ask what you want
graphed (from and to what row) and the

name of the graph. The computer then
splits the screen in half and puts the data

you specified in the left half and the graph
in the right. The process is quick and
painless.

All right, you say, it seems to have
everything, but does it do windows? Sure.

How many windows would you like—two,
three, more? The system will produce
them although, with a screen this size,

two or three is probably all you can real-

istically use.

I-PIPS has other capabilities as well.

Data can be formatted in columns (right,

left, or center justified). Rows and columns
can be copied from one part of a worksheet

to another, or to another worksheet al-

together. And, of course, worksheets can
be saved or printed. All in all, a most
impressive spreadsheet system.

Other Built-in Software
For performing calculations, you select

I-CALC. The right portion of the LCD
then displays, in a reverse field, a simulated

calculator numeric keypad, and your $1000
IS-11 is transformed into a $10 cal-

culator—well, perhaps a $25 calculator.

The calculator mode supports the four

arithmetic operations and exponentiation.

It has a single register temporary memory,
but can also save and retrieve the results

of calculat ions from the permanent memory
of the machine.
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Thepersonal computerhasgiven birth to a shockingnewpersonalproblem

Computer. Display. Keyboard. Printer. Disk drives

Telephone modem. Software.

Sure, you need it all. But what you don't need is it

all over your home or office.

What you need is Actrix.

The whole computer system in one little box.

Actrix really is a whole computer system. A com-
puter, electronic typewriter, display, two disk drives

1
telephone modem, and printer.

Plus a library of software that

includes CP/M, M Basic, C Basic,

Perfect Writer, Speller, Filer, and Calc,

Money Maestro, Personal Pearl,

Communications, and Font

Generator.

Enough hardware and software to

handle virtually every personal computer
application.

And Actrix really is little: It's so
compact that it's no bigger than a standard
electric typewriter.

Another nice thing about it is the price

$2190? For everything. Including all the
software!

Price out any comparable system and
you'll prove to yourself that Actrix is today's

Perfect Writer, Speller. Filer, and Calc are trademarks ot Perfect Software. Inc CP/M
InnoSys Inc Personal Pearl, ot PEARLSOFT

biggest value in personal computers.

You can even have it with high-performance op-

tions. Like an 8088 IBM compatible co-processor that

supports MS-DOS and CP/M 86. A 1200-baud modem.
Double-sided, double-density disk drives.

Actrix. The one personal computer system that

doesn't fill up your office with components.
That doesn't have wires trailing here,

there, and everywhere.

That doesn't need its own special

furniture.

Now, picking up a personal

computer that doesn't create personal

problems has never been easier.

It's the one you can pick up.

Actrix.

To find out where you can put

your hands on one, call us toll-free:

800-682-8221 . Or write: Actrix

Computer Corporation, 2159 Bering
Drive, San Jose, CA 951 31.

Actrix
A whole computer system

in one little box.
*Sugge*ted retail price,

and C Basic, ot Digital Research. Inc M Basic, of Microsoft. Inc Money Maestro, o*
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The built-in word processing functions,

selected with I-EDIT, are similar to those
found on the NEC 8201 and Model 100
and are suitable for basic text entry, editing,

and printing. In addition, a word processing

ROM-pack (I-WP) is available and offers

more advanced functions such as cut and
paste, word search and replace, and print

formatting.

The communications capability is se-

lected with I-COMM. Using an RS-232C
interface, this module permits you to

transmit and receive data from another
computer or on-line database.

Applications Software
In addition to the integrated software,

Sord plans to release generic application

software in ROM-pack form. Packages in

the works include: Sales-pack, Financial-

pack, Business Security-pack, Time-Sharing

Systems-pack, and Data Entry-pack. No
details are available about these yet.

Perhaps more exciting is the ability of

the IS-11 to accept custom 64K ROM-
packs from third-party software suppliers

and value added resellers. This capability

LCD display shows eight lines of 40 characters each. Display is 26% smaller than the
Model 100. but is quite legible.

Sord IS-11 can display windows. Here, word processing text (top) is overlayed by
function key definitions (bottom).

Microcassette recorder operates at 2000

baud; a C-30 cassette can store 128K of

data.

We see the inclusion
of the microcassette in

the IS-11 as a
nice marriage of the

most attractive

capabilities of the
Epson HX-20 and the
8201/Model 100.

should attract many outside suppliers to

make and market software for the IS-11.

Moreover, the built-in 128K micro-

cassette recorder can be used for data
storage, thus opening up many applications

that are not possible on the 8201 or Model
100. We see the inclusion of the micro-

cassette in the IS-1 1 as a nice marriage of

the most attractive capabilities of the Epson
HX-20 and the 8201/Model 100.

Thermal Printer

An optional thermal printer (PT-11)

styled similarly to the IS-11 is available.

This plugs into the side of the computer.
It prints 40-character lines and reproduces

Optional 40-column thermal graphics printer attaches to left side Printer attaches easily with connector and sliding door,

of computer.
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Your computer's telephone.

What are the adverse effects of this
compound?

Gary: The pedigrees for next week's
auction are as follows...

Sold 1000 shares at 33 for net profit
of 6000. Richard.

Wouldn't it be great ifyou could
use your IBM* PC to tap into vast

resource libraries across the country?

To transfer files to your partner,

upstate? Or from your broker down
the street?

Its possible. All you need is a

modem, to connect your computer
to others. Down the hall. Or thou-

sands of miles away.

Hayes Smartmodem. Think of it as
your computer's telephone. Hayes
Smartmodem 300™ and the faster

Smartmodem 1200™ allow you to com-
municate over ordinary phone lines.

But any modem will send and
receive data. Hayes Smartmodems

also dial, answer and disconnect

calls. Automatically. And without
going through the telephone receiver,

making them far superior to acoustic

coupler modems.
Choose your speed: choose your

price. The lower-priced Smartmodem
300 is ideal for local data swaps and
communicates at 300 bps. For longer
distance and larger volumes. Smart-
modem 1200 operates at baud rates

of 300 or 1200. with a built-in selector

that automatically detects transmis-

sion speeds.

Both work with rotary dials.

Touch-Tone®and key-set

systems; connect to most time-

sharing systems; and feature

an audio speaker
Smartmodem 1200B™ is also avail-

able as a plug-in board. Developed
specifically for the PC. it

comes packaged with Hayes
own communications soft-

ware. Smartcom II™

Smartcom II. We spent
a lot oftime developing it, so
you can spend less time using it.

Smartcom II prompts you in the

CIRCLE 133 ON READER SERVICE CARD

simple steps required to create, send,

receive, display, list, name and re
name files. It even receives data

completely unattended—especially
helpful when you're sending work
from home to the office, or vice versa.

Ifyou need it. there's always "help."

This feature explains prompts, mes-
sages, etc. to make communicating
extra easy.

With Smartcom II. it is. Case in

point. Before you communicate with
another system, you need to "set up"
your computer to match the way the

remote system transmits data. With
Smartcom II. you do this only once.

After that, parameters for 25 differ-

ent remote systems are stored in a

directory on Smartcom II.

Calling or answering a system listed

in the directory requires just a few
quick keystrokes.

You can store

lengthy log-on

sequences the

same way. Press one
key. and Smartcom II automatically

connects you to a utility or informa-

tion service.

mquii
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Snurtmodem )00 1200. and I200B arc FCC approved in

the U.S and DOC approved in Canada.

Snurtmodem 1200B (Includes telephone cable

No serial card or separate power source is needed.)

Smartcom II communications software.

NOTE: Snurtmodem 1200B may also be installed in

the IBM Personal Computer XT or the Expansion Unit.

In those units, another board installed in the slot to

the immediate right of the Snurtmodem 1200B may not

clear the modem; also, the brackets may not fit properly

If this occurs, the slot to the right of the modem should

be left empty.

And. in addition to the IBM PC.

Smartcom II is also available for

the IBM Personal Computer XT.

COMPAQ Portable. Corona Por-

table PC, Columbia MPC. DEC
Rainbow 100. Xerox 820-11. and

Kaypro II personal computers*

Backed by the experience and
reputation of Hayes. A solid

leader in the microcomputer in-

dustry. Hayes provides excellent

documentation for all products. A
limited two-year warranty on all

hardware. And full support from

us to your dealer

So see him today. Break out of

isolation. Get a telephone for your

Personal Computer. From Hayes.

Hayes Microcomputer Products.

Inc., 5923 Peachtree Industrial Blvd..

Norcross. GA 30092. 404/441-1617.

Snurtmodem »0O Snurtmodem \200 Smartmodem .200% and

Smartcom II ate trademark* of Hayes Microcomputer Products lnc

Trademarks of International Business Machines Corporation

Compaq Computet Corporation Corona Data Systems Columbia

Data Products Itx Digital Equipment Corporation Xeros

Corporation and Kaypro Corporation TouchTone is a registered

service mark of AmericanTelephone and Telegraph Cl«4 Hayes

Microcomputer Products Int

1 oupmcyy/fUKDuriML f

Unfortunately, the cursor control keys are arranged in a horizontal line.

Back of unit has connectors for RS-232 device, telephone jack (if optional modem is

installed), parallel device, barcode reader, and AC adapter.

SOfSD
is- 11

n* jtgflm

Removal of bottom cover reveals sockets for memory expansion.

full dot (pixel) graphics (320 dots per line).

Print speed is 25 characters per second.

Like other thermal printers, the PT-11 is

completely silent.

The 1S-1 1 can print the contents of the

screen using the HCOPY command. In

addition, all of the software modules have

a print routine included.

The Next Step
The Sord IS-U Consultant is not a

breakthrough on any front. Yet with its

integrated software, it is a big step beyond
the other systems currently available. We
have seen compact computers with full-

stroke keyboards, 40-column by 8-line

displays, and microcassette records— but
never all in one unit.

We have seen computers with built-in

spreadsheet software (Workslate), text

editing, communications, and rudimentary

database software— but again, never all

in one unit. And we have seen machines
with plug-in ROM capability.

The main attraction of the IS- 1 1 is not

the hardware— indeed the LCD display is

smaller than several of its competitors—but
the integration of all the important com-
puting functions in one, compact unit. At
$995, the Sord IS-11 Consultant should
be a best seller.

CIRCLE 402 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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QUARK COMBINES

WORD JUGGLER
AND
LEXICHECK
FOR HALF THE PRICE.

Nov. have the power of Quark's Word Juggler word
pnn 'id the convenience of the Lexicheck spelling checker,

with its 50,000 word dictionary and special Word Guess Plu:

feature. All in one package. For virtually half the price.

The new suggested retail for Word Juggler lie is only SI89.

Word Juggler for the Apple III and III Plus is onl)

Ask for a demonstration today. For the name of the Quark
dealer nearest you. call 1 (800) 543-771 1. And he sure you look into

Quark "s other popular office automation Uxils for the Apple lie.

Apple III and Apple III Plus. Especially the Catalyst "* program
selector.

m a

w+

'Previous list pikes: Word Juggler lie. $239; Lexicheck lie. $129; Word Juggler
for the Apple III. $295; Lexieheek for the Apple III. $149. All prices suggested

U.S. retail.

Quark. Word Juggler. Lexieheek. Word Guess PJus and Catalyst are

trademarks of Quark Incorporated. Apple is a registered trademark
of Apple Computer. Inc.

Quark
INCORPORATED

Office Automation Tools

2525 West Evans. Suite 220

Denver CO 802 1

9
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AppleWorks

Apple's Own Integrated Software Package

It is not unusual for Apple to release

exciting and revolutionary hardware.

Remember all the noise when Macintosh
was released this winter? It is unusual

for Apple to release exciting and revolu-

tionary software. Without so much as a

single press conference, Apple has re-

leased a new integrated package that no
Apple lie owner should be without.

AppleWorks combines a full-featured

database with a powerful spreadsheet

and an excellent, full-featured word
processor for the Apple He equipped

with an 80-column, extended memory
board.

Of course, comparisons with such

packages as Lotus 1-2-3 leap immedi-
ately to mind. Is Apple Works a 1-2-3 for

the Apple? The answers are yes, yes, and
no. Yes, it features a spreadsheet; yes, it

has a database; no, it doesn't have

graphics capabilities.

The AppleWorks spreadsheet is slightly

less powerful than that of 1-2-3 but it is

comparable to VisiCalc and is one of the

easiest of all spreadsheets to use. 1-2-3,

on the other hand, is more spreadsheet

oriented and is a better choice if you
perform many involved calculations.

AppleWorks might be a better choice for

most applications, however.

For one thing, the AppleWorks built-

in word processor is very handy and ex-

tremely powerful (I have switched from
Apple Writer lie to AppleWorks,) and 1-

2-3 does not have a word processor. The
database in AppleWorks is far more com-
plete than that in 1-2-3, and the spread-
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SOFTWARE
EVALUATION

Steve Arrants

sheet will make many users happy.

With that mandatory comparison out

of the way, let's look at some of the fea-

tures of AppleWorks and the specifics of

its three programs.

Starting Up
When you first get the program you

will, of course, want to back it up.

Surprisingly, there is no copy-protection.

The startup disk can be copied with ei-

ther the DOS 3.3 CopyA program or the

ProDOS copy utility, as can the pro-

gram disk. AppleWorks is in ProDOS, by
the way. You can use DOS 3.3 if you
wish. Since ProDOS is the operating system

on the disk, it makes sense to use it.

Remember to convert your DOS 3.3 text

files to ProDOS before using Apple Works
to edit them.

To begin, you boot the startup disk

and then the program disk. The reason

for two disks is that Apple ran out of

space on the main disk—these are three

large programs! After the program
boots, you are greeted by the Main
Menu.
The Main Menu shows you what the

other menus will look like. Its half-

dozen, multiple-choice selections are

contained within a folder-shaped frame.

Subsequent menus overlay each other so

that it appears that the screen has
overlapping windows. Looks are deceiv-

ing; however, windows cannot be sized,

unsized, moved, or pulled down except

under program display control. The
advertising and some dealer hype may
make you think you are getting a

Lisa/Mac-like operating system. You
aren't; although in the future, an update
with the Apple mouse may allow

something similar.

On the Main Menu, the first three

choices concern what AppleWorks calls

SOFTWARE
PROFILE
Name: AppleWorks

Type: Integrated word processor,

spreadsheet, database.

System: Apple He, 2 disk drives.

128K Apple 8()-column card.

Format: Disk

Summary: A versatile, well-designed

package. Will make other
computer owners jealous!

Price: $295

Manufacturer:
Apple Computer
20525 Mariani Ave.
Cupertino. CA 95014
(408)996-1010
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Directory of available files. Three windows — wp file, printer options, and the Desktop Index.

the Desktop. This is your starting point.

You may add files to the Desktop, work
with a file already on the Desktop, and
save Desktop files to disk.

Desktop
The Desktop is a special area of RAM

set aside to contain the files. It is ac-

tually a built-in pseudodisk; i.e., a way
to store and access your files quickly in

RAM instead of having to use the disk

drives. On my 128K He, the Desktop
area starts up with SSK of available

space for files. Obviously, this is one
reason for the AppleWorks requirement

of a 128K He.

On your Desktop you can have up to

12 files from any or all of the three

application programs. This means you
can be writing a memo about a proposed

budget on one area of the Desktop, have

a spreadsheet showing the budget on an-

other, and hold a list of people to whom
you want to send the memo in the data-

base. You can then quickly move
information among the files. The files

are separate only in the sense that they

are saved and recalled as self-contained

units. Once files are on the Desktop, all

of the information contained in them
can be shared.

The AppleWorks command structure

is built on the use of the Open-Apple
key in the control-key sequence. Most
commands and their effects are identical

from one application to the next. You
should be able to learn all three applica-

tions in only a few hours by following

the included two-disk, interactive
tutorial and using the manual for

reference.

From the Main Menu, your first

choice is to add files to the Desktop.
Once you do that, another menu screen

lets you choose whether you want to

pick files from the data disk or start new
files from scratch. If you pick files from

44

the disk, a third menu screen displays a

catalog and notes to which application

they belong, their length, and the date

and time each was last updated. The up
and down arrow keys highlight titles of

files. Hitting the right arrow key chooses

a file; you can choose up to 12 files using

this right-arrow marking. Once you have
made all your choices, the files are

loaded from disk onto the Desktop. If

you want to generate new files, you sim-

ply indicate on another menu to which

No other word
processor I have used
is as versatile and easy
to use as AppleWorks.

of the three applications the new files

will belong.

Once the files are on the Desktop,

switching from one to another is very

easy. The Open-Apple-Q (Quick) com-
mand opens a small window called the

Desktop Index which lists all files cur-

rently on the Desktop. The up and down
arrow keys highlight your choice, and
when you hit return, the screen

changes to the new choice as your old

file is automatically placed on the

Desktop.

For example, I am writing this review

in a file I am calling WORKREV, and I

have some notes I took from the

documentation in another file called

WORKNOTES. While writing in the

WORKREV file, I can easily review my
notes by hitting Open-Apple-Q and
choosing the WORKNOTES file. The
review is replaced by my notes, and
another Open-Apple-Q returns me to

the review.

Moving Information
Switching between a word processor

file and a spreadsheet or database file is

a bit slower. First, the AppleWorks pro-

gram must load in the new application

program since only one of the applica-

tion programs may be in memory at a

given time. So you can switch instanta-

neously between files in one application,

but you must wait 10 to IS seconds

when you move from one application to

another.

Moving information from one applica-

tion to another involves copying and
moving from one area of the auxiliary

RAM to another, called the Clipboard.

Unlike the Clipboard area in Lisa/Mac
this one is invisible, but it works in much
the same manner.

Hitting Open-Apple-C (Copy) results

in a question as to whether you want to

copy within the document, to the Clip-

board, or from the Clipboard. The
Open-Apple-M (Move) command works
the same way.

Suppose you want to move a para-

graph from one word processor file to

another one. Move the cursor to the

beginning of that paragraph. Hit Open-
Apple-M and then move the cursor

down the lefthand side of the page. Ev-

ery line you touch will be highlighted.

You can then move into a line to take

only a partial line length. When the text

you want is highlighted just hit return,
and, in the case of a Move, the text dis-

appears from the screen. A message ap-

pears to let you know that the text is in

the Clipboard. The Copy command
works in the same manner but places a

copy of the text into the Clipboard, leav-

ing the original intact.

Information may also be moved in

this Clipboard, cut-and-paste manner
from one application program to an-

other. The only time there is an extra

step is when the spreadsheet application
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Printegrated.

Now, translate your integrated soft-

ware into integrated hard copy, with

the TI OMNI 800" Model 855
printer. So versatile, it combines let-

ter-quality print, draft-quality print

and graphics as no other printer can.

It prints letter-quality twice as fast

as comparably priced daisy wheel
printers, yet gives you characters just

as sharp, just as clear.

It prints rough drafts ten times faster

than daisy wheel printers . . . faster

than most any other dot matrix printer.

Only the TI 855 has snap-in font

modules. Just much a button; change
your typestyle. The 855 gives you
more typestyles to choose from than

ordinary dot matrix printers. It

makes them quicker, cleaner, easier

to access than any other dot matrix

or daisy wheel printer.

The 85

5

's pie charts are rounder. .

.

all its graphics are sharper than on
other dot matrix printers, because the

TI 855 prints more dots per inch. As
for daisy wheel printers. . . no graphics.

TheTI855
Printer

The printer for all major PC's

For under $1,000 you get twice the

performance of typical dot matrix

printers. Or all the performance of a

daisy wheel printer, and then some,
for half the price.

So get the best of all printers, and
get optimum results from your inte-

grated software. With the TI 855.

See it at your nearest authorized

TI dealer. Or call toll-free:

1-800-527-3500. Or write Texas

Instruments Incorporated, P.O.

Box 402430, Dept. DPF-182CC,
Dallas, Texas 75240. .

Texas ^
Instruments

Creating useful products

and services for you.

OMNI 800 i, a trademark of Texa., Immimcntv InciirpiiratcJ

CopvnihtK I9M Texas lr«ruT«™-lix.«r.«oJ 2763)6



Softwareartists?
TO MAKE THE FIRST BASKET-
BALL PROGRAM that feels like the

real thing, it helps to start with two guys

who know what the real thing feels like.

Enter Larry Bird and Julius Erving.

Bird — the hustler, the strong man,
deadly from outside. Erving —The
Doctor, maybe the most explosive

player in the history of the game.

We talked to them, photographed
them in action, studied their moves and
their stats and their styles.Then we
set out to create on computer disc an
event which may never happen in real

life. We put the two of them together

on a dream court of light, for an elec-

tronic afternoon ofone-on-one.

It wasn't easy.When
they talked, we listened.

When they criticized,

we made big changes.

When they gave sug-

gestions, we took them.

And it shows.This

thing is absolutely un-

canny. You actually

take on all the skills and
characteristics of Bird

orThe Doctor — their

own particular moves,

shooting abilities, even

strength and speed.

You'll meet with

fatigue factors, hot and
cold streaks, turn-

around jump shots,

and 360-degree slam

dunks. But there's some whimsy in

here, too— a funny referee, a shattering

backboard, even instant replay.

It's called Julius Erving and Larry Bird

Go One-on-One."You're Bird. Or you're

The Doctor. And that's the last deci-

sion you'll have plenty of time to make.

How we got this years hottest sports game out of

two rather inexperienced designers.

Julius Erving and Larry Bird Go One -on -One h now jvailahle on diskette tor Apple II. II+. and He computer*. Apple » a retfistcred

Trademark ot Apple Computer. To find imt more aKmt ElectronicAm and its product*, write us at 27>* Campus Drive. San Mateo,CA 94405
or call (415) 571-7171 Fih^ treecataU^ icnd a Mamr<d. self- addressed 110 envelope AlsoawibNetor the Comnuniore 64 Coming mmkwki
IBM and Atan home computer*.

ELECTRONIC ARTS
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is involved.

To move information from a spread-

sheet you must use the Open-Apple-P
(Print) command. Don't worry—you
print it to the Clipboard, not a printer.

This seems a roundabout way to per-

form a simple operation. The arrow keys

control cursor movements which high-

light the areas that are being marked for

movement.
The easiest way to coordinate data

from different applications is to open a

separate file to catch everything instead

of trying to "wing it." Otherwise, if you

mess up a Desktop file, you must

manually fix it before saving—an
involved process.

The Word Processor
The applications themselves range

from very good to excellent. In-depth

reviews of each could easily qualify as

separate, stand-alone reviews. Let's look

at the highlights.

The word processor is almost a what-

you-see-is-what-you-get word processor.

Such things as centering and margins are

shown. You cannot see double-spacing

or justification as you can with
Apple Writer, however.

Despite this, I have switched from

Apple Writer to AppleWorks. No other

word processor I have used

—

Apple Writer, Format II, Magic Window.

and Screenwriter— is as versatile and

easy to use as AppleWorks. With just a

few hours use, I fell in love with it.

The Delete, Move, and Copy com-

mands are easy to use, through mne-

monic control commands. The up,

down, left, and right arrows quickly

highlight blocks of text. Saving even

long files, thanks to ProDOS, is quick

and sure. There isn't that long, long wait

associated with Apple Writer and other

DOS 3.3 word processors. If you do for-

get a command, typing Open-Apple-?

displays a complete help menu.

The Spreadsheet
The spreadsheet makes me, an ex-

VisiCalc user, perfectly happy. The
potential size of the spreadsheet is the

same as in VisiCalc, though smaller than

1-2-3, and features almost all of the same
built-in functions.

As with any good spreadsheet, you

use the cursor to move to different cells.

Unlike most spreadsheets, however, you

insert values into formulas rather than

typing in locations. You can name cells,

lock cells, change column widths

—

everything you would expect.

An extra feature is the way
AppleWorks uses the highlighting

capability of the Apple 80-column card.

Let's take copying an area of cells for an

example: You use the cursor moves to

highlight the cells you want to copy

—
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and they light up. You hit return and
then highlight the area to which you
want to move the information. This same
highlighting works on such things as

changing column widths, deleting or

moving rows and columns, and similar

commands. Unlike VisiCalc. AppleWorks
makes it almost impossible to blunder

and enter incorrect parameters.

The Database
The database section resembles

QuickFile He. You have the same ability

to set up fields, change fields, add and
replace new and old fields, copy records,

etc. According to Apple, the database

portion is a superset of the QuickFile lie

program. With the new AppleWorks
Open-Apple and highlighting tech-

niques, this is a versatile and easy to use

database.

Hard Copy
Printing is accessed through a separate

menu. Once you are satisfied with the

content of your files, you can print them

Readable, humorous,
and thorough, the

manuals hold enough
information to answer
every question you
might have without
becoming pedantic.

out on up to three printers connected to

three slots. One printer must be specified

as the default printer, and for most of us,

one printer will do nicely. The menu-ed
routines in AppleWorks support the

Apple Imagewriter, daisywheel and
Silentype printers as well as all old and
new Epsons and the Qume Sprint 5 and
11. Adding print drivers is simple. Just

answer the questions about printer type

(dot-matrix or daisywheel), special con-

trol characters, the type of paper used

and its size. Save this as your default

printer driver.

Documentation
From a look at the preliminary docu-

mentation, it appears that Apple contin-

ues to produce some of the best user's

manuals available. Readable, humorous,

and thorough, the manuals hold enough
information to answer every question

you might have without becoming
pedantic. The disk tutorials are

excellent—you may only have to refer to

the manuals for a quick explanation or

refresher on some techniques.

A Few Complaints
As with any software package, there

are a few missing or odd features.

AppleWorks is no exception. My com-
plaints are minor, but you should be
aware of some features (or their lack)

that may be important to you.
AppleWorks does not offer on-screen

text justification. Apple explained that it

was available in a preliminary version,

but changed in the final release. It was
felt that it was more important to pack
the screen with information than to

show what each printed page would look

like. This feature is not important to me,
but I know that it is desirable in some
business situations.

I am not pleased with the manner of

recalculation used by the spreadsheet.

You can recalculate either by rows or

columns. If a cell is out of order, it will

have its formula recalculated with old

values. Therefore, a bottom-line figure

must follow the cells upon which it is

dependent or the information will not be
reliable. I found this out while doing my
income taxes with AppleWorks. I tried

converting a VisiCalc template, and
when I saw what I owed the govern-

ment, I decided to start from scratch.

AppleWorks is incompatible with most
terminal programs for uploading files.

Appleworks uses "soft" returns in text

files. This means that returns are placed

only at the ends of paragraphs or at text

breaks. Most software and communica-
tions services accept only lines of a spe-

cific length—80 or 132 characters being

the most common. So, to upload a text

file, you must manually calculate line

length and enter a return after each line.

The final flaw with Apple Works is also

the most disheartening. Although this

program is available for the Apple III as

Three Easy Pieces from Haba, Apple II

and 11+ owners are out of luck. Apple
explained that the auxiliary memory
routines are too complex to be adapted

for use with the many RAM cards avail-

able. It is a shame that Apple appears to

be abandoning the large base of Apple
IPs.

Summary
There is no doubt that AppleWorks is

the most exciting, versatile, and well-

designed program now available for the

Apple He. The price of $295 might seem
high, but consider the cost of buying a

separate word processor, spreadsheet,

and database. The level of integration of-

fered by AppleWorks is generally un-

available in any other Apple He
package. If Apple adds graphics and
telecommunications applications, Apple
owners will be the envy of IBM-PC
owners everywhere.
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Memotech MTX-512

\

—
In the hard-edged business of micro-

computer journalism, you have to be pre-

pared to make sacrifices, and to make
them on a moment's notice. That is what
being a professional is all about.
That is why I unhesitatingly sprang to

the fore the moment the assignment came
my way: a reconnaissance trip to London
to look at the new MTX-512 from
Memotech.
A tough job, but then, somebody had

to do it.

In these very pages, we have repeatedly

told you of the invasion of the micro-
redcoats— told you that the British were
coming, in no uncertain terms. We recently

told you about the BBC Acorn and the
ACT Apricot. We also previewed the Sin-

clair QUO.
Now Memotech, which began as a Sin-

clair hardware peripheral manufacturer,
has entered the fray with its own
micro-the MTX-512.
And it is no mere clone or warmed-

over CP/M machine. It is a sleek, sexy
contender with some very unique features.

If you have scanned the field of under
$1000 machines and come up dissatisfied,

the MTX-512 is assuredly worth a look.

48

HARDWARE
EVALUATION

John J. Anderson

Aston-Martin of Micros?
I usually leave the styling superlatives

to sister publications, such as Car and
Driver and Stereo Review, but in this

case shall make a happy exception. The
MTX-512 is a real looker. It is a computer
capable of looking as "at home" in your
living room as your stereo does. And if it

were an automobile, it would invite com-
parison to an Aston. Both are machines
to stop you dead in your tracks, asking
with a silly smile, "hey, what's that?"

The MTX-512 resides within a jet black,

brushed aluminum case. It is long, and
low: 19 inches from stem to stern, yet

only 8 inches across and a mere 2.2 inches

high.

Touch the anodized case, and you can
feel quality. Remember metal? That's the

stuff they used to use a lot more of, before
plastic came along. It gives the MTX-512

a bit of weight, which keeps it sure-footed

on its rubber feet. What a pleasurable

contrast to high-impact styrene.

One good-looking machine, to say the

least. Feels good, too, like slamming the

door on an XJ6.

Built for Performance
Though I will admit that things seem to

be moving in the direction I'm about to

describe, computers have not as yet

assumed the mechanized role of sex

symbol— as the automobile has somehow
managed to do. Most people still care

more about what a computer can do than

how it looks. (Still, I imagine most people

would be satisfied with a micro, as they

would with a mate, that scored highly on
both accounts.) You most certainly would
not buy a car based purely on its looks.

Nor would you buy a computer that way,
right?

Pretty Is as Pretty Does
I am happy to report that the MTX-512

begs comparison with Astons and Jaguars

for its performance as well as its looks.

For beneath its beautiful skin, there resides

a powerful, unique, and versatile design,
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Threegoodreasonstotry
Encorediskettes.

Lltsavesyou
money

Encore diskettes meet the same high stan-

dards as the more expensive brands. In fact,

Encore actually exceeds system
requirements.

Yet you can buy Encore disks for V4 the

price of the high-priced diskettes, (only

$1 .59 for single-sided, single-density 5Va"

diskettes, when you purchase 4 or more
boxes, ten diskettes to a box.)

A diskette intended for a
wide range of uses.

Whether you use a lot of diskettes or only a
few, you need something more than guar-

anteed accuracy and reliability. You need
economy.

Encore was designed to meet the de-

mand for a reliable, low-cost diskette.

At Encore's low price, it's ideal for memos,
rough drafts, spreadsheets, reports, even

scratchpad-type uses.

2.Itsabsolutely

reliable.
Encore is guaranteed for one full year, or

Inmac will replace it, free.

Inmac's Quality Assurance Department

requires that Encore meet the media spe-

cifications for the most popular systems -

Apple, Commodore, IBM, and Radio Shack
- exactly. So you can rely on Encore disk-

ettes in your system. They wont lose infor-

mation or cause read/write errors.

45-day money-back trial.

Were backing our Encore diskettes with a

45-day money back trial because we're pos-

itive you'll be delighted with Encore's quality

and performance.

And we're sure that once you try Encore,

you'll agree that it's the most reliable econ-

omy floppy available.

If you don't agree for any reason, just

return the three diskettes for a full refund.

Designed for all major

personal computers.

#ipplc- Radio
/hack

Encore was specifically designed to provide

optimum performance and reliability on the

four leading computer systems. Inmac's Quality

Assurance Department constantly monitors all

Encore diskettes to ensure they meet or exceed

the media specifications for these systems.

Our on-going testing program guarantees

that the Encore diskette you buy tomorrow will

be as good as the one you buy today.

3.Andyou can
getone,free.

For a limited time only, we're offering a spe-

cial trial pack of three 5V*" Encore diskettes.

You pay the regular price for two of the disk-

ettes, but the third one is free.

We'll send you 3 single-sided, single-

density 5 1/4" diskettes for only $5.1 9.

(Single-sided, double-density for $5.99.

Double-sided, double-density for $8.79.

)

Use all three Encore diskettes for 45 days.

Then, if you're not completely satisfied,

return the three diskettes for a full refund.

Here's how it works.

Simply mail the attached postage-paid

card, or phone our toll-free number,

1800-5388157
extension 987 In California, 1-800-672-

3470, extension 987
For this special offer, please include

payment with your order. You may send a
check, money order, or bill it to your Master-

card or Visa account. Company PO's ac-

cepted with verification.

Offer is limited to one trial pack per cus-
tomer. Good only in U.S. Customer must be
18 years or older to order.

Offer expires September 30, 1984.

Remember to ask for your free Inmac
catalog. It contains over 2,500 computer
supplies and accessories, many not avail-

able anywhere except through the Inmac
catalog or special offers like this one.

9 signifies manutacturei s registered trademark

2465 Augustine Dr., Santa Clara,CA 95051
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in some respects grounded firmly in proven
tradition, and in other respects, truly in-

novative.

Consider the case of the casing. That
metal casing serves as more than mere
status symbol, in contrast to the impact
styrene covers of the Commodore 64 and
Atari. It performs three important functions

simultaneously. It obviously protects the

innards of the machine. It acts also as a

heat sink, draining off damaging component
temperature extremes, and it serves as a

Faraday cage, completely sealing off RFI
(radio frequency interference) that can
cause static for and with nearby radio

listeners, and even impair the video quality

of the computer's own output. The MTX-
512 is one machine that sailed through
FCC approval procedures with flying

colors— the first time around.

Kitten on the Keys
Form follows function, example 2: let

your fingers do the walking down the 79-

key, full-stroke, sculptured keyboard. Tap
them down to feel how really good key-

board touch should feel. Check the layout.

Not true Selectric-style, unfortunately,

(apostrophe not on the right but on the

shifted 7, a la Apple II and C-64), but

very nearly so. The numeric keypad is

standard, with directional arrow keys
overlaid upon them. Eight programmable
function keys are on the far right of the

top panel. Used in conjunction with the

Shift key, another set of eight functions

becomes available. The F and J keys are

recessed for easy fingertip location and
homing. On either side of the spacebar
are two unmarked reset keys. Both must
be depressed simultaneously to trigger a
cold start. All alphanumeric keys offer

full autorepeat.

A keyboard diagram is reproduced here

as Figure 1 .

Under the Hood
Okay, stop salivating on the upholstery.

Get ready to fasten your seatbelt and
we'll take it for a test drive. But first, let's

take a quick look under the hood.
The processor for the MTX-512 is the

tired and true Z80. Sure, you could argue
that the Z80 is past its prime, but you
surely can't argue very long about its short-

comings in comparison with other 8-bit

Figure I.

HARDWARE
PROFILE

Product: Memotech MTX-512

Type: Desktop microcomputer

CPU: 8-bit Z80 at 4MHz

RAM: 64K standard, expandable to

512K.

Keyboard: 79 keys, full-stroke

Text Resolution: 40 x 24

Graphics Resolution: 256 x 192

Color/Sound: 16 colors, 3 tone

channels, 1 pink noise channel

Ports: Cassette, joystick (2) parallel

printer, ROM cartridge. Serial

ports optional.

Performance: Very good

Documentation: Fair

Price: $595

Summary: An excellent learning

machine, built with an emphasis
on quality. With a low-cost disk

drive, could be an extremely
versatile system.

Manufacturer:
Memotech Corporation

99 Cabot St.

Needham, MA 02194
(617) 449-6614

CPUs. Memotech chose to go with a chip

that has a productive and respected
past— as well as future. The Z80 can do it

all; it can perform quickly and address a

good-sized chunk of RAM directly. It also

raises the possibility (spectre?) of CP/M
compatibility. And the Z80A inside the

512 operates at 4MHz. Radar detector is

strictly optional.

ru»=rv/irTn=rw rvrrxsis.
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Included in the $595 base sticker price

is 64K RAM, expandable to 512K (hence

the model moniker MTX-512). Add to

this another 16K RAM standard dedicated

solely to screen memory. The video cir-

cuitry includes its own processor to handle

video housekeeping.

Alive, Alive I/O
Also included as base-sticker standard

are the following ports: variable rate

cassette port (to 2400 baud), two digital

joystick ports using industry standard

(Atari) configuration, Centronics standard

parallel printer port, ROM cartridge port,

and uncommitted parallel port.

Available as an option is a communi-
cations board which carries two completely

independent RS-232C interfaces (to 19,200

baud) and a disk drive bus. As mentioned

above, RAM memory is optionally expand-

able to 51 2K. RAM can be added in in-

crements of 32, 64, 128, or 256K.

ROM on Board
In addition to RAM for the main proces-

sor and screen display, the MTX-512
contains 24K of ROM with some really

neat goodies packed inside. These include

MTX Basic, "Noddy," a simple. Pilot-like

text-handling language, an assembler/dis-

assembler, and ground-breaking "Front

Panel" program that allows all three

languages to interact in concert. We shall

examine this software in a bit more detail

up ahead.

ROM expansion can take place internal

to the MTX, or through the ROM cartridge

slot, to a maximum of 72K. That would
imply quite a smart machine indeed.

Does Windows, Too
The screen specs of the MTX machine

are as impressive as its physical look.

Separate outputs are offered on the back
panel for monitor and TV (with internal

RF modulator). Graphics resolution is 256

x 192 pixels in 16 colors. Text resolution

is a standard 40 x 24 characters in a unique

and pleasing font.

In addition to conventionally bit-mapped

modes, the MTX-512 offers 32 user-de-

finable sprites— which are controllable

through high-level Basic commands. This

means that sprites and sprite movement
can be defined straightforwardly from Basic

without recourse to cryptic POKE
commands.
The MTX also has a unique and power-

ful windowing feature: eight user-definable

"virtual screens"— controlled through
special Basic commands— are available.

The result is Basic-programmable text or
graphics windows with remarkable ease

of control.

Hi-fidelity sound is pumped through the

RCA phono plug output on the rear of

the MTX unit. Four channels are avail-

able—three independent tone generators,
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INNER WORLD OF
COMMODOREM

Whether you're a be-

ginner or an experi-

enced user, Reston can
expand the world of

the Commodore 64'"

for you.

COMMODORE 64'"

COLOR GRAPHICS: A
BEGINNER'S GUIDE,

by Shaffer and Shaffer, explains how the

Commodore 64 operates and teaches

you how to read, understand and write

simple basic programs for generating

color graphics. Each topic includes a
BASIC programs, line-by-line explana-

tions, and illustrations of what the screen

should look like.

COMMODORE 64'" DATA FILES, A
BASIC TUTORIAL, by David Miller, is a
step-by-step tutorial which takes the

mystery and misery out

of creating files. You'll

learn how to manipu-
late and create your

own files for home,
hobby, business, educa-
tional, and investment

purposes.

ADDING POWER TO
YOUR COMMODORE 64", by Steve

Cates and Vahe Guzelimian, uses a first-

of-its-kind utility approach to help you
master more of the advanced computing

power of your machine than you ever

though possible. You'll get an inside look

at the workings and advanced features,

all in an easy-to-understand style.

MASTER MEMORY MAP: COMMO-
DORE 64", by Pavelko and Kelly, is a
clearly written, friendly guide to all the

CIRCLE 166 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Commodore 64'"'s

memory locations —
places inside the com-
puter which act in

special ways. You'll

learn lots of special

uses, including how to

make music or create

special characters for

video games.
You can find these guided tours of the

Commodore 64" at your local bookstore
or computer store. Or order directly from
Reston at (800) 336-0338.

Reston Computer Group
A Prentice- Hall Company
11480 Sunset Hills Road
Reston, Virginia 22090
COMMODORE 64 is a trademark of

Commodore Electronics



We gratefully acknowledge the many positive comments that we
have received in response to Chess 7.0, Checkers 2.1, and Odin.

Chess 7.0 - Then and Now
In 1982, we introduced Chess 7.0. by Larry Atkin. For the first time,

the chess player could save games to disk, take back moves easily,

learn from classic games, use a real manual, enjoy an extensive

opening library, fast play, a smart end-game, and in general work

with a program designed to extend his or her own reach Chess 70

also played better than any other chess disk on the market. And
although other programs are now beginning to offer some of

Chess 70s features, Chess 70 is still, by far, the learning, analytical

tool for the chess person. Decide for yourself - ask your dealer to

show you the interactive chess game where you get better, not

bored

Announcing New Versions

Chess 70, Checkers 2.1. and Odin are now available for the IBM PC

and Commodore 64 Thanks for waiting

More Feedback

From Neil Shapiro, Popular Mechanics "PM Software Monitor" 5/83:

"The Best in Chess all the options make playing a game with

Chess 70 more like having a conversation with a chess teacher than

playing against a machine

"

From Jonathan Cert, former World Othello" chcmpion ".. an

extremely formidable opponent in most situations, Odin's play is

world class by human standards " Othello Quarterly, summer '83.

The Best are Now Boxed! Another First - A Program Designed to Teach Chess

HowAbout A NiceGameof

CHESS!

•l Very SpecialProgram

with i nifue Features Designed tc

Teach CHESS to a Beginner,

HelpAny Player

PlayBetter

CHESS. >

The perfect gift for the whole family "if you are parents looking to Based on Chess 7.0. with the emphasis on teaching as it challenges
offer your children an alternate, non-violent learning-plus-enter- On-screen tutorials show how pieces move and capture Sub-

tainment option to arcade mindlessness, then these are simply the menus demonstrate important principles and strategies, including

best products." InfoAge Save $25.00 on this specially priced set development and end-game techniaues A must at $29 95

V/s/*L?*A 3186 Doolittle Drive

Norttibrook IL 60062
(USA)

1-800-323-5423

Chess 7tt $6995 For

Checkers 21 $4996 Apple' II, III

Odin: $49 95 Commodore ' 64

How About A Nice Game ol Chess $29 95 IBM ' PC

Mind of Man Set $145 00 Atari 400-1400
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and a "pink noise" channel for percussion

and sound effects. Alternatively, sound is

also routed through RF for output on a

standard television set.

Powering Up
Let's start her up and take her around

the block.

There is no power switch on the MTX-
512 itself; rather, we find an illuminated

rocker switch on the matching external

power supply used to turn the computer
on and off. Rip it on. and we have ignition.

Upon power-up. we are in MTX Basic.

This dialect is very much like Microsoft

Basic, with a large number of added special

graphics, sound, and window commands
(see Figure 2).

Noddy is a text manipulation language

that reminds me a bit of Logo, and even

more of Pilot. Noddy is British slang for

"simple," and that it is. Using Noddy, even
a child can master sophisticated branching

capabilities. The language provides a tre-

mendously easy-to-use method of pro-

gramming the computer to display infor-

mation or ask questions, then branch to a

new screen based on the response to the

old one. Available Noddy program com-
mands appear here as Figure 3.

Here another unique facet of the MTX
architecture becomes apparent. Basic and

Noddy are completely interactive, allowing

screens to be named, constructed, in-

corporated into a tree structure, and then

called from Basic programs. On exit from

Noddy to Basic, all Noddy screens and
programs are left intact. In situations where

branching text screens are needed, Noddy
is the way to effect them—and Noddy
can effect them seamlessly from within

Basic programs.

Also onboard ROM chips and accessible

from power-up is a powerful Z80 as-

sembler/disassembler. Source and object

code occupy the same space in memory,
allowing very compact storage of large

assembly language programs. As with

Noddy. MTX Basic can also interact fully

with this module as well. As a result,

machine code programs may be included

within a Basic program and assembled as

the program is run— there is no need to

define fixed areas for the machine code

to reside— and no USR addresses to cal-

culate or miscalculate.

The Front Panel Display acts as a

dramatic machine language tutorial and

has helped as far gone an assemblerphobe

as me overcome fear of the stack. The
name comes from a time when computer
keyboards had yet to be perfected, when
programming took place across banks of

lights and toggle switches on the front

panels of the behemothic ancestors of

today's micros.

The MTX front panel is an interactive

program which allows manipulation of

the contents of memory and Z80 registers.

June 1 984 r Creative Computing

Command Words - MTX BASIC

ADJSPR DIM LPRINT REM
ANGLE DRAW MSVPR RESTORE
ARC DSI NEW RETURN
ASSEM EDIT NEXT ROM
ATTR EDITOR NODDY RUN
AUTO ELSE NODE SAVE
BAUD FOR ON SBUF
CIRCLE GENPAT OUT SOUND
CLEAR GOSUB PANEL SPRITE
CLOCK GOTO PAPER STEP
CLS IF PAUSE STOP
CODE INK PHI THEN
COLOUR INPUT PLOD TO
CONT LET PLOT VERIFY
CRVS LINE POKE VIEW
CSR LIST PRINT VS
CTLSPR LLIST RAND
DATA LOAD READ

Figure 2.

NODDY COMMANDS
BRANCH ENTER PAUSE
IF ADVANCE LIST

GOTO RETURN OFF
STACK DISPLAY
When working in NODDY you can
1) create a page by giving it a title of your choice,

2) type DIR to see what pages already exist.

3) look at a page already m the DIRectory by typing its title

NODDY also allows you to construct PROGRAM PAGES using the commands listed above,

to manipulate and display text interactively

Figure 3.

FRONT PANEL DISPLAY Commands
B followed by Y (i.e. BASIC, then Y/N) returns user to BASIC
C clears the List screen

D displays memory in hexadecimal
G (go) runs a block of code defined by the user

I cycles the display between ASCII characters or machine
code values currently in memory

L lists memory contents from a given hex address
L lists memory contents from current Program Counter

address
M moves a block of memory to a given address
R alters contents of a given Register

S single steps through code from current Program Counter
address

T as above but treats Calls as one instruction

X displays alternate Register set

moves Register cursor
- moves memory display cursor backwards
< enter > moves memory display cursor forwards
t moves display up
I moves display down
< brk > stops a program and displays register contents

Figure 4.

It is useful for tracing the internal inter-

actions of the computer while a simple

program runs. In fact I could recommend
no better way to master beginning Z80
assembly instructions.

The program is also obviously a big

help in debugging machine code programs.

It displays the contents of all registers

and command pointers during program
execution. Figure 4 presents the commands
available from the front panel.

"Tired" Analogy Strikes Again
Earlier I compared the MTX to British

luxury/performance cars to underscore

its appointments and quality construction.

It turns out the comparison is especially

fitting when describing the screen editor

of the machine as well.

Americans have gotten as used to full-

screen editing as they have to driving on
the righthand side of the road. Want to

make a change? Use the cursor keys to
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The rear of the MTX-512. with peripheral hook-up diagram.

move the cursor over the offending code,

make the change, then press Return. As
far as we Yanks are concerned, that is

the way to make an alteration.

Well when you first sit in front of an
MTX-512, you may get the feeling that

the steering wheel is on the wrong side of

the computer. The screen editor is power-
ful, but it just doesn't work the way you
expect it to. First of all. editing takes

place within a four-line virtual screen at

the bottom of the display. To change a

line, retype its number to bring it into the

editing window. Then you can make the

change.
At first, you may find the effort of

mastering the MTX editor a bit of a chore
(and at times a bit scary— like the first

time you drive on the lefthand side of the

road). With a little practice, however, you
will overcome the urge to move the cursor

straight up out of the editing window to

make changes at the top of the screen.

The MTX editor does effect immediate
syntax checking, and positions the cursor

at the offending character in the rejected

line for easy alteration.

All Basic and Noddy language commands
can be abbreviated during entry and
editing, and will appear in non-tokenized
form when listed. Basic lines can be entered

in upper- or lowercase with commands
listing in uppercase. Extra spaces will auto-

matically be trimmed off upon listing as
well.

Ringing Up the MTX-512
The MTX is undeniably engineered to

compete head-to-head with the Acorn in

the field of education. The Acorn is a big

seller in Britain and is sanctioned by the

BBC, which is influential not only in the

U.K. but in many places worldwide. The
Acorn hence has quite a head start on the

512 on this account. (As an aside, we are
very disappointed to report that no Acorn
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has of this writing appeared at the lab for

exhaustive evaluation. U.S. entry of the

machine has been delayed for a half-year

now).

The MTX competes favorably with the

Acorn, however, as a heavy-duty education

machine, and if Memotech can effect

distribution in this country before its rival,

it may get a chance to cut ahead in the

development of a U.S. beachhead.

The MTX competes
favorably with the

Acorn as a
heavy-duty

education machine.

One facet of the MTX-512 that is sure

to interest educators is the "Oxford Ring"

node software, which may be used in-

expensively to link up to 255 MTX units

together. The software can pass all manner
of programs, mail, and data among all

members of the ring. A hard disk unit can
complement the ring and be accessed by
slave as well as master units connected to

it.

In a classroom situation, this kind of

network can improve the quantity and
quality of learning by allowing one in-

structor to teach one concept while allow-

ing all students immediate interaction with

the concept being taught. This contrasts

markedly with a group of computers all

running free and unattended by an
instructor.

I saw the Oxford Ring in action in no
less fitting a locale than Oxford itself and

can report with confidence that it really

works. This is more than I can say for the

BBC Acorn, which claims networking cap-

ability but has so far not delivered on the

promise, at least in front of American
witnesses.

Of even greater interest to educators

will be the cost of the node system—$20
per computer. That is quite a bit less than

any other working node system I have

seen.

Breakneck Benchmark
I myself am not a big believer in bench-

marks, and so feel compelled whenever I

invoke them to preface things with some
sort of disclaimer. Remember, folks, no
one statistical method reliably tells you
which computer is better than another.

You must decide that for yourself.

I can report without qualification,

however, that the David H. Ahl Quickie

Benchmark is as fair and simple a micro

benchmark test as I have seen. We have
used the program to compile benchmarks
on everything from the Sinclair ZX81 to

the Cray 1. Despite a distrust of bench-

marks, I have gotten into the habit of

running this one on every micro I evaluate

for Creative Computing.
The MTX-512 fared quite well indeed

on its go-round with the test, coming in

at 46 seconds, with an accuracy of

0.0002529621 12 and a sum random of 6.9.

(No benchmark feature appears in this

issue, but details on the test can be found

in past and upcoming issues.) This was

well ahead of the Epson OX- 10, TRS-80
Model 4, Atari 400 and 800. Commodore
64. and Tl 99/4A, though it is slower and

slightly less accurate than the BBC
Acorn. In all, a very respectable showing.

(Remember, as the benchmark runs from
Basic, we are measuring the speed of Basic

as well as processor speed in conducting

these tests.)
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Gala

Conquers
The
Keyboard!

The KoalaPad '"
is a touch-

sensitive controller for your com-
puter. The KoalaPad eliminates

the need for tedious keyboard

entry, difficult-to-follow instruc-

tion manuals and complicated

commands. With the KoalaPad,

you're in charge.

Touch And Command
Whether you own an Apple "

,

Atari®, Commodore*, IBM* PC
or PCjr, the KoalaPad and its

ever-growing library of software

will make your computer come
alive. The KoalaPad unlocks the

power and versatility of your

computer.

Assert your creativity with

easy-to-use graphic design pro-

grams. There's even KoalaWare'"

software to let you print out

your designs.

The KoalaPad is a proven

educational tool. Programs like

Spider Eater '"and KoalaGrams '"

help children to rapidly

develop the ability to understand

and relate concepts of color,

form, design, music and
language.

New Business Software
In addition to business graph-

ics, our productivity software will

strengthen your grip on the

bottom line. Koala's Speed Key'"

will send your fingers flying

through important programs like

Visicalc*, SuperCalc", Lotus
1-2-3'", WordStar*, Multiplan'",

pfs": write and dBASE II'".

Take Control

KoalaPads and software are

available at many computer
retail, catalog and fine depart-

ment stores throughout the

United States. For more informa-

tion, see your local dealer or call

toll free: 800-562-2327.

Koala's Speed Key with Lotus 1-2-3

At Koala, we're putting com-
puter control into everyone's

hands.

Koala Technologies Corporation
3100 Patrick Henry Drive

Santa Clara, California

95052-8100

I _' V" md Kills" are irjOVmjrk*. i4 Lotus Development
-non |>k» wrfcc Is .i registered trademark *>* SoA

wans I'liiiMmiK Corporation SuperCak * Is .1 regtni

irodenurfc of Sorcbn Corporation Mukfcpftan

• a MunrMitt ( orporation V1M1.1I1 is .1 regtnered trademark
u.ii Software lit* NXnnisi.il" is .1 regJ 1

trademark ol MicroPro* International Corporation dBASfl

ll'" is a trademark ofASHTON Mil

A|ipk* is .i registered tr.Kk-m.irk at A^ik- Computers, mc

hi a rcajfracred trademark •( Commodore Butincm Machines,

Iik IBM is .1 registered trademark ol International ButineM
Machini tpecd

Key, KoalaMnier, Kiwl.iVi.irr .uk) tin- wmbol f*~")
ir.Kk-nnrks . rf kt mIj let Ihk Ai vh-^ Corp \£f

^lioala
Technologies Corporation

We make computing more personal.
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White Flash
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Green Background
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Yellow Reverse
Magenta
Cyan

Figure 5.

The Toaster Oven
Two external mass storage devices will

soon be made available for the MTX-512.
They both reside in handsome, coordinated

cases which I quickly dubbed "the toaster

oven" not because they get hot, but because

of their unique look. (Though the units

do get lukewarm, you'll be wasting time

trying to do English muffins in them.)

The chassis is exactly as long as the key-

board unit, and again, is made of extruded
brushed black aluminum (or aluminium,
if you're a Tory). A monitor can very

conveniently perch atop a toaster oven,

at a comfortable and readable height.

The disk-based systems come in two
flavors: dual 5 1/4" floppy, and floppy/

Winchester hard disk. "Silicon disk" boards

are also available to simulate instantaneous

access disk drives. A little more about
that appears up ahead.

In addition to the storage devices them-

selves, the toaster oven sports an internal

card cage which accommodates a computer
expansion board (standard), a color 80-

column board with RGB output (standard),

up to four "silicon disk" memory boards
(optional), and battery back-up (optional).

Also available from this chassis is an ad-

ditional parallel port for further bus
expansion.

The CP/M Connection
With both the FDX floppy version toaster

oven and the HDX Winchester version

toaster oven, the CP/M operating system
is used. A CP/M 2.2 disk comes standard
with every unit. More FDX units can be
hooked together to create a multidrive

CP/M system.

With the advent of CP/M on the MTX
system, reams of tried, tested, and terrific

software become available. And running

CP/M on the MTX is not like running it

on any other system. The screen display

is truly superlative.

Toasted RGB with Buffer
Try 80 columns by 24 lines in seven

colors on for size, with two 96 element
character sets, each sporting true, easy-

to-read descenders. RGB graphics mode
offers 160 x% pixel resolution and teletext

compatibility. Want to talk speed? Screen
update takes place at an average of 25,000

baud. That means an entire text screen
can change in about the time it takes an
IBM PC to scroll a single line.
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Then there is the fact that the MTX-
512 automatically turns monochrome soft-

ware into color software (see Figure 5). It

translates special character modes into

color changes, which are much easier to

recognize and work with. Once you have

had a chance to run CP/M on a Memotech,
it will be hard to return to any conventional

CP/M system.

SUpping in Silicon Disks
Each Memotech silicon disk is a quarter

or one megabyte fast-access RAM board,

capable of emulating CP/M drives to

13. Four such boards may be mounted
within the HDX or FDX toaster oven
chassis, providing from one to four mega-
bytes per card frame. However, the silicon

disk controllers can supervise four logical

drives of up to 8 megabytes each— giving

a maximum silicon storage of 32Mb.
Silicon storage is superior to floppy and

hard disk storage. It is up to five times

faster than a Winchester disk, and SO
times faster than a floppy. It reduces disk

wear and swaps, and enhances disk re-

liability. And the cost of silicon storage

continues to drop.

Picture it: a 512K color CP/M machine,

with 160 megabytes of floppy, hard disk,

and silicon storage! Probably enough to

handle the NORAD system—and in seven

colors yet.

Print About the Printer
We were impressed from stem to stern

by the MTX-512 and its companion units,

the FDX and HDX. Then we got a look

at the companion printer, the DMX-80.
This unit, OEM Panasonic, is perfectly

matched to its master. It is turned out in

jet black Memotech livery, with a brushed

texture, and has the Memotech red pin-

stripe across it as does the MTX-512. The
machines make a handsome pair. The
DMX-80 is an Epson work-alike and

Assembling power supplies for the U.S. version of the MTX-512.

Dick Govatsky, U.S. marketing director

for Memotech, shows off the brains of
the operation.

A 24-hour burn-in is standard along the

assembly process. When the computer
comes out of the box, it will work.
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DMX-80, high quality at low-cost, in

MTX-512 livery.

produces a typeface nearly identical to

that of the MX-80 (Figure 6). While it is

no speed demon, it is tolerably fast, quiet,

and easy to use. Parallel interface cabling

is trivial.

And that's not all. The real news about

the DMX-80 is that it costs a mere $400,

BCDEFGH I JKLMNOPORSTUVWX
#*%&.' <>*+.-. /0123456789
rtuvnxyz{/>* !

"#*•/.&' O*
defghi jk I rnnopqr stuvwxyz
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Figure 6.

and comes with a one-year guarantee on
everything. That is an unprecedented
value. When you look at, touch, and

operate the printer, it becomes clear that

it is built durably and for keeps, and

Memotech is willing to bet a year on its

Testing circuitry all along the line assures a quality-controlled product.

Testing video output for proper alignment and signal adjustment.
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quality. Congratulations, Memotech, on
a savvy choice of printer.

The Downside
Well the superlatives have sure been

pouring in for the MTX-512 for the past

3000 words or so. The MTX system has

once again shown the flair the British

have when it comes to designing micro-

computers. If you will allow a generali-

zation, it seems they excel in putting

together teams of talented individuals—and

achieving uncompromised results. I am
sure that Memotech is quite proud of its

new baby.

What is there, then, to complain about?

Well really only a few items, though a

couple of those items are of more than

passing significance.

Foremost on my list of caveats is the

lack of an inexpensive disk drive system

controllable from Basic. As it stands, the

MTX-512 is a cassette-based system, and

the only redress is a $1300 dual drive

system running under CP/M. This is

definitely a problem.

Cassette-based storage may be an accept-

able proposition to the British hobbyist,

but I do not think it will be acceptable in

the long-term to the kind of American

customer to whom the MTX-512 will

appeal. When I was in London, I urged

the brass at Memotech to rethink the sit-

uation. I guess they agreed, as negotiations

are now in progress to OEM a moderately-

priced drive from Indus, which will pro-

vide random access storage from Basic.

(The Indus drive wasn't a tough one for

me to think of or to suggest— it is already

jet black, with a brushed texture, and

already exudes quality, as befits any
Memotech product. At the same time, it

commonly retails for $420—a far cry from
investment in the $1300 FDX toaster oven.

It is very affordable to the hobbyist.)

As to if and when this eventuality will

come to pass, that is a sticky one to call.

Creating the controller board and drivers

should not be such a tough task. However,

MTX Basic as it stands has no hooks to

anything other than serial-access cassette,

and a ROM software revamp could cause

additional delavs. We shall wait and see.

In fairness, I should report that cassette

transfer on the Memotech seems relatively

fast and relatively reliable. Audio data

"squeal" is routed to the TV speaker to

confirm data transfer as with the Atari

(but unfortunately not the C-64). Baud
rate is selectable to 2400, twice as fast as

the Model 100 and more than twice as

fast as most other cassette systems.

I admit my unreasonable prejudice,

based in large part on traumatic experi-

ences in my past. The problem with cassette

systems is that they use cassettes, that's

all. I was therefore disappointed to have
to use cassettes with the MTX-512. It felt

a bit like having an opportunity to drive a
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Jag—but only up and down the driveway.
I couldn't make it to the street.

Another facet of the mass storage snafu

is that no FDX was made available to us
for evaluation. I saw about a half dozen
working units when I was in Oxford, but
the U.S. production line had not begun in

earnest at the time of this writing. As a
result, I can speak definitively only of the

MTX itself and the DMX-80 printer-not
of the toaster oven. Though I'm sure the
FDX will live up to its specs, Memotech
did not take advantage of the opportunity

to prove it to me.
My other reservations are more nit-

picky. The Return key is too small, and I

found myself hitting Line Feed all too
often by mistake. Maybe I'm a klutz, but
I'm also used to Return keys designed for

klutzes.

I'm also not so sure about the reset

configuration. It seems to me too easy to

rest your palms on the machine in such a

way as to invoke a cold start, conceivably

wiping away a great deal of work (a stroke-

inducing phenomenon with which I am
all too familiar— if there is a way to screw

For the price, the
MTX-512 is a beauty
—inside and out.

up hours of work, I will always find it).

Though it is a novel approach, I think I

would prefer the more conventional re-

cessed back panel reset button.

The documentation, while nearly com-

plete and well-indexed, is rather per-

functory in places. The irony is that here

we are with all these wonderful Basic

commands to control virtual screens, but

without the kind of documentation that

really might prepare us to use them in a

practical way. I felt the same lack when it

came to sprite graphics, sound, drawing,

and color commands. The style is uneven.

Upon introducing a topic, the documen-
tation treats you like an utter novice (as it

should). Then, two pages later, it reads

like a college programmer's text. The in-

consistency is disconcerting.

The Kicker
If Memotech can straighten out the

mass storage situation, it will have in the

MTX a very strong contender in the U.S.

market. The other criticisms I have made
of the unit pale in contrast to its myriad
capabilities. The task for Memotech is to

Grabber GrabsMe
There I was on a tour of Memotech in

Oxford, on a foggy day in mid-February. I

had been up most of the night before and
was feeling less than 100 percent, as we
say in New York. We hadn't eaten any
lunch and had been on our feet for about
five hours. And yet I could hardly contain
my enthusiasm for the demonstration.

There in front of me was the most in-

credible video frame grabber I had ever
seen. A couple of fellows were aiming a
video camera around the room, and it

was difficult to believe that the picture

they created on the video screen was not
analog, but digital.

It was stored in RAM memory just like

a spreadsheet or this article. And yet, it

was nearly photographic in quality and
detail. It was all I could do to keep my
mouth shut when they aimed the thing at

me.
They froze an image of my face, then

showed what they could do with the digi-

tized image. They divide the screen into

four windows, each with the original por-

trait inside it. They changed its colors,

enhanced the contrast between its colors,

rotated, moved, and superimposed images
of the portrait on other images.
There have been hi-res frame grabbers

before, and there will be more in the
future. But the Memotech hi-res image
processor represents a breakthrough in

performance for the price. Sure, it's

pricey—about $14,000 at the current rate

of exchange for the pound sterling. But
capability of this quality cost three times
as much before Memotech came on the

scene.
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Members of the hush-hush, ultra-secret hi-res team, cueing up a shot.

The demonstration was so impressive,

I had to stop thinking about the good old
MTX-512 until I had seen everything it

The author, in nearly photographic-quality

hi-res. Note how well jet-lag has been
depicted digitally.

could do. All I can say is "wow." And as

memory prices continue to drop, it is not

inconceivable that this technology will

become affordable to the hobbyist.

When it does, the now clear line between
"computer graphics" and "video" will be
destroyed forever. It will be impossible to

tell what comes from a laser disc and
what from RAM. Gone will be the days
when computer generated pictures could

be identified by their lack of resolution,

or "computerish" look. And a new vista

will open for the user within microcom-
puter art.

The frame grabber device is a clear ex-

ample of the research and development
brilliance currently populating Memotech,
and which is assiduously guarded by the

company (hence no names shall appear
here). Fellows, you know who you are.

You should be very proud. Keep it

up! -JJA
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Spill on
Puncture it.

Crease it.

Burn it.

Shock it.

Delete wrong
information.

Or just have
it go bad

.

Sooner or later, you're going to have a valuable word proces-A sing, spread sheet or data base disk go bad on you. And
no matter whether it's due to physical damage or unex-
plained failure, hours or even days of work will go down

III the drain. Unless you have Mr. Fixit—the new, state-of-the-art

data retrieval program from Omega MicroWare.

As long as your problem disk is unprotected and will spin in

its drive, Mr. Fixit will scan it and tell you which tracks and
sectors are readable and exactly how much information

you can expect to recover. Then it

will let you copy all recoverable

information. . .and with Mr. Fixit almost
everything is. . .onto a new disk.

If you've accidentally deleted information,

Mr. Fixit can recover it for you, as long as you
haven't written over it. If you've lost your disk

catalog, Mr. Fixit can restore that, too. For more
sophisticated users, Mr. Fixit can also edit selected

disk sectors and perform DOS "hot patches" and
disassembler functions.

So, if you're an Apple or IBM-PC computer user

with a lot of valuable data disks on file, don't risk

losing them a day longer. Get Mr. Fixit and fix

blown disk problems for good!

Mr. Fixit is available at most software stores,

or direct by sending $49.95 plus $3.50 ship-

ping and handling to address below.

For immediate delivery, call tollfree:

1-800-238-2300.

OVA?
OAAEGA /V\JCROv\*RE,INC

177 West Hintz Road, Wheeling,

IL 60090, (312) 537-3045

J* . <4>

*
Mr Fmt is a trademark ol Omega Microware. Inc Apple and IBM PC are trademarks of Apple Computer, Inc and IBM Corp respectively Omega Microware. Inc 1984
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You probably knew it all the time.

Only one software company so completely covers the triple

spectrum of business, home and education.

Only one is nurtured by the excellence and capabilities of the

world's largest independent producer of mainframe software,

Management Science America, Inc. (MSA).

And only one offers you the broadest line in the

industry for microcomputers.

Peachtree Software*. One of the first. And still one

of the best. Maybe the best. With 25 new products

this season, 67 in all. Software for users aged^

to 93. For lawyers, educators, executives^

everyone. For IBM Apple, and most

leading microcomputers.

For example:
our new Decision Manager.

Created to give executives

higher personal productivity on

the job than ever before.

A business tool that's state of

the art today, not yesterday.

With up to ten windows displayed

at once, graphics capability and much,

much more. The perfect companion to our

PeachText 5000 office productivity package.

For example: our new Home Library

Created to make your PCjr™ do everything

you'd hoped a home computer would do.

A complete package including word processing

financial spreadsheet, home accounting system,

the basics of how to write your own programs,

and an entertaining educational bundle to teach

your children reading and spelling.

For example: our new five'volume
Writing Skills System. Created to correct

common writing problems, one of today's biggest educational

challenges. Teaches writing for all levels through the development

of editing skills. Includes a Class Manager which records the

scores of up to 40 students. ^^^^^^__^^^_ i

—

America's software grows

on the Peachtree. For you.

^ */

Today more than

ever America's

software grows on the

Peachtree. Loo\for it

wherever software is sold.

Or send the coupon for your

•rsonal copy of Peachtree Quarterly,

including the latest complete catalog

of Peachtree Software.

pc

PCjr is a trademark of International Business Machines Corporation.

Peachtree and Peachtree Software are registered trademarks of Peachtree

Software Incorporated, an MSA Company c 1984
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tfr
Peachtree Software
3445 Peachtree Road N.E.

Atlanta, GA 30326 • 1-800-554-8900

Please send me the current copy of Peachtree Quarterly, which

contains the latest Peachtree Software catalog. I'm interested

in software for ( ) business, ( ) home, ( ) education.

Name

.

Address .

City . State

.
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Treat Yourself to
More Color
More Detail..

Treat Your Apple //e to LJ}=>

Imagine — hi-res graphics with 16 colors.
560 x 192 dots. Your Apple //e with Extended
80-Column Card has the capability. Now HGR6
makes it easy to use by adding new HGR. GR.
and HCOLOR functions directly to Applesoft.
Change your current programs for 16 colors —
or create new ones with twice the detain
HGR6 lets you easily save double-res images,

too. And "compress" them to take less disk

space. Viewing both regular and double hi-res
images is a snap with the slide show program
included.
HGR6 is a real treat at only $49.95. Want

more color and detail? Get HGR6 today!

Available at your local computer dealer or direct from ALE
Includes both DOS 3.3 and ProDOS versions Apple is a trademark
of Apple Computer Inc.

ALF 15 [3Q3] 234-OB71 Telex: 4391B24
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make the MTX-512 truly available in the

States, so that those of you who are inter-

ested can go give it a look, the way I sug-

gested at the top of this piece.

Memotech must also get the machine
into the hands of U.S. software houses. I

never criticize a new machine for lack of

software. But a year from now, the MTX
must be supported by the best of U.S.

houses, if the hardware is to survive. The
British software I saw is, for the most
part, a pace behind our own.
Memotech has announced a ROM cart

word processor. New Word, based on
WordStar. We did not receive an evalu-

ation copy, but it seemed to work quite

well during demos in London. Remember,
as it stands, you will be using cassette

storage with the package.

American software firms Infocom and
MicroProse have announced that they will

support the MTX-512. Other companies

are expected to follow once the MTX
begins to move a bit in this country.

Obviously then, distribution is no trivial

concern for imports such as this one. We
have watched a number of innovative

British machines fall by the wayside in

this country not because of competition,

but for lack of adequate marketing chan-

nels. We have heard potential buyers and
software developers tell us they could not

find a machine, could not contact manu-
facturers at numbers we provided, and

that when they did manage to get through

to someone, the response was uncaring,

uncoordinated, and unsure.

We trust that this will not be the case

with Memotech, which already has some
experience with the U.S. market. And in

this extremely important distribution effort,

we wish Memotech the greatest success.

Like Kate Bush and Bill Nelson, this British

import is deserving of a niche on our
shores. For the price, the MTX-512 is a

beauty— inside and out. H
CIRCLE 404 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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"I remember when a computer used to fill

this room... Those were the days!"
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REDUCES DISKETTE COST 50%!
Make use of the back of your 5VS Diskettes

and SAVE
J MrTCW tools make it easy.

• Adds the precise notch where you need it.

• Doubles diskette space or MONEY BACK!

MMU> JWTMT /

Cuts square notch for

Apple. II. II . lie, III,

Franklin and Commodore.

only $1 4.95 each
add $1.50 each P&H ($4.50 each foreign P&H)

DISK OPTIMIZER
SOFTWARE FOR APPLE, II, II •

SYSTEM
lie. Ill & Franklin

• 469% FASTER Than Similar Programs!
• Certifies your "new" disk 100% Error Free

• Removes Bad Sectors • Adds 36th Track

• Performs Disk Drive Speed Check
• Adds DOS and More

only $24.95 each
add $1 .50 each P&H ($4 50 each foreign P&H)

— OR BUY BOTH —
only $29.95

add $2.50 each set P&H ($6.50 foreign P&H)

'Florida Residents Add 5% Sales Tax*

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK!

SEND CHECK OR MONEY ORDER TO

Xlltltu; NOTCH vjminiTKi: ntrnmcrs
DIVISION OF COKTRAN INTERNATIONAL

4211 NW 75th TERRACE • DEPT. 5 4 • LAUOERHILL, FL 33319
ALL TRADEMARKS ARE ACKNOWLEDGED
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SUPPLIES
£ Apple,.BMPC,l«i-W>&
other DesWop Computers

. Money*""* oua^ B̂cUm ordered by

. Nexl day shipment ol supplies

. send today M.vowwno*™""'

Please rush my FREE NEBSComputerFormsCatalog

( )

Company Name Your Line of Business

I

Streel Address

City. Stale and Zip

Nebs,

Use computer for: (Check as many as apply)

QHome Business n Wofd Processing; J Accounting

r Apple ^TRS-80 ~ Plan to purchase n Havea
r i—-IBM PC Other. withm_ printer?

Computer Forms
L.—— 12 South Street. Tov

COOf l«01«

. Townsend. MA. 01469
A division of New England Business Service. Inc.
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The Idea Processor
A Step Beyond Word Processing

To anyone perusing the ad pages of
catalog-thick computer magazines, it

seems that every issue brings a hundred
new programs, each claiming to do more
different things faster than every other
program. To complicate matters, most
programs—old or new—are so difficult

to learn, use, and understand that find-

ing one to match your needs is often
only the first step in an increasingly
frustrating journey.

Into this chaotic arena has stepped a
new and different performer, The Idea
Processor.

Here is a program that lives up to its

name, taking you a step beyond word
processing into text management. More
important, it is easy to understand and
operate, truly simplifying any project

from routine correspondence to tech-
nical reports, project proposals to
Christmas card lists, household in-

ventories to office recordkeeping, short
story manuscripts to Gothic novels, and
doctoral theses.

The Idea Processor combines a text

editor (word processing program) and
cardfile (text database management sys-

tem). It runs on the IBM Personal Com-
puter, PC XT, and IBM-compatible
computers with 192K of memory and
dual disk drives.

The Editor
The Editor offers all the standard

word processing features. For example,
with a single keystroke you can delete a
single letter, a single word, an entire line,

part of a line, or a block of text. Unlike
many programs, The Idea Processor al-

lows you to replace anything you erase
accidentally.

Search commands find and can re-

place any word or phrase up to 40
characters in length. Global search and
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replace commands change every occur-
rence of a word or phrase automatically
or through individual verification.

Block commands mark any section of
text up to 1 500 words in length and then
move, copy, or erase it. Blocks of any
size can be transferred to another file for
storage.

The Idea Processor also displays
underlining and boldface letters on the

The print-on-screen
option lets you

preview any page or
the entire file.

screen, something appreciated by those
whose word processing programs mark
such featured text with hard-to-find
screen characters.

It is easy to learn The Idea Processor
commands; in fact, most new users mas-
ter them in an afternoon. This is because
the program makes full use of the IBM
keyboard and its special function keys.
For convenience, commands are re-

viewed on a single unobtrusive prompt
line at the bottom of the screen. A single
keystroke changes this command review
so you can check any of 34 commands in
a second or two. In addition, a Help key
displays whatever explanation you re-

quest. A convenient reference card lists

commands by category, and the com-
prehensive index in this manual makes it

easy to find whatever information you
need.

The Idea Processor configures the

margins, line spacing, pagination, and
related features of a printed file by using

a simple print format menu and printer

codes. The format menu sets top, bot-

tom, left, and right margins, line spac-

ing, and a justified or ragged right

margin; printer codes create page breaks

and headers and footers, and involve

other features such as automatic
footnoting and automatic counters.

Because the program does not format

text on the screen as you type what you
enter appears 80 columns wide, single

spaced, with ragged right margin. But
you don't have to print a file on paper to

see what it looks like; the print-on-

screen option lets you preview any page
or the entire file.

The Cardfile
Now to the Cardfile. This part of the

program is menu-driven; that is, you se-

lect commands from a screen display.

The Cardfile doesn't care where you
get your information. It can come from
scribbled notes, files transferred from an
on-line database, old text files, or your
imagination. But once you have some-
thing to work with, the Cardfile puts it

in order.

You type or transfer information onto
"cards," storing each card in a
"drawer." The capacity of a drawer de-

pends on available disk space and mem-
ory; a drawer might contain a dozen,
several hundred, or a thousand cards.

The drawer is, in turn, stored in a "cabi-

net" which can hold up to eight drawers.

Drawers are interchangeable among
cabinets.
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Stimulate your mind every month with

the #1 magazine of computer applica-

tions and software . . . CREATIVE
COMPUTING! There is no other maga-
zine like CREATIVE COMPUTING ...

WE TALK YOUR LANGUAGE ...Any

make . . . any model . . . whether it's

Apple, IBM. Radio Shack, Tl, Mattel,

Atari, Commodore. ..CREATIVE
COMPUTING has monthly depart-

ments and articles you can use! >tou

will receive a continuing education

on everything related to personal

computing with intriguing and useful

applications for your personal com-
puter. This is a magazine that will help

you get more out of your computer-
versatility, function and enjoyment—
in easy-to-read and fully illustrated

articles!

Subscribe to CREATIVE COMPUTING
today and save up to 33%!

creative computinfi
RO. Box 5214, Boulder, Colorado 80322

Please enter my subscription to CREATIVE COMPUTING for:

One year (12 issues)

for $19.97.

I SAVE 20%!

Two years

for $36.97.

I SAVE 26%!

D Three years

for $49.97

I SAVE 33%!

Mr/Mrs/Ms

-

Company—

Address

(ptease print name in tuM) CC4S283

City- State-

Check one: D Payment enclosed Bill me later

Charge my: American Express D Visa D MasterCard

Card No

Savings based on full one-year subscription price of $24.97

Please add $5 per year in Canada, $10 per year in all foreign countries.

Please allow 30 to 60 days for delivery of first issue.



We offer one of the largest selections

in the business—peripherals, software,

accessories and supplies. We support
everything we sell

—

MS-DOS
• specialty. Ask about our

Corporate Credit Policies—volume
buyers are always welcome

No extra charge for credit cards: Visa,

MasterCard and American Express.

Shipping is cost pins SI.50.

micro
333 Peters Street, S.W/Atlanta, Georgia 30313/404-577-8892

DATABASES:

Ashton Tate Friday $179
dBase II $598
PowerBase call

IUS EasyFiler $860
Micro Data Base Systems
Knowledgeman $330
Microrim R.Base $930
MicroPro InfoStar $178

WORD PROCESSING:
Aspen Random House Dictionary. . . $48
MicroPro

Wordstar professional pack .... $376
WordStar 3.3 $180
Microsoft

Word w/Mouse $338
w/out Mouse $179
Multimate $898
MultiMerge. Converts database files to

Multimate Merge Ales $78
SSI Personal Word Perfect $148
WordPerfect $388
Oasis Punctuation and Style .... $108
Correct Star call

IUS EasyWriter II System $810

COMMUNICATIONS:
Hayes Smartcom II $89
MicroStuf Crosstalk XVI $109

BUSINESS PACKAGES:
IUS (most packages) $306
Informs call

Dow Jones call

XQ call

PROGRAMMING:
Microsoft

C compiler $338
FORTRAN $410
Business BASIC $410
COBOL $488
Pascal $300
Lattice C. Compiler $338

PROGRAMMING AIDS:

Peeks and Pokes $86
The Inside Track $30
Screen Utilities for compiled

languages $78

GRAPHICS:
PCDraw call

TRAINING PACKAGES:

ATI (various) $48
Systems Makers New Advanced

tutorial on Lotus 1-2-3 $169

FOR FUN:

Infocom

Starcross $87
Deadline $38
Suspended 38
Microsoft Flight Simulator $37
Spinnaker call

UTILITIES:

Norton's Utilities $66
Prokey $98

PRINTER PROGRAMS:
Snapshot. A phenomenal new graphics

dump program that runs on a variety

of computers and supports dozens

of printers $60
Set FX. To make your Epson printers

more versatile $46
Sideways $48

DISKETTES:

Verbatim

single sided, soft sectored $84
double sided, soft sectored $34
Dysan call

INTEGRATED SOFTWARE:
Open Access $446
Dayflo call

VisiOn call

STORAGE:
Flip N' Files $88
Diskbanks. set of 5 $30

DISK DRIVE ANALYZERS:
Verbatim $87

EXTRA MEMORY:
64 K ram chip kit $88

DISK DRIVES:

Tandon double sided disk drives. . $886
Amdek half heights $880
Quadram Quaddisk. hard disk

drives call

Pegasus hard disk drives call

Pegasus. Fantastic quality-hard

disk drives at unbelievable

prices from $1878

For orders, call toll free:

1-800-554-7661
For information and compatibility guestions, call 404-577-8892

and ask for our user friendly sales staff.

Prices subject to change without notice.

AST Communications Products .... call

Sixpack plus from $868
I/O plus from $188
Tecmar Graphics Master $486
Quadram
New 384 K quadboard .... from $836
MicroFazers call

Quadlink $478
Quadcolor I $810
Quadcolor II $838
Hercules $380

SURGE PROTECTORS:

NetWorx Surge Protection Device. . $86

MODEMS:
Hayes 300 $199
Hayes 1200 $488
Novation Access 1-2-3 $488
Hayes 1200B $480

MONITORS:
Amdek Monitors

300G $130
300 A $140
310A $160
New! Amdek Color IV $606
Quadram Quadchrome $486
Zenith Z133 Color monitor. Call and ask

about the specs on this superb

monitor, possibly the best on the

market $499

PRINTERS:

Canon Ink Jet Printer. We sell this

phenomenal new printer with a
graphics screen dump program.

our exclusive: $788
Datasouth 180 $1376
Datasouth 220 call

Epson

RX80 call

RX80 FT call

FX80 call

FX100 call

Star Micronics

Gemini 10X $888
Delta 10X call

Gemini 1SX call

Okidata

92 call

93 call

84 call

Diablo 630 letter quality $1678
CRII $488
CRIII call

Cut sheet feeders and tractor feeds

available

IDS

Prism 132 w/color call

Prism 80 w/color call

Prowriter 8510 call

Micro Storehouse Special

SuperCalc 3 $810
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On«? of the I') Help screens.

When you store a card in a drawer,
you index the card with one or more
keywords. Later, you use its keyword(s)
to retrieve the card.

The fun begins when you use the
whole Idea Processor. Imagine that you
are typing a report, using the Editor.
You need a fact stored in the Cardfile. A
single command switches you to the
Cardfile, where you select the Fetch
Card command and type an appropriate
keyword. While working in a cabinet,

'»*« *T*tk°BT»sk CT*sk T»«J< E Total

r,«vstrok*» for Coa»or> Edit Tasks

E3 W ffl 'J ^3 !<!•» P^octttsor

This graph was drawn with 1-2-3. then captured by the Idea
Processor SA VESCRN function and embellished with the
Sketchpad program from the Idea Ware Grafix Idea system.

you have access to all the cards stored in

all its drawers, and you can review the
keywords found in that cabinet at any
time.

When you fetch a card using a
keyword, the first card indexed with that

keyword appears, along with a notation
showing how many cards in the cabinet
share that keyword. For example, "1 of
14" tells you that this is the first of 14
cards having the same keyword.
You can look through all the cards in

the series, or you can specify a set of
keywords with the "and/or/not" option.
For example, if you enter the set "apple
or banana and orange not chocolate,"
the screen will display only cards in-

dexed with apple and orange or with ba-
nana and orange, none of which are
indexed with chocolate.

Once you display the card you want to
use in your report, you press a single key
to return to the edit screen. Press an-
other command and your card appears

The Grafix Idea

Create Your Own Slide Show

The Grafix Idea from

Idea Ware allows users of

IBM-compatible personal computers, in-

cluding the PCjr to create visual aids.

The program allows the user to make
drawings, titles, graphs, and pictures,

and to compose, create, and edit on-

screen slide shows to illustrate presen-

tations.

The slide show may contain not only

graphics images, but images of text

screens such as spreadsheets. Screen
images may be sent to a printer to pro-

duce hardcopy for handouts or over-

head transparencies.

The system includes a program that

allows the user to save a screen image
created by any other program in a form
that is compatible with the sketch and
slide show facilities. Thus a user who
createsgraphs with Lotus 1-2-3, VisiPlot.

dGraph, or other graphics programs, can
retrieve and show these graphs as part

of a speech or presentation. He may
also use the on-screen sketchpad ca-

pability of The Grafix Idea to add labels,

titles, or drawings, to these images, and
to change their colors.

In addition to comprehensive labeling

and titling capabilities, the sketchpad
can draw pictures, flowcharts, and il-

lustrations in bright colors. Built-in com-
mands include Arc. Box. Line (of nine
widths). Circle, and Dot. Areas of the
screen (up to a full screen in size) may
be erased, copied, moved, saved into a
library of images, and moved between
pictures.

Color options include changing the

background color, changing the color
of drawn objects, and filling a chosen
area with a single color. Text can be put
on the screen in three sizes, eight orien-
tations, and numerous colors. Special
effects such as shadowed or outlined
text are easy to achieve. The drawing
capabilities are controlled by cursor
movements managed from the keyboard.

The Grafix Idea may also be used in

conjunction with The Idea Processor.
When the two systems are used together,
they make possible the editing of both
text and graphics images from within a
single program environment. The sug-

gested retail price of the program is

$79.95. 2J
CIRCLE 430 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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The Editor displays boldface and underlined characters on the

screen as they will appear when printed. The Info line at the

bottom can be cycled through the definitions of all 40 function

keys.

The key to the power of the Idea Processor is the Cardfile

database that is built right into the Editor. Here we see the

keywords in Cabinet b.softcon displayed, with the Cardfile menu

at the bottom.

in your report. You can use the card as

is or change it with edit commands.
The program is very flexible. You can

transfer blocks of text from Editor to

Cardfile for storage as cards. You can

fetch a card but change it before bring-

ing it into your report. You can revise

any card at any time. And you can add,

erase, or change the keywords of any

card. One of the most exciting features

of The Idea Processor is its ability to

store screen images generated by other

programs. For example, if you create a

spreadsheet or illustration with a pro-

gram like 1-2-3, VisiPlot, or dGraph II,

you can save the screen display and store

it on a card. Then whenever you want to

use the illustration, you simply fetch its

card and move it into your report. Once

an illustrated card is in your Cardfile,

you or anyone working with your

computer can use that graph, financial

statement, or picture without having to

refer to the software that created it.

The designers of The Idea Processor

claim that once you type something on a

card, you never have to type it again.

The Letter Writer
An Idea Source for The Idea Processor

IdeaWare. Inc. has prepared a text

database disk called The Letter Writer

for use with The Idea Processor. The
Letter Writer is a source of material

that can be used as is or modified to suit

each individual's requirements. The ma-
terial is organized to take advantage of

the cardfile capability of The Idea

Processor.

The disk contains two cabineis: Letters

which has Letters and Titles drawers,

and Address containing Address and
Agency drawers. The material of pri-

mary interest is in the Letters drawer of

the Letters cabinet and consists of about

100 letters. Some of these are complete
letters; others are model letters that can

William Usim

be used as guides in preparing your own.

The subjects covered include complaint,

condolence, job applications, and invi-

tations, to name just a few. One of the

cards in the drawer contains instructions

extracted from the manual, a handy
reference while using the disk.

The second drawer in the Letters

cabinet. Titles, has the correct forms

for addressing diplomats, clergymen,

military people, professional people, and
government officials.

The Address cabinet is devoted to a

collection of addresses. These cover a

wide range of agencies, federal and local.

Using the editing capability of The Idea

Processor, you can extract those addresses

that may be useful to you and then add

your own for a readily available address

database.

In both cabinets the cards are pre-

indexed with keywords that make locating

appropriate material fairly easy. Each

card is indexed under several keywords.

As an example, if I were interested in

writing a letter requesting information

on a new product (maybe The Idea

Processor) I would fetch cards under

keywords inquiry or business. Then I

would scan the cards that were retrieved

to find the letter that appears in Figure

1.

That letter is marked as a block while

in the Cardfile, moved to the Editor,

then edited to cover the item of interest.

If the business address is available on a

card, that can also be brought to the

document file and merged into the text.

The letter now appears as in Figure 2.

The letter is now ready to be printed

and mailed. This very simple letter shows

how The Letter Writer can be used.

There are many more complex model
letters on the disk.
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System Saver didn't become the
Apple's number one selling'

peripheral by being just a fan.
What made over 100,000 Apple' owners fall in

love with System Saver? The answer is simple.

It's the most versatile, most convenient, most
useful peripheral ever made for the Apple.

System Saver filters out damaging AC line

noise and power surges.
70-90% of all microcomputer malfunctions can be

traced to power line problems* * Problems your

System Saver guards against

Power line noise can often be interpreted as data.

This confuses your computer and produces system

errors. Power surges and spikes can cause severe

damage to your Apple's delicate circuitry and lead

to costly servicing. .^s^S"
System Saver clips surges and

spikes at a 130 Volts RMS/175
Volts dc level. A PI type filter

attenuates common and .^g#
transverse mode noise by a

minimum of 30 dB from 600

kHz to 20 mHz with a max-
imum attenuation of 50 dB.

You end up with an Apple

that's more accurate, more
efficient and more reliable.

HI

System Saver lets your Apple keep its cool.

Today's advanced peripheral cards generate heat. In

addition, the cards block any natural air flow through

the Apple He creating high temperature conditions

that shorten the life of the Apple and peripheral cards

System Saver's efficient, quiet

fan draws fresh air across

the mother board, over

the power supply and
out the side ventilation

slots. It leaves your Apple cool, calm and running

at top speed.

I

SYSTEM SAVER

System Saver makes your Apple more
convenient to use.

No more reaching around to the back of your Apple

to turn it on. No more fumbling for outlets and cords

to plug in your monitor and printer. System Saver

organizes all your power needs

It functions as a multi-outlet power strip with two

switched outlets Plus System Saver offers the

ultimate convenience; a front mounted power switch

for fingertip control of your entire system.

So if you want to keep

damaging heat, line noise and power surges out of

your system for good, pick up the only peripheral

that's in use every second your computer is in use

The System Saver. You'll soon come to think of it as

the piece Apple forgot.

Compatible with
Apple stand

.SYSTEM SAVER(S). $89 9b each Total $_
I

I Please send.

|
Include $2 50 for shipping and handling

New York Stale residents add applicable sales tax

D Check enclosed Visa Master Card

I Name

| Address (UPS delivery)

Card No Bxptoaa

Name on Card

I City State

| 251 Park Avenue South
I New York. NY 10010
1 (212) 475-5200 Tlx 467383 KML NY

Zip Phone

KENSINGTON
MICROWARK

•Softsel Computer Products Hot List "PC Magazine March 1983

System Savor is UL Listed System Saver's surge suppression circuitry conforms

to IEEE specification 607 1980. Category A Available in 220/240 Volts, 50/60 Hz
System Saver is a registered trademark of Kensington Microware Ltd

C 1983 Kensington Microware Ltd System Saver is patent pending
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SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: The Idea Processor

Type: Word processor/card file/

data manager

System: IBM PC and compatibles

Format: Disk

Language: Machine

Summary: Powerful, versatile, many
unique features, easy to learn,

creative writing tool.

Price: $295

Manufacturer:

Idea Ware. Inc.

225 Lafayette Street #712
New York. NY 10012
(212) 334-8043

(800) 221-7798

and that is not an exaggeration. If the

card you want is indexed with a five-let-

ter keyword, it takes only ten keystrokes

to move from Editor to Cardfile, enter

the Fetch Card command, type the

keyword, display the card, return to the

Editor, and insert the card into your
report.

As though these features weren't suf-

ficiently timesaving, The Idea Processor

offers another convenience that once
experienced is hard to live without: the

keyboard macro. At any time, you can
define a keyboard macro as any se-

quence of keystrokes (letters, numbers,
edit commands, etc.), up to 100 key-
strokes in length. Then whenever you
need that sequence, you type a single key
and it repeats automatically.

Occasionally, someone devises a test

to measure the efficiency of different

word processing programs. In a recent

issue of PC World. Burton Alperson
compared three popular programs by
counting the keystrokes each required to

edit a simple document. WordStar used
275 separate keystrokes, VisiWord 326,

and Microsoft Word 149. Writer Tim
Knowlton read Alperson's report and
tried the same exercise using The Idea
Processor; he used only 131 keystrokes.

If the efficiency of a program can be
judged by the number of keystrokes nec-
essary to complete an editing project,

The Idea Processor has a significant edge
on its competition.

Documentation
The manual for The Idea Processor is

well organized, thoroughly indexed, and
easy to understand. It includes an over-
view of the program, descriptions of in-

dividual commands, step-by-step

When you write a letter that you might
use again, it can be saved as a card to

build your own database of letters.

Since the Letter Writer disk is full,

the cabinets should be copied to separate

backup disks before you use them. A
well written 27-page manual accompanies
the disk. It contains helpful information

on the use of The Letter Writer in con-
junction with The Idea Processor.

In summary. The Letter Writer is a

useful collection of reference material

and ideas for writing letters covering a
variety of subjects.

The Letter Writer retails for S59.95.B
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lessons, expert techniques, an appendix
of IBM DOS commands, a glossary of

computer terms, and a reference section.

Three disks come with the package:
the program disk, a self-running
demonstration, and a disk of lesson files.

The self-running demonstration pro-
duces a slide show of the various fea-

tures of the program. All you have to do

Once an illustrated

card is in your Cardfile,

you can use that graph,
financial statement, or
picture without having
to refer to the software

that created it.

is watch. On the lesson disk, several files

are interactive tutorial exercises; you fol-

low the instructions on the screen and
enter commands yourself using the pro-
gram to complete simple exercises. This
disk also contains files for your use as
you work through the tutorial section of
the manual.

The Idea Processor is an exciting,

unique, and versatile program. It is an
important breakthrough in text prepara-
tion and editing, ideal for office and aca-

demic use, computer program writing,

manuscript preparation, and research.

Finally its price is a pleasant surprise,

only $295 or about half of what most
experts guess when they see what the
program does.

CIRCLE 405 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Can Your Word Processor
Keep Up With Your 100
WPM Typist?

It can if you have

WordPerfect!

Try this test. While using
your favorite word
processor, put the cursor/

in the middle of a

paragraph, turn

insert on,

and type.

Surprisingly.

very few of the

leading word
processors can keep
up with 70. 60. or even 50
words per minute. WordPerfect
keeps up easily at speeds well

above 100*.

Now, maybe this doesn't matter

to you, because you don't type

100 or even 50 WPM. But you
still don't want to wait forever to

go to the beginning of your
document, go to page 5. save

your document, or add a

paragraph.

At SSI anything less than fast is

unacceptable. And not just

because time is money, or
because wasting time is foolish.

SATELLITE SOFTWARE INTERNATIONAL

Delays are very frustrating, and
frustration can easily lower the

quality of your writing.

Try WordPerfect.

UloidlRMfwi
You'll love it-
not only for the

features we've built in,

but also for the

delays we left

out.

'Based on tesis performed on an IBM PC

288 WEST CENTER STREET. OREM, UTAH 84057 (801)224-4000 TELEX 820-618
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WITH IBM PC AT THE OFFICE
AND PQrATYOUR HOUSE,
YOU CAN TAKEWORK HOME
ONYOUR LITTLE FINGER.



4
Many business people already

know about the IBM® Personal

Computer family.

Many are now hearing about

its new member, the IBM PCjr.

And some have already discovered

how PC and PCjr can work together.

THEJOYOF I

PERSONAL COMMUTING

PCjr bears a strong resemblance to the

rest of the family.

If you know how to operate

PC or PC/XT, you can operate

PCjr easily. If you have programs

for PC or PC/XT, you'll find

many of them will run on PCjr.

Now, much ofwhat you start at the office,

you can finish at home, and vice versa.

And while you're at the office, your

family will find plenty to do with PCjr.

THE BRIGHT LITTLE
FAMILYADDITION

THAT CAN GROW UP FAST

PCjr is a powerful tool for modern times.

With easy-to-follow new IBM Personal

Computer programs, and with options like a

printer and an internal modem for telecom-

munications, it can handle a great variety of jobs

Children can learn new ways of learning,

and make short work of homework. Adults can

keep track of household expenses, write letters,

file tax data, plug into information networks.

And everyone can enjoy challenging new
cartridge games.

IBM designed PCjr with lots of bright

ideas to make computing easier.

The "Freeboard"— a keyboard that

doesn't need a connecting cord— is easy to get

comfortable with.

Built-in picture instructions can help

the first-time user get started.

CIRCLE 134 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Diskette-drive systems include a program

that allows users to explore computer

fundamentals at their own pace. And to get

PCjr up and running from

the very first day, a

sample diskette with

'eleven useful mini-programs

is also included.

3ME ECONOMICS:
IBM DISKETTE COMPUTING

FOR ABOUT $1300

PCjr is the most affordable

of the IBM personal computers.

A diskette-drive model
with a 128KB user memory is

about $1300. An expandable 64KB cassette/

cartridge model is about $700. (Prices apply at

IBM Product Centers. Prices may vary at

other stores.)

For a demonstration, visit an authorized

IBM PCjr dealer or an IBM Product Center.

And you can find the store nearest you with

your little finger. Just dial 1-800-IBM-PCJR.
In Alaska and Hawaii, 1-800-447-0890.

'



Data management
software
jakes offa

It's not just a data base. It's data management.

It's a big idea, and once you see how powerful

it can make your personal computer you'll know why

Condor Data Management software is the right idea at

the right time.

With Condor you get all the power and flexibility

of a fully relational database, plus a Report Writer

to generate reports. At no extra charge.

And it's simple to use. You can set up data fields

quickly without the need for programming experience.

Because Condor I and Condor 3 were wntten for

business people with business needs.

Begin with Condor I, the advanced file manager.

Upgrade later as your business and your data grows, to

Condor 3, the fully relational data management system. It's

trie some system that hardware manufacturers like DEC,

Sony, Zenith, and Hewlett-Packard have selected to market

with their personal computers.

h find out how Condor Data Management software

|
can make your business take off, see your

personal computer dealer, or call I-800-854-7100

x/65 (in California, I-8O0-422-424I xl65) for

^^ the dealer nearest you.

Z^M r~'e" prove our pant. That Condor is the

data management software powerful

, enough to be useful to business, yet

i simple enough for business to use.

Soulh Slow Si . Ann Arbor. Ml 48101 Jl j/769 i«88
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BUSINESS/PERSONAL

TermExec
Smart Terminal Communications For Apple

Your friend has written a TRS-80 pro-

gram that you want to adapt for the Ap-
ple. It is quite long—more than 300

lines. So you spend a Saturday afternoon

painstakingly entering the whole pro-

gram by hand, editing as you enter.

Your favorite science fiction author (a

bit of a recluse) will be on CompuServe
answering questions and chatting with

other users. You would like to get a copy

of his remarks and edit out stray com-

ments and extraneous dialog.

With Term Exec from Exec Software

Inc., both of those tasks can be accom-

plished quickly and easily. TermExec is

a communications program designed to

turn your Apple and a modem into an

intelligent terminal. It requires a 48K
Apple 11+ or He, a single disk drive,

and any of a number of popular

modems. With TermExec you can talk

to another Apple, another computer, or

a time-sharing service such as The
Source, CompuServe, or Delphi.

Documentation
The documentation is provided in a

three-ring binder. It is 110 pages long

and consists of an introduction that ex-

plains the features of TermExec; a tu-

torial; and expanded sections on macro
commands, setting up profiles, using the

editor, and other commands.
The manual is written for the first

time user and may seem elementary in

some spots for communications vet-

erans. By the time you have bought the

modem, serial card and software, you

should know what baud rate is. How-
ever, given the choice between too little

and too much documentation, I always

choose the latter. An index is missing,

but it should be available in a newly re-

written manual with the next update.

TermExec is not copy-protected, and

Exec Software recommends making

backups. The programs are listable and

June 1 984 * Creative Computing

SOFTWARE
EVALUATION

Steve Arrants

can be modified by the user.

Using TermExec
After booting your back-up disk, the

screen displays "... Thanks. For help,

type esc-?" and the action prompt TX>.
TermExec is not menu-driven. You sim-

ply enter any TermExec or DOS com-
mand for action. Entering a question

mark followed by return produces a

list of all the commands with a short

explanation of each. For more extensive

help, enter a command followed by a

question mark. For example, LIST?
would display:

LIST (APPLE FILE NAME)
LIST

SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: TermExec

Type: Smart terminal

System: 48K Apple, Franklin Ace

Format: Disk

Summary: Very easy to use. An
excellent package.

Price: $79.95

Manufacturer:
Exec Software
201 Waltham St.

Lexington, MA 02173
(617)862-3170

prompting you for further information

before it can process your command.
TermExec performs self-initialization

on booting. It will search through the

Apple to determine where the modem
and printer are located, whether you are

using an Apple II -I- or He, if an 80-col-

umn card is present, and if the shift-key

modification has been made. You can

call up the local profile to change any
information if you have two printers

connected.

Dialing up a remote computer is very

easy. Enter TERMINAL and the num-
ber at the next prompt. This version of

TermExec supports auto-dialing only

with a Hayes Smartmodem. You must
dial manually if you use other

equipment.

Once connected to the remote host,

you can save, send, list, or issue any
DOS command by hitting esc-!. This

puts you back in the command mode
without disconnecting your Apple from

the host. Concurrent printing is avail-

able by entering esc-#.

File Handling
TermExec works only with Apple text

files. This may seem like a limitation but

you can use a conversion program to

change a text file to binary, Applesoft, or

Integer. Actually, working solely with

text files makes sense. After receiving a

file you will need to do some editing.

EXECing the file will place it into mem-
ory where it can be saved as a binary,

Applesoft, or Integer file. You can also

convert a file to text for transmission.

To transmit a file to a remote host en-

ter esc-! SEND file name. The file is

loaded from disk and sent to the host.

Enter a return to get back into the

terminal mode.
Some hosts require a special trans-

mission protocol called XMODEM or

Christianson Protocol. This provides a

77
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THE WORLD S LARGEST
COMPUTER MAIL ORDER FIRM

ALL MML.Comy-UMnta. Inc. 12060 SWGartton Place. Portland OR 97223
SHOWROOMS AT: PORTLAND, OR and SEATTLE. WA - BOTH OPEN M-SAT 10-6

HARDWARE for your
APPLE

VfU I to 128*. 80 COLUMN
APPLE Ha. STARTER SYSTEM BY APPLE

CALL
CALL

»mi MACINTOSH CAU
lusted aMaum e. ia*m i uoor k> 90 days by m

DISK DRIVES

: Ajisookl. rHooHoDW. 14* $799 tMI

• CENTRAL PT.fra.liatyi Ante DOS J 20 » IS

• AZ 143K0e* Draft S 479 |2»
A2Co>*oiefCtnl s ioo t n

• A40 16*. Onw » 449 $2*9
• »7Q286M>ivt | S99 $29*
A40A70Con»oier J 100 « T»

1/2 HIGH WPS A40 FJell Drive 163X $299 $19*
DMUCC TIAC 140 Dnect Drive. 16* t 349 $219""""

IEAC. 180 Doit* Sided. 32« I 449 $32*
Controter Cad by ComX S 110 t M

tktel. l63K40'reck
Ekte I 326K. 80 Tr*ck

EW1652K. 160 Tuck
Ekte Conftoftei

1319 $25*
1649 $42*
S M $539
(146 t tt

RAM EXPANSION
• ALS.ADORamOI«l lf> t 100 I
• CornX.80cd *64KRAM.torlle. lYrrlly I 199 $ tt
• RAMCad. 1 Yr my (111 16K S 179 » 3*
• MscroneR.RAMCad|ll«l 16K I 100 t M
• Titan/Saturn RAM Cad III «| 32K 1249 Sit*

RAM Cud mi HI IW SIM
RAM Cud III «t I28X 1599 S3**

VIDEO CARDS
• <U*.Srrun«.m«|.oie)
• CornX.80col «64K RAMnie) 1 ft oty

• VVoaft. *deolrrm SOcol (ore)
• (Ikatom («of()

Son video Sedch »l«|

Enhancer II 81 •)

function Strip III *)

t*ft May. fo« Hdair (jna Cat

SPECIAL |I79 $129
$199 $ 99
$279 $189
$379 J279
$ 35
$149
$ 39

$ 25
t 99
• 2*

I* to 35»*o»

MISCELLANEOUS
ALS. the CP/M Card »3 ( or tl

XMr>*4
ASTARWMockjidor.touserv

• CCS. Soul kftertece 7710 ISaBAUO)
Chdkbo.nl Pwaer Pad

taalalda. WM Card law. n» entyi

YridCad7|cc<*r
1
.ore|

KexeaJrtsftaii. System Sam
Kay Tronic 103200 aarrjoard (II »|

Koala, Touch tabid a /Macro Iftustrdor

Kraft. Joysbdi (Ap ll/TI«)

Paddle (Ap 11/11 •)

MM Sup R fan ( arc)

• Mcfoao*. no Sotxad (• or c|

• 280Sotlcad Plus !• ore)

• 780Scdxadfteiraum|l|.|
• Z80Sr*cadl*e»ui«».lel
MtcroTok. Oumpnnf. 64. Buffer

• Oranta micro. Gripplet Plus ft or •) $ 1 75
1 6K Boiler Board tor Gripplet Plus $175
Buttered Grappler Plus. 16* $245

Perymar. lovwrCasrChip. Rev 7nl«> $ 50
• PCPLApphcard lttedures 6Mlu $375

rn4Boctronlco.Superfar.il $ 75
• T»«n /Saturn. Acceieritor II $ 599

Tranaond/SS«lAlOII.Seral/Taril/T $225
TG Product*. Game Paddles »l») $ 40

Joystick Sl»| $ 60
Vidoa. PSIOI/f Card $229
WICO. Mouse. Complele $ 1 79

39
$345
$4*5
$479
$339
$269
$119
$119
$179

I M
$275
I M
$449
$169
» 29
S 45
SIM
Silt

SOFTWaARE for your .APPLE
aaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaT-TTP f I'll J"^T"««jaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaaa1* VAaaTivn W./aV 1111*1BUSINESS
• Apptad So* Toch.. Versaform $389
Aran. Marc Wndoa II $ 150

Mane Coml»|V*nd Ma4tkVrjrds| $225
• Aohaon-Tooa. dBase II IReqCP'M 801 $700

ItKlirlRequoesCP/MSOl $295
tWIS»otomo,GUR«P,rDorlNV,e»c« $395

• BrorJorborKtB** St »4erorSpdEei $ 70

ContrnonUI.U.ARAPwPR each $250
• Home Accountant $ 75

TaiAdvantaee $ 70

OowJonoa. Market Anaryjet $350
Market Manner $300
Market Microscope $700

FoiaCaaor.Quckcode ordGrapli.ea $295
dUbktv rtor dBase III $ 99

Haydan. IV rater (Speedy 80 coi bdl $150
• Howard Soft. la> Preparer, 1984 $250

UK-lelter Perfect. /ItaiMerre $150
More Pro. |all requwe 780CP/M Card)

• aordSta ./appkeard AXP/M SPECIAL $ 695
WoStar »/appkcard JCP/M SKOAL $695
s*ordSta->Trarara;Menud SPECIAL $ 495

SpeftSta~dMalMenjj-.ee SPECIAL $250
• etordSur Professional, 4Pak SPECIAL $695

CpoonsPaASS/MM/SI $295
«a«oarAMu»PlanR'*c.Apc(eOOSl $250

• Oaborna/CornX. (Desk and Booklet*. Bus t *
Some Common Bale Prop-ems 1 75 ea ) $ 100
PtacPcaBaucProraimHOeJl $100

"--MBaac64K
$395
$399
$249
$969
$295
$189
$125

S»en«/C«vlJi» Screened Pro, 2 Pd. $200
Screenwriter II $ 130
TralMarury few $100
Can Manaler II NEW $ 230

$ 50
$ 60
$ 50
$130
$125
$125
$125
$125
$350
$129
$595

CP/M4N
_ Stnes40GLtAR$AP.al3
raetsycLPertect arter /Speter 2 oak

Ptrtect Faer or Perfect Catt each

Perfect Wnar/Sp*/fa*£a1c|a)

Ouark. Word Juajler t Leucfwk fad.

taraabaa. Sen Sptto or Bookerva, ea

«B*a>.N
LrstHandfcr

to Pat f*rjrd. Lrstt Spot)

MaMdn(.PFSFdl

PES Graph

PES Wnkm
08 Master verson 40
DBUaMylorll
Advanced 08 Master

IspecrrV'ore)

$25*
S M
SMS
$385
Sit*
$269
S 45
S1S5
S 4t
S 47
$275
$235
$525
$1*5
$ 66
$ 99
$185
$ 99

$295
$295
$239
$129

!395175
169

at»l

S 49
$ 49

$23*
$249
$14*
$499
$1*5
$13*
* 85
$135
$ 89
$ 69
$155
$ 34
$ 3*
S 35

! •*

I M
$ 84
$ 84
$ 84
$22*
$ «7
$4*5

VtoCorp. Vrs«:j*c 3 3(ll»)

VrucaK Enhanced (let

Viscalc Advancedm
VrsiMeorviiiOei, each

$250
$295
$250

SIC*
SIT*
$210
$179

UTILITY & SYSTEM
Paapa. Apple Mechanic or Drskquik. ea $

Double Take or CPU each $ 35

Trpefaccs (Req Ap Mechanic) $ 20
0OSS Boss or UNdyLJly, each $ 30
TrpDskDl $ 20
ProntoOOSS t 30
Alpha Plot $ 40

Coiltrll Point F4er 0OS334UM $ 20
i Copy II Plus ltd copier) $ 40
OlMlil. Compeer -AprJesolt BASIC $129
Epaan. Craphcs Dump $ 15

HaaaMermidProi.ISMorMM.ea) $100
1 GrafORTH by Paul Lotus $ 90

"LALDS $125$~Fortran 80
COMPLETE KKPrOtOFT LM

• Omofa. Locksndh t* coper) Va50
Pirepdn. Compaae Oapiaa Sydan >

Grapracs Mapcian

PVsoanta, loom Grau
Ouaajy. Bae ol locks

Tampan, Loop

Ubtfeo. Esserftd Data Duoacdor III

$100
$ 70

$ 60
$ 40
$ 40

$150
,

$ 80 $ as

25
15
22
15
20
27
15
30
85
9

65
65
85
135

$ 75
$ 53
$ 41

i

HOME & EDUCATIONAL
wart Centipede, PacMan or Donkey H. ea $
Bvjtadotkos.BeafleBai $ 30
Bauachip. Mannaae $ 60
tjnaaataaalCrvjatoaLodtrajrmrai $ 35

Arcade Machine $ 60
AppkPanc $ 30

BudgoCo.. PinbdICons* Set $40
• Continental. Home Accountant $ 75

Dataaoft. Artec or /anon, each $ 40
Oavidoon. Math Biased' $ 50
CrJu-Mhra. pree kirtntory)

Haydan. Sarpm II (Chess) $ 35
Serron III ICtiessI $ 50

ksaaoorn.corklll.lll.orStacross.each $ 40
Koala lull knem stock. CALL

laarnenf Co.. $aee Inventory)

Micro lata, fAoei 2049er

Mlcroaoel. Typrnf Tutor

Monaayam. Doaars and Jens*

Orsskl. Utima III

Scarborouajfi rLoddran^
"^amTjoaall

$ 40
$ 25
$100
$ 60
$ 40
$ 60
$ 50

Searra/On Lino.

Sar-Tach. Wuadry
Spennaaar. Kindercomp others n stock] $ 30
Sub Logic Fl«rit Simulator II $ 50

$
$ 22
$ 40
$ 25
$ 40
$ 21
$ 27
$ 4*
$ 27
$ 34
Can

$ 2*

JCad
Cad

!2717
69

* 40
$ 27
$ 40
$ 3*
S 20
S 37

PRINTER
COMBO SALE

ONE TIME. QUANTITY LIMITED

OKIDATAML80

SOcps.

Pinfeed. 80 col

132 col. condensed

96ASCII. Graphics, Par diet

List Price $299

COMMA lor Apple or IBM- $549 lava $450
Ml80* dBase II

C0M60B tor Apple or IBM- $494 aavo $500
ML 80 • tkbrdStM • Mai Merer a SpellStjr • Star Indei

JMC tor Apple II ./r- $474 lavo $520
MLSO'AppfccadlCP/M* 13Feduresl * »»rdSt»or Most.

MBOO lor IBM-PC- $397 MM $550
Ml 80 • SOGener* -OS/DO ikskenes • Bank Street Writn
• Home Accountant Plus * 3 Insoft Itu education jl (ames

COMBO t tor Apr* II .;e- $291
ML 80 SOGener.k-SS SO d« kettr; • Bank Street "Alter

kssott 3 came oak * Home Accountant

SEC PC-8201A $649

C 1
iX'

Includes word procesang and

13 etna propam* 37A ROM
I 1 6X RAM both apandable

to 64K. RS232 Dak. Prrter

Casseae and Bai Code after

laces toft o. AC a DC Com
pkfte kne «i stock

$649
$ 99

Pnnya.n^8221ATtaniul40cd $170 $14*

SffTf Computer PC8201A I6KI64A $ 800f^ErV Ddifacordei PC8781A $115

jt MEANS A BEST BUY

DISKETTES

CDC. lOOea SS/D0. 401 lApple. IBM)

10eaSS/T», 401 lAppe.

^Aofffiiii
lOeiDS/TX), 40T|«M, H/T1

lOOeaDS/00. 1 H/P)

DYSAN. lOuSS/SOrlppketcl
10eaDS/1»4>T|oaUI/P.acl

MAKElLIOeachMOlSS/DO
lOeach M02 DS/D0

VERBATIM. lOea M05250L SS-TO
lOea MOM OS/DO

$550
$ 55

$750
$ 75

$ 69
$ 89
$ 55
$ 75

$ 49
$ 84

eSS

$239
' 2*

35
39
49
29

. 3*
$ 25
S 35

generik -Diskettes -as lowas $i
W/laokds no abaft, up ouaay 90 day Imftad ftarafty by us

lOeaSS-SD. 35 liack Her*. Alart $ 42 $ 17
lOOeaSS-SO, 35 Irartylpr*. Atari $ 415 $ 130
lOOOeaSS/SO. 35lradt,tpa>Atant $4150 8 995
lOeaOS/TX), 48TPI (IBM H/P) $ 63 $ 25
lOOeaDSTJO, 4JTP1 (IBM H/Tl $ 626 $ 170
IO0OeaDS/T».48TPIp3M.H/P) $6260 $1400

GENERIK™
DISKETTES
Each at KXOquantity

SS/SD $1.00 Each
DS/DD$1.4tOEach

A lortheATARI
RAW lOOODme. 320K $ 449 $ 36*
KOALA Pad »/b*io*us $ 100 $ 75

MODEMS ScSssoaaEs

ANCHOR. SvuBaai Me I |RS232)

Sajndman Mark XII

HAYH, a3»PC Smartmodem 12CCB
lEWFCSnurtcomllSolhiare
Stack Chronopaph |RS 232)

Stick Smatmodar, 300IRS232)
Smartmodem 1200 [RS 232)

Moomodem lOO&lOObus)
Mcrcmodem la w/Srnartcorn

M-PC 10 Modem Cataa
P40VAT10HI8MPCAccessl2 3Ptdi

Apple Cd II Modem. 300 BAUD
212 Apr* Cat 1200 BAUD
Cat

JCM
212 Ado Cd
SmartCd 103/212

TTuU*XNO/SSM.
Traraend 1 tor Apple II

ModernCard tor the Apple II

Traramodam 1200

SOFtaAftE Sit APPUOfBM UTILITY

PRICE

$ 99
$399
$599

$ 75
$269

$149 SIM
$249 Sit*
$289 $225
$699 $535
$399 $275
$329 $23*
$ 39 $ 2*
$595 $445
$389 $26*
$725 $55*
$189 $13*
$149 $104
$695 $579
$595 $415

$ 89 $ tt
$299 $259
$695 $559

SfCTKDK

MONITORS ?»«""*•
12' Green. H30X

ir Amber, 1300*
12" Umber, a3IOA hr I6WPC
13'Cota I, Compose*
13Ccfto.ll. RGB. Hi Res

DVM. Color II « IH to Apr* II

1

1
13" Color IV, RGB. 720*400.

$200
$210
$230
$379
$529
$199

NEC. 12" Green, Model 1260M4 $150
12" Green. Mas* 1201MA $199
12 Amber, Model 1205MA $210
irColor,RGB,1216FA|lBMU«:CPCI $599
17' Cola. Compos*. l2l5A|Apple) $399

• PMNCrrON. RGB Ik Res H< 1? $795
• RGB Ik Res, SR 12 $799
• «mba, MAX )2MonoBrd| $249
CJOAr>RAM QuirJchrome irSGBCcto $695

0uadscreenir968>512 $1935
ZENITH I? Green MrJ NUU1 $200

$135
$149
$169
$289
$43*
$175
Cai

$109
$149
$159
$449
$299
$4**
cat
cat

$4*5
$15*5
S tt

pSS

$5St

PRINTERS JcSyaca*,

DOT MATRIX: epg

EPSON. RXK 100 cps $ 399
FX80, 160cps $ 699
FXIOO, 160cps $ 895
MX 100F/T. SOcps. a^rdlrai* $ 995
AppailCnptaaDump $ 15

MANNESMANN 160L 80od 160CPS $ 798
TALLY, 180L.I32COI 160cps $1098 $778

SpnL SOcd SOcps $ 399 $ 2M
NEC PC 8023n.fi ITOcps. 80cot paa $ 599 $ 43*

PC 80251 TOcps 136 cd. pari $ 895 $ 775
Cable. 8023/802510 IBMPC $ 50 S 40

O4fJOATA.82A.80cd. 120 cps. pal $349 Cad
83A132cd.l20cps.pari $749 Cat
92»cd, 160cps,pari $599 Cat
93 136cm, 160cps, pari $999 Cad
2350P,Pacemark,3SOcps,p»i $2695 Cat
2410P.Pactmak. 350cpspaa $2995 Cat

ORANGE MKRO.Grippiei • lor Ape* $ 165 $ 11*
PRACT1ULk»crocu«lrtCrr6a\faa $ 349 $ 25*

Moota«IM>«64KSa $ 349 * 25*
OL*At>RAM0>ack*lrtCcttr>nriter Cat

• STARMrLGerrmlO-X,120ccs.2* $ 499 $ 219
Gemm 15-X120cps2 3ft $ 549 S 43*

LETTER QUALITY:
NEC 15LQ 14cps.Pari../tf lOlcd $ 695 $ 525

• TTX 101* 13C0S, Paa (Ser.Flnlfnc $649 $45*
PRINTER INTERFACES and BUFFERS:

IBM PC to Epson or Star f*cro Car* $ 60 $ 35
Apple 1 1\ I Cat* tor Epson or Gemini $ 95 $ 5*
OUADRAM
aacrofuer.o/Copy PP

.
St. ftMPB »/PS $ 189 $13*

Mcrofara. ./Copy. PP. 64X IMP64./PS $ 319 $239
Mcrorarer ./Copy, PP 12St..'I>S $ 465 S 345
ftkrolarar. Snapon SX. PP tpson.TS $ 1 79 S 145
Maotanr, Snapon 64XPP Epson. /PS $ 319 $235
AJ kfcmtarm ae ewmkbte KKm a 51 !•) OuponB UK
SUPPLIES tracto feed Paper. Ribbons Dasy "meets

(VI
41CX. Cdcutdor NEW $ 325 $ 275
ftiCCdcutokr $ 195 S 14*
41CV. Calculator. /22K $275 S 21S

HYPERION Portat* PM

ORDERING INFORMATIONAND TERMS:
TOOns. dr* NdCOO n.rirrftKti )* CM fttcMM M 100 J\ . aha. pnen kjr WSk . Ht I. US kaMMd^tfa r\ (IS mmmh-- -. i. pes tan « am *« u» a<a nis>>m i. svjh u> us e>aa aao. fro !*>•»£•mi h tu

laftaftaaa —aft, a* fcaMl Ikllk mi fta

e loWCNras mt Gn ami.il cartas ••
era mmumm4*m*H 6UH*l** UK pea*

• saacrr raw faaea •"*> «»* C1M1V Sltil -c fm. an '...,.Jii sun m'n« »M*an"aaTlSp)MTi* T 7il>m^lm^MI*'£^tt?Im'J+Zl?J!li « cl"»i*i"l
—ceieoa.ier*, aapM lit ae.. iio^ «e»aa> IM» «»»iifta»l a »t tttum»*mtu*4mi tm»mg»»rm'*m'*'~*''*''***UWlSUl"Mlt*b*nt—imtiM—
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#77r#7
Formerly Computer Exchange

LOWPRICES TO PROFESSIONALS WHOKNOW WHAT THEY WANTANDKNOWHOW TO USE IT!

SUPPLY CENTER for IBM-PC or XT

r0£ALER
WE BUY

EXCESS
.INVENTORIES;

256KIBM-PCorXT
320/360K Disk Drives by CDC

90 Day W arranty By Us
Call for Details

Coming soon products for the PC Jr

9 1064. Service Mark olConroyLaPointeJnc

1984 byConroy-LaPointc. inc

M FtiaMs Reserved

AUntLf •*'*" IMiala* Board. Cotor
MHIL/CrX Guphcs. Mm. 128K

*m
$599 SSI*

$3% $27*
J69S $495
14% $375
S |59S
(395 $2*5
1395 (2*5

SkPllrtfk 3S4X.S/P/C «S/W J 895 (MS
ForSuPak. GamePortaiM $ SO $ 39
1/OPkjsll.S/P/CC 1215 $150
l/OHusllS/rVCC/C 1265 $185
I/O Bus II. 2S/P/CC/C $315 $215

ComboPtos. 64K. S/P-C
ComtioPui. 256X. S/P/C

MtjAaH.D4K.2S/IVC
Meiarluslt258<.2S/P<C
2S«MtfaPlusllliparider

" 64K S/P/C «S/W
25W.S/T/C «S/W

Supervision. 132 col. mono board

Bus 64 IM ltO>. 64K para port

$799
$875

$59*
$695CCS?

Chalkboard,

TomX (crri>l«VM'-,'S« RAM Card, fast* ••F»W.*i^ " emutilnarvfsTjxierso*«are $495 $325

FW Pad. Dm Kt $ 100 $ 73

CURTIS UNHMMorMlsaMlbBe"unlw
3 to 9kM keyboard car*

v«nca< CPU "Syikni Smr
Mancchrome Fjt Cable Par

$ 50

$ 40

$ 25

$ 50 . s

HERCULES Oipta Cart Mono $499 $34*

Key Tronic «s5i5asidwytio»d $209
* VQIK.1 <M ^J«« Mi t TW.

DRIVES

68
CONTRPL
data OR landon

32W/360X OS/DO DISK DRIVES

With Detailed Installation Instructions

30 Day Warranty by Factory Authorized Distributor

Same as now *>01 Or
1 9e£19 $229 Foe Dminstalled by IBM <

HALF $199 HEIGHT
1IST ON
PUCt PMCt

ComX TftskOriyeFYjaer Cable $ 8 $ S

Mil -he«N.rteinal, 320/36OX $329 $24*
•alow* Owl rMm floppy 320/36OX $599 $529
Cat* fcrv*sklllto«3MPC»«anace Cal

MAYNARD
Floppy Drive Contra Bid up to 4 dove

same «4h ParaW

mrrujIOmesMardOisk

$215$ IM
PM$ 300 i 23*

$1395 $1195

K8515L 9d aqteard WW $ 255

$150
$ IS

Knah ko*4P«!™»/pcobs*ilUOia PnvKnnvfs Gun*

MAYNARD" OCartMFC $ 89

IlinCTAO MMiwyC»drtoRAM $230
oANUblAK Memory Card 2581 $499

MrjcUes tor Sandstarri stock

$15*
$20*

$10*
S 12

t 7*
SMS
$395
Ca*

mtttnal lOmei Hard Disk $1395 S11S5

MCnOSOfV"*"™* !

MOUSE SYSTEMS 11

SystemCard 2S« $ 625
SystemCard 64k $ 395

$ 195

$ 295

$1490
$ 695PCnef Croat Board M

PLANTRONICS
CoU Board iCobiinaic. 16cak.«'P». $ 559
&» Board S ftatsman 16coto,«-T»i $ 559

OJA£)RAM
...."• KMSTKSSXM $ 680
Quadboard r» RAH eipancf to 384)1 $ 295
0>adb»d64Xr.pandlo3»«x $ 395

Stoa-d256Xtipmdto38* $ 675

board. 384* $ 795

bo«(lll.nol»\Mnpandto25S( Cal

Qwdboa-dll. 64K. eiparid to 256* $ 395
0uadboard«.258(.6luncton $ 595

Quad 512 " 6* plus sen* port $ 325

Qud 512 «25GK plus serial port $ 550

Quad 512 " 5I2K pais senal port $ 895
Quadcotor i. board 16o*jis $ 295

• Quadcotor II board use »«h Qujda*» I $ 275
• Ouadchrome 1? RG8 Momtor $795

Quadscreen. 17 968r 5l2Mon«oi $1995 11

Taw>marb*>*tIE.64K.S/f>/a $ 389 $iecmarUMMt.2S8<.s/p/cc isdi
Captan. 6AX.S/P/CC $ 424 $
Captan38«KS/P/CC $ 795 S
We*2S6r,tshor1lvd| $ 499 S
BaawS/P/CCIsltoitbrtl $ 195 S
Graphics Master $ 695 S

$ 3S5
$ 469
$ 2*5
$ 1«5

$ 1*5

$10)0
S 495

S 395
$ 3*5

$ 4*5
$ 215
$ 279
$ 525
$ 625

Cal
2*5
395
265
420
625
225
209

TJCan Acceksrator PC 18086 <

TG PRODUCTS *»**

vnco. IBM PC Mouse

I28K) $ 995 S 79*

$ 60 S 40

$ 100 s

Puces and avariaMfty sutaect to change Can

$55
* 9Eacti,64K. 200 ns. MEMORY CHIP KIT

90 Day Warranty by us

$325 $m_
* ComX 256K RAM BOARD
Fufry Compaobe 1 Year United Warranty by ComX

We* Fasfrak RAM Dak rjiaiator and Spooler SoRware

Works on DOS 1 1. 2 Oor 2 1

• MEANS A BEST BUY

8 "CP/M- 80 SOFTWARE
MUCH MOKE IN STOCK

ASHTONTATE. dBase II

pSc'i

$ 700 $3*5
lt»rc«)M.aa-crossirtl.lloilll,Mb $ 50 S 34

Deadkne or Planed* each $ 60 $ 40
$495 $2*5
$250 $145

HtodSaTProt.lPaklCaD $895 $42*

OUR AD
ttC5

NO SALES TAX

SOFTWARE for IBM-PC orXT
BUS NESS

AlPHA. Database Hanaeer II

ASHTONTATE
• dBase II. rag PC DOS ( 128K)

dBase II Users Guide Book]

Everyman's D8 Primer Book)

The Financial Planner

Friday

APPLIED SOFT. TECH.. Vmatorm
ASK MICRO. GUMP, INV or PR each

• BRODERBUNO. Bank Street Writer

•PI Gent AccilARJU* or PR. each

CHAHO LASS. Macro Plan

a CONTINENTAL Home Accountant

tat Advanleee

F*ntCatalO|intFCM|Fiknt CaUIO|)nt,

rrO|)S?fTy MM*jwM*vfl|

OW JONES. Market ADOW

FOX a. GELLER
QwckcorJe. dCraph. GrafcM or Or, each

d UN IMSDOS or CP /M8& each)

HAYDEN, IBM P» WnW
P« Spent, or Sarton llteach

Ta. Preparer.' 1984 tor 1983 year

HUMAN EMM. MjnepmM or Sab ea

lUaVEaiyWntar II System

EasySpelerll

Fjusrness System a.AR'AP
GLARAP.OF. or INV. ear*

r liaSOTT. Oatl Danpr Un i 10 use DBMS)
GrafORIH lanmattd 3Draphcsl

UfETWEE Vcaksanter

i LOTUS. 123
QUtU»123e*iok)
MICRO LA&tuklanafei lor 1983

WordStar Pnafasawiat 4Pafc

Opboris Pak. SS/MM/S

R base Senes 4000

MICROSOFT. Feiarwal SKemert

US1ma
$295

$700
$ 30
$ 15

$700
$295
$389
$495
$ SO

$595
$495
$150
$ 70

$125
$495
$350
$300
$700

$295
$ 99

$200
$ 50

$295
$250
$350
$225
$1495

$595
$250
$125
$285
$495
$ 15

$250
$495
$250
$250
$695
$295
$195
$495
$495
$250
$375
$475
$100
$150

oue
•act
$1*5

$3*5
S 20
S 12
$395
$199
$265
$295
S 56
$395
$335

! **
$ 45
$ 89
$329
$279
$239
$525

$195
* 5*
$135
$ 34

$220
$1*5
$29*
$149

sin
S 95
$195
$32*
S 12
$169
$29*
$12*
$129
$395
S175
$109
$299
$33S
SIS*
$259
$325
$ 69
$ 99

BUSINESS

MONOGRAM. Ootars A Sense $165
O«NST*GUWAP,PRl»rVoiP0,»ch $695

. C*eWW*/C«Ml.ec<*ABus»iess SetntM
( Math Prat/ams on DS/OD Disks)

Some Common Base BoeramslTOea) $100
PtarMSaaKPNrmrtOeach) $100

PS*. fVrsonal fcwestor 1

1

$145
PEACHTREE. Peach Pak GUftiAP) $ 3»

Peacr. leit 5000 $ 395

PEARLSOFT. Personal Pearl

I08MS4MIS)
r PERFECT. Perlect Meet -

wnler t Speier. 2Pak

Pertect f*B~or Perlect Calc. each

Perlect Water Speier. Fear, cue |4|

SATEUITE. Wxd Perfect

SOFTWARE ARTS. TV Saver

SOFTWARE PUBUSHINCPf S l#
PFSReport

PfSWree
PfSCraph

SOFTWORD SYSTEM. Mumma*
SOWOM. SuperCHc 2

SaawCatcS
$SI/SAraUJTE.WordPirlecl

STC/SOFTEC the Creator

STONEWARE. Advancml D B MaRer
SYNAPSE, fee Manaeer

SYNERGISTIC Data Ikporter

T/MMKEa I/Maker*)

WSaCORP. VlsCalc IV

Visrfae or vtsrSchedutr

Desktop Plan I

V»Word»rm*s.Spe«|l2r3K)

$295
»M9
$399
$249
$699
$495
$399
$140
$125
$140
$140
$495
$295
$395
$495
$195
$300
$595
J 100

$250
$275
$250
$300
$300
$375

$110
$42*

* 69
S 69
S 99
$239
$239

$1*5
$21*
$249
$149
$4*9
$255
$2**
S 94
$ S4
S 95
S 95
$3*5
$195
$265
$375
$149
$195
$395
$ 67
$169
$169
$17*
$21*
$219
$269

UTILITY & SYSTEM
1983 CL SOFTWARE AWARD:
Copy II PC by Central Pant Sofhure B sM one of the best

soUoare buys of evaeable ll ** copy more copy protected

sofMare and faster than any other backup system Unkke

other copers 4 makes an eiact dupkeak of your onjnal and

• does lOOSwrdraaonolcopy DocumenlaMn ekCeeent"

• CENTRAL POINT. Copy II PC Backup $ 40 * 30
• COMX. fastrak- RAM task emulator

and pnnler spooler prof/am. works on any

PCIXOSveruonorRAMCard Menu Driven $ 100 $ 59

UTILITY & SYSTEM
:i'yi -:DIGITAL I

Concurrent CP/M- 86" $350 $229
ConcurrenlCP'M86-.«.n<tc»s Ca*
CP/M86- $ 60 $ 40
C8ASIC86- $200 $135
C6VtSCtonpeeT|V/M86mMS0rjSea) $600 *3C5
Pascal /Ml fCP/aA 843 $400 $24*
Pascal /Ml • IMSDOS $600 $3**
Ft lWSDOSo. CP/M 84 each! $750 $49*
Access MnrlASDOS or CP/M 86rach) $400 $2(9
0eu*yMn|ti4SDOSoiCP/MKeech| $500 $339
Speed Prot Pkt CP/M 86 $200 $139
CIS COBOL 86 $850 $525
DR10GO86 $100 $ 69
HAYES. Smartcom II Pan Com) $)|9 $ *9
INSOFT.CyalrjRlHpmmaledSDpaphl $125 $ 95
MKROSTIJF.CnxatkkxVltlataComl $195 $129
MICROSOFT. muMath/muSenp $300 $199

Busmess BASIC Coeap $600 $3*9
Pascal Compiler $350 $250
CCompaer $500 $33*
BASICCompaer $395 $2*9
fORIRANComp-ler $350 $290
COBOL Compeer $750 $4*5

NORTON. Ul*t.es 2 Mproerams $ 80 $ 69
ROSESOFT. Prokey $ 75 $ 50

HOME & EDUCATIONAL
ATARI Grtipede. PecMan or Donkey each $ 35

EPYX/Auko. $«n.. temple or kpsna $ 40
• ARMONRf-ecutrveSn*- $ 40
BLUE CHIP. aWkonaae or lycoon each $ 60
BPt SYSTEMS Personal Arcounbnt $195

a BROOERBUNO. Apple Panic Color) $ 30
lode Runner or Serpentine, each $ 35

COMPREHEN.. PC tutor |1 lor ?0ea| $ 60
CONTINENTAL Home Accountant Plus $ 150

OAVtOSON. Die Speed Reader II $ 75

INFOCOM-Deadkneor Suspended each $ 50
7ork I c fort II or Zort III. each $ 40

• INSOFT. Mystni Wardtru or CJuoameach $
MICRO LAB. Miner 2049 $ 40
MICROSOFT. Fl*ht Simulator $ 50
MONOGRAM. Dollars S Sense $165
ORIGIN. Ultima III $ 60
PBl CORP.. Personal Investor $ 1 45
SCARBOROUGH/LIGHTNING

MesterType $ 50
SOFTWORD SYSTEMS MuHjmate $495
SPINNAKER. Snooper troops II or 2) $ 45

Story Machine or Face Maker $ 35

STRATEGIC, the Warp Factor $ 40
SUBLOGtC. I*«ht Mi-.s»in Pmtlall $ 40

$ 2*
S 2*
S 27
$ 3*
$13*
I •'
* 24
$ 40
$
$

!H
13
$ 33
$110
$ 40
$ 99

* 34
$2*9
$ 39
$ 24
$ 30
$ 27

"«.«* TOLL FREE
(800)547-1289

Order Desk Hours: 6AM to 6PM PST
Ortoon TOLL FREE

IM0IISMIS1
Port and "iJO-OST?

Hot Line For totormatton

On <Our Order

$fl aaSajai

" FREE GIFT MA,LT0
"

J
Use ot our order forms quakrt$« you tor j ket>

I fpfl writ) iftwr order Get on our nia*ng «sl

| rww tor order torms, and our nrm nr»->k1\«

' and S4t*B s^pKUfe MrtourKenrent Our

7060 SW Garden PUce. ftpftJand. Oft 97223

NAME

cuskprnen <ve atreadv on ourirst

COUPON
ADDFJESS

CITY STATE

.

ZIP.
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FREE
Of) /oi, "

Communications
Booklet

Complete coupon and send for

free 22 page communications

booklet to find out what you

should know about communi-
cations, personal computers,

and modems.

Name

Position

Company

Address

Phone ( )

Personal computer used (brand):

At home

At work

How Long

Modem owned:
Brand

Communication software
used (brand):

How Long

Which computer-type magazines do you read frequently:
CC-64

Mai l to TRANSKND 2 190 Paragon Dr.. San Jose, CA 9513 1 . Ann : J. Olson

CIRCLE 185 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Dirty Power
In

Ultra Ouiet

Computer
Protection

KLEEN
LINE

8

CONDITIONER

IIIwf. KI.IKN I INK

PowrrOut

Prevents:

* t iomputer Damage
* Brownout Interruption*

• Lightning Spike Damage
• Disruptive Line Noise

• Program Erroni

Regulator • Filter • Suppressor
KLR-250A 250 Watt Load $291.95
KLR-2S0A-1S0 250 Watt Load: Patented

Kilter Isolated Sockets $346.95
K.LR-500A 500 Walt Load $390.95
KLR-500A-1SO 500 Watt Load; Patented

Filter Isolated Sockets $445.95

Shipping: $12.75 Land; $45.50 Air

Ask Your Local Dealer

US?? Electronic Specialists, Inc.
1 7 1 South Mam Street . Box 389 . Natick . Massachusetts 1 760

Toll Free Order Desk 1 -800-225-4876

MasterCard. VISA. American Express

eo

• BUSINESS/PERSONAL -

CIRCLE 108 ON READER SERVICE CARD

mechanism for file-to-file transfer be-

tween two Apples or between an Apple
and a remote host with built-in error

checking to assure that line noise is not

introduced into the file. XMODEM
protocol is used primarily by CP/M
bulletin boards.

In the time that I have used

TermExec I have not lost a single file

due to the software. It has always

performed as expected.

The Editor
The weakest link in TermExec is the

built-in editor. It is adequate for simple

editing in a pinch, but I prefer to use

Apple Writer for more complex editing.

The editor works as stated in the

documentation, but the command struc-

ture is confusing. Better documentation
would definitely help with this section. I

expected to find a help section similar to

that in the main program. The only help

you will find is in the manual.

Extra Features
Among the most useful features of

TermExec are macros. You can have
one or a string of characters represent

In the time that I have
used TermExec I have
not lost a single file

due to the software.

other commands. If you use a timeshar-
ing system such as CompuServe, macros
can simplify sign-on and speed up access

to the different areas of the system. Mac-
ros may be saved as special files that can
be loaded at any time.

Exec Software provides a feature that

other terminal software publishers do not.

If you are having trouble with the pack-
age, need help with a special macro, or
want to suggest additional features, they

provide a BBS for users and the public.

You can exchange information with other
users, trade equipment, learn about new
macros, and even download special

programs that enhance TermExec.
Purchasers of TermExec also receive

free membership in Delphi, a timeshar-
ing service.

Conclusion
With the exception of its editor,

TermExec is a well designed commu-
nications package that offers more fea-

tures and versatility than some other
packages. Its ease of use, friendliness,

and the support offered by Exec Soft-

ware make it an outstanding value. B
CIRCLE 406 ON READER SERVICE CARD
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Time for your computer to make the telephone con-
nection - with an intelligent, full 21 2A 300/1200
baud modem - with a real time clock/calendar -
and with the capability to expand into a com-
plete telecommunications system. It's time for

PRO-MODEM 1200. Much more than just a phone
modem.

When you're on-line, time is money. PRO-MODEM
telecommunication systems help you save. By
monitoring the duration and cost of your phone
calls. And by sending and receiving messages,
unattended, at preset times when the rates are
lower. . . with or without your computer.

Compare the $495 PRO-MODEM 1 200 with any other
modem on the market. For example, you'd have to

buy both the Hayes Smartmodem 1200 plus their

Chronograph for about $950 to get a modem with
time base.

PRO-MODEM 1 200 is easy to use. A convenient
"Help" command displays the Menu of operating
command choices for quick reference whenever
there's a question about what to do next. Extensive
internal and remote self-diagnostics assure that the
system is operating properly. Some of the other
standard features include Auto Answer, Touch
Tone and Pulse Dialing, and Programmable Intelli-

gent Dialing.

CIRCLE 157 ON READER SERVICE CARD

PRO-MODEM does more. It lets you build a full tele-

communications system with features like Auto
Dialer, Incoming and Outgoing Message Buffering,
Business/Personal Phone Directory, Program-
mable Operating Instructions, a 12-Character
Alpha-Numeric Time and Message Display, and
versatile PRO-COM Software. PRO-MODEM com-
mands are Hayes compatible so you can use most
existing telecommunications software without
modification.

There's much more to the PRO-MODEM story. See
your local dealer for complete details. He'll show
you how to save time. And money.

Prometheus Products, Inc., 45277 Fremont Blvd.,
Fremont CA 94538, (415) 490-2370

, .: i . 1



exploring
APPLE m
GRAPHICS

CLASS

.THE MARK OF EXCEUENCE

.THE PINNACLE OF SUCCESS

.THE HEIGHT OF AC

Finally there is a magazine written

exclusively for Apple II series and
Macintosh users that can be called A+

If you're looking for ways to expand the
use of your Apple . . . if you're a doctor or
lawyer and you want to computerize
your practice . . . ifyou're a student and
you need an Apple to organize your
workload ... or ifyou want to know more
about games. A+ is the magazineforyou!

Business and Finance Applications,

Product Reviews. Apples at Work.
Apples and Learning and That's Enter-

tainment are just a sampling ofthe
features you'll find in A+ month after

month!

A+ ...TOPOF ITS CLASS.

r m •* The Independent Guide
for apple Computing

YES, I want to save up to 33% on A* Please enter my
subscription for

One year (12 issues) Two years Three years

for $1997. for $36.97 for $4997
I Save 20%! I Save 26%! I Save 33%!

Savings based on full one-year subscription price of$24.97.

Mr/Mrs/Ms

Company

AM8H286

(pi. jv prim rum." in lull)

Addrcss_

Citv . Stale

-

Zip.

Check one: D Payment enclosed Q Bill me later

Charge my: D American Express Visa MasterCard

Card No Exp. Date.

Add $12 a year in Canada and all other foreign countries.

Please allow Wio hOdiivst'nr deliver} oftirsl issue

Af RO. Box 2964 Boulder. Colorado 80322
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What is a Spreadsheet?

How to Buyan Electronic Spreadsheet

Spreadsheet Comparison Chart

Templates, Enhancements,and

Instructional Materials



What isa Spreadsheet?
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any people believe that

electronic spreadsheets

are nothing more than

simple calculators. Add
the fact that many of
them carry the word

"calc" somewhere within their names,
and you can understand some ofthe con-
fusion.

However, electronic spreadsheets are

much more than calculators. They are

versatile tools for processing many num-
bers in a small amount of time. To draw
an analogy, a spreadsheet manipulates
numbers the way a word processor ma-
nipulates words.

Like conventional pencil-and-paper

worksheets, electronic spreadsheets
organize data in a matrix of rows and
columns. Frequently, the rows contain
various formulas (calculations to be per-

formed on the data which are entered
later) and the columns define periods of
time. The rows could just as easily define

items in inventory and the columns, var-

ious suppliers. Indeed, anything that

lends itself to a grid or matrix organiza-

tion can be manipulated on an electronic

spreadsheet.

Each intersection of a row and col-

umn formsa cell which holdsonc piece of

information. The cells are linked to-

gether by the formulas. If you make a
change in one cell, the spreadsheet uses

the power of the computer to automati-

cally recalculate and alter every other cell

linked to that original cell.

As you can imagine, businesspeo-

ple. especially those involved with sales

forecasting, budget analysis, and other fi-

nancial planning, profit the most from
the speed of a spreadsheet. They can du-
plicate a situation, project numerous hy-

pothetical developments, and study the

results of "what if" scenarios without
error and in less time than it takes to

create a single manual worksheet.

Spreadsheets are handy for home
applications, too. You can analyze the

family budget much faster and easier

using an automatic spreadsheet than by-

entering and reentering numbers on a

calculator. You can figure out how var-

ious deductions will affect yourtax bill. If

you hold stocks or bonds, you can esti-

mate profits, losses, dividend income,
yield and other aspects of your portfolio.

You can also use the same information in

a tax planning spreadsheet.

Although it can take considerable
time to set up your initial worksheet—lay-
ing out the matrix, entering headingsand
labels, and defining formulas—this tem-

plate can be saved on disk. Thus, the next

time you want to use that application

with different data, you need only enter

the new data, for the template has already

been created. Furthermore, templates for

many common problcmsarc available for

all ofthe popular spreadsheet packages.

For business or home, an electronic

spreadsheet is an invaluable tool for ma-
nipulating numbers. It performs tedious

calculations and recalculations without

error and far faster than can be done by

hand. An electronic spreadsheet offers a

practical application for your computer
investment.
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DAVID H. AHL

Although computers have been

used for business and finan-

cial calculations almost from

the day the first Univac was

put into service in 1951, the

concept of an electronic

spreadsheet is fairly new. It did not exist

until 1978 when Dan Bricklin, a student

at the Harvard Business School sought a

better way to perform the endless recal-

culations ofbalance sheets, income state-

ments, and forecasts required whenever a

single assumption changed. He likened

his first microcomputer-based spread-

sheet program to "an electronic black-

board and electronic chalk."

The first spreadsheet envisioned by

Bricklin had five columns and 20 rows.

To make it a marketable product, he en-

listed the aid of long-time friend Bob

Frankston who increased the number of

cells, added some user-friendly features,

and packed the resulting program into

20K for the Apple. Dan Fylstra made a

deal with Bricklin and Frankston to sell

the program, now called Visit'alc.

through his new company. Personal Soft-

ware (later renamed VisiCorp as a result

ofthe success ofthe program).

Bricklin and Frankston formed a

company. Software A rts. to develop addi-

tional versions of the program for other

computers while Fylstra moved his com-

pany to the heart of Silicon Valley and

acted primarily asa marketer for I isiCalc

and a growing number of ancillary pro-

grams (VisiTrend. VisiPhi. etc).

Over the years, the two companies

have grown apart, and today they are

locked in litigation. VisiCorp claims Soft-

ware Arts was late in deliveringAdvanced

I isiC ale because oftheir emphasison de-

veloping TK! Solver while Software Arts

faults VisiCorp for emphasizing the

newer VisiOn product line at the expense

of VisiCalc.

In any event, today Advanced \ isi-

Calc is available from both companies,

although VisiCorp has far better distri-

bution. VisiCorp also markets their own
VisiOn line of integrated software pack-

ages while Software Arts markets TK!
Solver, an iterative problem-solving tool

for performing "what if?" calculations.

The astounding success of VisiCalc

spurred many other software authors and

companies to market spreadsheets of

their own, some with more features,

some for machines not supported by

VisiCorp, and some with fewer capabili-

ties that could be sold cheaply in the

home market. Today, there are approxi-

mately 20 full-featured spreadsheets at

prices of$200 and up aimed primarily at

business users and 12 or so in the $100

price range aimed primarily at the occa-
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sional user or home market. In addition,

there are several integrated packagessuch

as Lotus 1-2-3 which combine a spread-

sheet with two or more other functions,

usually database and graphics programs.

Features and Functions

With so many spread-
sheets on the market
and so many claims
being made by the var-

ious manufacturers, it

is easy to become con-

fused. Furthermore, most computer
stores handle only two or three packages,

and most salespeople are familiar with

only one. While charts offeatures are cer-

tainly helpful, you may not need all ofthe

features. Moreover, each feature usually

comes at a cost—in dollars, memory, or

speed.

In his book. How To Buy Software.

Alfred Glossbrenner has devised a frame-

work of five categories ofspreadsheet fea-

tures. We have added several to his list

and shall use thisexpanded framework to
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discuss the various spreadsheet features
so that you can evaluate packages against
your particular needs—current and
future.

Capacity

A
Capacity

s mentioned earlier, the more
features a spreadsheet has
the more memory it requires
Very few full-featured
spreadsheets run in less than
k48K, and the majority re-

quire 64K or more. Some of the home
packages are smaller, as are the ones for
notebook computers. However, because a
spreadsheet can run in 48K (or 64K) does
not mean that it will meet your needs. For
example, if your computer has 64K and
the spreadsheet occupies 50K, only 14K
will be left for your calculations. This
might be enough for a 12-month forecast
of 50 items assuming the calculations are
not too complicated, but you would be in

trouble ifyou needed 1000 or more cells.

Unfortunately there is no good way
to determine how much memory you
need based on the number of cells in a
spreadsheet. If you are entering only
numbers and labels, you can fit far more
data than you can if you are using com-
plicated formulas throughout.

Since 8-bit computers can address
only 64K, obviously that is your upper
limit in a machine like an Apple; 16-bit

machines do not have this restriction.

Recognizing the memory problem, some

spreadsheets have the ability to use virtu-
al memory, a concept originally devised
in the mid-60's which allows a mass stor-
age device to be used as an extension of
internal memory.

Thus, with virtual memory a por-
tion of a spreadsheet can be stored on
either a floppy or a hard disk. When you
update this part of the spreadsheet, it is

automatically brought into RAM and the
part you were working on is stored away.
With a hard disk, this swapping is reason-
ably fast, but with a floppy disk it can be
agonizingly slow.

Spreadsheet capacity also refers to
the maximum number of rows and col-

umns offered by the program. Most
spreadsheets offer between 30 and 63 col-
umns. The average number ofrows tends
to fall between 192 and 254. However, re-

calling our discussion ofmemory above,
you cannot multiply the maximum rows
by columns to get the maximum number
ofcells; it just doesn't work that way.

Layout and Labeling

Under layout and labeling we
group the factors that deter-
mine how the final spread-
sheet looks. Before selecting a
spreadsheet, you should write
out by hand or pull from your

files some examples ofthe types oftables
or reports you would like to be able to
produce.

Do your tables have titles across the

top? Some spreadsheets do not permit
this because they automatically put
spaces between columns. Original I isi-

Calc is an exception; labels can continue
from one column to the next without a
break.

Do you have long labels on the left

with shorter columns of numbers in the
body of the table? If so, you want a
spreadsheet that permits column widths
to be set independently. Nearly all

spreadsheets have variable width col-
umns, but some require that all columns
be set to the same width.

Are some of your labels actually
numbers? Some spreadsheets allow you
to use only letters for labels, while others
permit the use of both numbers and let-

ters, but not in the same heading. Do you
want a spreadsheet that can justify labels
to the left or right, center them, or under-
line them?

What is the format ofyour numbers?
Some spreadsheets automatically insert

leading dollar signs, plus or minus signs,

credit (CR) and debit (DR) notations, and
commas. Some permit scientific nota-
tion, integers, or decimal rounding to a
specified number of places. Some sup-
press trailing zeros and display negative
numbers in parentheses.

All spreadsheets permit the above
cell attributes to be set for an individual
cell, and most permit attributes to be
specified for a row or column of cells, or
even for the entire sheet.

/fr»/» /. Monthly profit and I,.. «ft—-t (Mahi,!.,). «#«•A Annoal tr««tli fa^art ky pr^ort («k«M.la,

L ORDER R C ROW

'
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Many spreadsheets permit a row, a
colum n. or both to be inserted; some per-

mit a row or column to be moved to an-

other location: whereas others permit no
insertion or movement at all. The effect

on labels of moving rows and columns
can be strange. Some packages tidy things

up; others leave gaps in text labels.

Formulas and Functions

The
power ofa spreadsheet lies in

its ability to manipulate data
automatically according to

your directions. However,
spreadsheets vary widely in the

way they require you to enter

these directions.

In the familiar Cartesian coordinate

system, the \ and y coordinates are both

expressed by numbers (e.g., 1,1. or 23,7). So
it is w ith some spreadsheets. Others, how-
ever, express cell locations as a letter and
number (Al. H45. BC20). while at least

one. Mulliplan, precedes the row and
column number with R and C (RICI.

R23C45).

Often when working with formulas

you need to use a value from another cell.

Generally, you must designate a particu-

lar cell using the cell coordinate as de-

scribed above, but some of the newer
spreadsheets permit you to name a cell

(Sales. Rate, etc.) and use that name in

formulas.

The number of functions available

in most spreadsheets today is staggering.

All spreadsheets offer the four arithmetic

functions, exponentiation, rounding off,

and summing a series of cells. Most also

calculate absolute value, averages, loga-

rithms, and square roots.

From there on, each spreadsheet de-

signer seems to have taken a slightly dif-

ferent approach. Although most spread-

sheets can serve many purposes, their

available functions may not suit every
user. For example, someone doing finan-

cial calculations will find IS functions in

Mkroplan available in no other spread-

sheet (discounted cash flow, interest

schedule on loan, add constant, percent

of total value, and so on).

Someone doing mathematical cal-

culations that require arcsines, arctan-

gents, pi, or modulo will find these func-

tions in Advanced VisiCalc and
SupcrCalc. but not in many other pack-

ages. For statistical calculations. Micro-

plan is attractive with its functions for

variance, mean, sigma, moving average,

and delta; Mulliplan has several of these

functions also.

Some spreadsheets have conditional

and logical operators. Almost all have if-

then which means that you can say, for

example, "Ifsales are are over 5000, then

use a commission rate of 15%, else use
10%." Conditional operators can also be

used to print different labels or text mes-
sages. Logical operators can generally be
strung together with and. or. and not,
but some spreadsheets offer additional

logical operations as well.

While some formulas contain only a
few symbols, others may stretch across

the screen. In typing long formulas, it is

easy to make mistakes. Some spread-
sheets permit you to edit a formula a char-
acter at a time while others require that

the full formula be retyped. With some
packages, you can see the formula for

each cell; in others the formulas, once
entered, are hidden and can be recovered

only by saving the worksheet and looking

at the template with a utility or word
processing program.

Most spreadsheets have a replicate or

copy command that permits cells to be

copied from one location to another. For-

mulas usually can be replicated with con-
stant or relative values. Some spread-

sheets even permit an entire block to be
replicated or moved from one location to

another.

Spreadsheets offer several levels of
error protection. First is the ability to use

commands such as ON error in which
you try to anticipate errors. Second is the

option to protect a cell from being
changed by accident. This is usually done
by putting a marker in a cell in which you
do not want the formula or label changed.

Numbers can be entered into a marked
cell, but labels and formulas cannot be

changed until the cell is unprotected.

When all the formulas have been en-

tered, you have constructed a template

into which data mav be entered. Tem-

Figure 3. Employee database (Lotus 1-2-3).

A B C I

Homegrown Corporatm

3 Name Phone Floor Dept Status
•

Salary

4 A. Adm 09-Mar81 24 500

5 Kji 34.680

5886.7 21800
7 B.i 4 14.800

8 Ber 5860 23.480

9 Daws 5859 31.000

28.930

5860 26 600

5872
14 Thompson 5853 4 16 FWD

^
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Three spreadsheet
applitations are illustrated

en three spreadsheet
patkages.
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plates for popular applications (monthly

P & L statements, forecasts, portfolio

analysis, etc.) are often available as com-
mercial packagesor printed in magazines
and books.

Entering and Viewing Data

In
some spreadsheets, every number

you type appears immediately in

the cell, while other programs have

the ability to store a series of key-

strokes which are entered upon
pressing RETURN. Even more

friendly are those spreadsheets that let

you press an arrow key both to enter data

and to move to the next cell.

Movement around the spreadsheet

can be accomplished with the arrow keys

(one cell at a time) or with a single com-
mand that takes you to a specified cell.

Almost all spreadsheets allow you to

look simultaneously at two or more por-

tions of the spreadsheet by means of a
window command. Windows can usual-

ly be brought in both horizontally or ver-

tically. For most purposes, two windows
arc enough. However, occasionally you
may want to look at a total as well as two
other locations. Although ProCalc per-

mits six windows and Muhiplan permits

eight, you must ask yourself if you need

that many and ifthey will conveniently fit

on your display. In most cases windows
scroll independently ofone another, how-

ever, some packages allow them to scroll

together at your option.

The reason for having a spreadsheet

is to do repetitive calculations, and each

time you enter a new number in a cell, the

entire spreadsheet is recalculated. As the

sheet gets bigger and more complex, this

can be quite time-consuming, particular-

ly since you cannot enter the next number
until the recalculation is complete. Thus,

a welcome feature in almost all spread-

sheets is the ability to turn the automatic

calculation function on and off. To enter

data speedily, you would turn it off. Then,
when you are finished entering data, you
can instruct the program to perform all

the calculations at once.

Some of the newer spreadsheets em-
ploy features from the word processing

world such as global search and locate,

search and replace, and help menus.
Earlier we mentioned the ability to

move rows and columns. An even more
advanced feature, found in just a few

packages, is the ability to sort and rear-

range rows, columns, or both.

All spreadsheets use the "normal"

40-. 64-, or 80-column screen display on

your computer. However, if your com-
puter has an alternate text density, say 132

columns, most spreadsheets are able to

use this as well. Some packages utilize

various other computer display capabili-

ties and employ reverse video, blinking

cells, and underlines. A few even take ad-

vantage ofa color monitor (assuming one

is attached) to show negative numbers,

labels, and protected cells in different

colors. Muhiplan. for example, provides

excellent support ofcolor.

Printing and FormattingM s you would expect, all

M B spreadsheets let you print out

m A your entire worksheet, but

fl B there are substantial differ-

m B encesinthewaysthisisdone.
fl Hi In general, you position the

cursor over the upper left cell to be
printed, call the print routine, specify

print parameters, and enter the lower

right cell to be printed.

If your spreadsheet is wider than

your printer, you must count the charac-

ters in each column and then divide the

worksheet into the number of rectangles

required to print the full width. If it is

longer than 56 rows (about what will fit on
an 1

1" piece ofpaper) you must also divide

the vertical printing into segments. A few

ofthe newer spreadsheets (and some add-

on software packages) perform this cal-

culation and print your worksheet auto-

matically.

Some packages allow you to send di-

rections to your printer to turn on (and

off) a compressed printing mode (assum-

ing it is available on your printer). Two of

them, however, Microplan and Magic
Worksheet, limit the horizontal print

width to 132 characters even though you
might have a compressed mode capable

ofhandling more.

Most newer spreadsheets allow the

use of embedded printer commands to

produce italics, bold, double strike, and
underlining. Some of these packages re-

member these print options and usethem
automatically.

Again, some of the newer spread-

sheets employ print specifications simi-
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lar to those found in word processing

packages for such functions as setting

margins, single sheet feed, automatic top

ofform, and page numbering. A few even

print row and column titles on each page

automatically. Some allow you to dress

up the sheet by printing a border auto-

matically.

Microplan offers several unique

printing features such as report titles.

suppressing zero cells or rows, expressing

zero values as dashes, and expressing

-0 as -n. n-, or (n).

It is sometimes desirable to get a

quick and dirty print of what is on the

screen. With computers such as the IBM

PC this can be done by pressing PrtSc.

but some spreadsheets ha\e this feature

built in. U

The majority of spreadsheets can

produce rudimentary bargraphs with as-

terisks which can. ofcourse, be printed.

Nearly every package allows an

image of the worksheet to be saved in text

mode on a disk. By so doing, you can

access the worksheet with a word process-

ing program; integrate part or all of it into

a report: edit if. add titles, dollar signs,

percent signs, italics, boldface, super-

scripts and subscripts; and print it out.

This is not a two-way process: you cannot

edit the file with the word processing pro-

gram and read it back into the spread-

sheet package.

If you plan to use a word processing

program to dress up your worksheets for

printing, both programs must be able to

read the file. Moreover, your word proc-

essor must be able to manipulate lines as

long as those in your spreadsheet. This is

a crucial limitation since most word

processing packages are limited to much
shorter line lengths than spreadsheet

packages can produce. One spreadsheet.

ProCalc. incorporates a text processor

(actually a UCSD Pascal editor) with the

package.

Saving and Loading Files

ost often you will save a

worksheet using the

normal save command.
This saves both the cell

formulas and values.

1 iles thus saved can be

loaded back in and worked on again. We

also mentioned saving a worksheet as a

CREATIVE COMPUTING

text tile, but this is a one-way process used

primarily for printing reports. A third

method of saving produces files (with the

data intact) that can be used by other

packages—mainly graphics, database,

and communications programs.

VisiCorp was the first to devise such

a format, which they called the Data In-

terchange Format (DIF). By saving a

worksheet in the DIF format, the data

then can be used by I ist trend. I isiPlol.

IK' Solver, and even some competitive

spreadsheets, such as Magicalc. that use

the DIF format.

The DIF format specifies the order

in which data are saved in the file. Basi-

cally, it first specifies the size of the

spreadsheet, the number ofcolumnslvec-

tors) and rows (tuples), and then the

values in each cell. Unlike text files. DIF

files arc two-way; in other words, you can

produce data with another program. sa\e

the file in the DIF format, and load it into

I isiCalc T his is especially useful if you

want to download data, say statistics

from CompuServe or stock prices from

I )ow Jones, and analyze these data with a

spreadsheet.

SiiperCalc. Multiplan. ProCalc. and

Microplan all have their own versions of

the DIF format. If you are interested in

this capability for graphics or communi-

cations, you should examine the related

software packages to make sure that they

meet vour needs.

Some spreadsheet packages such as

Multiplan, PcrlcctC 'ale. and ProCalc. have

the ability to link several worksheets to-

gether so that a change i n one is automati-

cally reflected on the others. A related

feature is the ability to combine several

worksheets into one. This is accom-
plished in several different ways, some

considerably more convenient than

others.

While consolidation of two or more

worksheets may sound like a wonderful

feature, you should ask yourself how

often you would actually use it. The sim-

plest way ol consolidating worksheets is

by using DIF (or similar) files. This is not

true consolidation because only the data

are saved in the DIF format, not the for-

mulas. Also, if cell locations are dupli-

cated . the new data are saved over the old.

Hence, this is simply a way of combining

tables of numbers by overwriting.

N

True consolidation is a complex

process, and Microplan. with its consoli-

dation module, is one of the few spread-

sheets that offers it. There are several

add-on software packages that perform

true consolidation. MergeCalc from

Cypher and I 'iz.Al 'on from Abacus As-

sociates consolidate I 'isK ale worksheets,

and Con-Calc from Sunwest Software

does the same thing for SuperCalc and

other CP/M spreadsheet packages.

Documentation and Help
atu rally, all spreadsheet
packages come with a man-
ual that describes the fea-

tures of the software and how-

to use them. The majority of

the manuals are divided into

two major sections, a tutorial and a refer-

ence guide. Some also include a quick

reference card or chart, and a few. meant

for a specific computer, include a key-

board overlay or template.

As we have often commented when

reviewing these packages, the quality of

the manuals varies greatly. Some seem to

be written by programmers for program-

mers while others, obviously written for

rank beginners, force more experienced

users to wade through many paragraphs

to find the useful nuggets ofinformation.

We thought the Advanced I 'isiCalc man-

ual struck just the right balance, but we

may be biased, having used regular 1 7s/-

C ale for years.

Moreover, no matter how good the

documentation is. it generally will not

show how the features can be applied to

the problems that are of interest to you.

Hence, you should look into other

sources of information such as books

(there are at least a dozen on using

spreadsheets for different applications),

self-instruction programs, template pro-

grams, magazines, and user groups.

As mentioned earlier, some of the

packages have an on-screen help feature

oreven a separate help menu. A few com-

panies supply an interactive tutorial on a

disk that comes with the package.

Some companies have a telephone

hot line for customers with questions.

This is usually not a free service, and

prices for it range up to $50 per hour or

more,

(continued on page S-12)
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readsheet Conroar
CAPACITY

Minimum memory
Maximum memory
I be virtual memory?
Max. rows

Max. columns
Max. cells

Max. windows

LAYOUT AND LABELING

Variable width columns?
Individually variable widths?
Align data left or right?

Center label in column?
Underline or inverse video?
leading dollar signs?

Minus signs?

Negative numbers in parentheses?
Cred it (CR) and debit (DR) notation?
Commas in numbers?
Protect cells, rows, or columns?

01

c

FORMULAS AND FUNCTIONS

Net current value?

Rate of return?
Other financial functions?

Average?

Percentage?

Statistical functions?

Absolute value?

Logarithms?

Trigonometric functii

Sum?
Max. and min. value?

Other arithmetic functions?

If-Then operators'.'

lable lookup?
Other logical operators?

ENTERING INFORMATION

Replicate rows and columns?
Replicate blocks?

Insert rows or columns?
Sort rows or columns?
Global search and replace?

PRINTING AND FORMATTING

Print screen contents?

special printer feature

Automatically fit output to paper?
Page titles or numbering?

FILE HANDLING

Interface to other programs?
Save worksheet as text file?

Link two or more worksheets?

DOCUMENTATION AND HELP

On-screen help or tutorial?

Demo or tutorial disk included?

Wk • 128K
64K I28K
No Yes
60 Unlimited
15 Unlimited
900 Unlimited

No
No

Right only

No
Yes

Yes

Yes

No
No
Yes

No

V-s

V-s

Amortization
Yes

Yes

No
No
No
No
Yes

V-s

No
No
No
None

Yes

Yes

Rows only

No
No

No
No
Yes

Yes

No
No
Yes

No
No

No
No
Yes

Yes

Yes

No
Yes

No
No
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Manv
V-s'

Yes

Many
Yes

Yes

Yes

V-s

Yes

Many
V-s'

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
No

Yes

No
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

7 templates

included

V-s

Yes

Yes

No
Yes

V-s

No
V-s

V-s

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

8 templates

included

Yes

Yes

Yes

No
Yes

Yes

No
Vs
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

8 templates

included
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Yes
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Yes Yes ^ Yes Yes

Yes ? Yes M No ^ Yes = No Yes Yes

Right only J No e No No ^H Yes No Right only^ No ^ No .£ No Yes ^ Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes No Underline only No Underline only

No Yes J Yes No No Yes V Yes

No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes ^ Yes

No Yes ^ Yes Yes No No Yes

No lb No No No No No No
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes ^ Yes Yes

No £ No No No Yes ^ No Yes

No Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes

Yes ^H Yes No No Yes No Yes

Many No No No Depreciation No Many
Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes

Manv No No No Many No Many
Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes

No No No No Yes No Yes

No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

No Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes

Manv Many Many Yes Yes Many Many
No Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes'

No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes

None Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes

No Yes Yes No No Yes Yes

Yes No No No No Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes

No No No No No No Yes

No Yes Yes No No No No

Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes

Yes Yes No No No Yes No
Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes Page titles

only

Page titles

only

Yes Titles only Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes No Yes Yes

Option Yes Yes No Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes

Yes No No No No No Yes

Many built-in Sample Includes

functions templates

included

graphics
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CAPACITY ^^—
j a

Minimum memory
Maximum memory

55u I28K
1 td.bvmemorv

I28K
1 Mb
No

64K
2S(,K %

I2XK

I2XK
irtual memory? No *» Yes

1
No

Max. rows 255

|
255

63

254
Max. columns o 127 63 ^ 52

Max. cells I 20.000 16.002 16.002 MO
Max. windows 1 8 2

->

LAYOUT AND LABELING ~
lVariable width columns? o

"Scs 1 Yes 1 Yes
Individually variable widths? No Yes Yes I Yes

Align data left or right? Yes Yes ^ Yes Yes

Center label in column? Yes Yes ^ Yes Yes

Underline or inverse v ideo? Underline only Inverse videoonly Underline only No
I cad ing dollar signs? Yes Yes Yes No
Minus signs? Yes Yes Yes No
Negative numbers in parentheses.' Yes Yes No No
Credit (CR) and debit (DR) notation? Yes No Yes No
Commas in numbers? Yes Yes No No
Protect cells, rows, or columns? No Yes Yes Yes

FORMULAS AND FUNCTIONS ~
Net current value'.' No Yes Yes
Rate of return? No Yes No No
Other financial functions'.' No Many No No
Average? Yes Yes
Percentage? Yes Yes No
Statistical functions' No Manv Yes
Absolute value'.' Yes Yes Yes

Logarithms? Yes Yes Yes Yes

Trigonometric functions? No Yes Yes Yes

Sum? Yes Yes Yes Yes

Max.andmin. value? Yes Yes Yes Yes

Other arithmetic functions' Yes Many Manv Manv
If-Then operators? Yes Yes Yes

lable lookup? No Yes Yes

Other logical operators? Yes Yes Yes

ENTERING INFORMATION ~
Replicate rows and columns? Yes Yes Yes Yes

Replicate blocks'' No Yes Yes Yes

Insert rows or columns? Yes Yes Yes Yes

Sort rows or columns? No Columns only No No
Global search and replace? No No No No

PRINTING AND FORMATTING "
Print screen contents? Yes Yes Yes
Use special printer features? No Yes No Yes
Automatically fit output to paper? Yes Yes Yes Yes

Page titles or numbering? Titles only No No No

FILE HANDLING ^
Interface to other programs? Yes Yes Yes Yes
Save worksheet as text file? Yes Yes Yes Yes
link two or more worksheets'.' Yes Yes Yes Yes

DOCUMENTATION AND HELP ~
On-screen help or tutorial'.' Yes Yes Yes Yes
Demo or tutorial disk included? Yes No No

OTHER FEATURES ^
Sample Sample 19 templates H
templates templates included

included included



cihart
171W | BBBJ.

128k

1 id by memory BBJ

216 g-j
132

28.512

±
re

128K

Ltd. bv memory ^H
No
255

255

16 million

96K
1 uLbymen 1

1
.2 1

I28K

1 ul.bsmemorv ^H
1

48K
48K
Vfes

999

999

1 Ui. by memory B^Bj

128K

5I2K
Yes

254

63

16,002 1

I28K

I28K

Yes

254

63

16,002

44 6 o Unlimited 2

Q !> i

^ 1V
V-s ^

———————

—

ffl 5 \

Vs
V-s

"8!
Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Vfes

Yes

V-s

Yes

Yes Vs Vfes Vfes ^ Yes Yes

Yes Yes No No Yes ^ Yes Yes

No Yes No No No No No

Yes V Vfes Vs Vs Yes Yes Yes

^BJ Yes Vfes Vfes Yes Yes Yes

Yes
^ Yes Yes No Yes No V Yes

Yes Yes No "
i

No No No ^ Yes

Yes Vs Yes ^ No Yes No Yes

No No Vfes ^ No Vfes No Yes

Yes Vfes Vs Yes Yes

No V-s V-s V-s No Vs

Man>
Yes

Manv Manv
Vs

No
V-s

No Manv

v*^ Vs Vs V-s Yes

Many Yes

Yes

No
Yes

No
Vs

No No
Vfes

No
Yes

Yes Vs V-s Vs

Yes No Vfes

Vfes Yes Vs V-s Vfes Vfes

Vs Yes Vs V-s Vfes Yes

Manv Mans Mans Mans No Many Many

Vs Vfes

Yes Yes Vs No Vs Vfes

No V-s Vs Vs V-s V-s

Yes Vs Vfes V-s Vfes Yes Yes

Yes Vs Yes Yes No Yes Yes

Yes Vs V-s Vs Yes Yes Yes

Yes Yes Yes No No Yes Yes

No V-s No No Yes Yes Yes

Yes
Yes

Yes Vfes No No

No Yes Vs V-s

Titles only
No Vfes Numbering only No Titles only

Yes Vs V-s Vfes Yes V-s Yes

Yes Vfes Yes Yes No Yes Yes

Yes Yes No No Vfes Yes Yes

Yes V-s Vfes No Yes

No No Yes No No

Sample
templates

included

Includes 3 sample Includes

graphics templates

included

graphics
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How to Buyan
Electronic Spreadsheet
(continued from page S-7)

Other Considerations

Some
spreadsheet programs have

calendar functions. For exam-
ple. Advanced l IsK alecan con-
vert the calendar date to an ab-
solute date and extract the year,

month, or day for use on the
worksheet. It will also convert the time to
fractions of a day. SuperCalc has similar
capabilities, while ProCalc and Target
permit the current date to be entered into
the worksheet.

In the user-friendlinessdepartment.
we are always astonished at the differ-
ences between packages that do essen-
tially the same thing. It seems sensible to
us that the most used commands be ab-
breviated to their tirst letter. S for save. I

for load. M for move. I for insert, and so
on. But how many programs incorporate
this logical approach? Far fewer than we
would hope. And although Muliiplan has
many advanced features, it has the most
cumbersome cell identification scheme
(R34C2I) of any spreadsheet. Were the
Microsoft designers out to lunch that day
or what?

Menus are the rage among software
designers these days. Unfortunately, they
are generally slower than cryptic but sim-
ple commands. If the more experienced
user can bypass the menu as ispossibleon
certain software packages, then we have
no objection to their use. However. Magi-
calc does not offer this alternative and is

thus slower than other systems.
A word about speed. We devised a

nifty benchmark for spreadsheet pack-
ages. However, the packages we tested
were not all for the same computer, and
we found that the computer itself made
far more difference than the package. As
you'll note from our benchmark page, the
Tl Professional is 6.8 times faster than the
Apple, so we felt it was unfair to compare
Magicali on the Apple with Micmplanon
the TI. Nevertheless, we had several
packages for the Tl and several for the
IBM PC. and we noticed some fairly dra-
matic speed differences (3 to I) among
packages running on the same computer.
However, other features should probably
weigh far more heavily than speed in the
selection ofa spreadsheet.

In the discussion above, we men-

S-12 SPECIAL SPREADSHEET SECTION

tioned add-on packages in several places.

These packages tend to fall in two catego-
ries. In the first group are the ones that
have been written to augment the capa-
bilities ofthe older spreadsheets, primar-
ily VisiCalc. Frequently, these featuresare
included in the newer spreadsheets, so
these add-ons generally are not ofinterest
to someone buying a package today. We
say •generally" because with VisiCalc
being so heavily discounted today you
might find that I isiCalc combined with
an add-on package will meet your needs
and cost considerably less than a newer
package that has additional features that
you don't need.

The second category of add-ons in-
cludes templates (or programs) for com-
monly used applications. As we men-
tioned above, financial and statistical
data are also available from the various
communications utilities. Another inter-

esting source for data on publicly held
companies is Data Resources who fur-
nish on-line data to subscribers in the
DIF format.

In addition to software add-ons,
there are hardware add-ons designed to
be used in conjunction with spreadsheet
packages. Apple users can choose from
several memory boards that use bank
switching to extend memory capacity
above 64K. These usually come with soft-

ware to make the board invisible to the
spreadsheet software. Such boards are
made by Titan Technologies. Prome-
theus. Applied Engineering, Omega Mi-
croware. and Orbital Systems. Several
companies also make 80-column cards
for the Apple—almost a must for any ser-
ious spreadsheet work.

Integrated Packages

Within the last year, sev-

eral integrated software
packages have come on
the market. These
combine a spreadsheet

with two or more other
packages—usually graphics and database
management programs. Communica-
tions and word processing programs may
be included as well. We will be doing a
special section on integrated packages in
an upcoming issue, so our discussion
here is rather brief.

In an integrated package, if you
change the value ofa variable in any mo-
dule, it is automatically changed in all the
rest. This saves disk shuffling, time, and
effort. Users have been very enthusiastic
about this approach; as a result, most
majorsoftware producers have integrated
packages in the works.

The two leading integrated pack-
ages. Lotus 1-2-3 and Context MBA. in-

clude full-featured spreadsheet, graphics,
and database management programs.
Both also include rudimentary text edit-

ing programs as well. A similar package
for the Apple is The Ineredible Jack by
Business Solutions, Inc.

Another approach to integration is

to have an umbrella program which com-
municates automatically with the various
applications programs. Examples of this
are I isiOn and DesQ The main differ-

ence between the two is that VisiOn re-

quires special programs in VisiCorp's
"-On" family such as VisiOn Word.
I isiOn Calc, and VisiOn Graph, whereas
DesQ works with any programs on the
IBM XT (DesQ requires a 5Mb hard
disk).

However, if you already have a com-
puter with a library of software packages
and disks full ofyourown historical data,
it may not make sense to jump onto the
integrated software bandwagon. In that

case, you may be able to achieve nearly
the same result with DesQ (ifyou have an
IBM XT) or, to a lesser extent, with one or
more add-on programs such as Strelch-

Calchom MultiSoftCorp.

While we are enthusiastic about the
capabilities of Lotus 1-2-3. Context MBA,
DesQ. VisiOn, and The Incredible Jack.
we also see them as just the tip of the
integrated package iceberg. Original
I IsK ale was a fabulous product when it

was introduced, and it sold countless
thousands of computers, yet the second
generation of spreadsheet packages of-

fered significantly more features. We
think that the same thing will happen in

the integrated packages arena. For now.
Lotus 1-2-3 is the big success story but the
second generation ofpackages will prob-
ably have more features and be more
user-friendly. As we mentioned earlier,
we will be looking at these packages in
depth a few months from now.
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Spreadsheets

•fi *

American Business Systems

3 Littleton Rd.

Westford. MA 01886

(617)692-2600

$300

0>
/

Antech. Inc. $395
788 Myrtle St.

Roswcll.GA 30075

(404)993-7270

Artsci $150
5547 Satsuma Ave.

N. Hollywood. CA 91601

(213)985-2922

Business Planning Systems $295
2 North State St. $295
Dover, DE 19901

(302)674-5500

Chang Labs
5300 Stevens Creek Blvd.

San Jose. CA 95129

(408) 246-8020

Computer Software Assoc.

Micro Software Int'l

The Silk Mill

44 Oak St.

Newton Upper Falls. MA 02164

(617)965-9870

$495

$ 55

$ 40
$ 70

Comshare Target Software $325
l935ClirTVallcvVva\

Atlanta. Ga 30329

(404)634-9535 $100

Creative Software $ 50
230 E. Caribbean Dr.

Sunnyvale. CA 94089
(408)745-1655

Creative Software Concepts $500
PO. Box 349
Binghamton. NY 13902

(607)722-3235

Cromemeo $295
280 Bernardo Ave. (included

Mt. View. CA 94043 with C10)
(415)964-7400

Handic Software
520 Fellowship Rd.. B-206
Mt. Laurel. NJ 08054
(609) 866-1001

S 50
$100

/
//
HesWare
150 North Hill Dr.

Brisbane. CA 94005
(415)468-4111

<*4
/ . y

* y
$ 10

Hourglass Svstems $200
RO. Box 312

Glen Ellvn. IL $ 30
(312)690-1855

Information Unlimited $250
Software

2401 MarinshipWay
Sausalito.CA 94965

(415) 331-6700

Int'l Publishing $ 30
and Software

3948ChesswoodDr.
Downsville, ON M3J 2W6
(416)636-9409

Lifeboat Associates $195
1651 Third Ave
New York, NY 10028

(212)860-0300

I otus Development Corp. $495
161 First St.

Cambridge, MA 02M2
(617)492-7171

MetaSoftCorp. $295
6509WFrvcRd.
Chandler. AZ 85224

(602)961-0003

MicroPro Int'l $195
33 San Pablo Ave.

San Rafael.CA 94903
(415)499-1200

Microsoft $195
10700 Northup Way
Bellcvue.WA 98004
(206)828-8080

Omni Software Systems $150
146 N. Broad St.

Griffith. IN 46319

(219)924-3522

Peachtree Software $150
3445PeachtrccRd.NE
Atlanta. GA 30326
(404)239-3000

Perfect Software

701 Harrison St.

Berkeley CA 94701

(415) 527-2626

$250

CREATIVE COMPUTING SPECIAL SPREADSHEET SECTION S-13



Spreadsheets

*
•V S<1

Rainbow C omputcr Corp.
440 Lancaster Pike

Frazer. 1>\ 14355

(215)246-3582

$ 30

0>
*
f
$

Schuchardl Software Systems $295

515 Northgate Dr.

San Rafael. CA 94903

(415)492-9330

Sim Computer Products S 40
1100 E. Hector St. $30
Whitcmarsh.PA 19428

(215)825-4250

Softlaw Corp. $ 60

9072 Lyndale Ave. So.

Bloomington. MN 55420

(612)881-2777

Software Products Int'l $275
10240 Sorcnto Valley Rd.

San Diego. CA 92121 $125

(619)450-1526

Sorcim $195
2195 Fortune Dr. $295
San Jose. CA 95131 $395
(408)942-1727

Structured SystemsGroup $295
5204Clarcmont
Oakland. CA 94618

(415) 547-1567

Supersoft $295
Box 1628

Champaign. IL 61820

(217) 359-2112

Tandy/Radio Shack S 50

1800One Tandy Center
It Worth, TX 76102

(817)390-3300

lexaSoft. Inc. $ 75

660 One Energy Square
Dallas. TX 75205

(214) 369-0795

Timberiine Systems $295
7180 SW Fir Loop
Portland. OR 97223

(503)684-3660

Note: Frequently, when packages are available for the IBM PC.
versions are available for other computers with MS-DOS. Packages

available for CP/M and CP/M-86 w II generally run on many
machines.

f
4

VisiCorp

2895ZankerRd.
San Jose. CA 95134

(408)946-9000

f if

$400
$400

XedexCorp.
222 Route 59

Suffcrn. NY 10901

(914) ;>

$295

$393

Templates,

Enhancements,

and
Instructional

Materials

/?
Abacus Associates 1 IsiCalc

6565 W. Loop South

Bellaire. TX 77401

(713)666-8146

AgDisk/HTS I isiCalc

624 Peach St.

Lincoln. NE 68501

(402)476-2811

/ /
Viz.ACon ($139.95) performs

hierarchical worksheet consoli-

dation. Viz.A.Mcrge ($139.95)

combines sections, rows, and
columns.

Farm management templates

($95 each) for herd, crop, feed

lot, machinery, and swine fin-

ishing management.
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Alpha Software VuiCak
12 New England AInInplan

Executive Park Loins 1-2-3

Burlington. MA 01803

(617)229-2924

Anlhro-Digital VuiCak
103 Bartletl Ave.

Pittsfield. MA 01202

f4!3) 448-8278

ATI Training Power VuiCak
Software Training MultiPlan

3770 Highland Ave. SuperCak
Manhattan Beach. MuroPlan
CA 92066 others

(213) 546-5579

Banbury Books. Inc. Loins 1-2-3

353 W Lancaster Ave.

Wayne. PA 19087

Busi'Math Corp. Visiiak

155 State St. SuperCak
Ripon.WI 54971 Mull iplan

(414)748-3422 Loins 1-2-3

Cdex Corp I'isiCalc

5050 El Camino Real Mulliplan

Los Altos.CA 94022 SunerC 'ale

(415)964-7600

Computer Systems 1 'isiCalc

Research

40 Darling Dr.

Avon, CT 06001

(203)678-1212

Consumers Software I IsK ale

106-314 E. Holly St. Multiplan

Bellingham.WA 98225 SuperCak
(604)688-4548 Lotus 1-2-3

Cypher 1 isiCalc

121 Second St.

San Francisco CA 94105

(415)974-5297

Data Resources I isiCalc

29 Hartwell Ave.

Lexington. MA 02173

(617)861-0165

Data Security 1 IsiCalc

Concepts
Box 31044

Des Peres. MO 63131

(314)965-5044

//
The Executive Package ($145) is

a collection of40 case studies

and solutions to various busi-

ness problems.

Project performance ($.35) and
farm management templates

($60);VcrsaCalc($IOO)

enhancement package and
tutorial.

ATI Training Power for Plan-

ners ($75) provides stcp-by-step

instruction and simulations for

effective spreadsheet usage.

The 1MB PC and 1-2-3 isabook
with disk for basic and inter-

mediate instruction ($39.95).

Busi'Math ($145) provides

equations and calculations for

solving annuity, loan, and other

financial problems.

Cdex Training for Financial

Planners ($69.95) isself-paccd.

graphically-oriented instruc-

tional program.

'Survival' Training Course
($250) includes instructional

audio tapes for 12 hands-on
modules.

Spreadsheet Checker ($99) is a

program to print normally hid-

den formulas and formats.

MergeCalc ($125) consolidates

worksheets: LoadCalc($95)
makes DIF files from text files.

On-line database of financial

data ofmany companies in

DIF format.

Print formatting aids ($54.95)

for Apple users.

•
• /

/
Dcltak Microsystems VuiCak
1751 Diehl Rd. Lotus 1-2-3

Naperville.lL60566

(312)369-3000

El Dorado Software Many
549A Castro St.

San Francisco. CA 94114

(415)626-0588

Flip Track Learning VuiCak
526 N. Main St. SuperCak
Glen Ellyn. IL 60138 Multiplan

(312)790-1117 Lotus 1-2-3

Funk Software I isiCalc

RO. Box 1290 Multiplan

Cambridge. MA 02238 SuperCak
(617)497-6339

Integrated Equity SuperCak
Planning

98-211 Pali Momi St.

Aiea. HI 96701

(808)488-4766

Little, Brown & Co. VisiCalc

200 West St.

Waltham. MA 02154

(617)277-0730

Management VisiCalc

Information Source Multiplan

distributed by: SuperCak
Prentice-Hall, Inc. Lotus 1-2-3

Englewood Cliffs, NJ 07632

Mcintosh Software VisiCalc

2428 1st Ave. NE
Cedar Rapids. IA 52402

Micro Decision All

Systems
130FoxcroftRd.
Pittsburgh. PA 15220

(412)276-2387

Micro Learning I isiCalc

Concepts
380 Lexington Ave.

New York. NY 10017

(212) 687-0066

Teach YourselfSerics

($65-100) is an instructional

software package for hands-on
learning.

Buzi-Calc ($60) includes

20 financial and business man-
agement forms. Calc-Kit

($100) is VisiCalc enhance-

ment for data management and
printing.

How To Use series ($75 each)

include four instructional

audio tapes for easy step-by-

step learning.

Sideways program ($60) to

print long worksheets sideways

on many printers. Several sizes

ofprint are available.

Financial I astrax (SI 25) are

templates for personal finan-

cial planning.

Instructional software ($59.95)

has progressive exercises and
for hands-on learning: also

includes five templates.

The Power of: is a series oftem-
plates and tutorial books with

IBM PC disk included for basic

instruction and financial cal-

culations ($28.95 each).

AgriCalc ($125) is a series of

templates for farm manage-
ment, cash flow, depreciation,

more.

DocuCalc ($95) reviews com-
plex models during develop-
ment: VC Loader converts data
files to DIF format.

Learning Concept ($99.95) is

an instructional video tape

which uses the case study

method.
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Microsoft

10700 Northrup Way
Bellevue. WA 98004
(206)828-8080

MicroVideo Learning
119W 22nd St.

New York, NY100II
(212) 255-3108

Money Tree Software
760SW Madison Ave.

Corvallis, OR 97333

(503)757-1114

Morgan Computing
10400 N Central Expy.

Dallas. TX 75231

CM) 739-5895

MultiSoftCorp.
140125 SW
Farmington Rd.
Beaverton, OR 97005
(503)626-4727

Norell Data Systems
3400 Wilshire Blvd.

Los Angeles,CA 90010
(213)257-2026

Omega Microware
222 S. Riverside Plaza

Chicago, IL 60606

Personal Tutor Assoc.

PO. Box 246
Clinton, MD 20735

(301)856-2280

Reston Publishing

11480 Sunset Hills Rd.
Reston. VA 22090
(703)435-8900

Howard W Sams
4300W 62nd St.

Indianapolis. IN 46268
(317)298-5419

Sofstar

13935 US. Hwy 1

Juno Beach, FL 33408
(305)627-5511

Software Arts

RO. Box 97

Newton. MA 02162

S-16 SPECIAL SPREA

/
Muliiplan

VisiCak
Lotus 1-2-3

/
Multi-Tool packages ($100-150)
for business budgeting and pro-

duction ofcustom financial

statements.

Instructional video tapes

<$I29.95-$I59.95) combine a

video tutorial and written

guide.

At /
Software Models 1 IstCak
23913 Bowl Rd. SupcrC ale

Crestline, CA 92325 Muliiplan

(7M) 338-1238

Templates: 18 Construction

($59.95). II Finance ($59.95X 16

Real Estate ($59.95). and 5 per-

sonal finance ($39.95).

Software That Counts 1 isiCalc

528 N. Milpas St. Lotus 1-2-3

Santa Barbara,CA 93103

(805)962-6328

Spreadsoft VisiCak
RO. Box 192

Clinton, MD 20735

(301)856-1180

Templates for personal and
business accountingand book-

keeping.

VisiCalc

VisiCak

VisiCalc

VisiCalc

VisiCalc

VisiCalc

Lolus 1-2-3

Others

MoneyMaker ($139) i ncludes

32 templates for personal bud-
geting, financial planning,

insurance needs, stock port-

folio, and more.

Taxcomp template ($100) for

1040 forms; Simplex PC II

($100) solves cost control and
profit problems.

StretchCalc ($99) stores key-

strokes, produces graphs, and
uses function keys on IBM PC.

Visualize ($100) utility for

designing cash flow and finan-

cial spreadsheets.

Templates for taxes ($49.95),

also software/hardware to add
memory to the Apple ($1254).

Personal Tutor packages
($49.95) include instructional

software and audio tapes.

Four template packages

($48-$76) for business budget-

ing, cash flow and personal

investment analysis

Sunwest Softwa re SuperCatc
2000 S.Logan
Denver, CO 80210

(303) 777-9400

Con-Calc ($125) consolidates

worksheets and docs rate of

return calculations.

Technical Horizons VisiCalc

639 Mary Ann Dr.

Rcdondo Beach.CA 90278
(213)379-6101

Calc-Conncctor ($49.95) con-
verts text files and formatted

reports into DIF files. VisiCalc

instruction software ($29.95).

T&FSoftwareCo. VisiCalc

10902 Riverside Dr.

N. Hollywood. CA 91602

013)501-5845

Titan Technologies VisiCalc

Box 8050
Ann Arbor. Ml 48107

(313)973-8422

RM.R 2000 includes property

management templates for

cash receipts, tenant status,

expense distribution, invoicing,

more.

Software/hardware for Apple
for additional memory and
80 columns ($49.95-$79.95).

Videx VisiCak
897 NW Grant Ave.

Corvallis, OR 97330

(503)758-0521

Weyer-Ware 1 isiCalc

8991 Jane Rd. N.

Lake Elmo, MN 55042

(612)770-8991

Preboot software ($69) for

Apple Videx 80-column card.

VisiCalc

VisiCalc

Muliiplan

VisiCalc

VisiCalc

DSHEET SEC

Microl earning System ($75) is

an instructional software pack-

age which uses a hands-on
approach.

Financial Planning Mind Ibols

($79.95) include formulas and
headings for many financial

calculations.

Real Estate Templates ($129)
for amortizations, personal

financial statements, rate of
return, income analysis.

SATN (Software Arts Technical

Notes) is bi-monthly newsletter

for effective use ofVisiCalc

($30 for 6 issues).

TION

Master Business Analyzer

($59.95) for doing 5- and 10-

year forecasts and analyses of
new product or business.

Yucaipa Software VisiCalc

12343 12th St.

Yucaipa. CA 92399
(714)797-6331

V-Utility ($130) sorts columns;
docs statistical calculations

and printing; also includes sev-

eral templates.
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NOAHWEBSTER,
MEETYQURMATCH

few months ago, Jennifer would
rati t than do her

spelling

Then Mom bought Crypto Cube™ by
" Now Jennifer has become an

lute word fiend.

She started off working her way through

the many three-dimensional word puzzles

that come with the game. Then, she entered

-pelling homework into the
i

gram
iking up word puz

DESIGNWARE MAI
VRNING COME ALP

All DesignWare spelling programs
combine computer game fun with sound

educational principles to help improve your
youngster's spelling skills. Crypto Cube, in

fact, has just been selected by LEARNING
magazine as one of the year's outstanding
educational software products. You'll

.

want to keep an eye out for our new math
and science games.

All DesignWare programs run on th<

computers with disk drive: Apple* At

Commodore 647" IBM PC and IBM PCjr.
( >ur local software retailer or call

DesignWare at (800) 572-7767 (in California

16-1866) for our free software catalog.

You'll be delighted with the way your kids
will learn with DesignWare.

Dc/tyiMora

De/kjnWcife
LEARNING COMES ALIVE.
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EDUCATION

Growing Up
Literate

The State of The Language Arts in Software

Galaxy Search
Galaxy Search is a reading skills game

designed to help children make predictions

based on the information in a short reading

selection. The setting for the game is a hi-

res map of the galaxy reduced to eight

planets plus Earth. Your assignment is to

collect the three components of a robot

which are kept on various planets.

You navigate through the galaxy using

the A, Z, and arrow keys. To land on one
of the planets, you have only to come
close enough to it to be drawn into orbit,

after which you can land. When you land,

the surface of each planet is depicted in

pleasing hi-res graphics, and your progress

is marked by a small white, flickering

human form.

While on a planet, you may meet an

SOFTWARE
EVALUATION

Betsy Staples

alien. If you do not, you simply lose your
turn and return to your spaceship to await

the next. If an alien appears, however,
you have a chance to answer a question

that can net you a robot part. One of the

questions we got was:

"Amy kept a chicken in her backyard.

She lived on Planet Toova, but the chicken

was from the Planet Earth. There were
two eggs that the chicken had laid. The
chicken had been sitting on the two eggs.

Amy waited for something to happen.

"What prediction can you make?
"A. The eggs will get smaller.

"B. Baby chicks will appear.

"C. A duck will appear."

The prose is far from deathless, but our

playtesters got the message and the correct

answer, and were rewarded with the robot's

body.

The process of moving from one planet

to another is complicated by what appear

to be intelligent meteors that follow your

ship around the galaxy and damage it if

they get too close. You also have a limited

amount of fuel. If you are either hit by a

meteor or run out of fuel, you lose a turn.

Losing a turn is of consequence only

when more than one person (2-6 can play)

is playing the game. Players can also learn

from one another's mistakes (which planets

are uninhabited) and successes (which

Galaxy Search
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EDUCATION
planets have which parts).

When all three parts have been collected,

you mast return to Earth where you receive
an audio/visual welcome. Unfortunately,
the finished robot— a bit of reinforcement
our playtesters would have welcomed— is

never shown.

Utilities

The program contains a utilities section

that can be accessed by a parent or teacher.

Functions include add or edit names, view
scores, print scores, set all scores to zero,

erase all names and scores, and change
parameters. By adding up to 40 names,
you can create a roster of players who
are authorized to play the game—a feature

that serves to limit the use of the game.
The program maintains cumulative scores

for those whose names are on the roster

and allows you to print those scores as

desired.

The change parameters function allows

you to change such factors as the length

of time a message appears on the screen,

the speed of the ship, the amount of fuel

available for each turn, the probability of

finding an alien, the probability of en-

countering a meteor, and the speed of
the meteor.

The package we evaluated was designed
for second and third graders, although we
did not discover that until we read the
booklet: the packaging says only that it is

"Red Level (Reading Level 2.0-3.5)." There
is apparently a similar package for Blue
Level students in grades 4 and 5.

Documentation
The documentation booklet contains

11 pages of instructions for game play
and use of the utilities, supplementary
activities, and references for those who
care what research "suggests that academic
games are viable tools for promoting inter-

action between students of varying

J

SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: Galaxy Search

Type: Educational game

Suggested Age: Grades 2 and 3

System: Apple

Formal: Disk

Summary: Space game helps students
learn to make predictions.

Price: $49.95

Manufacturer:
Learning Well
200 South Service Rd.
Roslyn Heights. NY 11577
(516)621-1540

academic and social levels."

All the necessary information is there

in sufficient detail, so the novice computer
user need not fear failure or embarrassment
in front of second or third graders.

Our only complaint about the docu-
mentation extends to a few of the reading

selections: there are some slight stylistic

errors that we hate to find in an educational

program. For example, one sentence in

the booklet reads: "If a player finds a
robot part that he or she already has,

they will not get the part, and the turn

will be ended." If that doesn't set your
teeth on edge, you will have no problems
at all with the minor inconsistencies in

the reading selections.

Summary
Galaxy Search is a unique package; we

have never seen a program designed to

develop prediction skills. The format is

imaginative, and we are willing to overlook
a few rough edges in a program that is

both unusual and effective.

Overall, it gets a good rating. Although
the ability to create a roster suggests that

the program is intended for use in the
classroom. Galaxy Search could be used
effectively in the home as well.

CIRCLE 407 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Spellagraph
Spellagraph is a rebus game with an

important difference. This one provides
effective drill of spelling words in context.

The game comes with 20 word lists,

each of which consists of between 12 and
30 words. As play begins, you can choose
to drill various vowel sounds at different

grade levels, consonant clusters, vowel
digraphs, or adjoining vowels. .There is

also a category called Media Mania which
lists words associated with publishing and
broadcasting. You can also choose a list

that you have entered on the data disk.

You then specify the number of words
you want to use and the skill level, and
get a chance to examine the entire list

before you start to play.

With the preliminaries out of the way,
the game begins as a blank grid appears
on the screen; the more words you have
elected to practice, the larger the grid.

Using the I, J, K, and M or arrow keys,
you move the cursor to the square you
want to uncover and press RETURN.
A sentence then appears at the bottom

of the screen. One of the words is missing,
its presence indicated by the initial letter

and an appropriate number of dashes,
and your job is to guess the word from its

context and type it correctly to fill in the
blank.

If you type the entire word correctly,
the square you chose is filled in with part
of the rebus. If you spell the word incor-

Spellagraph

rectly, the misspelling is crossed out and
the correct spelling displayed beneath it.

You get one more chance to spell it right,

but only the first spelling counts toward
uncovering the rebus. Each time you spell

a word correctly, you get a chance to

guess the rebus.

The game ends when one of the players

correctly types the message spelled out
by the rebus. Each player then gets a
report on his performance: number of

words spelled correctly on the first try,

percentage of time words were spelled

correctly on the first try, and the words
that were missed.

Adding Your Own Words
You can create your own word lists on

a separate data disk using spelling words,
vocabulary words, or anything else you
want to practice. You assign each list a
title and type in a spelling rule (e.g.. The
long i sound may be spelled i or y) if

applicable. Then you enter your words
and context sentences.

Changes, additions, and deletions are
easily made just by selecting the appropriate

instruction from the onscreen menu.

SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: Spellagraph

Type: Educational game

Suggested Age: 7 to 14

System: Apple, Atari, IBM PC

Format: Disk

Language: Forth-79

Summary: Effective spelling drill and
practice in game format.

Price: $39.95

Manufacturer:
DesignWare
185 Berry St., Bldg. 3, Ste. 158
San Francisco, CA 94107
(800) 572-7767

(415)546-1866
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IS YOURCHILD TOPBANANA,
ORJUST

ONEOFTHEBUNCH?
Kids everywhere are going ape over Artworx Monkey Series educational

software! Like all good arcade games, kids just can't stop playing them.

Which is great, because while they're enjoying the antics of Marc
the Monkey, they're learning. And growing.

Three Artworx monkey programs, designed

by teachers and learning specialists, are available
j

to help your child.

Monkeymath " uses colorful graphics and
three levels of challenges to give a better under-

standing ofnumber sequences, addition, sub-

traction, multiplication, and division.

Monkeynews" uses a newspaper setting to increase your child's

ability to read and understand by enabling him to actively participate in

the story, answer questions, check facts and type

his own headlines.

For help with spelling and vocabulary, choose

Monkeybuilder" . It encourages the child to com-
bine word pieces correctly to form building blocks,

and make a tree house for Marc.
All three programs are more fun than a barrel

ofyou-know-whats!
All are available for the Commodore 64, Atari, and Apple com-

puters. All include a FREE Marc the Monkey story and coloring book.

And they're all the stuff top bananas are made of!

See them in action wherever soft-

ware is sold. To find out more facts,

send $1.00 for a colorful catalog to:

Artworx Software Co., Inc. 150 North
Main Street, Fairport, NY 14450.

Or call: 800-828-6573.

(In New York call: 716-425-2833).

tfWM

Monkeymath Monkeynews
by Dennis Zander by Dennis Zander by Dean Kindig and Rob Fitter

Educational Software with a smile.



ULTRATERM?
JUST ASK THE

PROFESSIONALS!

With the wide variety of

peripherals available, it's dif-

ficult to evaluate the quality
of accessories for your Ap-
ple. Listen to what the pro-

fessionals say about Ultra-

Term.

BYTE- FEB. '84

"Overall, the UltraTerm
display card is one of the
best peripheral devices I

have seen to enhance the
display capabilities of the
Apple."— P. Callamaras

SOFTALK—SEPT. '83

"The UltraTerm shines
brightest in use with spread-
sheets and word
processors."

COMPUTER RETAILING
—FEB. '84

"The UltraTerm is a high
quality investment for
anyone who has an Apple
product and wants to add to

it."

PEELINGS II—VOL. 4.

NO. 8 '83

"The UltraTerm will be the
new industry standard for

Apple video display cards.
The availability of the extra

modes will enhance almost
any software product that

uses the text screen."

PERSONAL COMPUTING
—MAY '83

"Perhaps the most im-
pressive achievement of the
UltraTerm expansion board
is that the character set it

produces is so sharp that its

difficult to see the dots that
make up each character."

The experts agree—the
UltraTerm is one of the
best display devices for
Apple computers.

Videx Inc.
1105 NE Circle Blvd.
Corvallis, OR 97330

(503) 758-0521

EDUCATION

Documentation
The 28-page documentation booklet

covers playing Ihe game and adding your
own words quite thoroughly: each step is

clearly illustrated.

In addition to the instructions, the

booklet includes all the word lists and
suggestions for other uses of the program,
such as "Make word lists with the names
of famous people."

The documentation of Spellagraph is

exactly what you should expect to find

with an educational package. Although it

may seem redundant to some, the booklet
assumes nothing. An inexperienced parent,

teacher, or student can pick up the package

The documentation of
Spellagraph is exactiy
whatyou should expect

to find with an
educational package.

and use it painlessly. If he finds himself in

a puzzling situation, he can look through

the booklet and solve his problem quickly

and easily.

We wish more manufacturers would
follow the lead of DesignWare in docu-

mentation.

Summary
We liked Spellagraph very much. It is

fun for learners of all ages, and offers

useful drill and practice with spell-

ing—something we have seen in few other

packages.

The ability to add your own word lists

is a big plus, as is the comprehensive
documentation. If entertaining spelling

practice is your goal, try Spellagraph.
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Reading
Comprehension
Skills 3
The Hasy Reader series from American

Educational Computer includes six

packages— three that drill sounds and
words and three that provide practice in

reading comprehension skills. Reading
Comprehension Skills .?. designed for

seventh and eighth graders, appears to be
the culmination of the series.

The program begins with a series of

rather general questions that seem intended

to test your ability to categorize things.

You must choose to which class— history,

English, science, phys. ed.—a given topic,

such as "cells," belongs. Or you choose in

104

which group— dairy products, meat and

poultry, fruits and vegetables, grains and
pasta— a given food, such as carrots, is

found.

Having honed your categorization skills,

you move on to more complex tasks. As
we worked through this second section,

we were reminded of the Weekly Reader
reading comprehension tests that we
enjoyed (yes. enjoyed) as children. In this

case, the reading selection is found in a

12-page booklet that comes with the

program. When you have finished reading

the selection, you answer questions posed

by the computer.
The booklet contains seven short

selections on topics ranging from desert

plants to the Minneapolis-St. Paul

"skywalk." The questions are designed to

sharpen your critical faculties rather than

test for factual learning. One type asks

you to decide which phrase describes the

paragraph: Appeals to emotion more than

logic; Appeals to logic more than emotion:

Supports opinions with facts; Uses loaded

words.

As it turns out, there are two correct

answers to each question of this type, but

you must find that out through trial and
error; there is no indication that you are

looking for more than one answer either

on the screen or in the documentation.

As it also turns out, the correct answers

occur in sets; numbers 1 and 4 always go
together as do 2 and 3. This removes a bit

of the challenge from the quiz.

Another type of question asks you to

decide whether the purpose of a paragraph

is to inform, to persuade, to teach a lesson,

or to entertain. A third type is unrelated

to the reading selections. It asks you to

tell whether a sentence such as "Spaghetti

makes a delicious and inexpensive meal"

shows a fact or opinion.

These are all good approaches that

SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: Reading Comprehension
Skills 3

Type: Educational

Suggested Age: Grades 7 and 8

System: Apple

Format: Disk

Summary: Good concepts not taken
far enough.

Price: $39.95

Manufacturer:
American Educational Computer
2450 Embarcadero Way
Palo Alto. CA 94303
(415) 494-2021
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For the 2ist Century mind

Do you wish you could play with something as

intelligent as your word processor?

Did you outgrow monsters years ago?

Is your home accounting program too dull to play?

Are spreadsheets not your idea of a good time?

Introducing Millennium software. Literate.

Engrossing. Enriching. And Playful.

It will stretch your mind all the way to the

21st century.

* ***t*liTTwITi US ur
iw t»*x i mimi IwJnn— • tin* «
S3.*S mttmm. u~ <- * • «—

IT1ICM 9K1US

The Brain Game

Test your right brain, your left

brain, your hardware and soft-

ware, and discover how you
measure in intelligence and
creativity. With these classic

tests find out how smart your

computer thinks you are...and
get smarter while you do it.

Explained by Rita Aero and
Elliot Weiner, Ph.D. $39.95.

I IH

MMiHennium

Millennium Electronic
Rlmanac

198Q

Thousands of facts, figures,

and upcoming events for 1984
flash on screen at your com-
mand with The Millennium
Electronic Almanac. Eight

disk sides include

—

IN
SeasonDisks, an interactive

calendar offering every day:

Historical events
Famous birthdays

Notable quotes
Brain-teasing trivia

Challenging new words

InfoDisks, an information

bank including:

The 1984 Olympics
Presidential elections

Health and fitness

Space exploration

Orwell's year

Edited by
Anthony S.

Kleckner.

$49.95.

For the Apple He and II + . Coming soon for IBM. Copyright

c 1984 Millennium Group Incorporated. Apple He and II +

are trademarks of Apple Computer. Inc. IBM is a trademark

of International Business Machines

Ask for these Millennium products at your local dealer.

IXIMillennium
New Age Mind

24 East 22nd Street, New York, New York 10010

(212) 674-0040
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TermExec

Lets
Your Apple

Communicate
With The
World.

With TermExec, you can send
and receive files, ofANY length
between your Apple and ANY
other computer. You can auto-
mate logins and other se-
quences to send and receive

messages at night while you
sleep. Or put your Apple in

Answer mode to let your
friends login to YOUI
TermExec is the Premiere

TEXT ORIENTED Software
Communications Package, with
a built-in Full Screen Editorand a
Backscrolling feature so you can
review text which has rolled off

the top of your screen and save
the part you want to disk.

TermExec is EASY TO USE,
with a logical and consistent set

of commands which explain
themselves to the user. HELP is

always available.

TermExec is STATE OF THE
ART with 80 columns on the
Apple lie, 1200 baud operation,
and XMODEM error checking
protocol. And we'll KEEP YOU
STATE OF THE ART with down-
loads from our Customer Bulle-

tin Board at 617-863-0282.

Included with TermExec:
copyable diskette, tutorial & ref-

erence documentation, valu-
able membership offers to
DELPHI and BRS/AFTER DARK.

ORDER NOW FOR
IMMEDIATE SHIPMENT
VISA and MASTERCARD

ACCEPTED.

ONLY $79.95

30 DAY SATISFACTION
GUARANTEEI

HjOFTwaru inc.
201 Waltham Si . Lexington, MA 02173
|617|862-3I70

System Requirements Apple II of
Apple lie. one disk drive. 48K RAM.

most modems to 1200 baud

EDUCATION

APPEALS TO EMOTION HORE THAN
LOGIC

«PPE»LS TO LOCK HORE THAN

SUPPORTS OPINIONS HITH FACTS

USES LOADED WORDS

PARAGRAPH 1

COAL _ 4 RICHT IN A ROW

Sf.S D STORY 2 TYPE THE
?M? fl S.E *H(IT DESCRIBES TH
<IT RETURN TO CO ON

Reading Comprehension Skills .?
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should accomplish the goal of sharpening
your critical faculties. The problem with
all of them is that there just isn't enough.
Each reading selection Ls followed by only
three questions. To progress, you must
get three questions in a row right. If you
get them right the first time, everything is

fine, but since there are only three
questions, if you miss one, you must keep

Teachers and,
especially, parents
need guidance for

using educational
programs just as much
as businessmen need

instructions for
using Lotus 1-2-3.

going over them until you memorize the
correct sequence of answers. The pedagogy
seems questionable.

The program also lacks any facility for
adding your own questions about either
the provided reading selections or others
that you might like to consider.

Documentation
The other serious flaw in this package

and the other that we looked at in the
same series is documentation; there is

none to speak of. Each package contains
a User's Guide that is really nothing more
than an advertisement for the series. It

provides a picture of a screen from one of
the exercises on each disk and lists very
general instructions for running the
program.
At the end of the booklet there is one

page devoted to suggestions for helping
the student use the program. We found
no educational objectives or instructions

for using the student record management
feature. Nor Ls there any attempt to explain

the concepts being drilled.

106

Regular readers are tired of hearing it,

we know, but the problem recurs, so we
will repeat: documentation can make or
break an educational software package.
Teachers and. especially, parents need
guidance for using educational programs
just as much as businessmen need in-

structions for using Lotus 1-2-3. It is not

unreasonable to expect a detailed des-

cription of each type of question or exer-

cise in a package along with a discussion

of what that question or exercise is intended

to teach or drill.

Student Record Management
The student record management system

is designed to keep track of the scores of

a group of students. Since documentation
is absent, we had difficulty adding names,
and in fact failed to do so. We succeeded
in deleting one of the names that was on
the disk when we received it, but we
cannot vouch for the efficacy of the system
as a whole.

Summary
American Educational Computer is on

the right track. All the concepts used in

the program are sound, and the idea of

teaching students to be critical of things

they read is commendable.
We think, however, that the number of

questions provided is inadequate. We would
prefer fewer exercises with more questions

for each. A system for adding questions
in the formats already available on the

program would also add greatly to the

package. As it stands, the program is prob-

ably satisfactory for classroom use, where
the number of students makes up for the

dearth of questions, but for the home,
where one or two students will find
themselves going over the same questions
time and again, something else would be
a better investment.

The other sticking point is the inade-

quate documentation. With good docu-
mentation and the ability to add questions.

Reading Comprehension Skills .? would
be an excellent package for home or school

use. We look forward to a revised version.
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SeeJane.
See Jane compute.

These days.

kids likeJaneaw
running computers. And .

with CBS Software, they

could be running smart.

See our authorities.

You see, CBS Software

can help inspire kids to be

their very best.

We do that by putting

the very best thinking into

our programs. Many are

created by people like

the Children's Television

Workshop, originators

IOC BIRO
< MuiKX-H In.

of Sesame Street, The

Electric Company and
3-2-1 Contact.

That means kids

will experience

much more than

just the fun of

working with a

computer. With
programs
like ERNIE'S
MAGIC
SHAPES™t^*

and BIG BIRD'S
SPECIAL
DELIVERY™*
they'll also

"classify

"and sort shapes,

colors and pictures.

See our screens.

Of course, you like what
goes into the programs.

But kids like what goes onto

the screens. So programs like

DUCKS
AHOY!™
and SEA
HORSE
HIDE 'N

SEEK™
captivate children with

colorful graphics and

lively tunes.

* In Canada, contact Holt. Rinehart and Winston at (416) 255 4491

c 1984 CBS Inc CBS Software. AUmtolCBSInc , One Fawcett Place. Greenwich. CT 06836 (203)6222525
tc 1984 Children s Computer Workshop Inc SESAME STREET is a trademark and service mark of Children's

See the results.

You'll like what CBS
Software can bring out

in your children. PEANUT
BUTTER PANIC™t
also from CTW, brings

out the fun of cooperating.

MATH MILEAGE™
brings out an understand-

ing of math concepts. And
WEBSTER: THE WORD
GAME™ brings out

spelling skills.

All of which should bring

out a big smile on your face.

Available for

Apple*
11 + /He,.
Atari?
Commodore
64,™ IBM»-PC
and PCjr.

See your retailer.

Or, for our catalog, write to

CBS Software, One Fawcett
Place, Greenwich, CT 06836?

That way, your whole family

could be running smart!

Television Workshop BIG BIRO and ERNIE c 1984 Muppels. Inc BIG BIRD and ERNIE are trademarks ol

Moppets Inc Apple' Atan.' and IBM ace registered trademarks ot K~~
""

and International Business Machines Corp . respectively "Commodore f

tpote Computer. Inc . Atari. Inc

64" is a trademark of

Commodore Electronics Ltd

SOFTWARE
Making you the best
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Seven New Games
ENTERTAINMENT

Fun ForASummer's Day

SOFTWARE
EVALUATION

Arthur Leyenberger

In Western society, the number seven
has folklore and even mystical status.

Seven is a lucky number in craps. There
are seven dwarfs, continents, days in the

week and wonders of the world. There
are even seven deadly sins. And let's not
forget the seven-year itch.

With all of these sevens, why not
seven computer games? Indeed, here is a
healthy half dozen games for your
gaming pleasure.

Murder on the
Zinderneuf

It is 1936. You are 5000 feet over the

Atlantic Ocean flying in the luxury diri-

gible Zinderneuf. Sixteen passengers
were aboard the ship when it left Lon-
don. Twelve hours out of New York,
only 15 remain. The crime is murder.
The victim is different in each game. The
1 5 passengers still alive are the suspects.
You are the detective.

So starts the mystery adventure: Mur-
der on the Zinderneuf. Zinderneuf has
all the elements of a classic mystery:
plot, counterplot, clues, suspects, and a
famous detective to sort things out and
solve the crime.

As each game begins, you choose to

be one of eight different detectives. With
tongue in cheek, some are reminiscent of
famous detectives: Inspector Klutzeau,

108

Murder on the Zinderneuf

Lt. Cincinnato, Agatha Marbles. You
get the idea. Your choice determines
how quickly you will find clues, how
explicit the clues are, and how well you
interrogate the suspects.

You roam freely through the dirigible

by scrolling with your joystick. You may
follow suspects and interrogate them if

you wish. The questions you ask are dis-

played at the top of the screen. They
may be asked in a variety of ways such
as forceful, naive, pushy, or polite.

depending upon the identity of the

detective you have assumed. The man-
ner in which you ask a question may
determine the answer you get.

You can also search the rooms of the

suspects for clues. Once you think you
have enough information and clues, you
may accuse a suspect. If you are correct

and the suspect believes you have
enough evidence, he or she will confess.

The game will then end, and you will re-

ceive a rating from "Feeble Flatfoot" to

June 1984 • Creative Computing



ENTERTAINMENT

SOFTWARE
PROFILE
Nunc: Murder on the Zinderneuf

Type: Interactive mystery

System: Atari, Commodore 64

Authors: John Leyland, Paul Reiche

III, and Jon Freeman

Format: Disk

Language: Machine language

Summary: Great whodunnit; novel

alternative to text

adventure.

Price: $39.95

Manufacturer:

Electronic Arts

2755 Campus Dr.

San Mateo. CA 94403

(415) 571-7171

"Super Sleuth." If you are wrong or do
not have enough evidence, the suspect

will refuse to speak with you for the

remainder of the game. It will not do
your reputation and rating much good

either.

Zinderneuf was created by Robert

Leyland, Paul Reiche III, and Jon Free-

man. It is an enjoyable participative

mystery that, unlike some text adven-

tures, does not become worthless once

you solve the crime. A new victim is

chosen each game, and you can assume

the role of any of the eight detectives.

Zinderneuf is especially enjoyable when
several people get together and try to

solve the mystery.
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Triad
It's about time somebody did some-

thing with Tic-Tac-Toe. I mean, this is

the computer age, isn't it. Now I am not

asking for a mere computerized transla-

tion of this venerable classic. What
I would like to see is something

completely different.

Adventure International has answered

my cry. They have taken Tic-Tac-Toe

and combined it with a playable shoot-

'em-up. The result is Triad. Like ill,

the object of the game is to win three

squares in a row. But in this game, you

must earn those squares.

The screen displays a different buga-

boo (that's what they are really called)

in each of the nine positions of the Tic-

Tac-Toe play area. When it is your turn,

you select a square and do battle with

that bugaboo. If you succeed in destroy-

ing the bugaboo, you earn that square.

The bugaboos are randomly placed in

each square at the beginning of the game
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Daddy, where do
microcomputers
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Two informative books to teach your child

about the family computer

Growing up in the computer world

will be easier if your child under-

stands computers. And there's no
better place to start than with the

computer that's in your home—and
with the help of these two delightful

books.

Katie and the Computer and
Computer Parade read like children's

story books. Yet each one actually

teaches the basics of computer
operation.

Katie and the Computer traces the

fantastic journey that takes place

after Katie falls into her family's new
computer. Once inside the computer.

Katie finds herself in the imaginary

land of Cybernia where she meets
Colonel Byte. The Colonel guides

her on a funfilled journey that paral-

lels the path of a computer com-

mand. Supplementary information

helps children relate the story to the

actual computer.

Computer Parade is the second

book in the Katie and the Computer
series. This time Katie and her

brother arrive in Cybernia just in

time for a computer parade—and to

learn how computer music is made.
All along their fanciful journey, the

threesome encounters friendly and
ferocious dragons, computer bits,

eeks and aaks. And of course they're

always on the lookout for program
bugs.

Any youngster age 4- 10 will

delight in these books. They're easy

to read and richly illustrated in full

color.

Help your child grow up computer
literate by ordering your copies now.

MAIL TODAY TO:

CREATIVE COMPUTING PRESS
Dept MB1B. 39 East Hanover Avenue. Morns Plains. NJ 07950

Please send me copies of Katie and the Computer at $8.95 each and Computer Parade at

$9.95 each, plus $2.00 shipping & handling per book. Total Amount $ .

Payment Enclosed. (CA, NJ and NY State residents please add applicable sales tax.)

Charge my. American Express MasterCard D Visa

1

C.ird _Exp_

Signature-

NAMrL
(please pnnt)

ADDRESS^

CITY_

STATU. _ZIP_

"Outside U.S.. add $3 for shipping and handling.

D Check here to receive a FREE catalog of computing books, magazines and guides

Also available in your local bookstore or computer store.

For Faster Service,

PHONE TOLL FREE: 800-631-8112
(In NJ only: 201 540 0445)



Ifyou're having ahard time
getting organized,

here's some •good news.

The Home Cataloger.™

With The Home Cataloger, you can set

up a complete home inventory system
to cross-file your wine, h<x>k and rec-

ord collections. Or even keep your
favorite recipes.

Remember birthdays, anniversaries
and your Christmas card list effortlessly.

You won't even have to try to recall who
sent you a Christmas card last year—
The Home Cataloger will tell you.
And since it's such a flexible and easy

(o use program, you'll be able to put it

to work almost immediately. Even if

you're new to computers.
To help you out, The Home Cataloger

a >mes with 10 ready-to-use cataloging
formats for some of the most common
uses: telephone list, inventory, travel

plans, restaurants, insurance policies,

coins, growth (height and weight), run-
ning, studies, and rxx)k list. All you have
to do is plug in your own information.

If you want additional categories, just

add them on—simple as that.

Your imagination is the only limit to

More ways to use
The Home Cataloger:

Organize your sump
collection according to

country, commem
oratlves, people, places,
mini, cancelled, or Urn
day categories.

Catalog your com
collection using

categories such as date,

mint, country, type of
coin, or condition

And, And things
easily:

Organized your wine
collection by vintner,

year, classification,

district, grape, color,

purchase price, or
current value.

Videotapes can he filed

in a number ol ways
comedy, drama,
mystery, adventure,
documentary, stars,

director, or year made

ways you can use The Home Cataloger.

Stop by your nearest dealer and
check out The Home Cataloger You'll

be amazed at all the different ways The
Home Cataloger will work for you.

You'll also be amazed at the low price.

If fact, you'll probably wonder what
you ever did without it.

Available for: Apple Il/lle, Commodore
64, IBM PC/XT and PCjr.

Price: from $49.95.

For your free 6t page booklet, "Tips for

Buying Software," and complete prod-
uct catalog, please write Continental
Software, Dept.CC, 11223 S. Hindry
Avenue, Los Angeles, CA 90045,
213/410-3977.
Hi*- Home ( anloaef is .i regtocred trademark <<t Continental
sottu.irr Appferi/llc, Commodore 64 IBM PC/X1 and k ir.irr

rt>»isu-rr«l trjilcni.irkv rejpecilvely, •>! Apple Computer, Inc .

Commodore Business Mj«. hint's. Iik and IBM I

Arrays, Inc./
Continental
Software
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Triad

and each requires unique skills and strat-

egy to destroy. There are moths, faces,

bats, saucers, death masks, and killer

bees, to name just a few. Some of the

enemies fly horizontally, others verti-

cally. Some require a hit head-on while

others require that you not fire until you
see the whites of their eyes.

Triad is a fun game to play. It is fairly

easy at the lower levels, and at the

higher levels presents more challenge. It

can be played by one player individually,

or two players alternating turns.

I would like to compliment Adventure

International on two aspects of this

game. First, the disk version of the game
comes with an Atari version on one side

and an Apple version on the other. This

helps keep costs down and minimizes the

inventory a retailer is required to keep.

Second, a very fair backup policy is of-

fered. A backup copy of the game may be

purchased for only $3.99 plus $2 postage.

Should the original game disk fail to

load, it will be replaced for free up to

one year from purchase date and for

only $5 after that. Adventure Inter-

national is to be congratulated both for

having produced an enjoyable game and,

especially, for their sane pricing policy.
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Checkers
Checkers by Odesta Software is a

game that is simply well done. From the

packaging to the documentation and fea-

tures, it is a quality product. The power
of the computer is not used for fancy

frills and meaningless features. Rather,

the computer is used to automate the

game. The players are freed from such

housekeeping chores as scorekeeping

and move validation, so they can con-

centrate on the game play.

Options include: playing the computer
at any of 16 levels of difficulty; using the

computer screen to let two people play

against each other; asking the computer
for advice on your move at any time;

SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: Triad

Type: Tic-Tac-Toe/Shoot-'em-up

System: Atari disk; Color Computer
cassette

Author: Ed Hobbs

Format: Disk

Language: Machine language

Summary: Here, you have to earn

your squares.

Price: $29.95

Manufacturer:
Adventure International

P.O. Box 3435
Longwood, FL 32750

(305) 862-6917

(800)327-7172

IFYOUHAVEN'T
GOTCONGOBONGO
FORYOURAPPLE

OR IBM,
YOU'REABOUT TO

FLIP.

CONGO BONGO.
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DRAGONRIDERS OF PERN.
FLY THE UNFRIENDLY SKIES.

Shooting down the menac-
ing and constantly multiplying
Threads isn't easy, but it's only
one of the challenges in this

official computer game version of

Anne McCaffrey's famous book
series.

Your strategy will be put to
the test as you try to negotiate alliances with Pern's Lord
Holders in an attempt to form the most powerful Weyr
on the planet. Should you take a firm stance or compro-
mise? Will asking a Craftmaster for assistance increase
your chances for success? Maybe you should invite prospec-
tive allies to a Wedding or even a Dragon Hatching.
Remember to check the Lord Holders personality traits

first. It may be critical to your success.
Numerous screens combine to create truly

unique and challenging game play. There's even a
practice screen to sharpen your Thread Fighting
skills.

If you liked the books, you'll love the game.
After all, how often do you get the chance to actually
fly a dragon?

One to four players, joystick and keyboard
controlled.

EDYX
mCOMPUTlHSOf ItMftt

StrategyGamesfortheAction-GamePlayer
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Checkers

having the computer display an instant

replay of the entire game ("movie

mode"); setting up board positions and

continuing play from there; and best of

all, watching the computer play itself

from either a predefined board position

or the beginning.

The player may choose a skill level

from to 15. The difficulty level chosen

determines the amount of time the com-

puter spends "searching" for its move.

In the higher levels, a computer move

may take considerable time. A special

feature available only on the Atari ver-

sion of Checkers allows the user to blank

the screen during the computer's "think-

ing time," speeding up the process by

about 30 percent. For a computer vs.

computer game, a separate skill level

may be chosen for each side.

Moves are entered via the paddle or

keyboard and are checked for legality.

Improper entries are indicated by an au-

dible signal and ignored. Up to thirty

moves may be taken back at any point in

the game. Either half-moves (the play-

er's move) or full moves (one move by

each side) may be retracted. The stop

command causes the computer to stop

its search and play—its best move so far.

At the conclusion of the game, the

player may start a new game, take back

the last few moves, or view the Checkers

"movie" which is a rapid replay of the

entire game. Another option permits the

player to step through the game move by

move.
There are three additional features

that I wish it had: a speed game in which

each side is forced to move in an allotted

amount of time; the ability to print a list-

ing (to a printer) of the entire set of

moves for a game; and a screen dump of

specific board positions for further

analysis.

Checkers is an excellent piece of soft-

ware from its well written and complete

manual (it even gives the history of the

game) to its quality packaging. It has

many features that will satisfy all types

of checkers players. Although it costs

SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: Checkers

Type: Strategy game

System: Atari, Apple,

Commodore 64

Author: David Slate

Format: Disk

Language: Machine language

Summary: The definitive Checkers

board game.

Price: $49.95

Manufacturer:
Odesta Software

3186 Doolittle Dr.

Northbrook, IL 60062

(312) 498-5615
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A

fP Apple II compatible

f
4K of RAM
UlC Upper & lowercase

~~^ Typewriter-style

keyboard

12-key numeric pad

§a VisiCalckeys

£ 50-watt power supply

Built-in fant

1982

ACEWriter II
Sophisticated word processing that's easy to learn

ACECalc
VisiCalc" -compatible spreadsheet analysis
program with 80 columns of variable width

^5& ACE Display card
Opens video display to a full 80 columns bv
24 lines

ACE 80 CPU card
Allows you to run CP/M and Apple" II

programs

&ACE Dual Interface card
• Allows you to connect to local and remote

printers, terminals, computers and other
accessories

Apple II compatible

of RAM
Ulc Upper & lowercase

Typewriter-style

keyboard

12-key numeric pad

§a VisiCalckeys

50-watt power supply

Built-in fan

Good. Better.
And you thought Franklin

was good before.
3 mmT

Well, look at Franklin now. You'll find our ACE product line has
grown

. .
and grown. To include sophisticated word processinq

Sensational spreadsheet analysis. And an array of peripheral boards
bo you can expand the capabilities of your ACE 1000 as your busi-
ness needs increase. Our product lines not the only thing that's
grown. Franklin now has more than 1,000 authorized dealers
throughout the country. So, if you thought we were good before, com m#>. ...come see us now. FRANKLIN
Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer Inc

co-put* r» corporation
VisiCalc is a registered trademark of Vrsi Corp Setter than ever
2128 Route 38; Cherry Hill, NJ 08002 Telephone: 609-482-5900: Telex: 837-385
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SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Popeye

slightly more than the typical shoot-'em-

up, it is a quality product. I just wish my
grandfather were around to give the

game a good run for its money.

CIRCLE 41 2 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Popeye
Popeye is an American tradition.

There are few people of any age who re-

main unaware of the escapades of Pop-

eye, Brutus, and, of course, Olive Oyl.

Now, thanks to Parker Brothers, Popeye

and his pals have come to the Atari

home computers.

In case you are one of the few who do
not know the storyline, here it is in a

nutshell. Popeye loves Olive Oyl, Brutus

loves Olive Oyl and Olive Oyl loves Pop-

eye. The latter fact is a sore point with

Brutus. Now that you are familiar with

the situation it is not too difficult to

imagine what the game is like.

As in the arcade version, you manipu-
late Popeye around a multi-level pier

with your joystick. Your goal is to col-

lect the kisses that Olive is throwing

down from the top of the pier. Collect-

ing about 20 of these heart-shaped kisses

allows you to go to the next screen.

But there is more to Popeye's life than

just collecting kisses. He has his arch ri-

val to contend with. It seems that Brutus

likes to punch out our hero who seems

unable to escape the oafs fists—until he

eats his spinach, of course. Once Popeye

finds the can of spinach and eats it, Bru-

tus gets a taste of his own medicine as

the familiar "Popeye the Sailor" tune is

heard.
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In addition to avoiding Brutus's angry

fists, Popeye must avoid jugs that are be-

ing thrown at him. The first screen

Name: Popeye

Type: Jumping/avoidance game

System: Atari , Coleco,
Commodore 64, Vic 20,

Intellivision

Format: Cartridge

Summary: I am what I am what I am,
what else'.'

Price: $39.95

Manufacturer:
Parker Brothers

50 Dunham Rd.

Beverly, MA 01915

(617) 927-7600

seems to take a long time to complete

mainly because you have to collect so

many of the hearts. By moving off the

screen to the left or right on any of the

platforms, you can avoid contact with

Brutus and simply dash out occasionally

to collect some hearts.

The second screen is slightly different

from the first. You are being chased by
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3UALIME1BASF QUALIMETRIC FLEXYDlSK!
A GUARANTEED LIFETIMEOF
OUTSTANDING PERFORMANCE.

BASF Qualimetric FlexyDisks feature a unique lifetime warranty* firm
assurance that the vital informationyou enteronBASF FlexyDisks today
will be secure and unchanged tomorrow. Key to this extraordinary
warranted performance is the BASF Qualimetric standard...
a totally new set of criteria against which all other
magnetic media will bejudged.

You can countonBASFFlexyDisksbecause the Qualimetric
standard reflects a continuing BASF commitment to
perfection in magnetic media. One example is the
unique two-piece liner in our FlexyDiskjacket. This
BASF feature traps damaging debris away from
the disk's surface and creates extra space in the
head access area for optimum media-head
alignment. The result is a guaranteed
lifetime of outstanding performance.

For information security that
bridges the gap between today
and tomorrow, look for the
distinctiveBASFpackage with
the Qualimetric seal. Call

800-343-4600 for the name
ofyour nearest supplier.

&ASi=

<^P/=7&xy£Dfsl<

''Contact BASF for warranty details.
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ENTER TOMORROW ON BASF TODAY
1 983 BA:

. Bedford, MA
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SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: Shamus: Case II

Type: Shoot-'em-up/adventure

System: Atari, Commodore 64

Format: Disk and cassette

Summary: A high quality sequel

to the popular
original.

Price: $34.95

Manufacturer:
Synapse Software

5221 Central Ave.

Richmond, CA 94804

(415) 527-7751

Shamus: Case II

Brutus around different floors of a

house. This time, instead of hearts, you

must collect musical notes that are being

thrown by Olive Oyl. There is a tram-

poline on the lower left side that hurls

you to various floors.

Popeye from Parker Brothers is a

light-hearted game with attractive ani-

mation and good sound. For me, the

game does not have much staying

power, however. The plot is weak, and

the screens do not progress quickly

enough. But if you enjoyed the arcade

version of the game or are immersed in

the Popeye, Brutus, Olive Oyl love

triangle, give it a try.
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Shamus: Case II

Synapse Software is one of the most

prolific software houses that produce

games for the Atari computer. They
have been releasing new titles at the rate

ofabout two per month. One of the most

recent additions to their already full line

is Shamus: Case II.

Written by William Mataga. Case II is

a sequel to the very popular Shamus.

You will recall that Shamus is a

combination of an arcade shoot-'em-up

and a puzzle-type adventure game. The
object of the game was to reach the heart

of the Shadow's lair and destroy him. I

am happy to report that Case II follows

in the same tradition. It is not just a

thinly disguised variation on the original

theme. Shamus: Case II has the same

clever design and hectic pace of its

June 1984 «"> Creative Computing

namesake in a completely new setting.

As usual, the goal is to reach the inner

chamber of the Shadow's lair and de-

stroy him. This is accomplished by

progressively exploring all of the various

levels and rooms and accumulating

points, bonuses, and extra lives. This

time the Shadow dwells in a vast under-

water habitat protected by drone slaves

and mutant aquatic life.

You begin your trek in the "pit

room," so called because of the many
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Hovewe got on
ear-full for you.
Votrax voice synthesizers
let your computer talk to you
in o world of sound.
Now your ears ore os important os your

eyes when working with your computer.
With o Votrax voice synthesizer your
computer talks, and it talks to you in a world
of sound you never thought possible.
Votrax was one of the first pioneers in the

field. The Votrox SC-01 A speech chip is state
of the art. the one many other manufacturers
use in their own equipment.
What it means to you is unparalleled

speech capability. Votrox voice synthesizers
pronounce words by using their basic
building blocks rather than utilizing a
vocabulary of a few hundred words. It

assures you of on unlimited vocabulary. And
an unlimited range of sounds: from jet
planes to an advanced musical range.

Best of all. Votrax speech synthesizers are
"smart," requiring no computer memory for
operation. Your computing capacity stays
free for other tasks. Small in size yet
surprisingly economical. Votrox voice
synthesizers are sophisticated pieces of
equipment thot hook-up in seconds.
Mix speech or sound, program sound

frequencies or amplitude levels, or compose
your own music with either the Votrox
Type 'M TolK tm or Personal Speech System.

Ideal for business, school, handicapped
use or the home, Votrox voice synthesizers
put o world of sound in your computer.
See your local computer retailer or call

toll free for more product, warranty or
ordering information: 1 -800-521 -1 350
(in Michigan call 31 3-586-0341 ).

Dealer inquiries welcome.

wrftiMC, INC.
1394 Rankin • Troy. Michigan • 48083-4074
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spiked pits that may easily become your

undoing. There are ladders, blind alleys,

and snake patrolled passageways that

must be navigated as you proceed

through the maze. Many enemies must

be either destroyed or avoided. These in-

clude all sorts of aquatic life such as

fiendish fish, cantankerous clams, and

mutant mollusks. If you pause for even a

moment, the Shadow may swoop down
and put an end to you. A quick blast

from your plasmar detonator will stun

him briefly, and give you enough time to

flee.

Other perils also await you. Slider-

rung ladders which occasionally lose

their rungs at inappropriate moments
may cost you your life. And each attack-

ing mutant life form that gets past you

causes a piece of the floor to vaporize.

When all sections of the floor are

destroyed, you drop through to the

chamber below, which is not necessarily

the last room you were in.

Unlike the original Shamus. Case II

has a pause feature. This should help

you significantly in the preparation of a

map of the Shadow's lair. Pressing the

spacebar allows you to see the progress

you have made by showing your current

position and the rooms which have been

successfully explored.

Shamus: Case II is really more of a

shoot-'em-up than an adventure game.

The addition of the multiple rooms and

levels does add to the overall effect

though, making it more than just another

twitch game. The sound and graphics are

appealing, making this a worthwhile

addition to your game library.
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Pole Position

This is the game I have been waiting

for. I first saw the home version of Pole

Position at the Consumer Electronics

Show in June 1983 on the Atari 5200

game machine. I knew that inevitably it

would make the transition to the

computer so I waited patiently. Now, it

is here.

The Atari computer version of Pole

Position is much like the arcade version

upon which I originally became hooked.

The major differences are that there is

no female voice announcing "Prepare to

Qualify," and the billboards spaced

along the race track lack advertising

messages. The billboards on the arcade

version with the Atari logo and adver-

tisements for Centipede and Dig Dug
added to the cuteness coefficient of the

game but their absence is not a serious

flaw. Also, control of your Formula 1

race car is via joystick rather than a

steering wheel.

As the game begins, a blimp passes

June 1 984 * Creative Computing

Pole Position

across your view towing a sign that

reads, "Prepare to qualify." The musical

fanfare "Thrill of Victory, Agony of De-

feat" is heard and you are

is used to move your car

Forward and back selects

off. A joystick

left and right,

low and high
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Acomputerized instructional
systemso advanced if11 actually

teachyourkids 2+2=4.
j^t Screenplay^1 we use a

, high level of computer-
ized sophistication to reduce
the complexities of math
to child's play.

Playful Professor™ makes
a game out of learning addi-
tion, subtraction, division

and multiplication. After a
correct answer, players are
rewarded by moving closer
to the golden key inside the
castle. Whoever escapes from
the castle by unlocking the
door is the winner.

After an incorrect answer
our professor uses chalk and
a blackboard to work the
problem through.
Step by step, he gives

will helpthem with the math
taught in all grades of
elementary school.

You can enjoy Playful
Professor™ with your family
too.There are several different
skill levels so you can partici-

pate at a harder level than
your children while spending
productive, quality time
with them.

The Professor works an incorrect answer through step by step so
your kids can easilyfollow along.

a simple explanation to

every problem from
adding one-digit

numbers to working

/

The Professor uses colorful graphics to provide
children with an identifiable illustration to con-
vey an abstract idea.

with fractions. There are

also drills your
children can do
at theirown speed

Because the

professor can
advance through

higher skill levels as

Aftereach correct answera player moves closer

to capturing the key from theghost and leaving

the castle a winner.

fromPlayful Professor

Screenplay™
If you're trying to figure

out the best way to teach
your kids math, the answer

your children's math is as simple as 2+2 =4.
ability improves, » CCfOOfinlCllf

Bax3S58. Chapel Hill\C27514 800334 5470

TM
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Visit US *CESBoo<h#S327

' • • • • # M
• • • • • n*

Playful Professor runs in 4f<K<m the Atari

and Commodore 64 computers. Set yourlocal
'ire dealer. $29.96

Allgamesandgame lilies are registered

trademarks ofScreenplay.

Actualphotographsfrom Commodore 64.
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SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: Pole Position

Type: Driving game

System: Aturi

Formal: Cartridge

Summary: The best driving game on

the market.

Price: $49.95

Manufacturer:

Atari

1265 Borregas Ave.

Sunnyvale. CA 94086

(408) 745-2000

gear, and the button is your brake. A
paddle controller would be much easier

to use and more natural, but you soon

get used to the joystick.

You have 73 seconds to complete the

lap and qualify for the race. Depending

upon how well you do, you are placed at

the starting line with seven other cars.

The coveted position of first, also known

as the Pole Position, is reserved for play-

ers with a qualifying time of less than

58.5 seconds. I have yet to attain any-

thing better than a starting position of

third.

The "Christmas tree" starting lights

signal the beginning of the race, and

your goal is to complete the circuit in

the shortest time. As you pass other

cars, you can hear the roar of their en-

gines and rack up bonus points. How-

ever, taking a turn too fast will result in,

at best, loss of valuable time as you spin

out into the grassy area. At worst, you

may hit a billboard or another race car

and end up as a fireball. A hint for you

"lead foots": when going around the

corners, quickly downshift and then up-

shift again to reduce your speed slightly.

Then, just barely move the joystick in

the direction you want to turn. A nudge

is all it takes.

As you tear around the course, the

graphics provide an effect that closely

resembles the feel of driving a race car.

Clouds move across the sky; the back-

ground scenery changes; and a pic-

turesque view of Mount Fuji is seen. Do
not let the colorful graphics distract you.

Intense concentration is needed to drive

at your very best.

If you complete the first race lap in

the time allotted you earn extended play.

Forty-five seconds are added to your

time, and you may continue the race.

You gain additional time for each lap

you complete, and you can continue to

race as long as you have unused time.

Finally, you see the checkered flags, and
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the race is over.

The sound effects as you race around

the course and up and downshift are

excellent. And, of course, the graphics

are sensational. Pole Position for the

Atari computers is a winner. I give Pole

Position the pole position for computer

race games.
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Starbowl Football

There is good news for Atari com-

puter owners who are also football fans.

Gamestar, makers of the excellent Star

League Baseball game, now has a com-

puter football game. Called Starbowl

Football, and written by Dan Ugrin and

Scott Orr, this is probably the best foot-

ball adaptation yet for the Atari

computer.
One complaint I have with other com-

puter football games is that there is no

provision to play solo against the com-

puter. Normally, that is not a big prob-

lem, but sometimes a human opponent

just cannot be found. Now, thanks to

Starbowl Football. I can play a leisurely

game against the computer anytime I

want. This not only lets me enjoy a grid-

iron conflict in the privacy of my own
home but it allows me to get some prac-

SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: Starbowl Football

Type: Sports game

System: Atari

Authors: Dan Ugrin and Scott Orr

Format: Disk and cassette

Language: Machine language

Summary: NFL action on the Atari.

Price: $31.95

Manufacturer:
Gamestar
1302 State St.

Santa Barbara, CA 93101

(805) 963-3487

tice sessions under my belt for when I go

head to head against another human.

First, let me give you the stats on the

game. It features excellent scrolling

graphics and a full 100-yard field. The
smooth scrolling of the playfield back

and forth to follow the action resembles

that of a panning television camera from

high atop the stadium in the press box.

G0B0NG0SS
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Now. . . Draw On Your Imagination

Koala Technologies

800-KOA-BEAR

Introducing The Gibson Light Pen System.

The link between mind and machine has arrived Suddenly you re free ... free
to translate your every thought into professional quality computer graphics

.

just by touching your screen.

The Gibson Light Pen System software features icon menus that offer easy
access to powerful graphics tools such as symbol libraries, geometric shapes,
mirror-imaging, magnification and complete color and pattern editing. Even
if you re not a graphic artist, you can design, diagram and draw with precision
at high-speed, in high-resolution, and in full-color, right on your screen

COMPLETE WITH FIVE SOFTWARE SYSTEMS TO MAXIMIZE
YOUR CREATIVE OPTIONS
The Gibson Light Pen System comes complete with all you need to draw,
paint, design, score music and learn animation.

DRAWFREEHANDWITH PENPAINTER
A full range of drawing tools, shapes, patterns and colors to draw or paint
virtually anything on your screen.

DESIGN PRECISION DIAGRAMS WITH PENDESIGNER
Turn your computer into your own graphic design studio A complete selection
of templates make perfect business and architectural diagrams, technical
drawings and engineering schematics a snap.

CREATE COMPUTERIZED ANIMATION WITH PENANIMATOR
All that you need to learn the basics of animation. Develop your own animation
sequences, and bring your screen to life.

COMPOSE MUSIC WITH PENMUSICIAN
Score computerized melodies with incredible ease at the touch of your pen

CREATE YOUR OWN LIGHT PEN APPLICATIONS WITH THE PENTRAK
LANGUAGE SYSTEM.
Take advantage of the software features, and customize your own light pen
programs.

NOW AVAILABLE FOR THE APPLE II SERIES
Coming soon for the IBM PC and PC|r

H.—1 SIMS PHOI III

A tf :

Tvv-v-

The Gibson Light Pen System
Touch the Magic of Light
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You call each of your own plays from a

variety of 132 offensive and 54 defensive

play alternatives. Many of the features of

football, such as fumbles, off sides, and

pass interference, are built into the

game.
This game has class. At the start of

the game, all of the players line up as the

National Anthem is played. Next, they

line up for the opening kickoff. There

are six men per team. The defense has a

top and bottom cornerback, three defen-

sive linemen, and a free safety. The of-

fense consists of a top and bottom

receiver, three offensive linemen, and the

quarterback. Player 1 always kicks off at

the beginning of the game. Player 2 or

the computer, kicks off to start the

second half.

After the ball is kicked, the field

scrolls in the direction of play. The kick

returner catches the ball and turns black

to indicate that he has possession of the

ball. The offense maneuvers the ball car-

rier up the field until he steps out of

bounds or is tackled. At that point the

whistle blows, and the clock stops.

The offensive player has full control of

the quarterback and can program him
for four pass patterns: fly, square out,

slant in, and screen. Only one of the

receivers can catch the pass, and this eli-

gible receiver must have been chosen be-

fore the play. Although passing is more
fun, a good run can earn a half dozen

yards for the quarterback. Four blocking

assignments can be made: sweep top,

pass protect, sweep bottom, and tarp

middle. Pass patterns and blocking

assignments are made with the joystick.
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Siarbowl Football

The defense directly controls the free

safety. The pass coverage of both corner-

backs and the rushing assignments of the

defensive line are also programmed with

the joystick. On a rushing play, the com-

puter automatically sends the pass

defenders after the ball carrier. If the

ball crosses the path of the free safety, an

interception may be attempted by press-

ing the joystick button.

During the huddle, the scoreboard is

displayed showing all of the necessary

information needed for play. Quarter,

down, yards to go, ball possession, and

score are clearly indicated. The game
clock, 30-second play clock, and number
of remaining time outs are also dis-

played. All of this information is there

when it is needed and presented clearly.

Starbowl Football provides good foot-

ball payability. The outcome of each

game depends upon the abilities of the

players rather than on chance. The only

criticism I have of the game is that the

computer opponent is so good. My loss

record against the computer rivals that

of the New York Giants. But with prac-

tice and a lot of patience you may be

able to send your video squad to the Su-

per Bowl. And if you can beat the com-
puter by 14 points and document it,

Gamestar will sign you up for the

Starbowl Allstars. Good luck; you will

need it. B
CIRCLE 416 ON READER SERVICE CARO

Real arcade action and graphics.

That's what you get when you play Congo Bongo

on your Apple II , He or IBM PC. And you get it at home.

Also available for these systems - and just as

exciting- are Zaxxon',™ Buck Rogers'," Planet of

Zoom, and Star Trek.

Now if you enjoyed this hands-on experience

of a Sega game, wait till you play them for real.

You'll find nothing can touch them.
©1984 SEGA Enterprises. Inc SEGA is a rrRislrred trademark of Srp BJ B HO. and Congo t <

air trademark.* of Se^a FnterpriM-v In* Mar Trek is a trademark of Paramount Puiurrs Corporation Bock * >,

trademark of the Dilk- Family Trust ' Zaxion available only fc* IBM PC

Mm/k
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Academic Therapy
Publications

Addison Wesley
Publishing Co.

Allyn ft Bacon, Inc.

Gessler Publishing
Co. Inc.

Micro Educational
Systems. Inc.

Scholastic
Scholastic Inc.

American College
Testing Program

American Guidance
Service

r- COMPUTER
£1 SCIENCE

' PRESS

Computer Science
Press, Inc.

GLENCOE
PUBLISHING
COMPANY

Glencoe Publishing
Company

Midwest Publications
Company, Inc.

®

Science Research
Associates, Inc.

Harper and Row
Publishers, Inc.

D.C. Heath and Company

iw\

MODERN
CURRICULUM

PRESS

NEW CENTURY*

EDICATION

CORWRATION

Modern Curriculum
Press. Inc.

New Century
Education Corp.

Scott. Foresman and
Company

SILVER
BURDETT
COMPANY

Silver Burdett Company

EDL
A Division of

Arista

Corporation

EDL
A Division of Arista Corp.

Society for Visual
Education, Inc.

A Company Is Known By
Radio Shack is currently working in co-

operation with over fifty major educational
publishing firms—and the list keeps grow-
ing. In order to meet our commitment to
education, we support these publishers in

the development of courseware for our
TRS-80®— the most widely-used microcom-
puter for classroom instruction.

Through our relationships with these
companies, we have established as our

common goal the need to provide excel-

lence in home, classroom and administra-

tive software. We support an extensive
development effort to provide quality soft-

ware at all levels— from elementary
through university, in a wide range of

educational applications.

At Radio Shack, we're proud of the com-
pany we keep. And we're very earnest in

our commitment to education.



Houghton
Mifflin

Houghton Mifflin Company

Peterson's
Guides

Peterson's Guides

South-western
Publishing Co.

Sunburst
Communications. Inc.

Teaching Pathways, Inc. Wadsworth Electronic
Publishing Company

Walt Disney Productions

The Company It Keep
If you're serious about the quality soft-

ware needed for successful instruction us-

ing computers in the classroom, call your

Radio Shack Regional Educational Coordi-

nator for more information.

For the name of the full-time Regional
Educational Coordinator in your area, call

Radio Shack's Education Division at
800-433-5682, toll-free. In Texas, call

800-772-8538.

r

Radio /hack
The Name in Classroom Computing

"

A DIVISION 01 TANDY < ORPOK I

For more information about Radio Shack
educational products and services, mail to:

Radio Shack. Dept. 84-A-243
300 One Tandy Center. Fort Worth. Texas 76102

CITY

II 1 I l-IIOM .

"\
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HOME 3
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Editorial Espionage Reveals the
Perils and Pleasures of

Buying A Personal Computer

Betsy Staples and John J. Anderson

It is two weeks before Christmas.
Activity in the department store is

frenetic. As we stroll through the
camera/computer/electronic keyboard
department, we overhear a salesman
trying desperately to sell one of the
discontinued Tl 99/4A computers with
which he is undoubtedly afraid he will

soon be stuck. Let s listen to the rest

of the conversation.

Customer (indicating a Commodore
64): What about that one over there?
Salesman: Well, that one is all right

too, but with this one you get what we

call "software. " You see, the cartridge

plugs right in this slot here. With that

one you need a disk drive becauseyou
have to writeyour own programs. And
that's expensive. With this one you
don V need anything else...

Horrified, we are unable to remain
silent as one of ourfellowmen is led to

the slaughter. We interrupt:

CC (indicating cartridge slot ofC64):
If this computer doesn 't use cartridges,

what is this for?
Salesman (confidently): Oh, that's

for add-ons. But let me showyou ...

That was the moment at which the idea
for this article was conceived. How many
innocent neocomputerists were making
important and expensive decisions based
on false information? How many salesmen
were as ignorant or unscrupulous as the
one we had overheard? We thought times
had changed since our first Mystery
Shopper article in the spring of 1979, but
perhaps they hadn't. We had to know.
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So, one day in March between snow-
storms, we disguised ourselves (not too
cleverly) as a young suburban couple in

search of the ideal computer. We were
Andy and Betty Johnson, parents of two
bright young children (we had to say they
were bright or the salesmen would have
become suspicious), Timothy, age 10, and
Pennington, age 5. Andy, we decided,
would be a marketing executive at a large

HD**'

communications company in the area, and
Betty would be a freelance writer. We
wanted a computer that could handle
serious word processing, spreadsheet
analysis, and educational programs.

Prodigious Information at Prodigy
Our first stop was Prodigy Computer

Center in East Hanover, NJ. We walked
in the door and barely had time to pick
out "The quick brown fox..." on an IBM
PC keyboard before a salesman was upon
us. "Hi, folks. What can I do for you?"
Somewhat timidly, since we were newly-

weds, we stammered, "we think we're
looking for a computer, but we don't really

know what kind."

He took the bait: "Well, first of all, my
name is Danny. Welcome to our store."

He told us that computers were becoming
"a way of life— almost a necessity these
days."

Then he made the statement that we
had heard ourselves utter so many hundreds
of times over the years: "First of all you
narrow your choices by deciding on your
applications, and then you narrow it further
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by deciding on your price range." We
listed our proposed applications, starting

with word processing.

"There are various levels of word pro-

cessing." Danny explained. "You can buy

a complete word processing setup for as

little as $2500 or you can buy one for

$6000. Obviously, there's a difference..."

Andy blanched convincingly. "$6000 is

out-right out of the ballpark. We're talking

$2500 to $3000 max."

"Ok. then, what else do you want to

do?" asked Danny, undaunted.

We told him that educational appli-

cations were a high priority.

"It's very important that I know that

kind of stuff, because there are machines

that don't have that kind of software.

Like the IBM PC has very little, where

the Apple He has thousands and thousands

of educational software packages.

"It's a very fine machine simply because

there is so much available for it. You can

tailor the machine for your needs; you

can get a package for anything from dog

grooming to sheep herding. Half the stuff

you see around here is Apple software.
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And it's a very expandable machine. Let's

take a look at it."

We walked over to the Apple, which

was displaying a syntax error, and Danny

launched into a balanced discussion of

printers and convinced us that we needed

neither letter quality nor friction feed.

"You're talking about a one-drive system

with a printer for about $2000."

"Do we need two disk drives'.'" Andy
asked.
"Some applications require two drives,

but word processing and spreadsheets you

can do with just one. However, your

optimum system is this right here. It's a

two-drive system with 128K and a monitor

for $1795. Then you would just tack on

whatever kind of printer you wanted and

your word processing and spreadsheet pro-

grams. It would be just about $3000 with

software."

We asked about the future of the Apple

and gave Danny a chance to steer us to

IBM by saying that we had heard that the

educational software situation was

changing. He wouldn't bite.

"It's a $5000 machine. There just aren't

that many of them in the home. It isn't

the thrust of the machine."

"What about the baby IBM?" we in-

quired.

"Well, that machine really isn't geared

for word processing." he answered. "If

you know how to type, you'll go berserk

with that thing."

"What about the new Apple" we asked,

feeling ornery. "Isn't that going to replace

the He? Everybody seems to be going

crazy about that machine."

Patiently. Danny walked us over to the

Macintosh and gave us an impressive demo.

"The only flaw with this machine is that

there is no educational software and

probably will not be for a while. Again,

the thrust of this machine is the business

market."

We discussed at length the possibility

of buying a Mac for Dad and "something

really cheap" for the kids, but came back

to the idea of one computer to do every-

thing—an Apple He to do everything.

"Yes. but this seems light years ahead

of the He," Andy lamented.

it's light years ahead of everything
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HOME 3
else we have in the store, but you have to
sit down and say 'Well, right now all I can
do is graphics and word processing and
Multiplan.'

"

"But I'm really taken with this machine;
we're going to have to give this some
thought," Andy said.

"You're about to say 'the heck with the
kids,' aren't you?" asked Betty in an ac-
cusatory tone.

"I sure am," he muttered. "We're going
to have to get back to you on this, Danny."

Poor Pitiful Paul
Across the road at a Radio Shack

Computer Center we made the acquaint-
ance of Paul, a young salesman with a
scraggly mustache and gravy stains on his

tie.

Again— this time with a great deal more
confidence— we described our needs.
Deftly sidestepping the question of edu-
cational software for a five-year-old, Paul
led us to a TRS-80 Model 4.

"Now, you mentioned VisiCalc. which
is why I showed you this machine. This is

more or less the most compact machine
that will run all the applications you've
talked about, and it happens to be on sale

this month— I'm on page 22 of the cata-
log-for $1799.

"There is also a one-disk version. As
far as the applications you men-
tioned—word processing and spread-
sheet—those will all run on one disk. The
second disk is nice to have for making
backups."

We talked a little more about our needs,
establishing firmly in everyone's mind that

while our computer was not going to be
used in an office, we did not want to buy
a toy. We reminded Paul that one of our
priorities was educational software for our
youngsters.

"Let me treat the kids first, then," he
volunteered. "The real avenue to go with
kids—what they teach them in school— is

the programming language called Basic,

and this machine runs Basic. We have
some pre-programmed Basic courses that
run on this machine. Also there are lots

of books, and we have classes here.

"But for word processing, you don't
have to know any programming. The word
processing package is called SuperScripsii.

"

Paul then turned on the Model 4 and,
after a few false starts, loaded SuperScripsii
from the Winchester drive. He went quickly
through the startup procedures and then
called up his demo document, which was
set up in two-column format. We noted
that at no time did he offer to demon-
strate the editing features of SuperScripsii.

"Now let's print this out," said Paul,
leaning over to turn on the attached printer.

As the printer hummed away, Paul assured
us that we could learn word processing in

"an evening or two."

Then, suddenly, the demo fell apart.
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The printer paper had been loaded in-

correctly, and Paul's tidy columns were
printing on top of each other and totally

out of alignment.

Trying to regain his composure, Paul
assured us that the source of the problem
was that the last person to use the printer

had adjusted the tractors improperly.
"Anyway," he continued, "the purpose

of that particular document was to show

"Anyway, the purpose
of that particular
demo was to show
how it scrolls back
up to the top of the
page and prints the

second column— which
it didn't do.

"

how it scrolls back up to the top of the
page and prints the second column— which
it didn't do."

Paul decided to cut his word processing
losses, and shifted the discussion to spread-
sheets, pointing out that there were two
available for the Model 4.

"Multiplan," he told us, "includes quite
a few improvements over VisiCalc." He
went on to build a convincing case for the
superiority of Multiplan over VisiCalc in

terms of user-friendliness, which, he
allowed, did result in a slight loss of speed
when compared to VisiCalc.

Our discussion of speed and user-
friendliness led us naturally to Betty's
request that Paul compare the Model 4
with the Apple He.

"I don't know the Apple II that well,"

responded Paul, with a great deal less em-
barrassment than was warranted.

Andy told him that we had just looked
at one, and that it was in the same price

range as the Radio Shack machine.
"Yeah, this machine is our entry in that

market, for sure." said Paul hesitantly.

"The Apple has external drives, if I'm not
mistaken. It's all one unit, right? You
have the monitor on there and everything,"

he stammered, missing a perfect oppor-
tunity to offer a comparison of the 40-

column Apple screen with the 80 columns
standard on the Model 4.

Regaining his composure again, Paul
redeemed himself by reiterating the all

important consideration: "When comparing
computers, the most important thing is to

look at the software."

But he floundered again when he sug-

gested that "from a strictly technological

standpoint, they are compatible machines.
How much memory comes standard on
the Apple?" 64K, we told him.

Dropping that subject instantly, he
moved on to a discussion of "RS-232, a
port for communicating with other com-
puters, either by the phone or hardwired.
I don't remember if the Apple has RS-232
standard; I think it's an add-on. In the

case of this computer, if you buy the two-
drive system, it is included. With the one-
drive system, it is a $100 add-on."
Changing gears again, Paul reiterated

the importance of software. Andy re-

sponded by mentioning the large number
of educational packages available for the

Apple.

Paul opened the catalog to a page of

game software, and pointed out that "this

is probably not what you mean by edu-
cational software." We agreed.

Fumbling through a few pages of the
catalog, he came at last to the education
section and noted that much of what we
saw advertised there was intended to be
used in the classroom. Betty pointed out
some Sesame Street programs that she
thought would be good for little Penny.
Paul agreed, and then noticed that those
packages were available only for the Color
Computer. "Why don't you just take the

catalog home and study it," he suggested.
Another quick change of topic and we

were listening to the virtues of Radio Shack
service. "I don't know much about Apple's
marketing," he admitted, "but when you
buy a Radio Shack product and Radio
Shack software and a Radio Shack printer,

we owe for the life of the equip-
ment—which is esentially forever— to help
you with it; to answer questions, be they
about malfunctions, which doesn't happen
often, or just user problems.

"With the Apple, you're buying an Apple
computer, an Okidata printer, and your
software comes from So and So Software
Associates in Palo Alto, CA. When you
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Put yourself in the pilots seat of a Piper 181 Cherokee Archer tor an awe-inspirlring flight over realistic scenei

awaw iy iaiii

i if you've never flown before. When you think you re ready, you can play the World War I Ace aerial battle

areas avaMab.e user-variab.e weather, from clear blue skies to grey cloudy conditions - complete flight

fnstrumentation . VOR, ILS, ADF, and DME radio equipped navigationMIHtaind course plotting - World

War I Ace aerial battle game complete information manual and flight handbook.

See your dealer
Visa accepted.

Order Line: 800 / 637-4983

*uM0GIC
Corporation
713 Edgebrook Drive
Champaign IL 61820
(217) 359-8482Telex: 206995
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Now you can build a library of programs for your
Apple at a fraction of the usual cost

Each issue of A+Disk
Magazine provides you
with up to 8 programs for
as little as $3.00 each.

Af DISK MAGAZINE is making it

easier than ever before to build a
library ofcomputer software for
your Apple II series microcomputer.
Because now you can save over $60
on the programs you need to
expand the use ofyour personal
computer. Issue after issue.
A+DISK MAGAZINE gives you

business and finance aids, utilities,

subroutines, games, home and
personal applications ... all for as
little as $3 per program.

And when you consider that
many oftoday's most popular
programs sell for $50, $60, $80
and more, your savings can be
enormous . . . much more than the
cost ofyour subscription to A+ DISK
MAGAZINE.

Alongwith yoursubscription to
A+ DISK MAGAZINE, you'll receive
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up to 8 thoroughly-tested, ready-

to-run programs and files on a

floppy disk. Complete with compre-
hensive, illustrated User Manual,
A+ DISK MAGAZINE is easy

efficient, and very economical.

Here'sjust a sampling ofwhat

you can expect in every issue:

Programming tools: Create

cross-reference listings for your

BASIC programs. Use your text edi-

tor on your BASIC programs.

Convert data between BASIC and
V1SICALC* formats.

Business and finance aids:

Compute loan payment tables.

Calculate the Present Value and
Internal RateofReturn foryour

investments. VISICALC templates

for Real Estate, Lease/Purchase

and Tax Shelter analysis. Create

advanced pie, barand line chart

graphics.

Home/personal applica-
tions: Whether you need your

own income tax return helper . .

.

a personal cash flow analyzer . .

.

a speed reading trainer. . . proven

ways to maintain a mai ling list ... or

SAT test preparation aids, A+ DISK
MAGAZINE has it all.

Utilities and diagnostics:

A+ DISK MAGAZINE shows you

how to use your Apple to simulate

a conversational terminal with

control ofdisk or printer logging . .

.

print graphics, screen images on
your printer . . . backup, copy, delete,

un-delete or type files with simple

menu commands . . . plus more.

Data files: From tax tables, to

population statistics, from dictio-

naries to economic times series,

A+ DISK MAGAZINE involves you

as never before.

Games: Adventures! Strategies!

Test yourskill, intelligence and luck.

The latest software
developments at your
fingertips for a fraction of
the cost.

There's no need to type listings into

your computer. With A+ DISK
MAGAZINE, all you do is boot the

disk and go! The accompanying
User Manual explains everything in

clear, easy-to-understand terms. So
you'll be able to run the programs as

soon as you receive you r fi rst issue

ofA+ DISK MAGAZINE.

Subscribe to
A+Disk magazine and
save over $60
with this

Introductory Offer!

i
AtdTsk

"

magazine
IRQ Box 5925

Cherry Hill. NJ 08034

|

yPQ Please accept
I Ev mv subscription

I to A+DISK MAGAZINE for:

Name

rogram Submissions

Ifyou wish to submit a program for

inclusion in future issues, please

write to: A+ DISK MAGAZINE,
Author Submissions, One Park

Avenue, New York, N.Y 10016.

Guarantee
• All programs are fully tested and
guaranteed to run. Damaged or

faulty disks will be replaced at no
charge.

• Ifyou wish to cancel a subscrip-

tion, simply return the most recent

disk in its sealed package and you
will receivea full refund forth is

copy and all unmailcd issues.

Product Specifications
Programs will run on Apple II

series computers using Apple DOS
3.3 and require a minimum of48K.
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HOME
have a problem, you dial area code Cali-

fornia; you get 'I'm sorry, all our lines are
busy...'

"

He went on to describe the service facili-

ties at his store, which included not only
himself, but a full-time customer service
representative "whose job it is just to

support technical and software questions.

And if he can't answer your question, he,

then, makes the long distance call for

you."

After a brief digression during which
we learned that the Model 100 was de-

finitely not for us, Paul asked us to have a
look at a printer that would be better
suited to our needs than the long-carriage

model attached to the Model 4.

"And besides, this one eats paper,"
quipped Betty.

"No, no! Let me 'explain again what
happened," said Paul with a note of hysteria

in his voice.

He did explain again the problems of

two-column printing and then offered to

show us a sample of the word processing

mode print of a smaller dot matrix unit.

But after much fussing with paper and
producing something that resemble a moire

pattern, Paul blamed the same gremlin

who had foiled his earlier demo, and we
said we could discuss printers another
day.

After we purchased some batteries to

power our hidden tape recorder, Paul gave
us a business card with the name Peter

Olson crossed out in pen and Paul White
written in below.

"I'm Paul. If you have any questions..."

"You're not Peter Olson?" interrupted

Betty.

"No, I'm not. For some reason he rates

cards because he's not here, and I don't

because I am."
As we were walking out the door, we

noticed and commented on a package
containing a TRS-80 Color Mouse. It was
then that Paul made his only meaningful

comment on his competition.

He implied that mice are highly overrated

and asked if we had seen the Macintosh.

Andy's eyes misted over as his sighed,

"Yes. Prodigy had one."

"Well, if you're going to do a lot of

typing, think about having to take your

hands off the keyboard to move the cursor

around."

We hadn't thought about that, and when
we did, the Macintosh lost some of its

appeal.

Paul closed by reminding us that we
would certainly want to make our decision

by the 31st of the month so we could take

advantage of the sale on the Model 4. We
assured him that we would.

K-Mart Marvin TeUs It Like It Is
Slightly disappointed that we had not

yet been given any really bad advice, we
pushed on to our local K-Mart where
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some people will think we got the best

advice of the day.

We sauntered up to a working TI 99/4A,
and Andy asked "Can we get a terrific

buy on this?"

"It's not for sale," grumbled K-Mart
Marvin from behind the counter. "This is

used for demonstration of software. It's

the last of the Mohicans. But Texas In-

struments is considering reinstating their

product."

"You're kidding!" we chorused.

"I wouldn't lie to you, sir. Maybe, per-

haps an improved version or a little more
professional. It was one of the best of the

home computers."

"7/i/s is used for

demonstration of
software. It's the iast

of the Mohicans.

"

"No kidding," said Andy, careful not to

give away his editorial status by flaunting

his vocabulary.

"Because, you see, if you are familiar

with economics, they have what is known
as the Peter Principle— people are pro-

moted up to their level of incompetence.
And they had it at Texas Instruments— in-

competence. They had a good product

and they didn't know how to handle it."

"Well, we are interested in buying a

computer," said Betty, "If you won't sell

us that one, what else can you show us?"

"Let me tell you about all of them; by

the time I finish, you'll be in tears.

"Commodore products have 20 to 30

percent returns— you sell 100, 20 to 30

come back."

"Is that figure based on your own ex-

perience?" we asked.

"No, it was a Wall Street Journal survey
."

We asked how his experience corres-

ponded with that survey.

"Twenty to thirty out of a hundred— if

not even more. So you may get a good
one..."

"Do, we get to run through as many as

we need?" asked Andy with a grin.

"You get a 30-day guarantee. Some
people buy them, but after the guarantee

we don't know what happens. Because

most people— I would say 75 percent—buy

them on an impulse. They think they want
it and they don't know what they're buying."

"Is that us?" Andy asked Betty.

"Oh, I think we're convinced," she re-

plied. "We want one."

"Yes, we want one, but we don't know
what we want."

Marvin grabbed the bait and spit it out:

"I would bide my time, since there is no
immediate rush. There was a big demand
over the holidays, and they evaporated

most of the items they had in stock, so

now they are trying to get replacement

models for them.

"But I would say that as time goes on,

they'll gather a little dust, and they'll prob-

ably start giving rebates and discounts.

So I would bide my time; new models
come out all the time.

"I would get a better quality product if

I could. Why buy something for $200 and
have a headache when you get something

for $400 that's trouble free?

We asked about the Atari computers

that were running at the other end of the

counter.

From behind Marvin a woman who had

been engrossed with an adding machine
piped up. "Do you know how to compute
now?"

"No, we're just getting started. We want
to get a computer."

"I'm telling them about 20 to 30 percent

returns."

"But what about the Atari?" Betty in-

sisted.

"I think they are overpriced. We never

had too much success on the Atari," opined

the ever-optimistic Marv.

"The Atari doesn't even come with the

Basic language. You have to buy that. It

doesn't really have that much," volunteered

the woman, whose name badge we couldn't

read.

Having laid to rest any notions we might

have had about buying an Atari, Marvin
and the woman mused about the 99/4A
and speculated on the possibility that it

might be available at 47th Street Photo in

New York.
Trying to get the conversation back on

track, Andy asked about the price of the

Vic 20.

"$84.97. and $199.97 for the 64, but

you can't use all 64K of the memory,
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We've noticed that some words cause

PC owners extreme anxiety. Words like

"The disk drive blew. .
." "the data won't

come up on the screen . .
." and "The

printer won't print."

Well, the

next time

words like

that are

echoing in

your ears,

just ask
for Americare service from Xerox.

Unlike a lot of manufacturers and deal-
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ers, we don't restrict our repair service to

one select brand. Instead, we ser-

vice 22 of them, including 82
different models. From IBM
PCs to Quadram boards.

And from Amdek monitors

SESAr <«,. to Okidata printers.

Our technicians undergo intensive

training on the equipment we service.

In fact, they probably know as much
about servicing it as the people who
made it.

And they work fast, so in most cases

they can have your PC up and running
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again in 48 hours or less.

Of course, you can't get it back fast if

the parts aren't available. Which is why
we're downright obsessive about keeping

our parts department well stocked.

Americare has Xerox Service Centers

that provide you with a nationwide support

system. And to

make service even

easier, you can

reach us

through our
network of

over 3,000 authorized computer dealers.

Well.Mocked
purls departments

A nalitmnuli
support v\A/cm

In addition,

we offer a

choice of on-

site, depot or pick-up and delivery service.

Year-long service contracts or time and
materials service agreements are available.

So call 800-238-2300 for the Americare

dealer nearest you.

It's the first thing to do when you're

looking for the last word in service.
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HOME 1}
because when you use the accessories it

uses up about 32 of the K out of the M."
"Well, thanks for your advice," Andy

said. I guess well wait a while."
"Take my advice." said Marvin, "spend

the money on yourselves."

"But they want to compute," wailed
the woman from the background.

"No. no. Thev don't need it," said Marvin,
raising his voice for the first time in 15
minutes.

Leaving the salespeople to squabble in

peace, we slipped into the crowd of It-

Mart shoppers and bolted for the door.

Adam and Steve
Our next stop was Bamberger's, a local

department store chain. At the store in

Livingston Mall, we found computers
adjacent to the portable typewriter counter.
We saw a Pet 64, a Commodore 64,

and a Coleco Adam— the only one we
saw in our travels. There was a poster
extolling the virtues of Atari computers,
but there was no Atari in sight.

Nor was there a salesman in sight. So
we tried to attract attention by turning on
the Adam and typing on the platen by
pressing the numbers on the keypad. The
condition of the platen told us that we
were not the first shoppers to while away
the hours in this manner, but the sales

staff remained unconcerned.
After 10 minutes of fussing with the

Adam and the 64 trying not to look as if

we knew anything about them, and listening

to a dozen kids play "The Entertainer"
with varying degrees of lack of skill on
the nearby Casio keyboards, we went to

the typewriter counter and asked if anyone
could tell us something about computers.

"That would be Steve," replied the only

salesman in sight. "He just stepped away.
He'll be right back."

Ten minutes later, we still had seen no
sign of Steve, so we headed for greener
pastures around the corner at Bamberger's
full fledged Computer Center.

There we met Norm to whom we told

our by now very well rehearsed life story,

and asked for his advice.

He wasted no time in ushering us to an
Epson QX-10— the first we had seen that

day.

A man of few words. Norm rattled off

the features of the QX-10 and told us we
could have it all for $2995.

"That would take care of what you
want to use it for, except, of course, for

buying educational software and a spread-
sheet for it."

"Is there much educational software
for it?" asked Betty.

"It's just starting to come through now.
We have a shipment of Acorn educational
software coming that should be here today.
But for $2995 you get all that, so it's really

the best dollar value."

Eyes misty again, Andy interrupted, "I
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can get a Mac for $2995."

"With the Mac for $2995, you get a
portable, much smaller screen, one disk
drive, and 128K of memory. You also get
Mac Write and MacPaint, but no edu-
cational software. And I couldn't sell you
a Mac for another eight weeks.
"The thing about the QX-10 is that it

comes with a lot of power. It's expandable:
you can buy in the next couple weeks the
IBM expansion board that will enable it

"It's fine, I guess,
for kids, to do

educational stuff.

But not for word
processing just because

the keyboard
is horrendous.

"

to run IBM software for $395.

"Every Epson customer I have is waiting

for that board to come in. Because I think

this hardware is much better than the

IBM."
We asked about the printer that would

come with the Epson, and Norm led us
over to an MX-80FT that was hooked up
to a PCjr.

"I guess we don't want one of these,"

said Andy pointing to the jr.

"I don't recommend the PCjr to any-
body. The only people I have sold PCjrs
to are people who come in and say speci-

fically, "I want to buy a PCjr." If I have to

recommend something, I don't recommend
the PCjr. It's a very difficult machine to

make good use of.

"It's fine, I guess, for kids, to do edu-

cational stuff. But not for word processing

just because the keyboard is horrendous.

"And it will never go past one drive.

And it will never go past 128K. And it's

still expensive. You don't get Basic; you
don't get the disk operating system. If

you want to hook it up to your TV set, it

will cost you $1500 just to walk out of
here."

Getting back to the business at hand,
Betty asked Norm to compare the QX-10
to the Apple He.

"The QX-10 is a much more powerful
machine; the He has more software avail-

able for it. But, of course, with the IBM
expansion board for the QX-10, you have
all the educational software for the IBM
available."

We asked Norm about the Adam we
had seen outside. He said that he thought
that Coleco had solved the problems that

had originally beset the Adam, but that

now the problem was software. "They
have absolutely nothing available today,

and they're talking a couple of months
before the next software package comes
out for it."

As we walked over to the counter to

collect a packet of literature Norm had
for us, we asked what word processing

program he would recommend for the

Apple. He thought PFS: Write and Apple-
writer II were the best choices for our
needs.

We collected our literature and left the

relative calm of the Computer Center to

continue waiting for Steve. After another
10 minutes, we concluded that Steve's

last name was probably Godot and left.

Several days later, we returned to Steve's

corner of Bamberger's to find that the

Coleco Adam had joined Steve in Never
Never Land. The stand was still there, but

nothing had been brought in to take its

place. This time we didn't bother to wait

for Steve.

Computers: Games or Gadgets?
Just outside of Bamberger's on the main

level of the Mall, we noticed Games and
Gadgets, a small video store. They had
Commodore and Atari computers on dis-

play along with game systems and vast

quantities of game software.

We entered and once again told our
story to the saleswoman. We asked for
her recommendation.

"I'm personally using a Commodore 64."

"And doing all those things?" Andy asked
incredulously.

"Yes, I have a Bank Street Writer pro-

gram that does just about everything you
want. And my kids play games on it—just
about every game you could want is avail-

able for the Commodore 64.

"There is a spreadsheet for it, but I

don't use it, so I don't know much about
it."
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HOME
"We've heard some scary things about

the C64," said Andy.
"Like what?"
"Like they don't work."

"Some don't; some do. But anything
electronic is that way. If it doesn't work,
you bring it back and get another one.
"The Ataris are good, but they are lim-

ited, because the Basic language in Atari
is more different than Basic in the Com-
modore 64. I taught myself Basic on the
Commodore 64, so it's fairly easy to learn.

It's fairly sturdy; the kids don't seem to

be able to do too much to it..."

We asked about the TI 99/4A that was
running nearby.

"If you can get your hands on one, it's a
good buy." she replied. "It's an excellent

computer— no question about it. The
problem with TI is that its language is

also very specific to TI and not easily

transferable to another computer.
"There is lots of software for it; lots of

people are now making software for it.

But Texas Instruments is no longer making
the computer.

"Somebody else is going to pick it up,

but no one has yet."

We seized on this bit of intelligence

and asked for clarification.

"Oh, yes. somebody is going to. Defin-

itely. No question about it. The patent
has already been sold, but we don't know
to who yet. And Texas Instruments right

now is sitting on three million chips for

software, so there's going to be plenty of

software."

We looked at printers for a moment
and remarked on the low prices of the

units on display. The saleswoman told us

that they did not carry expensive models
because they did not have that kind of

customer.

"If you really want to get sophisticated."

she said, "I'd say go to the IBM PC— not
the PCjr, the regular PC."
She closed by saying that her colleague,

who had been fidgeting with the C64 while

we talked, was very knowledgeable and
would be glad to answer our questions
when he was free.

Gem of a Salesman
Further on down the Mall we stumbled

into Gem Electronics, where we saw Atari

and Commodore computers in a glass

display case near the front of the store.

The price tags on the machines carried
the full list prices. We went over to the

cash register where the only two employees
in the store were standing and described
our needs.

One of the young men behind the

counter replied, "Well, the Commodore
has a couple of advantages, one of which
is cheaper hardware. For the word process-

ing, you will need a printer and disk drive,

and you'll save a little over $200 on the

hardware.
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"And the Commodore word processing

program is supposed to be excellent. It's

supposed to be one of the easiest to use.

"The advantage of the Atari is software

availability."

From the other end of the counter, his

colleague disagreed. "Actually, now it's

going the other way; there's more for the

Commodore."
"What about educational software?"

Betty asked. "Which one would have

"Either ComputerLand
has done one heck
of a sales job on that

woman, or she's using
the boxes for

Christmas tree
ornaments.

"

more?"
"Probably the Atari," he replied.

Silence fell between us, and after a few
moments of awkwardness, we thanked
him for his time and pushed on to Sears.

Seared at Sears
Like Bamberger's, Sears had its com-

puters on display alongside the typewriters

and cameras. There in the case, next to

the Polaroids and Canons, we saw Ataris,

Commodores, and a naked TI disk drive.

We engaged in an animated discussion

of the computers, hoping to attract the

attention of the overweight adolescent in

charge of the small section. When, how-
ever, after 10 minutes she had failed to so

much as acknowledge our presence, we

concluded that her commission on film

sales was larger than her commission on
computers and left.

ComputerLand #1 -Or Is It?

The ComputerLand in Morristown, NJ,

was the first ComputerLand franchise in

the nation. Creative Computing has been
doing business with them off and on for

years, and our experiences with them led

us to approach this last store on our journey

with something less than optimism. But

we hadn't been in the store for quite some
time, so maybe things had changed.

Before we even entered the store, we
noticed a woman with a car full of Compaq
computers. Every cubic inch of the car,

except for the driver's seat was occupied

by Compaq boxes. "Either ComputerLand
has done one heck of a sales job on that

woman, or she's using the boxes for

Christmas tree ornaments," joked a very

weary Andy.
Once inside, we realized that times really

had changed. Most of our differences with

ComputerLand had been over repairs and
nonrepairs of our Apples. Now the store

that we once suspected of having its interior

decoration done by the marketing de-

partment at Apple looked more like an
office automation center; Apple computers

were conspicuous only by their absence.

We ambled over to a Compaq, and
while we were admiring its sleek lines,

Kathy came over and asked if she could

help us.

"We think we want to buy a computer,

but we're not sure which one."

She scored big points by immediately

asking what we wanted to do with it and
refining our answers. Then she made her

recommendation: "I would suggest either

a PC or a Compaq; Compaq is the IBM
compatible."

"Is that what this lady is buying 20 of?"

asked Andy, pointing to the woman who
was trying to cram still more computers
in her car.

"They are for AT&T. They bought 200
of them."

For a moment it looked as if our decision

had been made for us. With a recommen-
dation like that, how could we consider

anything else? But we decided to see what
Kathy had to say about the various

machines in the store.

She described the Compaq with 256K,
two disk drives, and IBM compatibility,

"which means that any software that runs

on IBM will also run on the Compaq, and
as far as software goes, there is the most
out there for IBM."

"Including educational software?" asked

Betty, feeling like a broken record. "Some-

one told us that the most educational

software is available for the Apple."

"That might be true," answered Kathy,

"but there are literally hundreds of pack-

ages out there."
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Introducing the MTX512

Step into a new realm of microcom-

puter technology.

Where computers are housed in sleek

black metal cases. Computer languages

work in interactive harmony. And com-

puter owners finally move up

to a system they won^
outgrow.

Step into

the extraordinary

world of the

MTX512.

Interactive Software:
An MTX Exclusive
This is the way all micros should

perform. Interactively.

With the MTX, you can create and

manipulate programs using four different

languages in dynamic interaction, all

coordinated through the FRONT
PANEL DISPLAY. And the languages

housed in the MTX's 24K ROM will

satisfy the needs — and desires — of

both novice and highly advanced pro-

grammers. In addition to powerful

MTX BASIC and MTX GRAPHICS
languages, you get NODDY, an
11-command "easy learn" language, and

MTX ASSEMBLER, which enables

sophisticated programming in assembly

language.

Serious programmers will also

appreciate our ASSEMBLER/
DISASSEMBLER, tied to BASIC, which

gives them unprecedented display and
keyboard access to Z80 CPU storage

locations, memory and program.

64K to 512K USER RAM,
And So Much More
Never has so much performance been

designed into a single microcomputer.

With 64K user RAM, and expansion

capabilities that can take you up to

512K, the MTX is the perfect micro for a

wide range of applications.

Graphics capabilities? The MTX starts

off where other micros usually end up.

Delivering 16-color, 256 x 192 high

resolution graphics. In a format powered

by 32 easily movable, user-defined

sprites.

The MTX also gives you eight

definable windows, to operate in-

dependently or in tandem. And still

maintain full screen capabilities. We call

them Virtual Screens. You'll call them
extraordinary.

Far from ordinary as well are the built-

in systems outputs that come standard

on the MTX. The Centronics parallel

printer port. The two industry-standard

joystick ports. The uncommitted parallel

I/O port. The 2400 baud Cassette port.

Separate TV and Video Monitor ports.

The 4-channel sound hifi output. We've

even installed a ROM cartridge port for

Word Processing and other dedicated

programs.

Word Processing for $999
This is word processing the way it

should be. Quick. Easy. Professional. For

a limited time, you can purchase a

package that includes the MTX512; the

powerful NewWord™, word processing

ROM board; and the Memotech
DMX80 correspondence quality printer*.

An exceptional value!

A Computer That Grows
Into a System
The MTX was designed to grow, and

to keep on growing. With a full line of

Memotech system peripherals that will

answer your growing needs. The MTX's
Z80A processor, running at 4MHz,
enables you to expand into the MTX
hard disc, MTX Silicon and Floppy Disc

CP/M operated systems. Systems that

could provide up to 160 megabyte

storage capacity. That's power you might

one day need; considering that the MTX
can be used in an interactive com-
munications network (OXFORD
RING® ) linking up to 255 units.

Now, The Bottom Line
The more engineering you put into

designing a computer, the less it will cost

to produce. Which is why we can sell it

for $595**.

And why we can confidently back it

up with a full one-year warranty.

See the MTX512 at your computer

dealer now or contact Memotech
Corporation, 99 Cabot Street, Needham,
MA 02194; or phone (617) 449-6614.

MEMOTECH
CCDRPORATICDN

NewWoed™ is a trademark at NewStar Software Inc. CP/M is a trademark of Digital Research. Inc «DMX» suapmed retail price 1595 "Suggested retail price
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"But why would we buy the Compaq

instead of the IBM?" Andy wanted to
know.
"No reason," said Kathy, "unless the

portability means a lot." She went on to
explain the complexities of the IBM mono-
chrome and color monitors and the
necessity of deciding in advance whether
we wanted to do graphics on our machine.
We then spied the PCjr on the other

side of the store and asked whether it

would be reasonable to consider that.

"If you want a spreadsheet, that's prob-
ably out, and there's not that much software
available for it yet. The more you use a
computer, the more you discover that
you can do with it, and you just couldn't
do much with that. And a full blown PCjr
costs about $2900..."

"I thought it was $700," said Andy in-

credulously.

"Oh, that's the entry level system, which
would be fine for little kids or to play
games, but that's about it. If you're going
to spend $3000, spend another $500 or
$600 more and get a regular PC."
We then looked at the HP 150 with its

touch screen, and Kathy gave us a abbre-
viated demo, confessing that the machine
had been in the store for only a short time
and she was not very familiar with it. She
seemed to think that it was a good machine,
but she didn't try to push it.

As we made our way to the door, Kathy
whipped out two spec sheets— one for

the Compaq and one for the IBM PC.
The one for the Compaq was simple and
straightforward: $3595 for the computer
plus $595 for the printer for a total of
$4190. Then she went over the IBM laundry
list: $2104 for the 64K CPU with one disk
drive; $595 for the second disk drive;

$595 for the printer; $55 for the printer

cable; $40 for DOS and Basic; $595 for
the Quadboard; $680 for the color display;

and $244 for the color graphics adaptor
for a total of $4842. We began to suspect
that the buyers at AT&T were on the

right track.

Kathy wanted to know what other ma-
chines we were considering. We told her
about Prodigy, and before Andy finished

pronouncing the O in Radio Shack, she
interrupted:

"Radio Shack. As far as support goes, I

don't know how much I would count on
them. They'll be there forever, but I just

don't know how knowledgeable they are
on the computer aspects.

"We have people who come in here
and they say 'You're a few hundred dollars

more expensive than Radio Shack.' We
say, 'OK, then, go to Radio Shack.'

"Then all of a sudden they are calling

us up asking for advice, and we say 'Fine,

that will be $70 an hour for our consulting
time."

"

On that encouraging note, we thanked
Kathy for her time and staggered home.

140

So What?
So, what did we conclude after a long

day of computer shopping? What do you
need to keep in mind as you shop for a
computer, whether it be your first, second,
or tenth?

We concluded that while the state of
the art in computer sales has not advanced
quite as rapidly as the state of the art in

computer manufacture, it has certainly

made great strides in the past five years.
With a few exceptions, most of the people
with whom we talked knew the hardware

We concluded that
the state of the art

in computer sales has
certainly made great

strides in the
past five years.

they were selling. (K-Mart Marvin knew
his hardware so well, he talked himself

out of a sale.) AH of them were able to

make responsible comparisons of the
various machines sold in their stores.

The most important thing that everyone
with whom we spoke did right was ask
the all-important question: What do you
want to do with the computer? Then,
having defined our needs, they made ap-

propriate suggestions, being careful not
to confuse us with information about
machines that were not suitable.

They were all realistic about our needs
and our financial limitations. Danny, for

instance, did not push the Macintosh even
though Andy was clearly smitten with it.

He doggedly steered us back to the less

expensive He because he was convinced
that it was the right computer for what
we wanted to do.

All of the salespeople, with the exception
of those in Gem Electronics and Sears,

were reasonably polite, articulate, and
personable. They were eager to help but
not pushy. Not a single one tried to force
us to commit ourselves to a purchase on
the spot, even though we told them all

that we had made up our minds to buy a
computer "very soon." And all of them
gave us their undivided attention during
the time we were with them.
There was very little disparagement of

competitors. Most of the salespeople used
what limited knowledge they had of their

competitors to offer us as balanced a
comparison as could be expected.
On the negative side: Perhaps the most

serious flaw in the salespeople with whom
we spoke was their lack of familiarity

with the available software. While we did

not expect each individual salesperson to

be familiar with every software package
for every computer in his store, we ex-

pected a bit more knowledge than we
found. Most of them were completely at

ease with the demonstration software
running on their computers, but when it

came to recommending something else, it

seemed that each knew only one or two
other packages to mention. Only Paul at

Radio Shack offered any support for his

software recommendations; with the others,

we had the feeling that their suggestions

might have been based on familiarity with

a name rather than with a product.

In fact, we felt that software, in general,

was given short shrift in all of the sales

presentations. Danny and Kathy alluded

to the added expense of software, but no
one really urged us to allocate any of our
$3000 computer budget for software. The
rule of thumb we normally use in ap-

portioning the cost of a complete computer
system is: 70 percent for hardware and 30
percent for software. None of the sales-

people with whom we dealt did anything

to dispel the myth common among com-
puter neophytes that software is— or at

least ought to be— free. This is an over-

sight that could be at least as damaging to

them and their stores as it is to the com-
puter buyer. We often hear hardware
compared to razors and software to razor

blades, and these salespeople were all ready
to abandon the blades in favor of the

razors—a choice their employers might

not have endorsed.

We also expected our salespeople to

know their competition better than they

did. Most of them missed at least one
chance to point out the superiority of

their product over a competitor simply

because they did not know even the basic

characteristics of the competing product.

Another area in which they fell short

was the discussion of support. Paul at
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HOME
Radio Shack and Kathy at ComputerLand

were the only ones who even mentioned

support. Perhaps the others hoped that

we were naive enough to believe that

manuals are intelligible and computers

can stay healthy forever. Perhaps they

thought that the mention of repair facilities

would cast a pall over the discussion.

As we expected, the stores that

specialized in computers had the best sales-

people. Those that carried computers as

an adjunct to their primary line of games
or other electronic equipment had

obviously not offered their salespeople

any training in computer sales. Some of

them, like K-Mart Marvin, had picked up

enough information to be helpful to their

customers, although not necessarily in the

way their employers would have chosen.

Others were basically useless.

We were very surprised to note that no

one in any of the stores had anything

good to say about the PCjr. Nor were the

new Atari computers on anybody's recom-

mended list. We wonder if manufacturers

realize how much of their marketing effort

swirls down the drain at the point of sale.

Yes, times have changed. You stand a

better chance of getting good advice when
buying a computer now than you did five

years ago, but still the best advice we can

offer is to know basically what you want

before you go to the store. Find out as

much as you can about the computers

that interest you before you go to a store.

Read magazines and talk to friends who
have computers. Rely on these sources,

too, for information about software; do
not expect salespeople to be familiar with

even a small portion of the software on

the market. Then, armed with as much
information as you can get, head for the

nearest reputable computer store to put

the finishing touches on your decision.
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low you can teach your children how to use your PC without bogging
them down in the user manual . . without spending hours demonstrating

the simplest functions . . and without fear that they'll break your PC
because they don't know how to use it properly.

You can do it with the PC edition of Computers for Kids- a BASIC
learning text whose Sinclair, Apple, and Atari editions have already intro-

duced thousands of children and parents to computers.

Computers for Kids teaches children age 8 and older to write their

own programs in less than an hour-without the necessity for previous

knowledge of algebra, variables, or computers. And there's a special sec-

tion that keeps parents and teachers on the same successful command
path.

Starting off with an easy-to-understand explanation of how to use

the IBM PC, your kids will progress guickly to flow charts and simple

print programs. . to loops, graphics, and other programming concepts

that show the young user how to make the PC do exactly what he
wants- in non-technical language that makes life easier for both of you.

Take it from Donald T. Piele, Professor of Mathematics at the Univer-

sity of Wisconsin (Parkside): "Computers for Kids is the best book avail-

able for introducing children to the IBM PC. And it's a perfect tool for

adults who are learning about computers and programming with their

children."

So do your children a favor. Do yourself a favor. Order the PC
edition of Computers for Kids today!

Here are just a few of the useful

and exciting topics covered in

Computers for Kids:

• What is a computer?
• Flowcharting
• Running the IBM PC
• Getting Ready to Program
• PRINT and Variables
• GOTO, INPUT and RND
• IF-THEN and FOR-NEXT
• Graphics Programs
• Sample Programs
• Glossary of Statements and
Commands

• Notes for Teachers and Parents

Creative Computing Press
Dept. MB3B, 39 East Hanover Avenue, Morris Plains, NJ 07950

Send me Computers for Kids, PC edition, at $5.95 plus $1 50 postage

and handling each. #12K Also available at your local bookstore or computer store

D PAYMENT ENCLOSED $ Residents ofCA, NJ and NYState

add applicable sales tax. Outside USA add $3.00per order.

D CHARGE MY: (Charge and phone order $10 minimum)
American Express D MasterCard Visa

Card No._ _Exp Date-

Signature.

Mr/Mrs./Ms._

Address

(ptMie print hill name)

_Apt_

City/Stale/Zip_

Send me a FREE Creative Computing Catalog.
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Ttest
the Standard
forQuality

Once you try the Rainbow,
you'll want it.

You know quality when you see it.

And there's one sure way to see what

it means in a personal computer:

Look over the Rainbow.

The Rainbow sets the standard. It

defines the quality you need to assure

you dependable computing— now and

through the years ahead.

Look over the Rainbow's design: it won
the top International Design Award*

in 1983 and 1984. Test its quality

engineering; it assures you fast,

simple, trouble-free operation. Find

out about our comprehensive support

plan: it gets you started with

confidence.

Test the standard. And you be

the judge.

Try the Rainbow
keyboard.

Run your fingers over its keyboard,

and you'll feel the quality.

The comfortably sculpted keys! The
logical layout of the editing and

numeric keypads! The extra large

selection of function keys!

Whether you're word processing or

computing, you breeze through

the work.

See the Rainbow's
graphics

Compare its graphics with any other

personal computer and note the

superior range. You can display up to

16 colors at once; you have 4,0% to

choose from.

And notice the clarity. The Rainbow's

high-resolution bit-mapped graphics

let you portray complex data with

stunning precision.

Sample the software

Check your choices. Over 1,000

application packages are now available

for the Rainbow, including the most

useful best sellers. Like Lotus 1-2-3™.

Wordstar™. dBase II™. You can pick

the programs that answeryour
needs best.

Check out our
support plan

When you buy the Rainbow, you get

the industry's most comprehensive

customer support program — our

Investment Protection Plan** Backed

by the world's second largest computer
company.

If your Rainbow were ever to need
service, just call. We'll come to your

office and take care of it. No bother, no
wasted time, no extra charge. And
should you ever need help in using your
Rainbow, call our free "Hotline"

Advisory Service.

Look it all over. The quality design and

engineering! Superior graphics! The
top software choices! The unmatched

buyer protection plan!

When you test the Standard for

Quality in personal computing, you'll

want it.

To see a Rainbow at a location near

you. call 1-800-DIGITAL, Ext. 150.

• 1963 and IW IF "Good tnduatrial Design" sward,

Hanover Mr, W. Germany.

"Limited Warranty.

ODiuital Equipment Corporation, NM.

.U£J
DIGtTAI K.)t II'MINI cnKlimATION

r
Please send me more informalion on the

Rainbow quality leader.

Name

Position

Org.

Address

.Zip

.

Mail lo:

Digital Equipment Corporation

Att: Rainbow Information Manager
2IX) Baker Avenue, (oneord. MA 01742

The Standard lor Quality

and i he Digital loeoare ™i trademarks of Digital Equipment Corp. 1-2-3 isa trademark of Lotus Development Corporatk

WordStar i\ a trademark of MicroPro International Corporation. dBase II is a trademark of AshtonTate.
Rainbow and the Digital logo are



NEWPRODUCTS

What's New In

Software

Softcon Off To
Shaky Start

The first Softcon was held in New
Orleans February 21 to 23, 1983. For many
vendors and visitors, it will be their last.

On the final day of the show, the Softcon
Show Dairy said, "After a slow start, Softcon
got rolling yesterday with attendance

figures comfortably above management
forecasts." If that was true, the management
forecasts mast have been revised downward
several times. Last October, show organizer

Jerry Milden was forecasting an attendance
of 25,000; by January, the figure had shrunk
to 10,000.

Although members of the press loved
the show (they had plenty of time to talk

to people), exhibitors were less enthusiastic.

The ones to whom we spoke were happy
to have to time to demonstrate their

products, but admitted that their audience
was largely other exhibitors and magazine

representatives. Although some thought

they would give it another try (after all,

Comdex took several shows to really get

going), many felt it was a waste of time

and money and indicated that they wouldn't

be back. -DHA

New at Softcon

Accounting Package from
Champion Software
Champion Software has released its

Champion Accounting Software, a five-

module accounting package written in

dBase II, for 16-bit microcomputers running

PC/MS-DOS and CP/M-86. The five

modules—general ledger, accounts payable,

accounts receivable, inventory, and pay-

roll—are interactive and feature real-time

©umiMiPOM
SOFTWARE CORPORATION
updating. The package includes a "re-

cover" feature designed to rebuild your
work if your computer crashes, and an
extensive on-line "help" function.

Champion Software Corp., 66 South
Van Gordon, Suite 155, Lakewood, CO
80228. (303) 987-2588.

CIRCLE 41 7 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Accounting and School
Management Software

International Micro Systems has an-
nounced a nine-module Financial Software
Series and a School Management System
available for microcomputers running

PC/MS-DOS, CP/M-86, and MP/M-86.
The Financial Software Series consists of

general ledger, accounts payable, payroll,

accounts receivable, inventory control,

invoicing, fixed assets, job accounting,

and fund accounting.

The School Management System pro-

vides scheduling and record keeping for

students and teachers and an accounting
module geared for school finances.

International Micro Systems, 6445
Metcalf, Shawnee Mission, KS 66202. (913)

677-1137.

CIRCLE 418 ON READER SERVICE CARD

AndersonBell Software
Anderson Bell has introduced ABtab, a

tabulation package for the IBM PC and
compatibles. The program, designed to

help organize data into tables quickly,

can be used to monitor quality control,

evaluate employee performance, analyze

marketing strategies, and perform other
comparisons. ABtab can access information

and create files in dBase II format as well

as read and write ASCII files to other
programs.

AndersonBell
AndersonBell also published a 32-page

illustrated booklet, "In Search of the Wild
Hypothesis," to provide an introduction

to the science of statistics. This informal

and somewhat humorous text conveys
enough detail and information to give the

reader an overview of basic statistical

principles and their applications.

AndersonBell also markets ABstat, a

statistical analysis package.
AndersonBell, P.O. Box 191, Canon City,

CO 81212. (303)275-1661.

CIRCLE 41 9 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Econometric Software
Alpha Software introduces ESP, an

econometric software package for the IBM
PC and compatibles. ESP integrates econo-

metric and statistical analysis with graphics

A
alpha
SOFTWARE CORPORATION

and database management and includes
on-line help, on-line tutorials, and extensive

command menus.
Alpha Software Corp., 30 B. St., Burling-

ton, MA 01803. (617) 229-2924.

CIRCLE 420 ON READER SERVICE CARD

THOR from Fastware
Fastware has released THOR, an inte-

grated database and word processor pack-

age for the IBM PC and XT. Billed as a
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THIS MONTH'S

SPECIALS
NEC Spinwriter 3550 (IBM Codes) $1695

BROTHER/DYNAX HR-25 $749

EPSON FX-WO $699

STAR MICRONICS Delta-10 (160 CPS) . $419

STAR MICRONICS Radix -10 (200 CPS) . $599

U.S. ROBOTICS Password Modem

(1200 Baud) $349

PGS Max-12 (12" Amber, For IBM) ... $189

ROLAND MB-122A (12" Amber, IBM) ... $175

TANOON TM 100-2 (OSDD. For IBM) . . . $219

TEAC 55B (Thinline DSDD, IBM) $195

FOURTH DIMENSION Super Drive (Apple)$219

GREAT LAKES 10 MB IBM Internal ... $1075

QCS 10 MB External $1975

TALLGRASS TECHNOLOGIES

12 MB Hard Disk SCall

20 MB Hard Disk $Call

RANA ELITE I (Apple Compatible, 163K) . $245

RANA 1000 (For Atari) $309

HERCULES Graphics Board For IBM-PC $349

MA SYSTEMS PC Peacock $279

ORCHID PC Network Kit SCall

PLANTRONICS ColorPlus $419

TECMAR
1st Mate Board For IBM (No RAM) . . $229

Graphics Master $519

ORANGE MICRO
Buffered Grapples 16K/64K. . $169/$215

Grappler CD (Commodore) $105

CUSTOMER SERVICE & TECH. SUPPORT

401-273-2420
ORDERS ONLY

800-843-4302
150 Broadway, Suite 2212. NY. NY 10038

Money Order. Cashier s Ck. Personal Ck (3 Weeks To Clear)

Add 3H MC/VISA is AMEX Charge Add 7% On COO Orders

APO Orders Add 6* Add 3«» for Net Terms

Al Returned Non Defective Merchandise Are Subtect To 20%
Restocking Charge

Gentech Reserves the Right to Change Advertised Prices

GenTech
COMPUTERS

ALTOS
586 20 Bus (8086. 512K. 5 Users.

XENIX/RT. 20 MB Hard Disk &
1 Floppy) $C»»

986 40 Bus (9 Users, 42 MB) SCall

COLUMBIA
1600-1 (I28K. 2 Drives) SCall

1600 4 (10 MB Hard Disk) SCall

1600 VP (Portable) SCall

COMPUPRO All Models SCall

CORONA
Desktop & Portable PC's . SCall

IMU
PC-Plus2/PC-PlusXl SCall

Spirit-2/Spirit-XL (Portables) SCall

FRANKLIN
ACE 1000 w/ Color $799

ACE PRO PLUS System SCall

ACE 1000 PLUS FAMILY PAK SCall

ACE 1200 (6502/Z80B) $1399

ACE OMS (2 Dines) SCall

MTERTEC
Head Start. CompuStar SCall

MORROW DESIGNS
MD2 (64K 2 SSOO Drives. WordStar.

Correct-It, UgiCalc, etc) $1079
MD3 (Same as Above eicept w/ 2 DSDO
Drives & QUEST Accting) SCall

M03P (Portable MD3. 10
' Monitor) SCall

MD11 (128K. 1 n M8 Hard Disk & 1 DSDD
Drive. Same Software as MD3) SCall

Multi-User DECISION Series SCall

NEC PC-8201A <w/ 1&K RAM) SCall

SANYO
MBC 550 (IBM -Compatible, 8068. 128K.

1 SSDD Drive. WordStar. CalcStar,

EasyWriter) $799

MBC 555 (550 Plus 1 Add Drive.

MailMerge. SpeltStar, InfoSlir) ... SCall

SWP Micro Comawtar Freatects

Co-Power -88 Board For Kaywro II I IV

(8088 w/ 256K) SCall

IAVA IBM Look Alike (128K. 2 Drives) SCall

TELEVIOIO
1605 (IBM Compatible. 8088. 128K, 2 Drives.

MS-OOS 20) SCall

TPC II (Portable Version ol Above) SCall

Multi-User Systems SCall

FOR IBM PC

AST RESEARCH INC.

MEGA PLUS II (64K. Ser & Clk) $269
MEGAPAK 256K Module $309

SIX PACK PLUS (64K. Ser/Par, Clk) $279

COMBO PLUS (64K. Sor/Par. Clk) $279
I/O PLUS II (Serial Port, Clock/Cal) $125

"OPTIONS"
Each 64K Increment Is $60
Serial Port $45 Parallel Port $45

Game Port $45

QUADAAM
EXPANDED OUAOeOARD (S. P. Clock. Game)

64K $279 384K $529
QUAD 512* (Serial Port. Maximum 512K)

128K $289 256K $389

QUADCOLOR I (Video Board) $209
QUADLWK (6502 w/ 64K) $489

MICROFAZER
ParaHd/Parallel

16K $139 64K $185 128K $239

Serial/Serial. Serial/Part Parl/Serial

8K . . $145 16K $155 64K $209

AMOEK MAI Board $479

CCS Supervision (132 Column) $599

KEYTRONK IBM Keyboard (5150) $199

MA SYSTEMS PC Peacock (RGB &

MICROLOG Baby Blue (CP/M 60) $3

STI SYSTEMS Graphix Plus S3

*' SPECIAL PRICES ON HERCULES.
" TECMAR, MICROLOG (BABY BLUE)
** t PLANTRONICS PRODUCTS

FOR APPLE ll/lle, Franklin Ace

ALS CP/M Card $289

Smarterm II (SO Column Card) $135

Printer Mate (Printer Card) $75

EPD Surge Protectors SCall

FOURTH DIMENSION 16K RAM Card $49

80 Column Card w/ 64K (lie Only) $159

INTERACT. STRU.PKASO Universal $125

Shuttle Butler (32K) $225

KOALA TECH. Koala Pad $89

MICROSOFT Premium Softcard (lie) $289

MICROTEK Dumpling 16 $149

ORANGE MICRO Grappler* .. $119

PROMETHEUS Graphitti $85

HARD DISK

2175

2495

CT1 11 MB Internal Hard Disk w/ 192K For

DEC Rainbow $1995

PEGASUS (GREAT LAKES)
10 MB Internal For IBM $1059

23 MB External (w/ Controller) $1799

QCS 10 MB External w/ 5 MB Cartridge

Back Up $2995

TECMAR Removable Cartridge Winchester

in PC (5 MB) $1449

CALL FOR PRICES ON FOURTH
DIMENSION. FRANKLIN. CORONA. OCS.

OUAORAM. TALLGRASS A XCOMP

DOT MATRIX PRINTERS

ANADEX DP9625B (60 CPS NLQ)

EPSON
EX-80 $499 FX-WO
RX-80 $299 RX-80F/T
RX 100 $529 LQ 1500

$1199

$379
SCall

I TALLY

MT 1601 $599 MT 1801 $829
Spirit BO $319 1602 SCall

OKIOATA
Ml 92 SCall ML 93 SCall

ML 84(P) SCall Pacemark SCall

SIM
Oelta 10 $419 Delta 15 $569
Radix 10 $599 Radix 15 . . $709

DATASOUTH All Models SCall

PANASONIC KX-P1090 $299

TOSHIBA P1340/ 1350 S809/S1579
TRANSTAR T315 Color Printer S469

LETTER QUALITY PRINTERS

BROIHER/OYNAX
0X15(13 CPS. Diablo Compat) SCall

HR-25 (23 CPS. 3K Buffer) . ... $749

DAISYWRITER
2000 EXP (25 CPS, 4SK Buffer) S999

DIABLO 630 ECS/IBM SCall

JUKI 6100 (17 CPS. Diablo Compat) SCall

NEC
2030
3515

$829
$1475Composite. Parallel Port) $279

CIRCLE 205 ON READER SERVICE CARD

2050
3530

$949
$1575

I Sprint 1140/TT55 $1345/SCall

LetterPro20P . . . SCall

SILVER REED
EXP 550(P) $569 EXP 770(P) $899

EXP 500(P) $419 EXP 50O(S) $459

TRANSTAR T120. T130 & T140 SCall

PLOTTERS

AMOEK DXY-100. Amplot II SCall

ENTER COMPUTERS Sweet P SCall

HOUSTON INSTRUMENTS
DMP-40 $839 DMP29 S1945

DMP-41 $2495 DMP 42 $2495

MANNESMANN TALLY Pixy 3 $645

ROLAND OXY BOO (11 x 17. 8 Pens) $769

STRODE M1O0/2OO/260 SCall

MONITORS

AMDEK
Video 30O/3OOA/310A $139/149/169

Color k . . . SCall Color II* $449

COMREX Color, Green. Amber SCall

GENTECH 9712 " Grain S99/S109

PRINCETON GRAPHICS HX 12 $489
SR 12 (690x480) $639

ROLAND. SAKATA All Models SCall

TAXAN
RGBvision 210 (380 x 262) $299
RGBvision 420 (640 x 262) $499

TERMINALS

LIBERTY Freedom 100/200 SCall

OUME102/102A $559/$579
103/108 S879/S729
TELEVTOEO All Models SCall

Personal Terminal (All Models) SCall

VISUAL All Models SCall

WYSEWY-75(VT-100Comoat) $639

Mart VI (IBM) $189
Mark XII $269

HAVES
Micromodem He (w/SmartCom I) $239
Smartmodem 300 SCall

Smartmodem 1200 . SCall

Smartmodem 12008 (IBM) $439

NOVATION
Access 1-2-3 SCall

J-Cat (Auto Ong/Answer, 300 Baud) $105
Apple Cat II (300 Baud) $249
212 Apple Cat II (1200 Baud) S549
103 Smart Cat (300 Baud) S 1 69

103/212 Smart Cat (1200 Baud) $399

TRANSENO (Formarry SSM)
Modemcard w/ Source (For Apple) $239
PC Modem Card 300 (For IBM) . $289

US ROBOTICS
Password (1200 Baud) . $349

LOTUS 1-2-3 $349
MDSI, STAR Accounting Software SCall

MICROPRO WordStar (IBM. CP/M) $319
WordStar w/ Applicard (For Apple) $349
PS WordPlus-PC w/ BOSS $349
SOFTWORD SYSTEMS Multimate $319

ISuperCalcS $269



NEWPRODUCTS

Opportunities Available
in Software Field
Despite Increasing Cost
of Entry

Ten years ago when Ed Roberts intro-

duced the first Altair at MITS. other en-
trepreneurs were quick to follow with new
and improved designs. Within a few years,
hundreds of small companies were making
computers, peripherals, and software in

this fledgling industry.

However, by 1980. the cost of designing
and launching a new personal computer
had risen into the million dollar range
and the "entrepreneur with an idea" had
to find venture capital as well as manage-
ment and marketing talent or run a high
risk of failure.

However, as opportunities decreased
in the hardware arena, they opened up in

software. As more and more computers
were sold to less knowledgable customers.

New at Softcon continued

free-form "THought ORganizer." THOR
allows the user to define a category, save
a file under it. and then link files together
by category, date, or text.

-ASTWARE*.
The word processor provides basic

writing and editing functions as well as

selected screen formatting features such
as inverse video, blinking characters, and
alternate character sets. You can move
text to and from other software packages,
including programming languages.

Fastware Inc.. 200 Freeway Dr. East.

East Orange. NJ 07018. (201 1 676-7963.

CIRCLE 421 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Integrated Software from Lotus
Lotus Development, the makers of 1-2-

3. have slated Symphony, an integrated

software package for the IBM PC and
XT, for release in July 1984. Symphony
combines spreadsheet, word processing,

graphics, database management, and com-
munications programs into one package.
It uses an open-ended window feature to
display different applications on one screen.

Owners of 1-2-3 will be able to trade in

that program and receive a substantial

discount on Symphony.
Lotus Development Corp., 55 Wheeler

St.. Cambridge. MA 02138 (617) 492-7171.

CIRCLE 422 ON READER SERVICE CARD

the demand for user-friendly software in-

creased dramatically. Thus, we saw the
amazing success of packages like VisiCalc

and Lotus 1-2-3.

However, paralleling what happened in

hardware, the cost of entry in the software
field today is soaring. The development
costs for a new line of six educational
packages just introduced by CBS Software
reportedly were in the million dollar range.

And that was exclusive of any marketing
or distribution costs. At Softcon we talked

to several companies introducing new
business packages and found that most of

them planned to invest $2 to $3 million

before getting a dollar of profit. Clearly,

the entrepreneur today faces a different

situation than he did just a year or two
ago.

Where are the opportunities for an en-

trepreneur today? Perhaps the greatest

opportunities lie in making vertical market
add-ons for popular hardware/software
combinations. For example, there are more
than 15 templates and add-ons for VisiCalc

alone. These include products like Sideways

(prints a worksheet sideways on a printer)

from Funk Software, the Omega Microware
templates for taxes, and audio cassette

training packages from Flip Track Learn-
ing Systems. Other packages focus on the

particular needs of dentists, lawyers. CPAs.
and other specific end users.

So although the complexion of the

market is changing, it is still exciting and
still offers unparalleled opportunities land

challenges) for those who want to strike

out on their own. —DHA

ETC.

Back to Basics
Dartmouth College Professors John G.

Kemeny and Thomas E. Kurtz, the in-

ventors of Basic back in 1964. are rewriting

Basic to perfect the language and try to

make some money from their original

creation. They have formed True Basic

Inc. to market their improved version,

which runs on most popular microcom-
puters and eliminates the need for different

textbooks for each machine.

MultiMate
For TI Professional
Texas Instruments has released Software

System's MultiMate word processing soft-

ware for the TI Professional computer.
MultiMate includes special functions such
as a spelling checker program with an
80,000-word dictionary, a merge function,

and the ability to integrate files.

Texas
Instruments

^

petitive tasks.

Software Research Technologies Inc..

3757 WiLshire Blvd.. Suite 21 1. Los Angeles.

CA 90010. (213) 384-5430.
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Printer Utility

Apex Resource has introduced Print

Command, a printer control utility for

the IBM PC and XT connected to Epson
FX or IBM Graphics dot matrix printers.

Print Command allows the user to print

foreign, scientific, and mathematical char-

acters in condensed, double-height, or

Texas Instruments Corp., Data Systems
Group, P.O. Box 402430, Dallas. TX 75240.

(800) 527-3500.
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SmartKey II Plus
Software Research Technologies un-

veiled SmartKey II Plus, an enhanced
version of SmartKey II. which redefines

SOFTWARE RESEARCH
TECHNOLOGIES

the keyboard of the IBM PC and com-
patibles. SmartKey II Plus lets the user
assign a series of commands or characters

to one key, saving time and effort on re-

APEX RESOURCE

boldface type. Custom typefaces, fonts,

and logos can also be created and printed.

Apex Resource, 23 Christine Ct.. Suite

400. Stormville. NY 12582. (914) 221-261 1.
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Mindscape Educational Software
Mindscape has released its Sprout series

of children's educational programs for the

IBM. Apple. Commodore, and Atari.

Aimed at children aged four to eight, the

four programs in the series cover letter

recognition, counting, addition, and size

and shape relationships.

Mindscape, 1900 East Lake Ave.. Glen-
yiew, IL 60025. (312) 998-58(K).
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^^gannsEO Apple Graphics Utilities

DBEAGLE GRAPHICS
DOUBLE HI-RES GRAPHICS by MARK SIMONSEN
$5496 : Includes Peeks * Pokes Chert

flapuwes Apple lie (or lie with EXTENDED BO^:ol cerd)

SBO-WIDE WITH 1 6 COLORS! Beagle GrapH.cs gives

your 128K-Apple (required) a lull range 0» colors plus

double high resolution—560 x 192 pixels All Applesoft

hi-res lunctions. including shape tables, are supported

NEWCOMMANDS let you draw last circles, ellipses and

rectangles from the keyboard or from your programs

PAST COLOR FILL fills any outline with one of 16 solid

colors or 256 color mixes (usable in your programs)

PROGRAM A PICTURE-CONVERTERS change your

existing Applesoft programs and pictures to double hi-res

-DouWenze" Apple Mechanic shape table programs too'

DOUBLE-PLOT PROGRAM lets you draw and manip-

ulate pictures in double hi-res Add type to pix too Move

sections of images to either page Save pictures to disk

HI-RES TRICKS: Amazing stuff- any portion of a

ture may be rotated, flopped, moved, inverted^super

imposed, scrunched or even SAVED to disk

image-portions conserves disk space

riOPBINT CHRS
/ (ASC (CHRS (ASC
I (CHRS (ASC ( F I

I (ASC ( V I •)>»»

Kuotoio

nALPHA PLOT
STANDARD HI-RES GRAPHICS UTILITY

by BERT KERSEY * JACK CASSDY
$39 SO: Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart * Tip Book «4

(Alpha Plot offers 6-color 290pitel resolution and requires

only 4BK. see Beagle Graphics lor 128K double hi-res)

DRAW IN HI-RES on both pages using easy keyboard

commands Pre-vtew dries before plotting Use solid or

mixed colorsand Reverse (background opposite) One-key-

stroke circles, boxes and ellipses, filled or not All pictures

are Save-able to disk (or access by your Applesoft programs

COMPRESS MA-RES DATA to 1/3disk-space. allowing

3-times the number of hi-res pictures per disk (avg figures)

MANIPULATE IMAGES: Supenmpose pictures or re-

locate sections of images anywhere on either hues page

HI-RES TYPE: Add vanable-size color & b/w text to your

pictures Type anywhere with no htab/vtab limits Type

sideways too. for Charts & Graphs Includes Tip Book »4

'Apple Mechanic s hl-rss

type routine* and fonts are

usable In your programs

WITHOUT LICENSING FEE.

Just give Beagle Bros

credit In your documentation

TRIPLE-DUMP™
SINGLE/DOUBLE HI-RES "PRINT-ANYTHING

- UTILITY

$39.95: Includes Peek, a Poke* Chart

PRINT ANY SCREEN IMAGE on your dot-matnx i gra-

phics-capable) pnnter— Hi-Res. Lc-Res. Double H-Res.

Medium-Res. as well as 40 and dO-Column Tent All pnnt

(unctions may be used in your Applesoft programs and

disks Dont settle for a nocked up" pnnter-dump program

SPECIAL EFFECTS: Crop, rotate, enlarge distort,

invert Preview pictures on the screen before you pnnt

BANNER MAKER: Make impressive 8 "-high signs and

, (or your family, home or office Type any mes-

-no length limit—and let your pnnter do the work 1

FLEX TYPE™
FLEXIBLE-TEXT UTILITY by MARK SIMONSEN
$29 SO: Includes Peek* a Pokes Chart

PUTVARIABLE-WIDTHTEXT on both hi-res screens

with normal Applesoft commands (including HTAB 1-70)

Normal, expanded » compressed text with no extra hard-

ware (70-column text requires b/w monitor, not a tv)

COMBINE TEXT A GRAPHICS. Run existing Apple-

soft programs with Flex GPLE/Double-Take compatible

DOS TOOL KIT" lont compatibility Access up to 9 fonts

in memory Text editor lets you redesign text characters

d FRAME-UP™
FAST APPLE DISPLAY UTILITY by TOM WEISHAAR
$29 SO: Includes Peeks a Pokes Chart

PROFESSIONAL PRESENTATIONS: Tum existing

Hi-Res. Lo-Res » Text pix into Apple "slide shows" FAST
2'*-aec hi-res loading 1 Paddle or Keyboard-advance frames

UNATTENDED SHOWS optional- each picture ar-

ranged and pre-programmed to display 1 to 99 seconds

Text Screen Editor creates black & white text "slides"
.
lets

you key-in type live" dunng shows Mail copies of presenta-

tions-on-disk to friends & associates (or home to Mom!)

Is

DAPPLE MECHANIC™
HI-RES SHAPE EDITOR A FONTS by BERT KERSEY
$29.50: Includes Peeks/Pokes Chart A Tip Book »S

SHAPE EDITOR: Keyboard-draw hi-res shapes tor ani-

mation in your Applesoft programs Easy "List & Learn"

Applesoft demos teach how to do hi-res animation as well

as professional-looking hi-res Charts and Graphs

W-RES FONTS] Access & create proportionally-spaced

hi-res type, each character totally re-definable Six com-

plete toots are included on the disk (4 large a 2 small)

MORE: Useful music, text and hi-res tncks lor your Apple

soft programs Clear educational documentation and step-

by-step instructions tor wnting graphics programs

Disk Librarian
FATGAT™liSZB~

PERSONAL DISK LIBRARY by ALAN BIRO
$34.96: Includes Peeks A Pokes Chart

MULTIPLE-DISK CATALOG: FATCAT reads all of

your DOS 3 3 and ProDOS disks into one or more "Master

Catalogs" that can be searched, sorted and pnnted Get

organized, and find out what's really on all ot those floppies'

ALPHABETIZE FILE NAMES: FATCAT lets you son

your DOS 3 3 and ProDOS disk catalogs alphabetically, by

file name. type, etc . to make files easier to find Once

arranged, a new disk directory may be wntten to the disk, so

your files are in the order you want when you CATALOG
This leature alone^fflfjfcgs worth ,he P"06 o* FATCATi

Beagle Bag!

O

!

BEAGLE BAG™
12 APPLE GAMES ON DISK by BERT KERSEY
$29.50: Includes Peeks A Pokes Chart

Apple software customers recently voted BEAGLE BAG
to Softalks -Most Popular Software' list lor 1983

COMPARE BEAGLE BAG with any one-game locked-

up disk on the market today All 12 games are a Wast, the

price is nght. the instructions are crystal clear, and the disk

is COPYABLE You can even change the programs or list

them to learn programming tncks by seeing how they work

TWELVE GAMES that last- TextTrain. Wowzo Magic

Pack. Buzzword, Slippery Digits, and many many more

EXCELLENTREVIEWS—Read Jan-83 Sottalk. pg 148

"All Beagle
disks are
Unlocked &
Copyable.

Don't settle

for less."

APPLE MECHANIC HIRES
TYPEFACES™

26 FONTS FOR APPLE MECHANIC by BERT KERSEY
$20 0O Includes Peeks A Pokes Chart

26NEW FONTS tor use with Apple Mechanic programs

Many different sizes and typestytes. both ordinary and

cArtistic. Every character—from A to Z to "*" to "D"—of
every typetace—from "Ace" to "Zooloo"—is re-definable to

suit your needs All type is proportionally spaced for a more

professional appearance People do notice the difference1

OOTO YOUR LOCAL
APPLE SOFTWARE /- I

STORE FOR BEAGLE^ \

BROS PRODUCTS. C^*""^
Or. if you happen to live in the Boonies. you
can buy directly from Beagle Bros by mail

10 REM BEAGLE CARD FILE weT^
20 HGR: HGR2: POKE 232. 120: POM! 233. 64: POKE

16504, 7: SCALE 80. P 16: X 99 FOR R TO 31:

P P*-1: POKE 230. 48+P
30 FORV 0TO1:ROT ABS<64*Y-R): HCOLOR 3:

FOR A 1 TO 25: DRAW 1 AT X*2*A. X: NEXT
40 HCOLOR 0: DRAW 1 AT X, X: ROT 32: DRAW 1:

DRAW 1 AT X, X: NEXT Y, R
SO FOR A TO 20: FOR B0 TO 1: POKE 49237-B.0:

X PEEKI49200): FOR C 1 TO 6*A
60 NEXT C, B. A: GOTO 50

|;
{J-l-l!J:]a'T

I J Micro Softwarejnc^

3990 OLD TOWN AVENUE. SUITE 102C

SAN DIEGO. CA 92110 / 619-296-6400

Attention Dealers: Beagle Bros products

- rank consistently high on software best-

seller charts, and captured FOUR spots on Softalks

1963 Top-30 Most-Popular List (all categories). Tele-

phoneany Apple software distributor tor last delivery

RUSH I

D Alpha Plot $39 SO
O Apple Mechanic 29 50
QAMTypetaces . 2000
D Beagle Bag 29 50
O Beagle Basic 34 95
C Beagle Graphicst 5995
D DiskOmk 29 50
D DOS Boss 2400
D Double-Take/3 3 34 95
D Double-Take/Pro 34 95

by Firs

D Fatcat
D Flex Type
D Frame-Up
D GPLE
D ProntoDOS
O Silicon Salad
O Tip Disk «1

D Tnple Dump*
D Utility City .

.

D
tAvailable July 1 1SS4

AT YOUR APPLE DEALER NOW!
Or order directly from Beagle Bros.

Visa/MasterCard or COD. call TOLL-FREE
Orders only / ALL SO STATES / 24 Hours a Day

1-800-227-3800 ext 1 bot
OR mail US Check. Money-Order or Visa/MCard« to

BEAGLE BROS, Dept. M
3990 Old Town Avenue. Suae 102C. San Diego. Ca 92110

NAME

ADDRESS

.

STATE ft ZIP

VISA. MC«

EXPIRATION I PLEASE SIGN IN MARGIN*
Add $1 SO FMOn Snipping. Any-Sra Order

n immi add $4 00 COO add $300 CaMomu add 8%
ALL ORDERS SMPPCO IMMEDIATELY.
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O O ° 'Thoughtware,
How Can I Become

A More Effective Leader?

Oo °

\ 1

Thoughtware is new, easy-to-use software
that will help you see and understand how to become a better manager.
It's a unique series oj personal,
computer-based management diagnostic and training programs.

How can you become a
more effective leader?
Thoughtware Program 2.1,

"Leading Effectively," will tell

you. This four part program has
been designed to help managers
improve their effectiveness as
leaders. It gives you an opportu-
nity to assess your own manage-
ment style and to compare your
results to the self-assessments of
other managers.

Unit I defines leadership
and discusses its three key ele-

ments—style, situation and strat-

egy. It stresses the importance of
matching the leadership style to
the situation and of getting and
giving feedback.

Unit 2 is designed to
improve your leadership style

Thoughtware is a

and increase your ability to per-
form more effectively. You will

see the difference between the
kinds of power you exert and the
importance of using your influ-

ence to affect the behavior of
others. You'll also learn about
three factors affecting your lead-

ership style: the assumptions you
make about people, the degree
to which you are task- or people-
oriented, and the attitudes you
have about the competence of
those you supervise.

Unit 3 asks you to analyze
a leadership situation

you currently

face in order
to determine
what style

Expanding The Universe OfLearning.
C.RCLE 184 ON READER SERVK* CARD

registered trademark of the Institute tor Management Improvement

of leadership is appropriate for

your particular situation.

Unit 4 offers guidance on
how to use eight effective leader-

ship conditions.

To take advantage of the

incredible new technology that is

Thoughtware, see the adjacent
column.

Thoughtware Programs run on the following:
IBM* PC and compatibles
with color graphics card.
Apple* II Plus and lie.



Thoughtware Is The Future.

It's a new way to learn, a

logical and innovative approach

to management training. It will

revolutionize management train-

ing now, and in the future.

Thoughtware utilizes the latest

research in management develop-

ment from leaders in the field,

and has been tested nationally.

For individuals, and their

organizations, the educational,

economic and operational bene-

fits of Thoughtware's computer-

based learning programs are

enormous. But Thoughtware

isn't just the future.

Thoughtware Is The Present.

Some of the largest and

most prestigious corporations

and organizations in the world

have purchased Thoughtware's

assessing Personal Management
Skills Program.

NEWPRODUCTS

American Express
American Mgt. Assoc.
Apple Computer
A I .v. I

Avon
Hankers I jfc

Blue Cross A
Blue Shield

Hank of Boston
Bureau of the Census
Chevron USA
Ciba-Gtig)
Citibank
City of Dallas
Crown Zellerbach
Dow Jones
Dun A; til ackl reel

DuPonl
Ernst <fc Whinney
Exxon
Federal Reserve Hank
Fireman's luiul

(ieneral Electric

General Foods
Georgia-Padlie

Gov't ol Canada
Gulf Oil Corporation
Hewlett Packard
Horn <V. Hardarl
Hughes Aircraft Co.
Iluskv Oil

IBM

Inucrsoll-Kand
I US
Johns Hopkins Univ.

I evi Strauss

Marriott

Marsh iv. McLennan
Mass Mutual
McGraw-Hill
MCI
I s Nav)
NCK
NYU
Owens-Illinois

Owens-Corning
Fiberalas

Royal (up Coffee
Sentrv Insurance
Singapore Embassy,
Si. me .v Webster
St Regis Paper
lampax
The Nestle Co
The Rouse Co.

3M Corporation
!RW
Univ. ol Illinois

I nitcd Parcel Service

United Wa)
Univ. ol Mass
Westmoreland Coal
Westinghouse Corp
Xerox

And hundreds more. What they've

learned, you can now discover.

You can reap the benefits

of Thoughtware by visiting your

local computer dealer, or call

us at our toll-free number
1-X00-THT-WARK. or write:

Thoughtware Inc.

Dept. M.26WSo. Bayshore Dr.

Coconut Grove. Florida 33133.

Thoughlware Programs include:

II Assessing Personal Management
Skills ($.<>(»

2.3 Defining Goals And Objectives ($450}

2.6 Managing Time Effectively ($4><>)

Dos, Dos, Who's Got the Dos?

As the number of operating systems

available for mierocomputers increases

each year, anil the companies making

these systems begin to market them more

aggressively, a battle to become the "in-

dustry standard" heats up.

Years ago. CP M. from Digital Research.

came close to dominating the microcom-

puter operating system market. Then IBM
introduced the PC. which ran Microsoft's

PC MS-DOS. As IBM PC and PC clone

s;iles skyrocketed. PC MS-DOS replaced

CP/M as the most widely-used operating

system.

That may not last for long, however,

even if the Japanese microcomputer manu-

facturers follow through with their an-

nounced intention to use PC MS-DOS.
Digital Research's operating system Con-

current CP'M is gaining popularity, anil

rumors hint that IBM may scrap PC MS
DOS and develop its own operating system.

Meanwhile. AT&T is marketing Unix

System V. its newest version of the original

Unix, with the slogan "from now on. con-

sider it standard." Unix System V retains

many features of the previous Unix op-

erating system while adding others. It runs

programs 5 to 10 percent faster than the

old Unix, permits shifts between several

processing tasks, intnxluces a new com-

=AT&T
mand to send trouble reports to the Unix
software support center, and is generally

easier to use than previous Unix versions.

AT&T is large enough to sell Unix Sys-

tem V successfully, but whether it can

fight off other challengers and catch in-

dustry leader PC MS-DOS remains to be
seen.

The Best of Two Worlds
Whitesmiths. Ltd.. a Concord. MA firm,

has decided that Unix can become as suc-

cessful as PC/MS-DOS. The company has

released a new version of Idris. its low-

Whitesmiths, Ltd.

cost. Unix-compatible operating system.

which runs as an application under \K MS
DOS programs without rebooting your
computer.

Generation Gap
Multi Solutions of Lawreneeville, NJ.

touts its new operating system. SI. as the

"world"s first 4th generation operating

system." The company claims "Unix is a

dinosaur'' and "CP/M and MS-DOS arc-

toys." and that only SI deserves to be the

"next world standard."

SI runs on the Z80. 68(XX). 8080. 8085.

and 8086 '8088 microprocessers. The
company plans to make SI available for

the 80186. 80286. and 16032 during 1984.

MULTI
SOLUTIONS
INC.

SI saves memory and loading time with

a module system that allows unwanted
components to be omitted. It can read

and write files to and from CP/M. MS-
DOS. Unix, and other operating systems.

and will support up to 256 processors si-

multaneously from any CPU. Multi

Solutions claims languages and applications

running on SI can be ported to different

microprocessors and be up and running

at fully compiled speed within man-months
instead of man-years.

Multi Solutions faces an uphill battle to

overcome Unix. PC/MS-DOS. CP/M and
other operating systems such as lick. ( )asis.

and p-system. Perhaps prophetically. Multi

Solutions notes "in time, only the best

will survive." —RSL

AT&T. 222 Broadway. New York. NY
HX)38. (212(669-2584.
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Whitesmiths Ltd.. 97 Lowell Rd.. Con
cord. MA 01742. (617) 369-8499.
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Multi Solutions Inc.. 123 I'ranklin Corner

Rd.. Suite 207. Lawreneeville, NJ 08648.

(609)896-4100.
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NEWPR0DUCT5

What's New In

Hardware

Sinclair QL Computer

Sinclair Research Limited has announced
the Sinclair QL computer, designed for

home, business, or educational use. The
QL is supplied with its own powerful and
integrated software, featuring word process-

ing, graphics, data management, and a

spreadsheet.

Measuring 5-3/8" x 1-3/4" x 18-3/8" and
weighing just over 3 lbs., the QL offers

via rear peripheral ports full networking,

dual joystick, and ROM cartridge expansion

capabilities. Industry standard RS-232C
communications facilities for other com-
puters, printers, and modems are avail-

able, and RGB and TV ports are provided

for use with either color or monochrome
monitors and TVs.
The QL. includes 128K RAM (expand-

able via a 0.5Mb RAM pack to 640K):
two built-in 100K QL microdrives for mass
storage, and a full-size 65-key QWERTY
keyboard.

Based on four Sinclair-designed semi-

custom ICs. the QL incorporates a powerful

32K ROM that contains the QDOS oper-

ating system and the Sinclair SuperBasic
language. The advanced Motorola 68008
32-bit processor with its 1Mb (empty) linear

address capability means nearly unlimited

expansion potential for other peripherals.

Future peripherals under development

include:

• 0.5Mb expansion board
• Pascal compiler
• 68000 assembler
• terminal emulator
• analog /digital interface

• hard disk interface

• modem
• parallel-printer interface with multi-

channel sound generator
• IEEE-488 interface.

The applications programs included are:

• QL Quill— word processor

• QL Abacus— spreadsheet

• QL Archive— database
• QL Easel—graphics

All have a pyramidal structure that takes

you directly to the most used facilities.

enabling even inexperienced people to

perform tasks immediately. Qutput is

displayed in the format in which it will be

printed or plotted. The software is self-

documented, featuring comprehensive in-

formation on the current status, extensive

help, and continuous prompting.

The Sinclair QL will be available in the

U.S. in late 1984 at a suggested retail

price of $499.

For further information, contact Sin-

clair Research Limited USA. 50 Staniford

St.. Boston. MA 021 14. (617) 742-4826.
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IBM Announces
Portable Computer

IBM's new Portable PC. weighing 30
lbs. and measuring 20" x 17" x 8" is a self-

contained unit that can be taken where it

is needed.

Priced at $2795 at IBM Product Centers.

the IBM Portable PC features:

• 256K RAM expandable to 512K
• built-in. 9" amber monitor with an
80 x 25 display

• a universal power supply for use in

different countries

• 360K slimline disk drive

• color/graphics adapter
• Five expansion slots

• carrying bag for the system unit

• 12 month limited warranty

An optional second slimline drive can
be added to the system unit, doubling

disk storage to 720K.
The IBM Portable PC uses the same

high-performance, high-speed, 16-bit 8088

microprocessor used in the IBM PC,
PC/XT, and PCjr. With IBM DOS 2.1.

the portable can use most of the software

already available for IBM Personal

Computers.
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NEWPRODUCTS

New Products to

Establish PC Clusters

The IBM PC Cluster Program supports

the connection of IBM Personal Com-
puters-PCs, XTs. Portable PCs. and entry

model PCjrs. Up to 64 computers can be

connected in a cluster.

Using the system, messages and infor-

mation can be exchanged and shared

between workstations connected by cable.

Workstations can also share information

and storage space on a fixed disk at one

machine in the cluster.

To support the interconnection of dif-

ferent IBM Personal Computers. IBM also

announced a series of options which cus-

tomers can install:

• The IBM PC Cluster Adapter, re-

quired for each PC. PC/XT. or Portable

PC in the cluster. The adapter fits in one

of the full-size expansion slots on the system

unit.

• The IBM PCjr Cluster Attachment,

required for each PCjr in a cluster. It

attaches to the side of an entry model

PCjr system unit. In the future. IBM in-

tends to provide the ability to attach all

current PCjr models to the cluster.

For further information, contact IBM.

Entry Systems Division. P.O. Box 2989,

Delray Beach. FL 33444. (305) 241-7614.
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Zenith Introduces Series

of Five IBM-Compatible
Personal Computers

Zenith has introduced a series of five

IBM-compatible personal computers.

"The new Zenith Z-100 PCs are IBM-

compatibles that go beyond compatibility

by offering more standard features, im-

proved design, and better performance— all

in a smaller package and at competitive

prices." said Donald P. Moffet. Zenith

Data Systems president.

The new line of Z-100 PCs includes

three desktop systems and two portable

systems. All have 128K RAM expandable

to 640K, two RS-232C serial ports, one

Centronics-compatible parallel port. RGB
color output, an IBM expansion bus and

a detached keyboard. When fully con-

figured, all have four additional slots for

expansion. Desktop models also provide

a "gray-scale" monochrome output.

Desktop systems are available in three

configurations with 5-1/4" floppy drives:

single drive system ($2699). dual drive

system ($3099). and a dual drive system

with one floppy drive and one 10.6 MB
Winchester hard disk ($4799). Monitors

are separate.

The two portable systems, both with

built-in 9" amber monitors, are priced at

$2799 for the single disk version and $3199

for the dual disk version.

For information, contact Zenith Data

Systems. 1000 Milwaukee Ave.. Glenview.

IL 60025. (312)391-8744.
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Casio Introduces New Handheld
Personal Computer

Casio, Inc. has introduced the PB-700,

a new handheld personal computer. The

PB-700 has a large 4K memory that can

be expanded in 4K increments to 16K. all

within the main unit.

The advanced multi-line LCD is large

enough for four lines of 20 characters in

both upper- and lowercase letters. The

LCD is dot addressable ( 160 x 32 dots) for

the display of graphs and charts.

The PB-700 has 58 keys, which make

the keyboard and keypad fully functional.

One-key Basic commands on the keyboard

reduce the time and effort required to

write a program.

Other features include:

• beep tones that make you aware of

inputs or outputs from the computer
• automatic turn off after several min-

utes without use

The computer can be expanded into a

system with the FA-I0 plotter/cassette

interface. This full 4-1/2" wide four-color

plotter can print up to 80 characters across.

A standard cassette recorder can be used

with the FA-10 to store or load programs

or data. The FA-10 retails for $249.95.

The PB-700 retails for $199.95.

For further information, contact Casio.

Inc., 15 Gardner Rd.. Fairfield, NJ 07006.

(201)575-7400.
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PROGRAMMING

Structured Programming
In Basic

Part 2: Control Blocks

Arthur Luehrmann

Hitting the Programmer's "Wall"
Would-be marathon runners all learn that the human body

does not take kindly to a continuous 26-mile run. They describe
their first failed attempts as "hitting the wall." No matter how
they pace themselves, something in their bodies just poops out
after a certain amount of time and effort. For weeks or months
on end, they can run just so far and no farther.

Programmers know this feeling. They have no trouble with a
50-line program. A 100-line program seems more than twice as
hard to get right, but they can manage it. Doubling the length
again far more than doubles the effort, but most programmers
can hack their way through a 200-line program and get it to
work However, brute force programming finally poops out for
most people at 400 or 800 lines. This is where most pro-
grammer's "hit the wall." Try as they will, they simply cannot
get a really long program to work—ever. There is always that
mysterious "last bug" that needs to be gotten rid of.

Marathoners finally manage to get past the runner's wall.
Programmers, too, can get past the programming wall. It takes
training and discipline, but both runners and programmers can
ultimately succeed. The purpose of this four-part series is to
present a reliable method of writing programs of any degree of
complexity and getting them to work successfully—a method
that will keep people from hitting the programming wall.
The method, known as structured programming, was in-

troduced nearly 15 years ago and is the standard practice
among professional programmers today. Unfortunately, few
Basic programmers have had an opportunity to learn it; people
who teach Basic and write Basic manuals rarely mention the
method. That, no doubt, is why academic computer scientists
tend to agree with Professor Dijkstra's famous assessment of
today's Basic programmers: "They are mentally mutilated
beyond the hope of regeneration."

It need not be thus. In the full, unabashed hope of
"regenerating" the millions of Basic programmers in the world
today, last month's article presented one of the two major ideas
encompassed by the term structured programming. That idea is

called top-down design. Briefly, it means solving a problem first
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at a very abstract level, without getting bogged down in details,

and later supplying the details. The resulting program has a

definite form: a main routine that gives the big picture and a
hierarchy of subroutines containing more and more detail.

This month's article is about the other main idea of struc-
tured programming: handling all problems of program logic by
disciplined use of a small number of control blocks.

What Makes Program Logic Hard?
What makes a computer program hard to read and under-

stand? Each individual statement is easy enough. The grammar
rules in all programming languages are so simple and uniform
that one can learn the main statements in an hour or two.
When you focus on a single print, LET, goto, or n statement,
for example, there is no doubt what it means. Yet the whole
collection of statements is vastly more complex than you would
expect from combining these few simple statements. Why is

that?

Here is a small example. Although this fragment of a longer
program has only ten lines, it will take you a while to under-
stand what it is supposed to do. You will need even longer to be
sure that the program actually works correctly in all cases.
Puzzle it out before going on.

10

15

20
22
23
24
25
30
50
52

90

PRINT "DO YOU WANT INSTRUCTIONS?"
INPUT A$
IF A$ = "YES" THEN 50
IF AS = "NO" THEN 25
PRINT "PLEASE TYPE YES OR NO"
GOTO 15
PRINT "OKAY
GOTO 90
PRINT "HERE
PRINT "

. . .

LETS GET STARTED.

ARE THE INSTRUCTIONS'

Although this is a short fragment, you probably had to read it a
few times to understand its purpose: to ask the user whether or
not to print instructions for using the program, and then either
to print them or to skip them. You had to read lines 1 5-24 more
carefully to see the idea there: to prompt the user for new input
if the answer to the question was neither yes nor no. To be con-
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PROGRAMMING

fidenl the ten lines worked, no matter what the input, you had
to go follow the logic for yes, for no. and for anything else.

How can this much complexity be contained in just ten Basic

lines? The answer becomes clearer when we draw jump arrows

on the listing. These arrows show all the line-number jumps
caused by IF and com statements.

10

15
20
22
23
24
25
30
50
52

90

"DO
A$

PRINT
INPUT
IF AS
IF AS
PRINT
GOTO 15 «-

PRINT "OKAY
GOTO 90 —
PRINT "HERE
PRINT "

. . .

YOU
4—

WANT INSTRUCTIONS?'

"YES" THEN 50—

—

"NO" THEN 25 ^—^—
PLEASE TYPE YES OR NO 1

LET'S GET STARTED. J
ARE THE INSTRUCTIONS"

It is all these criss-crossing jump arrows that make for

complexity. In these ten lines, there is a total of eight entry and
exit points for the jumps. To understand the program and be

certain that it is correct, you must follow all the crossed arrows

and make sure that you have explored every possible combina-
tion of paths.

If ten statements can cause this much complexity, think what
can happen in 100 lines or 1000 lines. The crossed jump arrows

would look as orderly as a plate of spaghetti. The number of

combinations of paths grows astronomically as program length

increases. One might never be able to be certain that a long pro-

gram is truly correct or to Figure out how to fix logical errors.

Surely, there must be a better way to make program logic clear.

The Law of Straight Sequence
There is one obvious way to avoid these spaghetti programs:

never use statements that cause jumps of control to other state-

ments. If we never used II or goto statements, our programs
would contain no jump arrows at all. There would be only one
path through the program: a straight sequence of steps from

top to bottom. Human psychology is such that people find it

comparatively easy to understand programs that obey this Law
of Straight Sequence.

Unfortunately, such a program would also be fairly useless.

What kind of program could we write if all we had available

were the basic action statements: INPUT, m I. print, and the

like? Without any control statements, such as n-~ and goto, we
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would have no way to tell the computer to perform either one
action or a different action. Likewise, we would have no way to

tell the computer to go back and repeat some action again and
again. Our programs could consist of nothing but a list of ac-

tions to be carried out one after the other in strict sequence.

We have a dilemma. The simplest kind of program to under-

stand is a straight sequence of actions, with no jumps of control

What kind of program could we
write if all we had available were the

basic action statements: input,

let, print, and the like?

at all. On the other hand, such programs seem unable to create

the loops and the branches upon which all useful programs de-
pend. It looks as though our programs are destined to be com-
plex if they are to be useful. Indeed, for the first 20 years of
programming computers, this was the commonly held belief:

The longer the program, the more spaghetti code one had to

live with. The only remedy seemed to be lots and lots of docu-
mentation, including copious in-line remarks and detailed flow-

charts that showed all the jumps graphically.

One-In/One-Out Blocks
Things began to change around 1965. Computer memories

were getting bigger, allowing programmers to write longer and
longer programs. Suddenly, the cost of creating and maintain-
ing large programs was beginning to approach the cost of the
hardware needed for a computer application. Between 1965
and 1970, many computer scientists turned their attention to
the problem of simplifying programs. The results of their work
are embodied in all computer languages created since then,

including Pascal, PL/I, C, Ada, and Modula-2. Recent ver-

sions of Fortran and Cobol, as well as the proposed new ANSI
Basic standard, also reflect these ideas.

Let's look at the problem they faced, but from the perspec-
tive of the Basic language as it exists on most computers today.
Here is the fundamental dilemma: In trying to avoid program
complexity, we have stated a goal, discovered a sad fact, and
are now left with a new problem:

Goal: To make every program obey the Law of Straight

Sequence.

Fact: You cannot create a loop or a branch in Basic without
using control statements, which break the sequence.

Problem: How do you make Basic loops and branches look
like plain, simple action statements?

This problem has a simple solution—in Basic or any other lan-

guage. In fact, the statement of the problem contains a hint at

the solution: Instead of thinking about a program as a list of
individual statements, we should be thinking about larger units,

which we'll call blocks. Then we'll apply the Law of Straight

Sequence not to the individual statements but to the larger

blocks.

Let's see what that means. For single action statements, such
as LET, input, and print, the computer always performs the

statement and then always goes on to the next statement. That
is what makes a straight sequence of action statements -simple.

We want this same simplicity to apply to our new blocks. In

other words, we want the computer a/ways to perform a whole
block and then a/ways to go on to the next block in the

program.

That puts limits on what we can call a block. For example,
no block may have a goto or II statement inside the block that
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PROGRAMMING
causes a jump to a statement outside the block; if we did, the
computer would not always go on to the next block in the pro-
gram listing. A jump out of a block would violate the Law of
Straight Sequence of blocks.

Blocks with no jumps to other blocks are sometimes called

one-in/one-out blocks. There is only one proper way for the
computer to get into such a block: at the top. There is only one
way to get out of the block: at the bottom. If the computer ever
enters a one-in/one-out block, it must finally exit that block at

the bottom and go on to the next block. (That is exactly the
sense in which a one-in/one-out block is like a simple action
statement, such as print. If the computer ever starts perform-
ing a print statement, it must finally exit the print statement
and then go to the next statement.)

The Action Block
The simplest one-in/one-out block is the action block. In

fact, it is so simple that it is easy to overlook. The action block
is just a straight sequence of action statements. For example,
any sequence of input, let, and print statements is an action

block.

How do we know that an action block is a one-in/one-out
block? That's easy: it is forbidden to contain a goto, if, or
other control statement, so there can be no forbidden jump to

another block. The computer simply performs one action state-

ment after another in the block and finally exits the block at the
bottom.

The simplest action block is the empty block: a block that

contains no statements at all. This may seem like a silly idea,

but it is as useful when talking about blocks as zero is when
talking about numbers. The next-simplest action block is one
that contains a single action statement. Two action blocks in a
row are the same as one larger action block that contains all the

original statements.

The Loop Block
Now let's get back to the main problem: taming those wild

loops and branches. Recall that it was the if and GOTO state-

ments that were necessary to create loops and branches in pro-

gram logic. Yet they also added immense complexity. Is it

possible to turn loops and branches into one-in/one-out blocks?

Your first guess might be no, since the goto and if state-

ments are essential in Basic loops and branches. However, it is

perfectly legal to have goto and IF statements in a one-in/one-

out block as long as they do not cause ajump outside the block.

Internal jumps are OK.
How then can we define a loop block in such a way that it is

also a one-in/one-out block? The answer is very simple, as

shown in this outline:

LOOP BLOCK
' LOOP <

do something

I F exit-condition THEN

do something

GOTO .

•END LOOP
As many new Basics allow, we have used an apostrophe (') to

stand for ki m. In other Basics, one would write rim loop and
ki m end loop at the beginning and end of the block. The in-

dented phrases, "do something" stand for blocks of statements
that are to be performed again and again during the loop. The
phrase "exit-condition" stands for an expression such as X >
10, or A$ = "QUIT". It tells when to stop looping. The jump
arrow after then means that the line number after then must
be the same as the line number of the ' END LOOP statement.
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The jump arrow after goto has a similar meaning.

Is the loop block a one-in/one-out block? Yes, with one pro-

viso: the "do somethings" must also be one-in/one-out blocks.

That way, there can be no jumps outside the loop block. The
single entry point at the top is labelled LOOP. The single exit

point at the bottom is labelled END LOOP. Notice also that

the target of each jump arrow is a remark statement. The

If the computer ever enters a
one-in/one-out block, it must finally

exit that block at the bottom and
go on to the next block.

phrase after the apostrophe explains the reason for the jump: to

cause looping or to end it.

Notice that the goto and if statements are necessary to

make the loop block work. The goto causes the looping, and

the if causes the exit. Without these statements, there would be

no loop block. But also notice that there are no wild gotos or

lis that jump to other blocks. One should think about the goto
and if statements not as ends in themselves but as means of

building blocks such as loops and branches.

The Branch Block
What about program branches? Can they also be written in

the form of a one-in/one-out block? Yes, in every case. The
branch outline looks like this:

BRANCH BLOCK
I F condition THEN —^—
'FALSE

do something

GOTO .

•TRUE •#-

do something

'END IF -
As in the loop block, "do something" stands for any one-

in/one-out block. If the "condition" in the branch is true, the

computer performs the TRUE "do something"; if false, the

computer performs the FALSE "do something." Note also that

a remark statement is the target of each jump, and the remark
explains the reason for the jump. Since there are no jumps out

of the block, it is indeed a one-in/one-out block. The entry

point at the top is the if statement. The exit point at the bottom
is the ' END I F statement.

If one of the "do somethings" is an empty block (that is, a

block with no statements), the outline can be abbreviated as

follows:
I F skip-condition THEN ^—^—
'FALSE

do something

•END IF-*
This is useful when the computer is either to do something or

to do nothing special. If the "skip-condition" is true, control

jumps to the end of the block.

Other Blocks?
So far, we have seen three kinds of one-in/one-out blocks: ac-

tions, loops, and branches. Are there others that will be needed
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PROGRAMMING
to solve some program problem or other? Or is there a limit to
the number we will need to know about? The remarkable
answer to these questions is that this set of only three blocks
is sufficient. In 1966 Boehm and Jacopini proved the follow-
ing completeness theorem:

theorem: Any program logic, no matter how complex, can be
resolved into action blocks, loop blocks and branch
blocks.

If these claims seem Ux> good to be true, bear in mind that
one block may be nested inside another. The "do something"
part of a kxip or branch may be another loop or branch as eas-
ily as an action block. For example, you can create a three-way
branch by nesting one two-way branch inside another one. The
main point, however, is that at any level of detail of a well
structured program, the only thing one finds are actions, loops,
and branches.

That means that at the one level, the program itself is noth-
ing but a straight sequence of these blocks. By using only these
three types of one-in/one-out blocks, the problem posed earlier
is solved. Instead of a straight sequence of statemen Is, however,
a well structured program is a straight sequence of action, loop,
and branch black',.

Using One-in/One-out Blocks
Now let's see how to put into practice the power of the

Boehm and Jacopini theorem. Let's attack the problem that led
to so much spaghetti code at the beginning of this article.

Recall that the program began by 1 ) asking the user whether
or not to print instructions. Then 2) it accepted input until the
answer was yes or no. Finally 3). it printed either the instruc-
tions or the message, "OKAY. LETS GET STARTED."
What kinds of structures correspond to these three steps of

the program? Step 1 is the simple action of printing a question
on the user's screen. Step 2 is a loop, since the input request
may be made several times if the reply is nol yes or no. And
step 3 is an either/or situation: a branch. The following English
language outline says what these parts of the program must do:

1. Action: Ask if instructions are needed.
2. Loop: Get input until the answer is yes or no.

3. Branch: If the answer is yes, give instructions; otherwise
say, "OKAY. LETS GET STARTED."

Notice already how much clearer this analysis of the prob-
lem is than the spaghetti code version with which we began.
The process is divided into a straight sequence of three steps.
The computer is to perform the first step and then go on to the
second. Then it is to do the second step and go on to the third,
etc.

The next phase in solving this problem is simply the transla-
tion of each step, one at a time, from English into the appro-
priate structures available in the programming language. In
Basic, the outlines shown earlier for actions, loops, and
branches are the ones to use.

Step 1 is a simple action and can be handled by a single
print statement:

10 PRINT "DO YOU WANT INSTRUCTIONS?"
That was easy. Step 2 is a loop, so we begin by simply copy-

ing down the loop outline, filling in blanks with appropriate
line numbers:

15 'LOOP
20 do something
2 5 IF exit-condition THEN 4

30 do something
35 GOTO 15
40 'END LOOP

All that remains is to till in the two "do somethings" and the
"exit-condition." The job of the loop is to get user input and, if

necessary, to prompt for new input. The first "do something"
must be an INPUT statement. The "exit-condition" for leaving
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the loop must be that the user's reply is yes or no. Any other re-

ply means that the second "do something" is performed; it

must be a prin I statement containing the prompt message. The
finished block is this:

15 'LOOP
20 INPUT A$
25 IF AS = "YES" OR AS = "NO" THEN 40
30 PRINT "PLEASE TYPE YES OR NO"
35 GOTO 15
40 'END LOOP

Last comes the branch block for step 3. Here is the general

outline with line numbers filled in:

50 IF condition THEN 70
55 'FALSE
60 do something
65 GOTO 80
70 "TRUE
75 do something
80 'END IF

When the computer reaches line 50, A$ is either YES or NO.
Therefore, the "condition" can be either A$ = "YES" or A$
= "NO"; it makes no difference which. Let's choose the for-

At any level of detail of a
well structured program, the only

thing one finds are actions,

loops, and branches.

mer. Then the second "do something" must print the instruc-

tions and the first one must say OKAY. LET'S GET
STARTED. Here is the complete branch:

50 IF AS = "YES" THEN 70
55 'FALSE
60 PRINT "OKAY. LET'S GET STARTED."
65 GOTO 80
70 'TRUE
75 GOSUB 1000: INSTRUCTIONS
80 'END IF

Notice above that the task of actually printing the instruc-
tions is defined elsewhere, in a subroutine, even though it is

presumably called only once, in line 75. This is done in the
spirit of top-down programming, which was the topic of last

month's article. Giving instructions will require many prim
statements. It is better to bury those details in a subroutine
than to clutter up the branch block with them.
The whole program for these three steps now looks like this:

10 PRINT "DO YOU WANT INSTRUCTIONS?"
12 '

15 'LOOP
20 INPUT AS
25 IF AS = "YES" OR AS = "NO" THEN 40
30 PRINT "PLEASE TYPE YES OR NO"
35 GOTO 15
40 'END LOOP
45 '

50 IF AS = "YES" THEN 70
55 'FALSE
60 PRINT "OKAY. LETS GET STARTED."
65 GOTO 80
70 'TRUE
75 GOSUB 1000: 'INSTRUCTIONS
80 'END IF
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PROGRAMMING

We have used blank lines to separate the three blocks and im-

prove readability. Most Basics unfortunately do not allow truly

blank lines, but one can usually use an apostrophe or a colon

for the same effect. We have also used indentation to show

clearly the nesting of one block inside another. Some older Ba-

sics do not allow spaces for indentation, but one can use colons

for the same purpose.

What About FOR/NEXT Loops?
Somehow, we seem to have skipped over the loop structure

that all Basic programmers know and love: the for/next

loop. The Boehm and Jacopini theorem seems to prove that no

one really needs it. In fact, that is true. The loop block pre-

sented earlier takes care of all looping problems.

Consider the following problem: "Write a program to print

the odd numbers from 1 to 99." Here is how to use the Basic

loop block for that problem:

10 LET C = 1

20
30
40
50
60
70

•LOOP
IF C > 99
PRINT C
LET C =

GOTO 20
'END LOOP

THEN 70

C + 2

The first "do something" is missing: It is the empty block. The

exit condition is C > 99. The second "do something" is the ac-

tion block in lines 40 and 50.

Only after a person has seen exactly how this "counting

loop" works—that is, how the variable is initialized, where the

exit test is made, and how the variable is incremented—is it

time to learn shortcuts. And that is all that the for and next

statements are: shortcuts for writing a very special kind of loop.

In this counting loop, lines 10-30 and 50-70 can be abbreviated

as follows:

20 FOR C = 1 TO 99 STEP 2

40 PRINT C
70 NEXT C

But the main point is that this is nothing more than an abbrevi-

ation for the longer form of the loop block. It is not a different

type of loop. Note especially that this short form can be used

only when the exit condition depends on the value of a counter

variable which is increased by the same amount each pass

through the loop. Change that special situation only slightly

and the for/next shortcut cannot be used. For example, you

can use the for/next abbreviation for the problem of printing

the squares of the integers from 1 to 100. But you cannot (with-

out using a wild goto) use the for/next shortcut for a very

similar problem: printing all integer squares that are less than

500.

Summing Up .

This month's article on structured programming in Basic has

focused on the problem of making the logic of a program easier

to follow. The simplest logic obeys the Law of Straight Se-

quence, in which each step is carried out, and control always

passes to the next step in the list of instructions. Instructions

which cause control to jump wildly to other instructions are the

hardest to follow.

Using only one-in/one-out blocks in programs tames these

wild jumps. Only three kinds of blocks are needed: action

blocks, loop blocks, and branch blocks. Programs written this

way obey the Law of Straight Sequence with respect to blocks:

The computer always goes from one block to the next block in

the program listing, never skipping wildly forward or

backward.
Such programs are easier to create and easier to maintain

than the ones produced by a "free-style" programmer. They are
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easier to create because thinking about block structures forces

the writer to adopt a standardized approach to handling all

loops and branches in a program. They are easier to maintain

because the logic is obvious to the eye.

Programmers who adopt the top-down planning method and

the disciplined use of these control structures gain another

Instructions which cause control

to jump wildly to other instructions

are the hardest to follow.

benefit: Since the logic of their programs is clear, they need far

fewer in-line remarks for documentation, and they usually

abandon completely the crutch of flowcharting. Here are the

main steps they follow:

The Steps of Using Control Blocks
1

.

When writing a program module, avoid thinking about

what kind of statement to write next.

2. Instead, decide what kind of control block will be needed:

an action block, a loop block, or a branch block.

3. Using a mixture of Basic and English, write the outline of

the appropriate block.

4. Fill in the body of the outline by converting English to Ba-

sic. If the body of the outline calls for nesting another control

block inside the present one, repeat these same four steps with

the inner block.

5. When the plan is complete, enter and debug the program

module.

At first, this approach may seem less efficient than just writ-

ing statements and then patching things up during the debug-

ging phase. In fact, the method described here will save you

hours of debugging time, since you will detect most of your

logical errors at the stage when you are trying to decide which

control block to use. Furthermore, as your programs get

longer, you won't hit the programmer's wall. Longer programs

won't become astronomically harder. Try it! You have nothing

to lose but your flowcharts.

Coming Next Month
Last month's article on the "top-down method" of planning

a program showed how to organize your ideas without getting

bogged down in details. This month's article has shown how to

handle all details of program logic by using only three kinds of

control blocks: actions, loops, and branches. The payoff from

using both these structured programming methods comes when

they are applied to solving an actual problem. Next month's

article will show the whole problem- solving process of plan-

ning, implementing, and refining a program by using these

structured methods.

The ideas and programming methods described in this se-

ries of articles are adapted from recent books by Arthur

Luehrmann and Herbert Peckham. published by McGraw-

Hill Book Company. Computer Literacy—A Hands-On Ap-

proach, available in separate versions for the Apple H/Ile

and TRS-80 Model HI/4 computers, is a school textbook for

use in grades 6-12. A bookstore edition entitled Computer

Literacy Survival Kit comes complete with a program disk.

The authors have also used these methods in Hands-On BA-

SIC for the IBM PCjr, the Basic tutorial packaged with the

PCjr.
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8600 P
F10 40
F10 55

COMREX
ComWrtter Letter Haaly

PRINTERS
NEC

2010/2030
B023 Dot Maui.
8025 Da Metn.
3510 SereMetter Quaky
3530 ParakaVLatur QueKy
7710/7730 SanaVParaM

OKIDATA
82. 83. 84. 92. 93. 2350. 2410

SMITH CORONA

33900
•199 00
"8900

"589 00
•269 00

•899 00
•379 00
669 00

•1449 00
•1499 00
1949 00

•299 00
•199 00
•249 00

•20900
•379 00
'Willi
569 00
•929 00
•999 00
•1499 00

•499 00

TP2 •399 00
Vector Feed •11900

SILVER REEO
500 Letter Quaky •469 00
550 Latter QueKy 1,99 on

949 00
1749 00

•999 00
•109 00

620 Letter QueKy
630 Letter QueKy

DAISYWRITER
2000
Tractor Feed

EPSON
MX SOFT MX 100 RX 80 RX SOFT

FXBO. FX100 CAU
IDS

F*r»am 90 For Corngurauone CALL
nam 32 For Conngurabor« CALL

MANNESMAN TALLY
•589 00

180L .799 00
Sow 80 •3O900

STAR
Germ K)X
Gam P15X
Data 10

120P
130P
315 Color

TRANSTAR

APPLE INTERFACE

099.00
•399 00
559 00
•75 00

•1699 00

•499 00
•689 00
•499 00

Choose trom PKASO. Orange Mcro. MPC.
MicroMe., Tymec. Quadrem & Practice!

"•"I**"* PRINTER CARLES
are BiaJsUe for most si computers on the
marttot W© SLtpply all your computar naads

PAPER SUPPLIES
1000 sr<s 8', .11 Tractor Paper "19-
XXIO ante MMjs11 Tractor Paper *24w
1 or 2 Address Labels •g-

MBC-550 CALL
MBC 555 CALL
MBC 1100 "1499 00
FDD 32OO320K Dna "389 00
MBC H50 "1899 00
MBC 1200 "1849 00
FDD 6400640K Drive "46900
MBC 1250 "2O99 00
PR 5500 Pnrcer "599 0c|

APPLE/FRANKLIN
DISK DRIVES

MICRO SCI
A2

®SANYO

A40
A70 "319 00

"7900
C47 Corcr-aar

EKe 1 •27900
Etta 2 •IHUIII
EKe 3 •569 00

APPLE Me STARTER PACK
64K Apple M. D^Dnve&CortrafcrBDCrtumn

Card. Mentor & DOS 3 3
COMBUm

. CALL

ACE 1000 CtBor Computer
ACE Fame, Pat* System
ACE PRO PLUS System
ACE 1200 Olhce Mgmt System

Not as Ejvensve'

CALL
CALL
CAU
CALL

TERMINALS
914 •569 00
924 -68900
925 '73900
950 "92900
970 "103900

ftTekVideo

COMPUTERS
Tewptrt Portable CAU
800A
802
03

•1099 00
•9898 on

802H
806/20 499900
816/40
1602
1603

•9199 00
•9399 OO

CAU

MODEMS
•59 00

Mar* 1 '7900
Marl Vs (Auto AnaiAutD Das) '119 00
Mark XI (1200 Baud] '29900
TRS80 Color Computer "99 00
9 Volt Power Supply •SOO

HAYES
Smartmodem 300 •209 00
Smartmodem 1200 M99 00
Smart/nodem 12008 "44900
MKJtvnodem Re *269 00
Msromorlem 100 "29900
Smart Com H "89 00

•199 00

NOVATION
J Cat
SmartCat 103
SmartCat 103/212
AutoCat

212AutoCat
Apple Cat

212 Act*- Cat
Apt* Cat 212 Hxjrade

Cat

ZENITH
ZT1
ZTX)
?T11

•179 00
•399 00
•219 00
•549 00
•249 00
569 00
•309 00
•139 99

•33900
•309 00
•30900

AMDEK MONITORS
:XXJ CTree,.

300 Amber
310 Amber
Color 1

Cokr 1 Plus

Color 2
Cokr ? FVb
Cokr 3
Cokr 4

12 Green
•? Green Hi Res
9191 13 Cokr

12" Green
12 ,

JB 1260 Green
JB 1201 Green
JB 1205 Amber
JC 1215 Cokr
X 1216 RGB
JC 1460 Cokr

NEC

WEST
i| 800-233-8950

In PA call (717)327 9575,Dept
V y Order Status Number: 327-9576
,-lX'Cuatorrier Service Number: 327 1450

•M900
•159 00
•169 00
•279 00
998 00
•39900
•419 00
•349 00
•699 00

•11999
•249 00

88 99
95 99

•109 00
•14998
•159 99
•26900
•429 00
•388 00

PRINCETON GRAPHICS
HX12 RGB

SAKATA
100 •269 00

TAXAN
210 Cokr RGB
400 Med Res RGB •31900
415 Hi Res RGB •439 00
420 Hi Res RGB (IBM) •489 00
100 12' Green •125 00
105 12" Ambar

USI
Pi 1. 9 Green 99 99
Pi 2. 12

' Green •119 99
Pi 3 12 Amber •149 99
R 4. 9" Amber •139 99
1400 Cokr •269 99

OUAORAM
(**«> rlYjejra. MB •549 00

ZENITH
ZVM 122 Amber •10900
WM 123 Green •89 99
ZVM 135 Cater/RGB 468 99

-CANADA:
800-268-4559
In Toronto call (416)828 0868, Oapt. 40608

Order Status Number: 828-0888
2505 Ounwin Drive, Unit 38

EA5T

477 E 3rd St., vV.lliamaport, PA 17701 Mieeieseuga, Ontario, Canada L5L1T1

800-648-3311
In NV call (702)588-5654, Oapt. 40608

Order Status Number: 588-5654
P.O.Box 6689

Stataline, NV 89449
—I. no d.po.rt on COO. ordera and no waiting p.r.od for certified check, or money order.. Add 3 % (minimum «5) .hipping and handling

. ch'-noT C-lftld". T"nt* mV I"""""'
'dd,t '0n- 1 Ch" r9" NV "« Pfl «»«•«. add .ale. tax. All item, .ub ect to availability en'price change Lall today for our catalog. T



Koala

PUTER
KOALA PADS

*"" |B0M| ^lmC64[u»*|

Appfc/frart-kn

KOALA SOFTWARE CALL

£lcommodore
CSM B032

's99
CBM 4032 "SB*

SX-64
PORTABLE
•839 mmm--

MSOS01 0* Onve

MSO SD2 Da* Onve

CBM 9096
CBM 9000
B128 80
8032 to 9000 Upg/ede

2031 LP Q* Onve

8050 0* 0rwe

8250 Da* Drive

40?3 Prrtar

8023 Printer

6400Prrter
Z-BAM
Sacon OHa
The Meneger
SottBOM
VisCMc

PROFESSIONAL
SOFTWARE

Word Pro 2 Pkj.

Word Pro 3Pk*
Wort Pro 4 Ptuayb Pk* mat*

Admnetretor

•349 00
•MS oo
•869 OO
•999 no
•769 00
28000
•?99 (X)

9*900
'1199 00
•379 00
•569 00

'1 :)99 00
•499 00
08
•199 00
•125 00
•159 00

•159 00
•189 00
•279 00
•179 00
•399 00
79 00

VIC 20
CBM 84
C1541 Oh* Drive

C1530 Oeteaette

CI 520 CoW Prrter/PkXter

M 801 Dot Motn. Prrter

C1526 Dot MeuWSenel

C1702 Color Moncor

C1311 JoyMx*
C1312Peddea
C1600 VC Modem
C1650 Auto Modem
Logo 64
P*X 64
Word Pro 64 Pkje

Para** Printer interface

Cat Be«* 64
CaK BesJt Easy

Codea/nter 64
Ouch Brown Few

MCSB01 CoKjr Prrtar

DPS 1101 Oewy Prrter

Megc Voce Speech ModJe
Dh> Orgaruiir Look

Vidtei ToaxMrnmuricatJOna

..•1BB
•249 00
•69 00

•129 00
•219 00
•299 00
•249 00

•4 99
•11 99
•59 00
WO
•49 00
•39 00
•59 00
•49 00
•65 00
•39 00
•75 00
•49 00

'499 00
•459 00
54 00
•49 00
•34 95

We stock a full .nventory of software for Commodore
.

such

as Artworx Broderbund. Commercial Data. Creatrve Soft-

ware EPYX. HES. MicroSpec. Nufekop. Romox. Sinus.

Synapse. Thorn EMI. Tromx. UMI. Victory, Spinnaker. Rain-

bow S. Timeworks!

INFOCOM
Zork 1.2.3 (ATfAPICBMABM)

OMdkna (AT/APCBMABM)
Enchanter [AT/APC8M/BM|
Paraxial (ATlAPiCBM/IBM)

Witneae (AT<APICBM/IBM|

I |ATJAPICBMJ18M|

•29 00
•32 95
•32 95
•a b
•32 95
•. goo

ATARISOFTM M
PacMan •29 99

t^e—aj *29 99

:-:r:';

Hoh«r,., "MM
Surfi-f "?9 99

QeaUVC
•37 99
•37 99
•3799
•37 99
•37 99
•37 99
•37 99

CMO'S PORTABLE CORNER
fVFC I

HP71B
•499

4icv •«»:
4icx •a*9"
HP10C «9 99
** 11C «
t*"' lc Sags
"^ 1aL* lu:, ...* ,6C

.
• .

MPa-ModJa "f?
HP*. Ceeeette or Prrter

Cart Beader ''*» »

E«-rtd Furcuon Mo** «•»
TimeModJe *3 99

TrMEX/SINCLAIR
Trne«/Srt*»r 1000
TnvSnar 20B6
1BK Memory
2040 Prrtar

VuCelc
Mmdviere Print

PC-9201
•599

NEC
PC 8221 A Therm* Prrter

PC B281A Date Pecorder

PC 8201 06 BK BAM Cr«>e

PC8206A32K BAM Cartridge

•149 99
•99 00

•105 00
329 00

CALL
CALL

•25 00
BOM
•17 99
•99 99

PC 1500A MBS
PC-1250A •

.r*er 'Cassette

CE 150 Color Prrter/Ceeeeue

CE 155 BK RAM
CE 161 16K BAM
CE 500 BOM Library

128 99
'171 99
03 go
'134 99
•29 99

III HOME COMPUTE

ATARI
WHILE SUPPLIES LAST!

ATARI 600XL
•149

,oio Be*** "co 800XL '2»9
1020 coior pnrMr •]•• 1200XL CALL
1025 Dot Matn, Prrtar •34900 leSUUAk
1027 Letter Ou*t, ™" 1400XL CALL
,030 DrtCt Cor~ct Mo*m -119 00 I«WW#%1-....

sST- II SUM)
SET -si sss ss
4M Co^rSc-or . -229 00 4T »S1 PO «*•»«
40ra»i««ed&k*eUon M7 00 A1B800A ""9 00

IcVlsirB—ra |33 00 "D AO-S^ *»*
4012M«»*Corr™nd ••" BFO 40 A1

4013 Aeteradi "2900 BFO 40-S2 *
'•"

9049Vt>Cel -15900 BfO 44-S1 -,...1

TO79LogrT "'9 00 „0 44S2 '869°°
7101 Enteruxner < TEXAS MSTBUMENTS

7102 Ar^TS-rr, •" TX 99 SI *"» 00

8026D,0ug ^OO RANA
8030 ET Phone Home ,„„ -329 00
8031 Donkey Kong TRAK
SSSS-. ss «. ™" «»
B036A«nWr«er ''9 00 INDUS
8040 Donkey Kong Jr '39 00 GT r*^ -379 00

8043 Ma Pacrn., ' MEMORY BOARDS
B044 JOUK ,39 °0

Adon3?K - *

^^^_^______ A-onABK
*'' ,, "'———"""^^^^^^

Alan 128K '"

DISKETTES ^ £
MAXELL k«c 64K 2S«

s . mo, "2900 mtec Beel T«ne Ooo "'' ,l

SV MM ALIEN VOICE BOX
B BD1 ISS/OOI „,„ M1900
8 F02[DS700l ">900 ^ -14900

s. ss/oo
WERBAT

'
-26 99 CONTROLLERS &

^ ELEPHANT J0Yj£'CKS
sso ,,B49 vmco

R ^ '22 9 Jo^ock -2' |9
5'. D&OO ,2e 99 3-«e, Joystx*

:

•»
HEAD •- - ^?H

O-H-Oener M499 gj *»^
ATAR/VC Trek Bat ' i:

'
'

DISK HOLDERS - ; ' ^H
INNOVATIVE CONCEPTS J*^ ^,7 99

SjntSS -'I KRAFT
f,c.nf«|4rXV800BOM»*lder M 7 99

ajen Srtjl. Br. -1299^— Aten SMCh rKter~^^^^^^^^^
Aap« Peddka '

'> ^
LJK WMk 2J2

Atan Letter Perlect 0«*I40(80) "79 99 ,»..

Ata, Letter Perlect B0M(40 col) -79 99 AMIGA
Atan Letter Perhxt BOM(BO ca| -79 99

31(30 Sngk. ''3 991

Alan Date Per*** BOM (80 oo| -7999 310 1 pV ''999'

Atm So- «*,« 0-, ;' j.^,^ -3-99
Aten LMty/M-Mtrge ' TQ
Appfc Latter Perfect "> -^ .4799
Apple 0«e Pa*« •1500 ^".2*** -47 99
App, LJK Ut*t, ™™ %Z.f£tt W.9B|
Apple Law Ceae CSenerMor '1900 App* Tr« fW

WE5T- -CANADA: EA 5T
800-233-8950 800

'

:2J8:4559 8p0-648^33J1
In PA C.II (717J327-9575.D.PV40608 '"

'ori.r8t.iu. Number: 828-0866 Ord.

Order Status Number: 327-957B 2505 Dunwin Drive, Unit 3B

Customer Service Number: 327-1450 M ie.i...ua.. Ont.no, C.n.d. L5L1T1

•5] ehipping end hendling. _. J; .. mmm .„.ii.b |e to qualified Educetionel Institutions

In NV cell (702)588-5654, Dept. 40608 /
Order Stetue Number: 588-5654 ^^_^_

P.O.Box 6689 /.».—

j

Steteline, NV 89449 -

(minimum

APO & FPO: Add 3S (

' " i f I.^M-IM
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Going Around On Circles:

Mathematics
and Computer Art

Part 2

Sheldon P. and Florence S. Gordon

Last month we pointed out the
strange fascination that mathematicians
have for weird situations and how com-
puter graphics provides a spur to these
interests. As an illustration of this, we
examined a class of curves known in
mathematics as hypocycloids, the path
traced by a point on a circle rolling
around inside a larger circle (Figure 1).
This resulted in some fascinating
patterns of both a geometrical and a
numerical nature.

Having achieved such nice results,
however, no self-respecting mathemati-

Figure 1.

cian would let the idea die without
pursuing it further. All kinds of other
questions and speculations come to mind
and, again with the power of sophis-
ticated computer graphics, we have a
tool to look at some of these other
possibilities.

The most likely follow-up question
that arises is probably the following: if a
hypocycloid is the type of curve that is

formed when a circle rolls around inside
a larger circle, what happens when the
small circle rolls around the outside of
the larger one? (See Figure 2). The result

Figure 2.

is known as an epicycloid, and we shall
explore some of its properties in this
article.

The easiest way to picture an epicy-
cloid is to think of a piece of radioactive
bubble gum attached to a wheel which is

rolling around the outside of a larger
wheel. The path of the gum, as recorded
by the radioactive track it leaves behind,
is the epicycloid curve. Clearly, the
shape of the path depends on the relative
sizes of the two wheels as measured by
their radii.

Therefore, let's begin by looking at the
shape for different values for the radii.
Suppose the rolling circle has radius 1

and the fixed inner circle has radius 2.

The resulting shape is shown in Figure

166
June 1984 • Creative Computing
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Figure 3.
Figure 4.

3. On the other hand, if we change
things slightly so that the fixed circle has
radius 3, then we obtain the shape in
Figure 4. Similarly, if the radius of the
fixed circle is 4, then we obtain the shape
in Figure 5.

Cusps and Revolutions
If we compare these three shapes in

conjunction with the values for the radii,

then some patterns will become evident.
To make things easier, let's write the pair
of radii as: (A,B) = (inner, outer). Thus,
we have drawn the pairs: (2,1), (3.1) and
(4,1). Notice that each epicycloid shape
has the same number of arches as the ra-

dius of the inner circle. Similarly, it has
the same number of sharp points (called
cusps) where the point on the rolling cir-

cle touches the inner circle. With this in

mind, we would expect that the shape
with radii (25,1) would have 25 arches

Figure 5.

The easiest way to
picture an epicycloid is

to think of a piece of
radioactive bubble gum
attached to a wheel

which is rolling around
the outside of a
larger wheel.

and 25 points. This is indeed the case, as
is seen in Figure 6.

However, what happens if the outer
circle does not have radius 1? Say it has
radius 2 while the inner circle has radius

5 (5,2). The result is shown in Figure 7.

From this, we see that there are still five
arches and five cusps (as expected), but
they occur in a more complicated pat-
tern. If you trace out the curve with a
pencil starting at the right-most cusp,
you will find that the five arches are
formed while making two full revolu-
tions around the curve. Equivalently, the
bubble gum comes back to its starting
point, having rolled around the inner
circle precisely twice while forming the
five arches. The two revolutions, then,
probably suggest some connection with
the smaller radius 2 of the rolling circle.

With this conjecture in mind, we
might expect that the pair of radii (8,3)
would produce an epicycloid having
eight arches and cusps, but taking three
full revolutions to complete the full

curve. This is shown in Figure 8. In a
similar way, the pair (40,1 1) takes 1 1 full

Figure 6.

June 1984 • Creative Computing
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H0HA60H ™ HAS THE BEST FOR LESS

SUPER SPECIALS

APPLE
Business:

T Maker III 200.00

Format II 94.95

The Handlers 84.95

Word Handler 36.95

List Handler 29.95

Spell Handler 29.95

Multiplan 145.00

Phi Beta Filer 38.95

Utilities:

Printographer 31.95

New Complete

Graphic System 57.95

Entertainment:

Sorcerer 38.95

Oil Baron 47.00

Questron 37.95

Rails West 30.95

Heist 30.95

Hardware:

System Saver 62.95

CPM Card (ALS) 300.00

Business Card 425.00

ZCard II (ALS) 129.00

5'/." RGB Disk Drive

(addon) 214.95

IBM
Business:

Mulitplan 150.00

Open Access 450.00

R: Base 4000 375.00

Volks Writer Deluxe 225.00

Ultra File 140.00

SuperCalc 3 275.00

T Maker III 225.00

State of the Art Accounting

Package Call

Lotus 1-2-3 Call

jack 2 360.00

DBase II
450.00

Harvard Project Manager 300.00

Key II 1,2. 3 150.00

Entertainment:

Wizardry I
48.00

Lode Runner 26.95

Ultima II 48.00

Flight Simulator 38.95

Accessories:

Dysan 5V4" SSDD 32.95

5%" DSDD 45.00

Verbatim 5 V SSDD 25.95

5%" DSDD 35.00

Ribbons:

Okidata 500 ea.

Gemini 5.00 ea.

Epson 8.00 ea.

Printers: Gemini 10X $325 00

COMMODORE 64

Business:

General Ledger

(Info Design) 62 95

Accounts Payable

(Info Design) 62.95

Accounts Receivable

(Info Design) 62.95

Payroll (Info Design) 62.95

Inventory Management

(Info Design) 62.95

Paper Clip

(Batteries Included) 70.00

Delphi's Oracle 99.00

Entertainment:

Flight Simulator II 38.95

Bluemax 26.95

Ultima III
42.95

ATARI
Business:

Atari Writer 78 95

File Manager 78.95

Entertainment:

Seven Cities of Gold 31.95

Donkey Kong Junior 39.95

Gate Way to Apshai 30.95

Atari Logo 78.95

Hardware:

850 Interface 195.00

For Mail Orders: Include your selection(s), name, address, phone number along with your check, money order or

credit card number and expiraton date. Please include $3.00 for shipping & handling (large .terns, hardware and

foreign orders extra).

ORDER DESK
National: 800-942-2058 Alaska & Hawaii: 415-237-4406

California: 800-223-8327 Hours: 8 a.m. to 6 p.m. PST

For Order Status & Technical

Information Call:

415-237-5283

NONAGONSOFTWARE
P.O. Box 1486

El Cerrito, CA 94530



APPLE GAMES

Broderbund
Arcade Machine
Choplifter

Serpentine

Seatox
Gumball
Loderunner

Spare Change
AE
Datasolt

Zaxxon
Pooyan

Epyi
Temple ol Apshai

Jumpman
Upper Reaches ol Apshai

Electronic Artt

Music Construction Set

Pinball Construction

Hard Hat Mack
Axis Assassin

Standing Stones

One on One

Sky Fox
Archon

Hedyen
Sargon 111

Inlocom
Zork I. II. Ill

Deadline

Starcross

Inlidel

Suspended
Witness
Planetlaii

Enchanter

Mind Systems
Spitfire

Air Sim III

Chess
Odin

Origin

Ultima III

Caverns of Caiisto

Pie Man
The Coveted Mirror

Pensate
The Ouest
Mini! Man
Transylvania

Expedition Amazon

Sierra-On-Line

Time Zone
Ultima II

Frogger
Dark Crystal

Sir-Tech
Wizardry I

Wizardry II

Wizardry III

Crypt ol Medea

Strategic Simulations
Computer Baseball
Epidemic

Carrier Force
Germany 1965

North Atlantic 86
Geopolitique 1990

Retail Your

Price Price

each each

59 95
34 95
34 95
29 95
29 95

34 95
34 95
34 95

39 95
29 95

4195
24 95
24 95
2095
2095
24 95
24 95
24 95

27 95
20 95

Knights ol the Desert 39 95

Ringside Seat 39 95

Broadsides 39 95

Eagles 39 95

Subloglc

Night Mission Pinball

Flight Simulator II

APPLE BUSINESS/UTILITIES

40 00 27 95
40 00 27 95
1995 16 95

39 95 3195
39 95 3195
34 95 27 95

39 95 3195
39 95 31 95

39 95 31 95

39 95 3195
39 95 3195

49 95 39 95

39 95 27 95
49 95 34 95

39 95 27 95
49 95 27 95
49 95 34 95

49 95 37 50
49 95 37 95

49 95 37 50

39 95
44 95

69 95
49 95

54 95
39 95

29 95
29 95
29 95
29 95
29 95
29 95

29 95

99 95

59 95
34 95
39 95

49 95
34 95
39 95
39 95

39 95
34 95
59 95
59 95
59 95
39 95

34 95
49 95

27 95
27 95
27 95
27 95

24 95
39 95

Stoneware

OB Master Utility »1

DB Master Utility '2

DB Master 4

DB Master Stat Pac

Vllicorp

Visicaic 3 3

Advanced Visicaic

Artscl

Magic Window 11

Beagle Brothers

Silicon Salad

Utility City

Pronto Dos
GPLE
Apple Mechanic
Disk Ouick
Tip Disk »1

Beagle Basic

Alpha Plot

Frame Up
BPI
The Business Analyst

Business Solutions

Incredible Jack

Central Point

Copy II-

Continental

Home Accountant

Tax Advantage

Dow Jones
Market Analyzer

Hayden
Applesoft Compiler Plus

Howard
Tax Preparer 1984

Microlab

Tax Manager

149 95 104 95

3195
35 95

49 95
37 95

43 95
3195

21 95
21 95
2195
2195
21 95
2195
2195

69 95
4195
24 95
27 95

34 94

24 95
27 95
29 95

27 95
24 95
4195
4195
41 95
27 95

Basic Compiler

Multitool Fin Statement

Multitool Budget Analysis

Fortran-80 (CP Ml
Applesoft Compiler

Micro Sparc

Macrosoft & Assembler

Monogram
Dollars & Sense

Pear
Stock Portfolio Eval Sys

Penguin
Transitions

Graphics Magician

Paper Graphics

Sensible

Sensible Speller

Book Ends
Back It Up III

Image Printer II

Slerra-On-Line

Homeword
Screenwriter Professional

General Manager II

Software Publishing Corp.

PFS-File

PFS-Report
PFS-Graph
PFS-Wnte

Southwestern Data
Munch A Bug
Merlin

Apple-DOC List Master

Routine Machine

29 95 2195
29 95 20 95

29 95 20 95
49 95 39 95

29 95 20 95
29 95 2195
29 95 2095
34 95 24 95

39 95 27 95

29 95 2095

195 00

179 00

39 95

74 95

59 95

350 00

99 95

250 00

180 00

146 50

134 95

3195

52 50
48 95

299 95

69 95

199 95

140 00

129 00 97 50

129 00 97 SO

350 00 262 50

129 00 97 50

250 00 174 95

40000 30000

APPLE EDUCATION

395 00 295 00
10000 8000
15000 11250
195 00 157 00
17500 137 50

99 95 89 95

100 00 79 95

60000 50000

49 95 37 95

59 95 4195
49 95 37 95

124 95 87 95

124 95 90 95

74 95 59 95
49 95 34 95

69 95 49 95
199 95 139 95

229 95 160 50

125 00 87 50
125 00 87 50
125 00 87 50
125 00 87 50

49 95 34 95
64 95 45 50

39 95 3195
49 95 37 95

CBS
Success with Math

Designware
Spellicopter

Math Maze

Davidson » Associates

Math Blaster

Word Attack

Scarborough
Master Type
Song Writer

Picture Writer

Scholastic

Square Pairs

Turtle Trax

Spinnaker

Story Machine
Facemaker
Kmdercomp
Delia Drawing
Snooper Troops il. #2
Alphabet Zoo

Krerl

Kreli Logo
Krell SAT
Plato's Cave
Connections

Readers Digest

Chambers of Vocabulary

Key Lingo
Quadrilaterals

Trickster Coyote
Puzzle Mania
Speedy Spider

Terrapin

Terrapin Logo

The Learning Company
Addition Magacian
Word Spinner

Number Stumper
Reader Rabbit

19 95

39 95 3195
39 95 3195

49 95 39 95
49 95 39 95

39 95 31 95

39 95 3195
39 95 3195

39 95 31 95

39 95 3195

34 95 27 95
34 95 27 95

29 95 23 95
49 95 39 95

44 95 35 95
29 95 23 95

89 95 73 95

299 95 240 00

49 95 44 95
99 95 89 95

39 95 31 95

39 95 3195
34 95 27 95

39 95 3195
39 95 3195
34 95 27 95

149 95 2395

34 95 27 95
34 95 27 95
39 95 3195
39 95 31 95

APPLE HARDWARE
Electrohome
Hi Res RGB Monitor

Hayes
Joystick Mach ill (II*)

Joystick Mach 111 (lie)

Hayes Microcomputer
Micromodem II w/Term Prog

Kraft

Joystick

Applied Engineering

Z80 Plus

Time Master
Viewmaster 80

Aprlcorn

Serial Interface Card

Paymar
Lower Case Adapter (Rev 7)

Sweet Micro
Mockingboard Sound
Mockingboard Sound & Speach

699 00 414 95

49 95
59 95

39 95
43 95

409 00 280 00

64 95 48 95

139 95
139 95
170 95

11995
119 95
150 00

99 95 80 95

29 95 23 95

129 95
195 00

104 95
155 00

In Bay Area visit

mSOFTWARESOLL/TIONS"
1 1 1 85 San Pablo Ave. El Cerrito. CA 94530

(415) 237-5257 Hrs M-Sat 10 a m. to 6 p.m.

NONAGONSOFTWARE
P.O. Box 1486

El Cerrito, CA 94530

CIRCLE 150 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Figure 7. Figure 8.

revolutions to complete its 40 arches, as
seen in Figure 9.

However, if you look at Figure 10,

which shows the result for the pair

(40,12), the apparent pattern breaks
down. Here, there are only 10 arches
and it took only three full revolutions to
complete the curve. What happened? A
mathematical bent of mind provides the
answer.

Let's consider the two numbers 40
and 12. It turns out that both are divis-

ible by 4 and, if this common factor is

removed from each of them, we are left

with the numbers 10 and 3. In other
words, the epicycloid shape appears to

depend on the factored values for the
radii.

Therefore, the pair (20,6) will lead to

the same shape, as will (100,30). (We
should point out that it is the shape that

is the same; the size of these epicycloids

will be vastly different because of the dif-

ferent radii. The automatic scaling done
by the computer allows us to ignore size

while concentrating on the more in-

teresting question of shape). On the
other hand, a very slight change in the
radii, say to (101,30), will result in a
dramatically different shape, as shown in

Figure 11.

Shapes
By this stage, there really is no point

in continuing to count the number of
cusps or revolutions. Instead, it is far

more appealing to look on the shapes
that are produced as examples of com-
puter generated art. To share the fun of
constructing these geometric patterns,
we have attached a simple program that
will graph any epicycloid with integer

values for the radii. It is written for the
TRS-80 Color Computer with Extended

Basic, but can be modified easily to func-

tion on most other microcomputer mod-
els. Incidentally, the program will also

operate with non-integer values for the

radii, but will usually not trace out the

complete curves without introducing
several modifications.

For those who are mathematically in-

clined, the equations for the epicycloid
are given by the pair of parametric
equations:

X = (A + B) cos(T)-B cos/A + B_ j\

Y = (A + B) sin(T)-B sin/A±§_ T*

where B is the radius of the outer rolling

circle and A is the radius of the fixed

larger circle. For any values of A and B
(subject to the property of dividing out
common factors), the program will pro-

duce different shapes.

Figure 9. Figure 10.
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Figure 11. Figure 12.

To have the program operate quickly,

the number of points plotted depends on
the values of A and B up to a preset

maximum of 400 points. This introduces

an interesting feature.

When A and B are large, the 400
point maximum is not large enough for

an exact portrayal of the graph. Instead,

the program produces a tremendous

number of rounding errors that produce

even more intricate and dazzling shapes

whose general outline is the correct

epicycloid shape. For example, the pair

(4000,1000) should reduce down to the

same shape as (4,1), but the actual result

is that shown in Figure 12. Similarly,

Figures 13 and 14 show the results for

the pairs (6000, 1500) and (8888,2222)

respectively.

Actually, the designs shown in these

figures convey only some of the artistic

effects produced by the program. They

Listing 1.

SHELDON GORDON"

10 PMODE 4,

1

20 SCREEN 0,
30 CLS
40 PRINT:PRINT!PRINT
50 PRINT - THIS PROGRAM GRAPHS
60 PRINT
70 PRINT" ANY EPICYCLOID"
80 PRINTIPRINT1PRINT
90 PRINT" PROGRAM WRITTEN BY FLORENCE AND
100 PRINT:PRINT"COPYRlGHT 1983"
110 FOR T - 1 TO 1200 l NEXT
120 CLS
130 PRINTSPRINTlPRINT
140 INPUT "WHAT 16 THE LARGE RADI US" (AA: PRINT
150 INPUT "WHAT IS THE SMALL RADIUS" ;BB : IF BB;=AA THEN PRINT s PRINT SGOTO140
160 Cl-AA+BB
170 C2=C1/BB
180 DEF FNX<T)-Cl»COS<T)-BB»COS(C2»T) 300 V-191 - INT < <FNY< A > -Ml > /E + . 3

)

190 DEF FNY(T)"C1»SIN(T)-BB»SIN(C2»T)
200 A»0 I B 6.28*BB
210 Nl -Cl-AA I N2 » -Nl
220 Ml = Nl : M2 N2
230 D-(N2-N1 )/255 I E-< M2-M1 > / 191
240 PCLS
250 NR=20«(AA+BB>
260 IF NR>400 THEN NR=401
270 REM DRAW GRAPH
280 SCREEN 1 , 1

290 H«INT< <FNX<A>-N1 >/D +.5)

300 V-191 - INT( (FNY(A)-Ml )/E-»
310 LINEIH, V>- <H,V> ,PSET
320 ST=(B-A)/NR
330 FOR T-A+ST TO B STEP ST
340 X=FNX<T)
330 H"INT( (X-Nl )/D +.5)
360 Y"FNY(T>
370 V-191-INTI (Y-Ml >/E +.5)
380 LINE-(H,V),PSET
390 NEXT T

400 GOTO400
4 10 END

Figure 13. Figure 14.
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How touse computers to

teach math!

COMPUTERS IN
MATHEMATICS:

A SOURCE BOOK OF IDEAS

Now that more and more math departments have access to a micro

computer, the problem becomes: How to use the computer effec-

tively as a teaching aid?

Here's where COMPUTERS IN MATHEMATICS can help you.

This book of reprints from Creative Computing magazine is a gold-

mine of learning ideas, problem-solving strategies, programming
hints, puzzles, brain teasers, and much more!

COMPUTERS IN MATHEMATICS covers nine subject areas:

• Computer literacy and computers

in society

• Thinking strategies and how to

solve problems.

• Computer simulations and how to

write them.

• Probability

• Mathematical miscellany, from

circular functions to differential

equations.

• Art and graphics and their relation

to mathematics.

• Computer Assisted Instruction

(CAD.

• Programming style.

• Puzzles, problems and program-
ming ideas.

In all, COMPUTERS IN MATHEMATICS contains 77 fascinating

articles, over 200 problems for assignment, and nearly 100 programs.

Edited and with a preface by David H Ahl, Editor-in Chief of

Creative Computing, this immensely practical volume is an invalu-

able classroom tool for teachers and students of all grades.

,
source****

•"

8'/«" x 11", softcover,

hundreds of black-and-white
diagrams and illustrations.

USE THE COUPON TO ORDER YOUR COPY TODAY!

Please send me

.

copies of COMPUTERS IN MATHEMATICS
A Sourcebook of Ideas, at $15 95. plus $2 00 postage & handling,* each #12D
CHECK ONE: Payment enclosed S (CA. NJ and NY STATE

residents add applicable sales tax

)

Charge my: fj American Express MasterCard Visa

Card No . -Expire Date_

Signature

Mr /Mrs/Ms.

Address

(pleawe print full name)

-Apt-

Ciry -State Zip-

|

•' m:
_j_ _^_: ;

.! i ; .
•

"
For faster service, call TOLL FREE 800-631-8112. (In NJ call 201-S40-044S)
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are just the completed curves and as

such are static in nature. In the process

of the program running, however,

equally striking patterns are constantly

being produced and in turn being incor-

porated within even more complicated

shapes.

This is truly an example of dynamic

art which can best be appreciated as a

process rather than as a final fixed

shape. Further, as with no other art

Striking patterns are
constantly being

produced and in turn

being incorporated
within even more

complicated shapes.

form, the computer lets you have an "in-

stant replay" of the dynamic develop-

ment of the pictures whenever you want

to see the entire progression of shapes;

just run the program again.

With these ideas and suggestions, you
can now use the program to generate

your own shapes for different values of

the radii to enjoy the excitement of

producing new shapes and, with a little

curiosity and luck, possibly some new
mathematical relationships and theories

regarding the epicycloids.

Historical Note
In case you suspect that curves such

as epicycloids are just figments of a

mathematician's imagination, the
following historical note is in order.

Prior to the discoveries of Copernicus

and Kepler in the period 1580-1600 AD
on the structure of the solar system, the

universally accepted view was geo-

centric: the earth was at the center of the

universe and everything else—the plan-

ets and the stars—revolved around it.

Unfortunately, the apparent motion of

the known planets conflicted with the

idea that their orbits were circular or

even elliptic. Picture, if you will, a model
of the solar system as displayed in any

planetarium. In particular, picture your-

self on the moving earth and watch the

motion of one of the other planets; it ap-

proaches closest to you at one point,

then recedes in a wide arc and then

comes back to the nearest distance some-

where else in the sky and so on.

It may not come as much of a sur-

prise, at this point, that the ancient

astronomers believed that the paths

taken by the planets in their motion
about the earth were nothing more than

epicycloids.
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PERSONAL

Mousetrap 1*1/T~p
^^Jfl

In a recent short story about a computer ' ^"^
>n '

' ^^""^^/^ J a second entry of the name has been

crime, I suggested that one could identify ./ \ ^S typed by the same or a different person.

users on a computer system from their I ®-^^ Of course, there are highly sophisticated

typing patterns: that the way a person

types is as distinctive and individual as his

- techniques of multivariate analysis to per-

form the discrimination with elegance, if

fingerprint.

One reason to write fiction is that you're
Michael Crichton Ssiy™"^

to takc ,his proposition

not obliged to be truthful or accurate; bui uus simple nsung is iun to experiment

still. I found myself wondering whether The following program measures the with. Type in your name, step aside, and

the program I described, called Mouse- interval between individual keystrokes as let somebody else type the same name.

trap, was feasible. An hour at the keyboard you type your name. A simple, empiri- And see whether the machine believes it.

convinced me that it was. cally-derived algorithm determines whether 22

Listing I. Mousetrap for Apple. Listing 2. Mousetrap for IBM.

lO REM APPLE MOUSETRAP 10 REM IBM MOUSETRAP
20 REM 20 REM
30 REM BY MICHAEL CRICHTON 30 REM BY MICHAEL CRICHTON
40 REM 10/25/83 40 REM 10/15/83
30 REM 50 REM

60 DIM Nl (30) , N2(30) f D(30)
70 DIM Nl (30) ,N2<30) 70 T«1:REM TABLE VALUE
80 I = 768: OK - 2.25:NG = 1.5 80 0K=1': REM ACCEPTANCE LEVEL
90 HOME : PRINT "ACCEPTANCE LEVEL = ":0K: 90 NG = 2' : REM REJECTION LEVEL

PRINT : PRINT 100 CLS: PRINT "ACCEPTANCE LEVEL - " ; OK

;

100 PRINT "L060N:NAME^ ";: GOSUB 380 REJECTION LEVEL = ":NG
110 T = 1 110 PRINT:PRINT
120 FOR X = 768 TO I 120 PRINT "LOGON: NAME"' ":: GOSUB 420
130 N1(T) =» PEEK (X):T = T + 1 130 FOR X-l TO T
140 NEXT 8 PRINT :N1* = N* 140 Nl (X)=D(X)

150 NEXT
160 I = 768: T = 1 160 N1*=N*
170 PRINT : PRINT "LOGON: NAME? " ; : GOSUB 380 170 REM REPEAT
180 FOR X » 768 TO I 180 T«l
190 N2(T) = PEEK <X):T » T 1 190 PRINT:PRINT
200 NEXT : PRINT : N2* = N* 200 PRINT "LOGON:NAME? ":: GOSUB 420

210 FOR X-l TO T
220 PRINT 220 N2<X)=D(X)
230 IF Nl* N2* THEN PRINT 'SORRY, NO 230 NEXT

MATCH": GOTO 360
240 FOR X = 2 TO LEN <N*> + 1

240 N2*=N*
ZjU pitrl ————— L-ritL.r-.tn —

—

250 Z « ABS (N1(X) - N2 ( X )

)

260 PRINT
260 SZ = 3 - Z:SC = SC + SZ 270 IF Nl* <> N2* THEN PRINT "SORRY, NO MATCH":
270 NEXT GOTO 400
280 PRINT
290 L = LEN (N*):SF = SC / L 280 FOR X=2 TO LEN(N1*)+1

300 SF* - STR» (SF):SF* = LEFT* (SF*,3) 290 Z = ABS(N1 (X)-N2(X) )

310 PRINT SF*: " "| 300 SZ=3-Z:SC-SC+SZ

320 IF SF < N6 THEN 350 310 NEXT

330 IF SF > NG AND SF OK THEN PRINT 320 PRINT

"IDENTITY UNSURE BUT ACCEPTED": GOTO 360 330 L-LEN(Nt) :SF=ABS (SC/L)
340 SF*=STR*(SF)

340 IF SF > OK THEN PRINT "IDENTITY 350 PRINT USING "\ \":SF*:" ";
CONFIRMED": GOTO 360 360 IF SF > NG THEN 390

350 PRINT "YOU ARE A FAKE!" 370 IF SF < NG AND SF > OK THEN PRINT "IDENTITY
360 END UNSURE BUT ACCEPTED" : GOTO 400

380 N* = " " 380 IF SF OK THEN PRINT "IDENTITY CONFIRMED":

390 CT «= O GOTO 400

400 KB « PEEK ( - 16384): IF KB > 127 THEN 440 390 PRINT "YOU ARE A FAKE 1 "

410 INVERSE : PRINT " ":: NORMAL : PRINT CHR* 400 END
(8);: PRINT " ";: PRINT CHR*

420 CT « CT + 1 : GOTO 400
(8) ;

A A t~\ OCM _—.___ Mfll ICCTOAP ITCCI CH 1 \J rttn ————— piuuat I nHr i isr.Lr

420 N* = " "

430 REM KEYBOARD WAS PRESSED 430 CT=0:REM RESET COUNTER
440 POKE - 16368,0 440 K *=INKEY«: IF K*="" THEN CT=CT+1:G0T0 440
450 POKE I.CT 450 REM KEYSTROKE OCCURRED H
460 KB = KB - 128: A* = CHR* (KB) : PRINT A*:

:

460 D(T)=CT
IF A* = CHR* (13) THEN RETURN 470 A*=K*:PRINT K*; 1 IF K*=CHR*(13) THEN RETURN

470 N* = N* + A*: I = I + 1: GOTO 390 480 N*=N*+A*:T=T+1:G0T0 430
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Two new computers from HP,
Scribe text formatter for 8201/Model 100,
and two spreadsheets: PortaCalc and
T Plan/N Plan

NotebooH
Computing
Lots of new developments to report

this month. Also, we have tested several

software packages. But a brief comment
before getting started. The startup and
growth of the notebook computer field

has many parallels to the micro-
computer field itself in the early days
(1975-78).

Some of the manufacturers are big

players and well financed while others,

particularly the makers of add-ons and
software, are entrepreneurial outfits

consisting of two or three part-time peo-
ple. It is a pleasure to deal with most of
these small companies. They are respon-
sive, and you don't have layers of assis-

tants and secretaries or a PR agency to

get through.

On the other hand, some of them are

pompously trying to act like large

companies instead of taking advantage
of their strengths as entrepreneurial out-

fits. For example, we asked eight compa-
nies for review copies of software

packages. We got five right away. But
several required so many back and forth

letters, non-disclosure agreements, and
the like that by the time we received

their packages, it was too late to get

them into this issue. And in one case, we
finally threw up our hands in total

disgust.

Handheld from HP
New from Hewlett-Packard is the

HP-71B, a handheld computer aimed at

technical professionals. It is said to be
optimized for numeric computation and
calculation and includes enhanced Basic.

The 71 B has a 64 K. ROM, quite large

for a handheld unit, along with 17. 5K of
RAM. It has four plug-in slots for addi-
tional memory—up to 256K of ROM

David H. Ahl

and 33.5K of RAM.
The 7IB weighs 12 oz. and measures

3.9' x 7.5" x 0.5". It has a one-line LCD
display which shows 22 characters of a
maximum 96-character line.

The extended Basic has over 240
instructions^), dynamically declared
variables, support of multi-line user-

defined functions, and maintenance of
multiple programs in memory. The 71B
also has a calculator mode.
A wide variety of hardware add-ons

and software packages are available for

the 7 IB. In addition, it uses the standard

HP Interface Loop to connect to a

printer, data recorder, and measuring
instruments. Price is $549.95.

Husky Hunter
The British-made Husky Hunter is a

step above a handheld in both features

and size (and price). The unit boasts

CP/M compatibility and up to a 208K
memory—amazing features for a unit

this size.

The Husky Hunter has an 8-line, 40-

character LCD display, the same as the

Model 100/NEC 8201. As on some

Hewlett-Packard 71B.
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larger systems, the display acts as a win-

dow on a much larger "virtual" display.

This allows the unit to run many
applications software packages designed

for larger systems without modification.

The LCD display also has full graphics

capability on its 240 x 64 pixel screen.

The unit offers several built-in com-
munications protocols including sync,

async, and IBM 2780 bi-sync. This

means that it can communicate with

many larger computers, including main-

frames, without intermediate hardware.

British Husky Hunter is hermetically

sealed and has up to 208K.

The unit is housed in a diecast alu-

minum case and has 54 rubber keys. The
case and keys are sealed and fully water-

proof. But forget about touch typing; the

keys are laid out in a rectangular pattern

of four rows with no space bar.

The unit uses four rechargeable Ni-

Cad batteries with a 14-hour operating

life. It weighs 2.4 lbs. and measures 8.6"

x 6.2* x 1.3". Projected price is $2995

for an 80K unit and $4995 for one with

208K. The Husky Hunter is made by
DVW Microelectronics; the U.S. agent

is Sarasota Automation.

Sord IS-11 Notebook Computer
Sord has introduced a notebook com-

puter, the IS-11, with integrated soft-

ware for spreadsheet, database manage-
ment, text editing, communications, and
graphics. You'll find a complete review

of it elsewhere in this issue.

Disk/Video Interface
for Model 100
Tandy has announced a combination

disk drive and video interface unit for

the Model 100. The drive uses 5 1/** sin-

gle-sided double-density floppy disks.

Formatted capacity is 184K per disk.

We haven't tried the drive, but it ap-

pears that it stores and retrieves pro-

grams and data sequentially (like a

cassette tape) rather than having ran-

dom access (like other floppy disks). Of
course, the speed is much greater than a

cassette tape.

The video interface allows the Model

100 to be connected to a standard NTSC
video monitor or, using the built-in RF
modulator, to a standard TV set. A
monitor will display 25 lines of 80

characters while a TV set is limited to 40
character lines. All Model 100 charac-

ters are displayed, but dot graphics are

not supported.

The Interface connects to the Model
100 through a 40-pin expansion connec-

tor on the bottom of the computer.
When connected, the Interface auto-

matically loads special software into the

computer. The Model 100 must have at

least 16K of memory.
Price of the Disk/Video Interface is

$799. A second floppy disk drive costs

an additional $240.

Hewlett-Packard Model 110
With the introduction of the revolution-

ary new Hewlett-Packard Model 1 10

Portable Computer, a new wave of serious

portable computing has been unleashed.

The HP- 110, which was code-named
"Nomad," is a nine pound notebook-sized

portable with a flip up screen. The display

measures 80 characters across by 16 lines.

An internal 300 baud modem and RS-232

interface provide the communications
capabilities. Interfacing to disk drives and

printers is done via the HP-IL Interface

Loop. This is a low cost, low power inter-

face that is used by other HP computers

and instruments.

The 110 uses an 8086 processor and
has 272K of continuous on board RAM.
When the power is turned off, the memory
is not affected.

The 110 will run for 16 hours on an

overnight charge and the battery power
level is always displayed at power up. If

the power dips below five percent, the

machine shuts itself off and the display

cannot be turned on until the AC adapter/

charger is attached.

Lotus 1-2-3 is actually built in ROM on
the 1 10. The 384K of ROM also contain

terminal software and MS-DOS. And HP's

built-in Personal Applications Manager
(P.A.M.) offers a Unix-like shell environ-

ment for file handling and management.
Look for an in-depth evaluation next month
in Creative Computing.

Disk/Video Interface for Model 100.

Scribe Text Formatter
Although manufacturers of many text

formatting programs for the Model 100

and NEC 8201 call them word process-

ing programs, they are not. The built-in

TEXT program does the editing while

the add-on program does the formatting.

The Scribe program, however, goes one
step further, and includes a name and
address facility.

The basic Scribe 3.0 package is a text

formatter which allows formatting com-
mands to be embedded in text files. In

addition, several features are selected

from the menu just prior to printing a

file. Thus it operates very much like a

word processing program on a desktop

computer.

From the menu are selected the

following: margin and line length,

printer parameters (normal, double
strike, emphasized), form of input

(RAM file, cassette, or keyboard), line

spacing, page numbering, number of
copies to be printed, and halt at page end
(Y or N).

Eighteen formatting commands can

be embedded in the text. As with larger

word processing packages, each com-
mand is preceded by a period which
must be the first character on a line. The
following commands can be embedded
in the text:

Top margin of N lines

Bottom margin of N lines

Left margin, N spaces

Line length, N spaces

Indent N spaces

Center N lines of text

Skip N lines

Printer control

Page top title

Break, start new line

Break, start new page
Keyboard input

Comment—don't print

Justification on or off

Double width on or off

Append file

Bottom header
Hanging indent

From this list, it should be apparent
that the package has practically every

feature that one might need. However,
in addition, the Scribe 3. 1 N & A Option
includes additional features to print sin-

gle width mailing labels; address en-

velopes; print names, addresses, and
salutations in form letters; and print ad-

dress file listings. This package is

compatible with the Model 100 built-in

ADDRSS and TELCON programs for

input, review, and printing of name,
address, telephone, and other data.

The basic Scribe 3.0 program takes

2337 bytes of memory on the Model 100

(3081 bytes on the NEC) while the
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Notebook Computing, continued..

Scribe 3. 1 program occupies 3427 bytes

on the Model 100 (3706 bytes on the

NEC). We recommend keeping Scribe

3.0 in the machine and loading Scribe

3.1 only when, and if, you need its

special features.

We found the 20-page "manual" ade-

quate. It is a cross between a tutorial and
a reference, but we missed having a real

reference section summarizing all the

commands and options. A nice touch is

a small card listing all the embedded
commands.
The package worked well and, when

producing non-justified text, printed

considerably faster than other packages
we have tried. We did not like the fact

that page numbers always appear in the

bottom center of a page; we think that if

a page has a header, the page number
also should be at the top. We also feel

that the package should recognize tabs

within the text and not require you to

use spaces; however, no package, except

the one I wrote for NEC, treats tabs

correctly.

One nasty aspect of Scribe when used
with a NEC 8201 is that it expects the
printer will be set so that a carriage re-

turn implies a linefeed (as TRS-80
computers require). But if the printer is

set this way, it will not print correctly

with llist, LPRiNT, or the built-in

print command. So to use the package
as is, you must do much switching of
printer DIP switches. You can correct

this problem in line 1 by setting

A= CHR$(13) + CHR$(10).
Despite these minor criticisms, we

have no hesitation in recommending
Scribe to anyone looking for a full-fea-

tured text formatter for a Model 100 or
NEC 8201. Furthermore, the price is

right—only $29.50. {Scribe 3.0) or $39.50
(Scribe 3.1) plus $2 shipping and han-

dling from Chattanooga Systems Asso-
ciates. The company also markets other

packages for bookkeeping, tape file

management, checking accounts, data
indexing and general purpose
calculations.

Skyline Porta Software
Skyline Marketing makes the Porta

series of software packages for the

Model 100 and NEC 8201. These in-

clude PortaCalc (a spreadsheet). Porta-

3
C

P" A B C 0---
Bl 123.00 9.60
CI 567.00 44.26
D| 246.00 19.20
E|-
Fj 1281.00 100.00
S|

Figure 1. Screen dump ofsmall
PortaCalc worksheet.

Stat (statistics), PortaFin (financial

calculations), PortaMax (linear pro-

gramming), PortaTax (tax planning),

and PortaFolio (stock portfolio analysis).

We tried several of them, but we'll

report on PortaCalc this month.
PortaCalc is a large program; the ba-

sic program takes 7580 bytes, but build-

ing and saving worksheets eats RAM the

way elephants eat peanuts. You'll want
at least a 24K machine, and 32K would
be even better.

The PortaCalc package
with PortaDex and
PortaPrint is well

designed, well
supported, and gets

the job done.

After loading PortaCalc, the top left

of a worksheet shows on the LCD
screen. As on larger spreadsheet pack-

ages, the screen is a window (four col-

umns by six rows) on a larger worksheet

(14 columns by 26 rows, for a grid size

of 364 cells). This is quite small com-
pared with VisiCalc, Multiplan. or
SuperCalc, but, nevertheless, it will hold

a year's worth of financial data as long

as you don't need more than 26
rows.
Columns are labeled A to N and rows

are A to Z; thus a cell is designated by
two letters, column and row, say CK or

AB. A right arrow followed by a cell

causes a direct move to that cell. Each
cell is nine characters wide.

Data entry is simple; you type a num-
ber followed by return. The only for-

mat that can be set is the number of
decimal places (0 to 7). As you enter

data, labels, or formulas, they will ap-

pear in a command line at the top of the

screen.

The functions which can be used in

formulas include the four arithmetic op-
erations, exponentiation, integer value,

absolute value, sum (row or column),
and average (of a row or column).

forUCalc Test

345.00
123.00
567.00
246.00

26.93
9.60

44.26
19.20

1261.00 100.00

Figure 2. Printout of PortaCalc
worksheet.

Columns and rows can be inserted or

cleared, but not deleted. You can also

clear all values from a worksheet while

leaving the formulas and labels intact.

The replicate command will copy a for-

mula into a new cell or range of cells

with relative or constant values. You can

specify the order of calculation: rows

first or columns first.

Six of the function keys are used by
the program for loading, saving, print-

ing, and the like.

So there you have it—a bare bones but

functional spreadsheet for the Model
100 and 8201. The manual is a slim 20
pages consisting of tutorial and reference

sections and several examples. Also in-

cluded is a handy, three-panel reference

card which, frankly, is all you'll

generally need to use the program.

You can save files to RAM or cas-

sette, although Skyline also includes a

program, PortaDex, which allows you to

reformat files into the popular Data
Interchange Format (DIF) used by
VisiCalc, Magicalc, and some other pro-

grams. This is the format used, of

course, in conjunction with the
TELCOM program in the Model 100.

This is a one-way operation—Model 100

to something else; there is no provision

to download to the Model 100 (nor can
we see any need for it).

Also included with the PortaCalc

package is a text formatting program,

PortaPrint. This provides most of the

necessary functions: set margin, line

length, page length, page headers, and
page numbering (Y or N).

PortaPrint also recognizes three
embedded commands for centering a

line, making a line flush right, and page
feed. Unfortunately, it doesn't have sev-

eral needed functions such as an op-

tional halt at page end (for single sheet

printing), greater than single line spac-

ing, or correct handling of tabs. Also, it

is quite slow. Nevertheless, it is a nice

little freebie that you get with the

PortaCalc package, so it's hard to

complain about it.

All in all, the PortaCalc package with

PortaDex and PortaPrint is well de-

signed, well supported, and gets the job

done (as long as it fits) for just $69.95.

T Plan/N Plan
American Micro Products, Inc.,

(AMPI) has introduced full-featured

spreadsheet programs for the Model 100
(TPlan) and NEC 8201 (N Plan). These
programs give new definition to the

word big. The basic program occupies

12,932 bytes, so while it is possible to

run in a 16K machine with nothing else

in memory, practical considerations dic-

tate a 24K or 32K computer if you want
to keep this program stored in it.
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After loading, the screen shows the

main program menu. From it you can
select Setup, Edit, Save, Load, Print,

Compute, Calculator, and Program
Exit. Normally, you would start with

Setup. Under Setup, you select the size

of your spreadsheet—a maximum of 90
rows and 26 columns. Unless you have a

great deal of free memory, you will not

be able to approach both of these limits

at the same time. We found that a mod-
erately complicated 5x6 worksheet
used 364 bytes, or about 15 bytes per

cell. Thus if you have, say, 12K free, you
could build an 800-cell worksheet (25 x

32 or 80 x 10).

After running Setup, you would select

Edit. This shows a portion of the

worksheet (four rows and four columns)
along with function key definitions (bot-

tom row), cell contents, and cell labels.

Columns are labeled from A to Z and
rows from 01 to 90. A cell, therefore, is

defined by column and row, e.g., H24 or
A01. You can move around the work-
sheet with the arrow keys or by using

the "jump" function key.

After selecting the "fill" function key,

you can enter data, labels, or formulas in

T Plan/N Plan is by far

the most
comprehensive

spreadsheet that we
have seen for the
Model 100 and
NEC 8201.

the cells of the worksheet. Other func-

tion keys let you insert or delete rows or

columns, replicate the contents of a cell

(relative or constant values), or exit to

the main menu.
Formulas can be up to 30 characters

long and can use the four basic

arithmetic operations, exponentiation,

trigonometric functions, logs, absolute

value, integer value, or change sign. In

addition, T Plan/N Plan has seven spe-

cial functions including summation, av-

erage, average of non-zero cells (a

welcome, but seldom-found function),

minimum and maximum of a range of

cells, value as a percent, and percent

change. In addition, formulas and func-

tions can be combined. Prior to perform-
ing calculations, you can specify the

desired order—rows or columns first.

After you have developed a work-
sheet, you can save it to RAM or cas-

SCHOLARSHIP
AWARDS

. occer

Your original computer
program could win you
a $10,000 Scholarship

and substantial royalties!

CATEGORIES.
Business

Applications

Education

• Systems Software
• Recreation
• Home Applications

For complete Scholarship Award
instructions and application, visit

your local Software City store.

SOFTWARE ALWAYS DISCOUNTED

Programs, disks, peripherals, accessories
and custom forms, plus a complete
selection of books and
magazines.

ALABAMA: Birmingham • Huntsville ARIZONA: Phoenix • Tucson
CALIFORNIA: San Francisco COLORADO: Westminster
CONNECTICUT: Danbury • W Hartford • Orange • Stamford
DELAWARE: Wilmington FLORIDA: Orange Park • St Petersburg
Sarasota • Tampa GEORGIA: Atlanta • Augusta • Columbus IDAHO:
Idaho Falls ILLINOIS: Arlington Heights • Chicago INDIANA:
Indianapolis IOWA: Davenport KENTUCKY: Louisville LOUISIANA:
Baton Rouge MARYLAND: Bethesda MASSACHUSETTS: Lexington
W Springfield MICHIGAN: Ann Arbor • Okemos • Southlield
Sterling Hts MISSOURI: Creve Coeur • Independence NE8RASKA:
Omaha NEW JERSEY: Bergenfield • Cherry Hill • Enghshtown
Fair Lawn • Green Brook • Hamilton • Linwood • Little Falls

Midland Park • Montvale • Mornstown • Pine Brook • Pompton Lakes
Red Bank • Ridgefield • Summit • Teaneck NEW YORK:
Albany • Brooklyn • Buffalo • Fairport • Forest Hills • Great Neck
Long Island • Manhattan • Mt. Kisco • North White Plains

Poughkeepsie • Scarsdale • Staten Island * Syracuse
NORTH CAROLINA: Charlotte • Fayetteville • Greensboro OHIO:
Cenlerville • Columbus • Maytield Hts OKLAHOMA: Tulsa
PENNSYLVANIA: Bethel Park • Exlon • Fairless Hills • King of Prussia
Pittsburgh (3 locations) • Whitehall SOUTH CAROLINA: Spartanburg
TEXAS: Austin • Houston VERMONT: Burlington VIRGINIA: Fairfax

Falls Church • Richmond (2 locations) • Virginia Beach
WASHINGTON: Bellevue CANADA: Halifax. Nova Scotia
Montreal. Quebec (look for Logiville) ENGLAND: London
PUERTO RICO: San Juan

Business Software Catalog at all stores.

RETAIL STORE FRANCHISES: $50,000 estimated investment.
Offering by prospectus only. Direct inquiries to

SOFTWARE CITY FRANCHISE DEPT.
141S Queen Anne Road. Teaneck. NJ 07666
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Notebook Computing, continued...

01
02
03
04
05

A

: NEW-MAG
: CI rcul

a

: Adverts
: Newstnd

: Total

B C

Jan Feb
1200 +602*1.05
1500 +603*1.2
900 +604*1.03

[B02*804] +[C02+C04]

Mar
C02*1.05
C03*1.5
C04.1.2

[D02+004]

E

: 1st Qtr
[602+002]
[603+D03]
+[604+004]
[E02+E04]

Figure 3. T Plan/N Plan allows printing of worksheet formulas and labels.

NEU-MAG Jan Feb Mar 1st Qtr

CI rcula
Adverts
Newstnd

1

1

200.00
500.00
900.00

1

1

260.00
800.00
927.00

1

2

1

323.00
700.00
112.40

3,783.00
6,000.00
2,939.40

Total 3 600.00 3 987.00 5 135.40 12,722.40

Figure 4. Final outputfrom T Plan/N Plan enhanced with row spaces, varying

width columns, and commas in long numbers.

sette; this saves everything: formulas,

labels, and data.

The Print function key brings up an
extensive menu of print selections in-

cluding print input (formulas and la-

bels), print output (the computed
spreadsheet), insert blank rows, change
column width, modify format (business

or scientific notation), and delete row
and column labels (the letters and
numbers, not your labels).

The package also includes a basic cal-

culator to help you do quick calculations

without exiting the spreadsheet. This re-

places a pocket calculator which, believe

it or not, is frequently very handy to

have when entering spreadsheet data.

The documentation with the program
consists of a 93-page spiral-bound man-
ual that includes an overview, tutorial

instructions for all the basic operations,

two sample problems, and appendices on
loading, I/O, error handling, and a glos-

sary of terms. It is very complete, al-

though we certainly would have liked to

see a command summary or reference

card of some sort.

T Plan/N Plan is by far the most com-
prehensive spreadsheet that we have
seen for the Model 100 and NEC 8201.

Of course, it does not have all the fea-

tures of VisiCalc or the other big guys,

but it has more than enough for the

majority of spreadsheet applications.

And at just $65, it is an outstanding

value for the dollar.

To further enhance its usefulness,

AMPI offers three template packages.

The Financial Management package has

templates for stock portfolio analysis,

home ownership, home budgeting, life

insurance requirements, and a personal

check register. It includes a cassette tape

and 32-page manual.
Two business-oriented packages are

available, one for general business

management and the other for sales and
marketing management; both have five

templates. Template packages cost
$29.95 each.

In addition AMPI has nine other

packages for the Model 100 and NEC
8201 ranging from an equation solver to

the Forth language.

Manufacturers Mentioned
in this Column

American Micro Products, Inc.

705 N. Bowster
Richardson, TX 75081

(214)238-1815

Chattanooga Systems Associates
P.O. Box 22261
Chattanooga, TN 37422
(615) 892-2339

Hewlett-Packard Company
Inquiries Manager
1000 N.E. Circle Blvd.

Corvallis, OR 97330

Sarasota Automation, Inc.

1500 N. Washington Blvd.

Sarasota, FL 33577

(813) 366-8770

Skyline Marketing Corp.
5410 W. Irving Park Rd.
Chicago, IL 60641
(312)286-0762
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Enter CompuServe's
Electronic Mall"

and shop at your
convenience in these

exciting departments.
The Micro Mart

The General Store

The Travel Agent
The Book Bazaar
The Record Emporium
The Photo Booth
The Software Shop
The Financial Market
The Magazine Kiosk
The Gardening Shed
The Newsstand

A sample of the

companies participating

in CompuServe's
Electronic Mall "includes:
Amdek
American Airlines

American Express

AST Research

Bank of America
Bantam
Big T Automotive
Buick
CBS Publishing

CDEX
Colonial Penn
Commodore
Computer World
Digital Equipment
dihthium Press

800 Software

47th Street photo
Grolier

Harvard Business Review
Heath
Heinold Commodities
Hertz

E.F. Hutton
Inmac
Innovative Software

Knapp Press

Magazine Entree
Magazine Supply House
Manufacturer's Hanover Trust

Maxllle
McGraw-Hill
Metropolitan Life

Microsoft

Miracle Computing
Misco
Newsnet
Novation
Official Airline Guide
Pan American Electronics

Peachtree Software
Practical Peripherals

Program Store

Professional Color Labs
RCA Record Clubs
Record World
Sears

Select Information Exchange
Sim Computer Products
Simon and Schuster

Small Computer Book Club
Software Advisor

Stark Brothers
Supersoft

Vanguard
VisiCorp

WakJenbooks
Woman's Day Books
Ziff-Davis

Merchants and manufacturers who want
to participate in the Electronic Mall

'

may contact: Stephen A. Swanson.
L.M. Berry & Co., P.O. Box 6000,

Dayton. OH 45401. (513) 296-2015.
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„ May Catch upWith TheWay
CompuServesNew Electronic Mall

LetsYou Sh.ijamiiftv
Introducing the
first computershopping
service that bringsyou
convenience, savings
and enjoyment

Here's your chance to expand the

practical uses ofyour personal computer.
Sign up for CompuServe and shop in

our new Electronic MalL It's easy to use It

tells you more about the products you're
buying. It lets you order faster. And it's

totally unique

CompuServe's new Electronic Mall'
offers you all theseshopping
innovations.

- Ifs enormous! So it givesyou in-depth
information on thousands of goods and
services, and lets you buy even hard-to-find

merchandise. - Its unique "Feedback" serv-

ice letsyou ask the merchants themselves
specific questions. - It's incredibly efficient in

ordering the products and servicesyou want

- Its special discount opportunities make it

economical, purchase after purchase - And
its name-brand merchants assure you of
top-quality merchandise

Make the CompuServe Electronic
Mall 1 5-Minute Comparison Test
Whatyou can do in 15 minutes shopping
the ElectronicMall way.
• Call up on your computer screen full

descriptions of the latest in computer
printers, for instance

• Pick one and enter the order command.
• Check complete descriptions of places to

stayon your next vacation.

• Pick several and request travel brochures.

• Access a department store catalog and
pick out a wine rack, tools, toys ... any
thing!

•Place your order.

Whatyou can do in 15 minutes shopping
the old way.

• Round up the family and get in the car.

The Electronic Mall i 1L.M Berry,

CIRCLE 116 ON READER SERVICE

The Electronic Mall, a valuable
addition to the vast world of
CompuServe

CompuServe's Consumer Information
Service brings you shopping information
entertainment, personal communications
and more

You can access CompuServe with al-

most any computer and modem terminal
or communicating word processor.

To receive your illustrated guide to
CompuServe and learn how to subscribe
call or contact...

CompuServe
Consumer Information Service
P.0 Box 20212

5000 Arlington Centre Blvd
Columbus. OH 43220

800-848-8199
In Ohio can 614-457-0002

CARD
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Telecommunications
TalH _
A Shameless Plug

It's customary for columnists here to

start their pieces with a brief personal

note or observation. For me it's getting

hard to observe anything. As this is writ-

ten your humble servant is in the middle

of a miserable winter chest cold, the re-

sult of pushing himself through a string

of 14- and 18-hour workdays to finish a

book.

A sneaky way to slip in a plug for my
book, isn't it? Actually, it is not a plug at

all; since we don't have a definite title

for the book yet, I can't tell you to go to

your favorite bookstore and order them

for you and all your friends. I'll do that

next month, unless my editor stops me.

What I can tell you now is that the

book is an introduction to computer

wargames and fantasy games, covering

rules, strategies, and some of the ways

you can get the most out of your game

playing time. It is tentatively scheduled

to be released by Creative Computing

Press in August. Am I excited? It is my
first book, and it is the realization of my
life's ambition to become an author, so

you can imagine. I only wish I could get

rid of this cold so I could enjoy the

feeling.

So much for the plug. Now it is time

to turn to the business of the current

month, a profile of a unique information

utility which serves the needs of

commercial and scientific researchers

—

BRS.

The BRS System
BRS is not an information utility in

the sense that CompuServe, The Source,

and Delphi are. There are no games, no

cutesy shopping services and no special

interest groups.

Brian J. Murphy

The BRS system is a service designed

to assist business, scientific, and pro-

fessional users who need to compile lists

of articles and publications in a variety

of specialized fields to conduct research.

BRS started in 1976 as a bibliographic

service for libraries, keeping these in-

stitutions apprised of publications in

the scientific, medical, and technical

fields. Although 1976 doesn't seem very

long ago, it was before the personal com-

puter revolution, back when libraries

The databases are

designed to provide

you not with articles

but with a bibliography.

were almost the only potential market

for BRS's service. With the advent of the

personal computer, BRS sought to ex-

pand its market to include businesses;

professional users such as doctors, law-

yers, and scientists; and even private

individuals.

To that end BRS expanded the num-

ber of accessible databases it managed

from about 20 to more than 80 (as of

this writing) covering the broad areas of

Sciences and Medicine, Business/
Finance, Education, Social Sciences,

Energy/Environment, and General

Reference.

A few of these databases offer com-

plete articles which can be dumped to

your printer or printed off-line by BRS

and mailed to you. These databases in-

clude Grolier's Academic American

Encyclopedia (which is also available on

CompuServe), the Harvard Business

Review, and the Mental Measurements

Yearbook.

The overwhelming majority of the

databases are designed to provide you

not with articles but with a

bibliography—a list of articles and

sources which treat the subject in which

you have expressed interest. These cita-

tions make the job of the researcher in-

finitely easier, eliminating the need for a

trip to the library to make a lengthy

search through the Periodical Guide and

other books and files detailing current

publications.

Before we examine the database

choices in detail, let's briefly explore

how the system is used.

Bibliographic Searches
Although BRS claims that the system

is "easy to learn," if you have no experi-

ence in database information retrieval, it

will take you a little time to learn. Once

you have learned the various logics

which make the system run, you will

come to appreciate the flexibility and

versatility of the BRS approach. To fully

appreciate what BRS can do, you have

to see how BRS assembles data to meet

your specific requirements. We are going

to use a search compiled by BRS to illus-

trate the simplest search techniques.

We'll start after the sign-on and

greetings have been completed by

answering the prompt ENTER DATA-
BASE NAME with the code for the

180
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ere Are So Many Ways
To Get Wise After Dark

w

With even more databases and convenient new shop-

Dina and mail services, there are more good reasons than

ever to subscribe to BRS/AFTER DARK. Ifs the most powerfu

and comprehensive online Information service available!

Want help with your taxes? Tips on choosing a college?

Maybe you'd like to browse

through abstracts of literally

thousands of magazines, or

look up a reference in the

full text of the Academic
American Encyclopedia.

Ifs all available

on AFTER DARK,
along with

practical
information
dozens of

other general
and special

interest

subjects.

» St.'

You'll have access to

comprehensive online

databases covering the

social sciences, biology,

chemistry, engineering,

medicine, business and
education. These are

the identical files used
by major reference

libraries and corpora-

tions around the world.

In addition, there are

many new databases on subjects ranging

from computer education to software eval-

uations to robotics. And for the first time,

you'll be able to order hard copies of any

document found in your online search.

Imagine being able to send a letter or

message instantly to anyone anywhere

from coast to coast, with delivery in the

time span you specify. Thafs the con-

venience and economy of

CIRCLE 111 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Clip ft Mall Ta MS/AFTER DA«C IMOJft^ Iffhom. NYJ2110

Flease sign me up asa BRS/AFTER DARK subscriber right

away! I understand I will be charged a one-time

subscription fee of $75 plus connect hour rates as low

as $6 per hour, with a monthly minimum of S12 billed

to my credit card account.

Charge to my: AMERICAN EXPRESS/MASTERCARD/VISA
Qcircle ooe^

MCI. the "Nation's New Fostal System." and it s now aval -

able to AFTER DARK subscribers. Light years more sophisti-

cated than other terminal-to-terminal services. MCI Mail

also gives you options of over-

night, overnight-by-noon and
four-hour delivery. And ifyou're

sending to someone withouta
computer, you can even

have MCI print

the messageon
their high speed
laser printerand
mail it from the

nearest city!

With BRS/AFTER DARK, you can
transform your IMng room intoa
university library, a personal

post office or even a shopping
mall. Discover our new Shop At

Home Service that lets you -^
"window shop," order on-

line—and save 20% or

more—on everything from

a software package or a
magazine subscription to

your favorite tape or

recording. All without
leaving home!

Acer. No. -Exp

There's simply no time wiser, more
informative, more profitable or

more fun than AFTER DARK. Use
the coupon to sign up before

another evening goes by!

nit* m
AFTFR DARK
An ITG Company

CC6/84

D I'd like to know more! Please send me a list of

databases and a brochure describing BRS/AFTER DARK

NAME
(please print)

ADDRESS

CfTY STATE. ZIP

Signature:

NYS Residents please include:

County OR Tax Exempt No.

PHONE NO. i 1



Telecommunications, continued..

ABI/Inform database (comprised of
general business information), INFO.
This response brings up the message
BRS/INFO/MAY84 which tells us that
the database is current up to May 1984.
Now we see a new prompt, 1. BRS-

SEARCH MODE-ENTER QUERY.
This is where the system asks us what
information we want to extract from this
file. The response COMPUTERS tells

the system that we want all the article
citations in the ABI/Inform bibliog-
raphy which deal with computers
The BRS system responds with RE-

SULT 5878. This tells us that there are
5878 article citations in the database of
articles and publications about comput-
ers. With nearly 6000 articles cited, this
is an invitation to be more specific in

your search.

So let's be more specific. It is easy
enough to do because we can qualify our
search by using the operators and, or,
and not. In the next field we key in

CRIME OR CRIMINAL OR FRAUD,
and get 1022 response. Now let's com-
bine these two fields to see how many
articles deal with computers and crim-
inal activity.

Before we do, let's look at what has
appeared on the screen so far:

1: COMPUTERS
RESULT 5878
2: CRIME OR CRIMINAL OR

FRAUD
RESULT 1022
Now, in field 3, we key in the response

1 AND 2. On screen it looks like this:

3: 1 AND 2

And the response at the end of field 3 |

looks like this:

RESULT 167
Now we have a resource of 167 article

citations, dealing with various aspects of
computer crime that we can list. If we
want, we can get an even more special-
ized listing from this selection. In field 4
we can key in the request 3 AND
LEGISLATION.

This response tells the system that you
want the data sampling as defined in

Field 3 (crime and computers) narrowed
down to legislation dealing with com-
puter crime. The response is RESULT
12. This means that in the file there are
12 article listings treating computer
crime legislation.

A command to print brings up the
listings themselves. The listing begins
with the author's name (AU), the title of
the article (TI), the source publication
(SO) and an abstract (AB) of the con-
tents. In a sample provided by BRS, the
first listing of the article citations would
appear as in Figure 1

.

The system also allows you to order
the citations to be printed off-line and
forwarded to you for a small additional
fee.

With this much information at your
disposal, you can easily decide whether
the article in question meets the needs of
your research or not.

Root Word Searches
Sometimes it is hard for you to define

precisely the parameters of your interest
in terms the system can understand. To
help you and the system to communicate
better, you can do a root word search. In
such a search you pick a root word like

"computer" and enter the command
ROOT COMPUTER in the first search
field. The command and the response
appear on screen as in F'gure 2.

These terms, derived from the root
search, are found in what is called the
Dictionary File for the database you are
accessing. If this search has turned up
the search term for which you are look-
ing, then when you return to the first

search field, instead of having to type
out COMPUTER-AIDED-LEARN-
ING, you can simply enter the number
of the term assigned in the root search,
R2.

Another search option you have is to
use operator words with and adj (ad-
jacent) to home in on titles more pre-
cisely. If you were to search a database
using the query COMPUTER WITH
EDUCATION, the system would come
up only with titles containing the words
"computer" and "education." If you
were to issue the query COMPUTER
ADJ EDUCATION, then the system
would pull up only those titles which
contain the phrase "computer
education."

Still another way to home in on the re-

search material you need is to define the
period of time you want to search. Sup-
pose you want just the most current
information on computer crime. When
you access the INFO database you enter
BRS/INFO/1983-MAY84. In this way,
only those articles published from Janu-
ary 1, 1983 to May 31, 1984 will be
cited.

Let's suppose that INFO contains
articles in foreign language publications
and that you do not want to include

Figure 1.
l

AU DENT, IKE.

TI LEG I SLOT I ON PROPOSED AGAINST

COMPUTER FRAUD

SO CREDIT WORLD. V66N5 P. 11. FEB 1978.

OB STRONG DETERRENTS ARE NEEDED TO

PROTECT OUR ECONOMY'S VITAL

INFORMATION SYSTEMS FROM ILLEGAL

TAMPERING. PASSAGE OF PROPOSED

LEGISLATION WOULD MAKE IT A FEDERAL

CRIME TO ACCESS A COMPUTER FOR

PURPOSES OF COMMITTING FRAUD OR

OBTAINING MONEY, PROPERTY OR

SERVICES UNDER FALSE OR FRAUDULENT

PRETENSES.

Figure 2.

1 : ROOT COMPUTER

COMPUTER*

Rl COMPUTER 7575 DOCUMENTS

R2 COMPUTER-AIDED-LEARNING 1 DOCUMENT

R3 COMPUTER-AUDITS 81 DOCUMENTS

R4 COMPUTER-BASED 3 DOCUMENTS

R5 COMPUTERIZATION 162 DOCUMENTS

R6 COMPUTERIZE 34 DOCUMENTS

R6 COMPUTERIZED 930 DOCUMENTS
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MAGAZINE
iiia

TYPED
AND MAILED ON DISC

>25 PER
ONLY O MONTH

. diny disc and postage.

We type for:

064 * ATARI * APPLE

a typing bervice Price includes

jams from 3 top magazines
nputer Programs are typed,

and mailed to you on disc

h month

AMTYPE
CORPORATION

7 days toll tree

1 (800) 521-3200
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Computer
Brown-out
protection
by

LINE CONDITIONER
& STABILIZER

Fully automatic line regulation protects
against dangerous over and under
voltage swings. Built-in line filters

suppress transient voltage spikes, RFI
and EMI plus isolation from load to load!

98% efficiency

2% load regulation from no load to

full load.

Response time Vi cycle typical, 3
cycle maximum
AC line power regulated with no
waveform distortion

3 conductor grounded cord and
grounded receptacles.
Front panel LED indicator lights

monitor input voltage conditions on
Model LC- 1800.
Attractive beige finish housing with all

models
Completely assembled, ready to use.
One year warranty.

Dea'ers and Distributorships available

FREE CATALOG

CALL 1312-329-1777
TRIPP-UTE, EST ,922

500 North Orleans St., Chicago. IL 60610

Telecommunications, continued...

them in the bibliography because you

can read only English. After you have

defined the topic you want researched,

in the next field you can include the

command LG= EN, limiting citations to

English language articles. Perhaps you

can speak English and French. In that

case, you can use the command LG-EN,
FR and you will get only English and

French language articles.

Another service which BRS offers is

to send you updates on selected files. No
matter what your area of interest, new
articles are entering the literature all the

time, and for some professionals, such as

research scientists, lawyers, and phy-

sicians; it is very important to keep

abreast of the latest published literature.

The BRS Selective
Dissemination service
(SDI) lets you know
every time a new

citation is added to the
database in which you

are interested.

The BRS Selective Dissemination ser-

vice (SDI) lets you know every time a

new citation is added to the database in

which you are interested. The citations

are printed off-line and sent by mail to

the user. Unfortunately SDI does not

cover all of the more than 80 databases

of the BRS service, but it is carried by a

representative sampling of them.

Database Selections
This brings us, rather belatedly I ad-

mit, to the subject of just what the BRS
databases are. I don't propose to list

them all here, but I could list some of

the databases available for SDI as a

representative sampling. They include

Biosis Previews, Books in Print, Depart-

ment of Energy Database, Energyline,

Exceptional Child Education Resources,

Government Printing Office Monthly
Catalog, Harfax Industry Data Sources,

Health Planning and Administration,

Mathfile, Medlars, National Institute of

Mental Health, Pollution Abstracts, Pub-
lic Affairs Information Service, Religion

Index, School Practices Information File

and Social Science Citation Index.

As I said, those are only a few of the

databases you can access—for a fee. The
rate schedule is very complex, but the

bottom line is: expensive. You don't

need special hardware; most personal

and home computers and modems will

do fine—and you can save money if you

have a printer and communications soft-

ware that lets you dump the data to it.

You do have to pay to connect to the

system, however. The least expensive

way to do it, if you plan to use the sys-

tem for a one-time research project for

example, is with the hourly Open Access

plan. There is a $50 fee, payable an-

nually, for registration and your pass-

word. Then come the connect charges.

The charges are assessed on an hourly

basis and are highest for the Open Ac-

cess user at $35 per connect hour.

There are four levels of annual

subscription for users anticipating longer

periods of use on the system. The least

expensive subscription is $750. This buys

you 25 connect hours for which you pay

an additional $30 per. At the other end

of the scale—attention: libraries and

larger institutions—the rate is $3800 a

year for 240 connect hours at an

additional $16 per.

In addition to the connect charges

there are also royalties which are

charged for almost all the databases.

They range from free (for a few of the

BRS-generated files) to $75 for Digests

of Environmental Impact Statements.

Typical fees seem to fall within the $10

to $30 range.

But you are not off the hook yet.

Don't forget telecommunications costs.

You can access BRS directly ($3 connect

hour), through Uninet ($6), Telenet

Public Dial ($7 hour), Tymnet Public

Dial ($11), or Telenet In-Wats ($26).

If nothing else convinces you that

BRS is not for the casual user, these

rates should do so. For libraries, govern-

ment and charitable institutions, medical

research facilities, academicians, and

medical and legal professionals a BRS
subscription can be a fantastic resource,

however.

For the private individual working on
a master's thesis or a doctoral
dissertation—even for the serious under-

graduate with the appropriate financial

resources—the Open Access plan is the

way to go. As expensive as it is, it can

save you hours and hours.

For more information, contact BRS,
1200 Route 7, Latham, NY 121 10. (800)

833-4707.

E-Mail Feedback
If you have comments or criticisms

regarding this column, if you want to set

me straight on any topic, or if you have

a contribution to make, you can do so by

contacting me via The Source, Compu-
Serve, or Delphi. Send Source E-mail to

me via STU 393. My CompuServe E-

mail "address" is 70426,143. My mail at

Delphi goes to BJMURPHY. I'm look-

ing forward to hearing from you.
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""kivcs
More rnicro software is ^g^ written far Hayes than far any other modems!

a hundred software programs written in the field. Doing your gift shopping

for Hayes modems by independent via computer Or collectingand analyz-

programmers. For diverse communi- ing commodity or stock information,

cation functions, from the practical Let Hayes provide the superior com-

to the fun. But all maximizing the munications link!

advanced telecomputing capabilities

of Hayes modems.
Whether you're collaborating on

competitive strategies with offices

Because Hayes, the telecomput
ing leader, continues to lead the

wayl With popular-selling modems
that make telecomputing a breeze

for beginners or professionals And
with sophisticated engineering that

appeals to software developers.

Send for our free Communications
Software Directory. It lists more than

Mail the coupon today for your
free copy of the Hayes Communica-
tions Directory. (Or pick one up at

your local computer store.)

Provides a comprehensive

portfolio management
system for active trader,

money manager or

investor.

Protects sensitive

information sent over—
telephone lines so that

no unauthorized person

can decode files.

Permits use of normal —
telephone lines for

accessing international

Telex network.

Aviation software
- simplifies planning

and increases safety.

Automatically logs-on

to networks, answers

phone, saves incoming
data, and allows it to be
stored on disk, edited,

and printed.

Transfers files between
- various micros, minis or

mainframes.

Automatically answers

phone in your name:
- receives, delivers

messages.

Allows users to play

backgammon with

filayers at distant

oca t ions.

NOTE: More and more
software is being written

for Hayes modems every-

day. Please let us know if

you would like to have
your program included in

our next software directory.
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Mail To: Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc. CC-3

Attention: Marketing Services. 5923 Peachtree

Industrial Blvd.. Norcross. Georgia 30092

Name

Address

.

City . State

.

Zip.

Please send additional information on:

Smartmodem 300* ••

D Smartmodem 1200' **

Smartmodem 1200B*
(plug-in board for IBM PC)

Micromodem He* (for Apple computers)

(EHayes
"FCC approved in USA
"DOC approved in Canada
198) Hayes Microcomputer Products. Inc.



Gee whiz, I want to tell you. Lot's going
on in the Commodore arena, and it's really

hard to keep up anymore. More and more
new hardware and software products, more
great packages meriting review, and more
applications than you can shake a disk at.

We need more room! Maybe Creative
should become Commodore specific! Just

kidding, Atari fans.

See John Run
No, but seriously, folks. I want to lead

ofT by extending my sincere thanks to a

Karl T. Thurber, Jr, of Millbrook, AL.
In the March issue of Run magazine,
Karl said some very kind words about
my old Baby Driver program for the

1540 disk drive.

In an article entitled "Bringing Up
Commodore," he described Baby Driver

for more than four paragraphs, and
wrote, "I place it on practically every

disk ... I find it very easy to use, and it

can be used whether or not the Wedge
programs have been loaded. Some users

may even prefer the Baby Driver over
the still-cryptic Wedge by virtue of its

simple, menu-driven operation."

Karl, old buddy, you made my
month. And if you liked Baby Driver,

which was written way back in the win-

ter of 1982, you'll love MiniDos Menu
2.0, which appeared in our May issue. It

is designed specifically for the C-64 and
1541 drive, and has many significantly

improved features. So type it in, okay?
And all you other C-64 owners out

there—you type it in, too.

Run, John, Run
It just goes to show you. If an un-

fortunate soul reads only Run, he first

learned about Baby Driver in March,

John J. Anderson

1984. The enlightened Run contributor,

i.e. Mr. Thurber, who never misses an is-

sue of Creative Computing, has not only
known about the virtues but had a copy
of Baby Driver since Christmas of 1982.

And now he will have a copy of the im-
proved version. It's enough to make a
mieromag publisher Green with envy.

And due to overwhelming demand
(four letters so far), this month we
present the Vic version of Menu 2.2. Just

when Vic owners thought it was safe to

go back in the water. Warm up your
machines and limber your fingers. And
don't Run away.

Another Winner
This month we have another debut

application, by my Commodore-maven
buddy Robert Alonso, that without a

doubt will also set other Commodore
micromags swiftly ahemming and
hawing. Let's hope they credit Creative

Computing for this one, too. It runs in a

mere 20 lines, and I guarantee you will

want to type this one in. But I mention

this now only to whet your appetite.

First let's look at the menu.

Menu: a Vic MiniDos
Listing 1 is version 2.2 of Menu for

the Vic, a Basic program that makes
working with the 1541 disk drive much
easier. Figure 1 will help you locate all

the special graphics characters you'll

need to type in. Every line in which they
appear is indicated in the figure.

The real utility of the Menu program
is knowing that a copy of it resides on

every data disk you own. When you
power up, type LOAD "MENU", 8 then

press return. When the Vic comes
back with a READY, run the program.

Automatically upon the program
run, a disk directory will be provided.

First the name and extender of the cur-

rent disk are listed. Then the lengths,

names, and types of files appear. After

the directory is completed, a menu
prompt of choices appears. You pick a

letter, hit Return, and the chosen pro-

cess is automatically carried out for you.

Here is the roster of functions Menu
can perform:

• (•-) RUN—allows you to autorun

any program in the directory.

• (F)ORMAT—formats a disk.

• (QOPY—allows you to copy a file

under a new filename.

• (E)RASE—deletes a file from disk.

• (D)IRECTORY—lists the files on
disk.

• (*)CHECK ERROR STATUS—
queries the error channel on the disk

drive.

• (R)ENAME—allows you to change
the name of any file.

• (W)RITE MENU—automatically
puts a copy of the Menu Program itself

out to disk

• (Q)UIT MENU—eliminates the
Menu program from memory and brings

you back out to Basic.

For more detailed documentation on
the program, see last month's
Commodore's Port.

Simple Screen Save
Okay, sound the trumpets. For more

than a year now, I have been trying to

develop a short and simple character

graphics screen save routine for the C-
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Qzcommodor

ForYour Most
EASY SCRIPT

nS. .« S^\ a*.

EasyScript 64
Displays 764 tries • 240
characters. Prints to 130
columns Works with

EasySpellW

EasySpell64
20.000 word Master
Dictionary and automatic
spelling checker. Works
wrthEasySchpt64

fs commodore

EasyCalc 64
Multiple electronic spread-

sheet with color bar graph
feature. 63 columns •

254 rows.

The Manager
Sophisticated database
system with 4 built-in appli-

cations, or design your own
Text, formulas, graphics.

SuperExpander 64
21 special commands.
Combine text with high
resolution graphics Music
and game sounds.

Easy Finance I—
Loan Analysis
12 loan functions. Bar
graph forecasting as well

as calculation

Easy Finance II

—

Basic Investment
analysis
16 stock investment
functions Investment
bar graph

Easy Finance Ill-

Advanced
Investment
Analysis
16 capital investment
functions. Bar graphs.

GENERAL
LEDGER

Csc^rr-^do^e
Easy Finance IV

—

Business
Management
21 business management
features Bar graphs.

IIMVEIMTORY
rVIAIMAGErVlElMT

iJi

Easy Finance V

—

Statistics and
Forecasting
Assess present/future
sales trends with 9
statistics and forecasting

functions.

*5

MP
T*

ycomrr
Accounts Payable/
Checkwriting
11 functions Automatic
billing 50 vendors/disk

Accounts
Receivable/ Billing

1 1 billing functions. Printed

statements

General Ledger
8 general ledger options.

Custom income statement,
trial balances, reports

ftr'

,1%

f; commodore
Inventory
Management
1000 inventory items
Full reports

A

^: commodore
Payroll
24 different payroll

functions. Integrated with
G/L system

^COMPUTERS
First In Quality Software
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Commodore's Port, continued...

Listing I.

1 REM VIC MINIDOS MENU

2 REM VERSION 2.2 3/84

3 REM JOHN J. ANDERSON

20 GOSUB 200
30 PRINT"

40 PRINT"*-) RUN, F)ORMA
T, OOPY"
43 PRINT"D) IRECTORY, E
>RASE"
50 PRINT"*) ERROR STATU
S, Q)UIT"
60 PRINT"R)ENAME, W)RI
TE MENU"
70 PRINT"
— — — — ——*'

80 INPUT X*
90 IF X*="D" THEN GOSU
B 200
100 IF X*-"F" THEN GOS
UB 300
110 IF X*="C" THEN GOS
UB 400
1£0 IF X*-"E" THEN GOS
UB 500
130 IF X*="W" THEN GOS
UB 600
140 IF X*»"Q" THEN GOS
UB 350
150 IF X*="*" THEN GOS
UB 650
160 IF X *«"«-" THEN GOS
UB 550
170 IF X*="R" THEN GOS
UB 450
180 GOTO 30
200 PR I NT: PRINT
£10 PRINT:PRINT:PRINT"
SB
mm II

£20 PRINT "VIC MENU 2.
£ — JJA"
£23 PRINT"

£25 PRINT"r*_EN 3NAME
JITYPE"

230 PRINT"3

251 OPEN 1,8,0, "*"

252 GET #1,0*, B*
£54 GET #1,A*, B*
£56 GET #1,««, B*
£58 C-0sIF A*<)""THEN
C«ASC<A*>
£60 IF B*<)""THEN C=C+
ASC(B*)*256
262 PRINT"r*a"MID*<STR*
<C) ,2) ;TAB<4) ;

" !SS" :

264 GET #1,B*:IF STO0
THEN 282
266 IF 6«<>CHR*(34>THE
N 264

268 GET #1,B*:IF B* <>

C

HR*(34) THEN PRINTB*;:
G0T0268
£70 GET #l,B*lIF B*=CH
R*<32) THEN 270
272 PRINT TAB<17);:C*«
II II

274 C*=CS +Ei*:GET #1,B*
: IF B*<> ""THEN 274
£76 PRINT"iI3,, LEFT*(C«,
3)
280 IF ST=0 THEN £54
282 PR INT"BLOCKS FREES

284 CLOSE 1: RETURN
300 REM FORMAT DISK
305 PRINT" INSERT DISK
TO BE"
306 PR I NT" FORMATTED. ":

PRINT
310 PRINT" INPUT DISK N
OME" : INPUT DISK*
320 PRINT "INPUT DISK
NUMBER" : INPUT EXT*
3£5 MACRO*= " N : " +D I SK*+
", "+EXT*
330 OPEN 15, 8, 15, MACRO
*
340 CLOSE 15: MACRO*-""
: RETURN
350 REM EXIT PROGRAM
380 PRINT"EXIT TO BASI
C. ":NEW
400 REM COPY FILE
410 PRINT" INPUT SOURCE
FILE NAME" : INPUT D1S

K*
4£0 PRINT "INPUT NEW F
ILE NAME": INPUT NWS*
4£5 MACRO*="C: "-t-NWS*+"
-"DISK*
430 OPEN 15, 8, 15, MACRO
*
440 CLOSE 15: MACRO*-""
: RETURN
450 REM RENAME FILE

460 PRINT" INPUT OLD FI
LE NAME" : INPUT DISK*
470 PRINT "INPUT NEW F
ILE NAME": INPUT NWS*
475 MACRO*= " R : " +NWS*-t-

"

-"DISK*
480 OPEN 15, 8, 15, MACRO
*
490 CLOSE 15:MACR0*=""
: RETURN
500 REM DELETE FILE
510 PRINT" INPUT FILE N
AME TO"
515 PRINT"DELETE":INPU
T DISK*
5£0 PRINT"HIT <RETURN>
TO DELETE": INPUT X*

530 MACRO*="S:"+DISK*

535 OPEN 15, 8, 15, MACRO
*
540 CLOSE 15: MACRO*-""
: RETURN
550 PRINT"TYPE IN FILE
NAME"
560 PR I NT "TO RUN, HIT
<RETURN>

"

570 INPUT N*:LOAD N*,

8

RUN
600 REM SAVE MENU FILE
610 PRINT" INSERT DISK"
:PRINT
6£0 PRINT-HIT <RETURN>
" : INPUT X*
6£5 OPEN 1,8, 15
630 SAVE "MENU",

8

635 CLOSE 1

640 RETURN
650 OPEN 1,8, IS
660 INPUT#1, A, B*,C,D
680 PRINT "ERROR STATUS
":PRINT:PRINT"ERROR #
";A
685 PRINT B*:PRINT"TRA
CK "|C, "SECTOR "jD
690 CLOSE 1: RETURN

Character Function

LI
Clear screen

and home cursor

Q 3 Blue

rs Red

Ei Green

^ Turns inverse on

Keypress \ Line( s

)

210

§—| BI.U
|

\ 210,225.230

\ 262.282

1
RKD

|
\225,262

1
1

C,RN
1

225,276

n n 262,276

262

19 U
1—

n

Figure 1.
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Handle —A Complete Line
ofProducts to Keep Your

Commodore 64 Busy
-Everyday!

Handle your home
budget, stock portfolio,

loans and mortgages
with Calc Result
Calc Result Easy is a simple-to-use spread-

sheet program for the Commodore 64. It

includes 254 lines x 64 columns, built-in

graphics, and flexible printout formats.

Plug-in cartridge... just plug it in and its

ready. Perfect for cash flow analysis, perso-

nal net worth, IRA analysis, travel expenses,

credit card expenditures, gas and elec-

tricity bills, etc.

Calc Result Easy $49.95

Calc Result Advanced gives you 32 pages of

interrelated information. The three-dimen-

sional feature allows you to consolidate

calculations in summary format. Calc Re-

sult Advanced comes on plug-in cartridge

and disk. Disk drive required.

A complete database
for the home
Addresses, telephone numbers, appoint-

ments, birthdays, or records-whatever you

want to remember-put it on DIARY, an

electronic notebook for home use. DIARY
comes on a plug-in cartridge. Its easy to

use and easy to learn, giving you the

flexibility to design a personal calendar

or address book.

Diary $29.95

Turn statistical

information into
graphic format
GRAF 64 converts mathematical functions

into graphical analysis on the Commodore
64. An ideal program for studying math.

Define a function, set the limits of an axis,

plot a graph and display the extreme

points, intersection values, etc.

WMW - IV-VE5 N-410 r-MIHllKI

>« 3.n

-74.« \

IM

L.

Develop your bridge
skills
Whether you're an experienced bridge

player or a beginner, polish your skills or

learn the game with BRIDGE 64. Play

North-South, then switch to East-West in

the same deal, the return to that deal again

and test your skill with a different strategy.

Calc Result Advanced $99.95 Graf 64 $29.95

Bridge $39.95

Handle—for the
broadest range of
Commodore products
As the largest independent developer of

Commodore software and accessories.

Handle's broad range of business, educa-
tion and recreation products are designed

exclusively for the Commodore user who
demands quality and reliability.

nor.'* t on»|

^e Catalogue

For more information and a catalogue of

our products, see your nearest Commo-
dore dealer, or call us direct.

Handic Software, Inc.

Fellowship Business Center
520 Fellowship Road, B 206
Mount Laurel, NJ 08054
Phone (609)663-0660
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Commodore's Port, continued...
Listing 2.

REM •••***4MHHHHHHH»4HHMMHHM»*4HH
1 REM *
2 REM * SKETCH, SfiVE, AND LOAD
3 REM * ROBERT OLONZO 11/11/83
4 REM »
5 REM *•*«****«***»*******«***«*«.««.«*
6 P-PEEK < 197) : POKE 53280, 8: POKE 53281,0
7 SC«1024:CR=»55296:BC=53280:C*=" II"

8 INPUT"uBMAME OF DRAWING" ; ft* : PR I NT "H"
9 GET B*:IF B*«""OR BS-CHR*<34> THEN B*=
" tr-
ie IF P«2 OR P-7 OR P=l THEN C*=
NT C»5
11 IF B«="fi" THEN PRINT C*:GOTO 15
12 IF B*«"H" THEN PRINT C*:60T0 19

II" :PRI

13
14
15
18
17
+ X>
18
9
19
£0
21
S
22
23
24
25

IF B*«"li" THEN PRINT C*:END
PRINT B»; :OOTO 9
FOR X= l TO 15:P0KE BC, X:NEXT
OPEN £,fl,2,"B:"+fl$+",S,W"
FOR X»0 TO 999 : S»PEEK (SC+X) :C«PEEK(CR

PRI NT#2, S : PR I NT#2, C : NEXT : CLOSE 2 : GOTO

FOR X-l TO 15:P0KE BC, XiNEXT
OPEN 2, 8, 2, "0: ,'+fi*+",S, R"
FOR X-0 TO 999: INPUT«2,S, CtPOKE SC+X,

POKE CR+X,C:NEXT:CLOSE 2:60T0 9
OPEN 15, 8, 15: INPUT*15, W«, X«, Y«, Z*
PRINT"J3",W*, X*, Y*, Z«
CLOSE IS

64. Embedding color character graphics
in print statements is highly unsatisfac-

tory for a number of sticky reasons.

First, it limits the size of the graphic.

Second, the process of composing multi-

color images becomes a nightmare. The
complexity stifles creativity in a hurry.
Color-change characters themselves dis-

place the graphic image to the right, one
space per color change. Allowing for

them is akin to thinking in Esperanto.
What is needed is a program that al-

lows the cursor to move freely, so you
can compose an image, then save the

whole screen to disk.

I have seen similar programs for hi-res

screens, but tried in vain to design a
character graphics version. Then, in

frustration, I gave the project to my
good friend Robert Alonso, who knows
the C-64 better than I know the back of
my hand. He did the job in 20 lines of
code. I tuned it up a bit, got it to run a

bit more smoothly, and made it a little

easier to use, but Listing 2 is his

program.

I'm going to give Robert the floor, so

to speak, to take you through the mecha-
nism of the screen save program. I think

it is among the most useful short pro-

grams I have seen for the C-64. It makes
saving and retrieving color character
graphics screens utterly simple.

Take it away Robert!
• • *

Designing a title screen is often the

most tedious part of programming. The
programmer must not only decide how
he wants the screen to look, but also how
he plans to make it look that way. The
usual choices are either to poke the lay-

out of the screen or to print the layout.

On the Commodore 64, it is more prac-

tical to print the layout because it is

much faster and because both the image
and the color can be placed on the

screen simultaneously. With pokes,
each character would have to be POKEd
into screen memory (which starts at

1024 ($0400) and the color would have
to be POKEd into the corresponding

color memory location (which starts at

55296 ($D800).

Fortunately, there is an easier way. A
programmer can just create his design

and colors with a screen editor that

saves the finished screen to the disk

drive. The saved screen can then be
accessed by any program that has the

appropriate subroutine for loading the

screen. This can be particularly useful if

a series of programs uses the same or

similar title screen layout.

The program shown here as Listing 2

is a simple but effective screen editor for

the Commodore 64. Figure 2 lists the

graphics characters in the program. In

writing the program I tried to minimize
the time necessary to load and save a

screen to a 1541 disk drive. I have found
that saving an entire screen with color

takes about one minute and 20 seconds,

while loading the same screen takes

about 53 seconds. Almost every key is

allowed by the program (including the

stop/restore keys, so be careful). All

the colors are accessible by using the

control key and a number or the com-
modore key and a number. Reverse
characters can be used simply by press-

ing the control key and the 9 to enable

it or the to disable it. All the graphics

characters are accessed with the shift
and commodore keys.

When you run the program, it

prompts you for the filename you want
to use for the screen. You must keep the

name shorter than 16 characters to

avoid an error message when saving.

Once you enter the filename and hit re-

turn, you are in the edit mode. Now
you can proceed to design your screen

using the cursor keys to move the cursor

around. Please note that in addition to

being a good editor for designing title

screens, the program is also adequate for

teaching the fundamentals of word
processing to a beginner.

The limitations of the program are

that only one screen can be done at a

time and that text will scroll off into

oblivion if the cursor attempts to go be-

yond the last screen line. Another dis-

advantage is that you can't directly

print to the bottom righthand corner.

Instead, you must PRINT whatever you
want in that corner one space to the left

of it, move the cursor to the left of what
you PRiNTed, and hit shift-insert

Character Function Keypress Line(s)

II II Cursor left t^ing Q22J 7,9,10

3
Q a|

Clear screen and
home cursor

White

mm—nn 8.24

8ism—{ wht
i

Diamond 9

Fl |F1
|

11

1 F2 LEU 12

II II F3 LED 13

Figure 2.
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\bu're traveling through 140°terrain

at 300 rpm.

Only one disk guarantees safe passage through the torrid zone erf drive heat. Maxell.

A lifetime warranty. And manufac-
turing standards that make it almost
unnecessary.
Consider this: Every time you take

your disk for a little spin, you expose
it to drive heat that can sidetrack data.

Worse, take it to the point of no return.

Maxell's unique jacket construction

defies heat of 140°F. And keeps your
information on track.

And Maxell runs clean. A unique

process impregnates lubricants

throughout the oxide layer. Extending
media and head life. How good is Gold?

Maxell's the disk that many drive manu-
facturers trust to put new equipment
through its paces. It's that bug-free.

So you can drive a bargain. But in

accelerated tests, Maxell floppys lead

the industry in error-free performance
and durability. Proving that if you can't

stand the heat you don't stand a chance.

maxelllP
ITSVvORTHrE

Maxell Corporation of America. 60 Oxford Drive, Moonavhie. N.J 07074 201440-8020
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Commodore's Port, continued...

once. Your character will then be forced

into the corner.

If, while using the program, you de-

cide that your screen really isn't what
you had in mind, you can erase it with-

out having to exit the program. Just hit

SHIFT-CLEAR.
At any point in the program, you have

the option of saving the screen, loading a
screen that has already been saved, or
exiting the program. These options are

accessed by hitting function key 1 to

save, function key 3 to load, or function

key 5 to exit the program. I have in-

cluded a very short routine at the begin-

ning of the save and load routine to flash

different colors on the border. The rou-

tine was included to confirm that a save

or load is taking place. If you should
ever experience a problem loading or
saving you can hit run/stop-restore
and in immediate mode type GOTO 23.

You will then get a printout of the error

condition.

Once you have a screen finished and
saved, you can include it in a program
by adding four lines at the beginning of
that program. The first line should in-

clude the given values for the variables

SC and CR, the filename you gave the

screen assigned to A$. Add too, if de-

sired, two pokes, one to set the border
color and one to set the screen color.

The next three lines should be equivalent

to lines 20-22 of the given program.
Remember to delete the GOTO 8 in line

22 so it doesn't affect the flow of your
program. Although the routine I have
described works well, you can improve
on it by first blanking the screen and
then, when the screen has been loaded,

bringing it back. The following two
pokes are necessary to do this:

POKE53265,PEEK(53265)AND239-
blank screen

POKE53265,PEEK(53265)OR16- reset

screen

Program Revealed
Line 0-5: Remarks to remind the user

of the purpose of the program and the

author.

Line 6: Checks the keyboard for

input; colors screen black.

Line 7: Initialization of the variables

SC, CR, BC, and C$. SC is the start of
screen memory. CR is the start of color
memory. BC is the border color register.

And C$ is a string used in the program
to keep the cursor from moving on its

own.
Line 8: Prints the filename input

prompt in white, accepts the input, as-

signs it to AS, and clears the screen.

Line 9: Gets input from the keyboard
and assigns the cursor shape to B$ if the
input is null or a quotation mark.

Line 10: Uses the input from line 6 to

v- Vil ,. till ' '"z
test if any cursor key or the return key
has been hit. If any of the keys has been
hit, then C$ is printed to erase the cursor

from its present location.

Lines 11-13: Test to see if function key

1, 3, or 5 has been hit. If so, a save, load,

or exit takes place.

Line 14: Prints the key which was
struck on the current cursor position

and returns the program to line 8 to

form a continuous loop.

Line IS: Steps the register for border

color through its 1 5 possible colors.

Line 16: Opens a sequential file to

write to the disk drive (device 8) with
the name AS.

Line 17: Begins a for-next loop that

peeks the values from the screen RAM
and color RAM and assigns them to S
and C respectively.

Line 18: Completes the for-next
loop from line 17 by storing S and C to

the opened file (#2) on the disk drive.

Once the loop is finished, the file is

closed and program control is sent back
to the loop beginning at line 8.

Line 19: Steps the register for border
color through its 1 5 possible colors.

Line 20: Opens a sequential file to

read from the disk drive (device 8) with
the name AS.

Line 21: Begins a for-next loop that

inputs the values S and C and pokes
the S value into the screen RAM.

Line 22: Completes the for-next
loop from line 21 by POKEing the C
value into the color RAM. Once the

loop is finished, the file is closed, and
program control is sent back to the loop
beginning at line 8.

Line 23: Opens the command channel
to the disk drive to check the error sta-

tus by iNPUTing the string values W$,
X$, Y$, and Z$.

Line 24: Clears screen, and prints the
strings for reference.

Line 25: Closes the command channel
and ends the program.

Beautiful. One more thing you might

want to do to improve the program is to

add the line POKE 650,128 somewhere

near the beginning of the program. This

will give you an autorepeat function on
every key. This comes in very handy
when creating graphics patterns with

multiple keystrokes.

Mailbag
This one came in from John Dayton,

of Lilburn, GA:
I am writing this letter to share my

experience with you and your readers

regarding the video quality of the C-64.

1

was trying to reach a decision on which

home computer would best meet my
needs when a friend showed me your

video quality article in the August issue.

My concern nearly scared me off the

C-64.

After reading your article, I started

thinking about alternative approaches.

Initially I wanted to hook the micro up
to the family TV, but soon decided that

if everyone was to remain happy I

needed a separate monitor or TV. Faced
with the expense, I preferred the flexibil-

ity of another TV. But what about video

quality?

Being the owner of a videocassette re-

corder, I reasoned that it might pay to

bypass the RF modulator in the C-64. I

bought a utility cable from a local com-
puter store and ran the video and audio

output directly from the Commodore to

the video and audio in jacks on the

VCR. Now the Commodore video can
ride into the TV via the superior VCR
modulator.

The video quality using this method is

excellent and rivals that of a dedicated

monitor. I'm confident that all home
computer/VCR owners will find that

this approach works very well.
• • •

An ingenious approach, John. I'm go-

ing to have to give that a try.

Save and Replace Clarification
Since readers have continued to write

in with the same question, allow me to

answer once again a question I an-

swered, albeit incorrectly, about a year

and a half ago. You can save a file under
its existing filename, replacing the orig-

inal file with the modified contents. The
command is

SAVE"@0 FILENAME ",8

Sorry for the booboo. My only excuse
is that the preliminary documentation
for the 1541, with which I originally

made an evaluation of the drive, makes
the current manual read like

Shakespeare.

That's about all for this time. Next
month, back to reviews and new prod-
ucts. Auf wiedersehn.
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Give wings
to your
imagination
and voice to

your adventure
Legendary adventurer, rider of the

magic Pegasus, protector of the beau-

tiful Andromeda— you are Perseus in

the new Tymac TalKie computer game

Pegasus and the Trials of Perseus You

must penetrate the temples of the fearsome

Titans and defeat them in mortal combat

The sage advice of Zeus, spoken in riddle,

holds the key to your survival But the talons of

a screaming harpy may seal your doom Life

hangs by a thread in the challenging

world of the gods.

Pegasus, and all of the Tymac Talkies, provide

speech without expensive add-on hardware.

Combine that with dazzling graphics, lifelike

animation, and 3-D effects-and you have s

and sounds like never before. See and hear

the Tymac Talkies: Bio-Defense Samurai Gandalf

the Sorcerer Codename: DEADZONE FirstStrike

Fiver Fox Wizards Graphics and Type SnyperMor •noComm !.
-

VIC 20 ;v Atari" Home Computers. IBM- PC or PC Jr. at your loe}

puter retailer Tymac Talkies: the most fun you've ever heard

(TVSflC) ;2
Y
9

M
Ma,n

N
S^ee,
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Fra
A
n

T
kl,n. NJ 07416 . 201827-4050

Commodore 64 and VIC 21
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Whether you're a design
engineer, professional

programmer, computer
architect or hobbyist, you

can learn all about UNIX™
and C™ in Sams Books.

UNIX PRIMER PLUS is a

friendly and informative

introduction to the powerful
UNIX operating system. Its

clearly-written text, many
illustrations and sample
programs quickly show you

how UNIX works and how
you can use it to your best

advantage. Short tutorials at

the end of most chapters let

you test your skills as you

If you want to learn all about
programming with UNIX and C, get

the books you need from Sams today.

Visit your local Sams dealer.

Or call OPERATOR 151 at

317-298-5566 or 800-428-SAMS.

SAMS

learn. No. 22028, $19.95.

A new companion to UNIX
PRIMER PLUS is C PRIMER
PLUS, one of the most
complete guides to the

Copular C language. It goes
eyond just presenting the

rules of C by exploring the

language and its

relationship to UNIX with

detailed programs and
graphics. If you want to

program in C, this is the best

booK to help you learn, no
matter how much you know
about computers. No. 22090,

$19.95.

What Technology Is All About.

HOWARD W. SAMS & CO., INC.

4300 West 62nd Street, P.O. Box 7092, Indianapolis, IN 46206

,„ Canada, contact fiffiroS1?J5r^«X^^^^'^W^^^^ Bel. laboratories.
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OKJDATA /i'V

THE PERSONAL PRINTER BUILT
LIKE A SHERMAN TANK

PERFORMS LIKE A CONCERT GRAND.
Why We Get Encores. Okidata

takes center stage with a cast of print-

ers that can't be outperformed. All

eight dot matrix printers offer you
more features for your money than
you can find anywhere else. Pick your
tempo: data processing at speeds
from 80 to an exceptional 350 cps: to
stress a point, enhanced and empha-
sized printing at up to 100 cps: out-
standing letter quality printing at
speeds three times faster than most
daisywheels- up to 85 cps. Add a full

range of graphics capabilities, down-
line loadable character sets for
creating personalized typefaces and
symbols, and your print repertoire is

virtually unlimited.

We Play On and On. Our virtuosos
feature rugged steel frames, laser-

welded parts, and our long-life, non-
ballistic print head warranted for up
to one full year. With this tank-tough-
ness you'd expect Okidata to have the
lowest warranty claim rate in the in-

dustry. And we do: less than 'A%.
In Tune with All Major Computers.

We've designed each of these finely

tuned instruments to be harmonious
with all the major names in personal
computers. And to give you more
than you'd get from the major com-
puter name printers. After all. we
specialize in printers. The computer
folks specialize in computers. IThat's
why MOST buy their printers from
somebody else).

Larger Selection. Smaller Prices.
Because we make more printers than
anybody else, we can give you just the

rightone to fit your specific needs. Not
to mention your budget. Suggested
retail prices range from $299 to
$2995. Call l-800-OKIDATA (in NJ
609-235-26001 for the dealer nearest
you. Both you and your computer will

enjoy the performance. Or write
OKIDATA. Mt. Laurel. NJ 08054.

OKIDATAm. an OKI AMERICA company
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"June is bustin' out all over" . . . well

not exactly. But you get the idea. Who
really cares, anyway? We're here to talk

about printers. And that's exactly what

we're going to do. We're going to talk

slew rates and duty cycles. The only dai-

sies we know about around here are to-

tally inedible. So let spring advance

outside while our paper advances inside.

Here we talk hard copy.

For openers this month, I thought it

might be a nice idea to put together a list

Star made a name for

itself about six months
ago with the

introduction of the
Gemini series of

printers.

of all the popular and easy-to-find ma-
chines we have reviewed, and do a mini-

Street Price Index for them, the way we
have done for micros at the head of the

book. The 20 most popular and available

machines appear as Figure 1 . The chart

lists the machines in price order and in-

dicates whether each is dot matrix or

daisywheel. For your reference, it also

lists when each unit was reviewed in the

pages of Creative Computing and the

lowest street price we have recently seen

advertised for each model.

Before you begin the inevitable deluge

of angry letters and phone calls, read

this pre-emptive strike attempt first,

okay?

John J. Anderson

• Number 1 : The entries themselves

have been chosen based on perceived

popularity and availability, not necessar-

ily quality. The perception is solely

mine. My criteria: these are the printers

we get the most queries about and the

models that have been carried by the

most dealers in the most places for the

most time. If the printer you just bought
or are considering, or worse yet, the

printer company you work for, is not

represented on the chart, please don't

freak out. Omission does not imply that

a printer is no good. It simply means it is

not included in the chart. You may have

a fine product that is simply a little bit

hard to find or not commonly carried by

discount dealers.

• Number 2: Please do not badger us

to find out exactly where we found the

specific street prices. Follow the ads in

this magazine, and low-price mail-order

resources like The Computer Shopper,

P.O. Box F, 407 S. Washington Ave.,

Titusville, FL 32796. (305) 269-3211.

Tell Stan Veit I sent you.

Unfortunately, price quote inquiries

to Creative, even when accompanied by

a SASE, will not be acknowledged or

returned.

The chart is included here for pur-

poses of comparison and to underscore

how dramatically some printer prices

have recently dropped. If the SCM TP-
II had been retailing for $269 the day I

took it out of the box for evaluation, I

wouldn't have been nearly as hard on it

as I was. For $269, it is a good per-

former. And look at the kind of bargain

you can now get on the Mannesmann-
Talley 160L. The $578 street price repre-

sents a whopping drop—nearly 50
percent off the price we originally

quoted back in June of 1983.

And if you shop around, I'll bet you
can even beat many of these listed prices.

Star Micronics Delta-10
Star made a name for itself about six

months ago with the introduction of the

Star Micronics Delta-10.

Gemini series of printers. As you can see

in Figure 1, the Gemini- 15 is the least

expensive 15" width printer on the mar-
ket today—less expensive than many
low-cost 8'/2 " models.

Now the Delta-10 has made its

appearance, at a list price of $595 but al-

ready being heavily discounted, as borne

out by Figure 1. For the money, the

Delta-10 has features that blow many of

its competitors away.

At first glance the machine closely

resembles the FX-80 and the gaggle of

Epson work-alikes (including the Gem-
ini series) that have sprung up like

mushrooms in the last year or so. But
upon closer inspection, the Delta begins
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Print About Printers, continued...

to stand out. It has all the features we
have come to expect from machines that

strive to match the Epson, including six

clear and crisp descender typefaces (see

Figure 2), a print speed of 160 cps in the

draft mode, and true bi-directionally

logic-seeking linefeeds.

The machine takes sprocket or fric-

tion feed paper, offers three character

pitches, a self-test, and the capability to

download special character sets. It offers

unidirectional bit-image graphics and
136 columns in the 17 pitch mode.
The Delta- 10 is much more sturdily-

built than its less expensive Gemini
cousins and displays a physical quality

standard rivalling that of Epson. The pa-

per feed speed is 10 lines per second,
which, when combined with a print

speed of 160 cps, makes for mighty fast

throughput.

One of the most attractive features of
the machine is that it offers both serial

and parallel interfaces as standard equip-
ment. That may or may not count for

much with you, but it counts for quite a
lot here at the lab, where printers are

guaranteed to be hooked up to a variety

of machines. Serial-only printers are get-

ting more and more scarce, and dual-
interface machines are becoming more
prevalent, it seems. If you need both
interfaces, the Delta- 10 is far and away
the least expensive printer on the market
offering parallel and serial hook-up "out
of the box," as we say.

The Delta- 10 runs quietly, and paper
feed is smooth and sure. The rake of the
platen cover and well-designed paper
separator racks keep incoming and
outgoing fanfold paper well away from
each other at all times. The ribbon is

spool-type, a bit annoying to change but
simple enough. Spool ribbons remain a
more economical approach to print

Printer Matrix/ When reviewed Lowest
Daisy price

Gorilla Banana M Mar "83 (Seikosha

GP-100A)/Nov '83 $179
SCM TP-II D Jan '84 269
Gemini- 1OX M Aug '83 278

Mannesmann-Tally
Spirit-80 M Oct '83 299

Riteman M Dec '83 329
C. Itoh Prowriter

8510 M Mar '83 340
Gemini- IS M Aug "83 358
NEC-8023 M Mar '83 365
Okidata ML92P M Mar '83/Apr '84 429
Transtar T3 1

5

M (color) Jan '84 439
Star Delta- 10 M In this issue 469
Juki 6100 D May '84 499
Epson FX-80 M Jan '84 518
Mannesmann-Tally 160L M Jun '83 578
Okidata ML93P M Apr '84 689
NEC-8025 M Mar '83 699
Epson FX-100 M Jan '84 725
DaisyWriter 2000 D Mar '83/May "84 999
Qantex 7020 M Apr '84 1495
Qantex 7030 M Mar '83/Apr '84 1695

Figure I.

quality than cartridge ribbons.

I know it is silly to continually nit-

pick about DIP switch placement, but
the Delta- 10 is another of those ma-
chines that requires taking the top cover
off to get at them. Some day they will

pass a law, and then all DIP switches
will require only a pencil and 20
seconds—as opposed to a screwdriver
and ten minutes—to configure.

The documentation is profusely illus-

trated, but too terse in places. In all fair-

ness, my manual was labeled "prelim-
inary." Perhaps they will do better in

time.

On the whole the Delta- 10 tested well.

Its 9x9 dot matrix compares literally

point-for-point with the Epson, and
comes close to letter quality in the

emphasized mode. If you were thinking

about an FX-80 but need a serial/par-

allel machine, the Star Delta- 10 is a

logical choice.

Bytewriter Model 900
Bytewriter made its early reputation

marketing the models 0-35 and 0-40.

These are Olivetti Praxis electronic type-

writers specially interfaced to act as

printers. Now the company offers the
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nswer:
Smith-Corona

Question: What company offers a new daisy wheel printer, three

dot matrix printers and a combination printer- typewriter,

with suggested retail pricing of $395 to $795?

Question: What printer company offers print quality that challenges

printers costing hundreds of dollars more?

Question: What printer company offers dual interfaces for all five

of its printer models?

Question: What printer company offers removable and adjustable

tractor feeds as standard equipment on all of its dot

matrix models?

Question: What printer company has a toll-free telephone number
to call if you ever have a problem? And an

extensive service system, too?

n kmi 1 1 Mi.i.,1 matrix primes

IMOOlTMl
dot matrix printer.

P-^OOiTMidut matrix primer.

I itT.i-.nm. Ml HeeaenaerCTM)
portable typewriter with optional Meeeeager Module.

Please send me more information about Smith-Corona

printers; I am interested in in-home use.

[ 3 Please send me more information aboul Smith-Corona

printers fur office use.

Name _ _

Company Name

Business Address

City State Zip

Type of Business

Send to: Jerry Diener, VI! Sales, Smith-Corona
65 Locust Avenue

New Canaan, Connecticut ixwio

SMITH- CC6



Print About Printers, continued...

Model 900 daisywheel printer.

Judging from the fact that the manual
packed with the Bytewriter Model 900
explicitly calls the machine the Olympia
Electronic Compact RO, it is probably
fair to assume that the two machines are
one and the same.

However, a flyer accompanying the
manual takes pains to underscore that

Bytewriter markets the Model 900 in-

dependently of Olympia and that all

"references to Olympia International or
Electronic Compact RO which appear in

the instruction manual or other places
should be disregarded." A Bytewriter
nameplate is attached to this flyer, so
that the user can stick it on the printer
himself.

Bytewriter Model 900.

Why the confusion? Well when you
buy the Model 900 from Bytewriter, you
are not just buying an Olympia printer.

You are also buying a 30-month war-
ranty covering everything outside of
daisywheels and ribbons. Hence the
model number: a 900 day warranty.

Daisywheel printers have more mov-
ing parts than dot matrix printers, and
service requirements remain a major

purchase consideration. For that reason
I have always hesitated to recommend
low-cost daisywheel machines as quickly
as I have matrix machines. The Model
900 is a relatively low-cost machine.

The Model 900 is a
relatively low-cost

machine, with an iron-

clad guarantee for

2 1A years.

with an iron-clad guarantee for 2'/x
years. You are not likely to find another
offer like this for a $650 machine.

The Model 900 uses a 100-character

plastic print wheel, with six type styles

available. It is 10, 12, and 15 pitch

adjustable, and accepts cut sheets or pin

feed paper. The Model 900 is one of the

few low-priced daisywheel machines to

offer sprocket feed as a standard feature.

Sprocket width is adjustable to 2 l/«".

The platen width is 13".

Print speed reaches a maximum of 14

cps at 15 pitch with a linefeed speed of
100 MS—not very fast, but average for a
printer of this category. As with the

Delta- 10, serial and parallel interfaces

are standard. Applause applause.

The Bytewriter 900 is quite noisy dur-

ing operation, but doesn't create any-
thing near the din of the SCM TP-II.

Though it comes in at about 64 decibels,

you can live with it. It sounds neither

raspy nor "rat-ta-tat."

The print quality of the unit is

impeccable—as we have more or less

come to expect from daisywheel print-

ers. Print wheel life is estimated at 6

million characters. The multistrike
nylon typewriter cartridge ribbon is

standard—easy to find and even easier

to change.

The manual is a bit paltry, and my ad-

vice to Bytewriter is to redo it if at all

possible. Not only is it disconcerting to

have to "disregard" all references to the

Olympia RO, but the coverage is down-
right perfunctory in places.

But this is a minor bone to pick. The
Bytewriter 900 is a good machine, with

an excellent warranty.

Daisywriter Sheet Feeder
Way back in March of 1983, we gave a

high rating to the Daisywriter 2000, a

daisywheel printer with a print speed of

20 cps.

"We like nearly everything about the

Daisywriter," we said at the time, "from
its sturdy construction to its very complete

documentation... The features available

in the Daisywriter would have cost well

over $2000 only about a year ago. They
are well worth the (then $1400) cost..."

Well we still like the Daisywriter, and
at a list price reduction to $1100, down
$300 list since the evaluation, we like it

even more. And now, a cut sheet feeder

for the Daisywriter has been made avail-

able from Computers International (LQ
Corporation).

The Daisywriter cut-sheet feeder is easy

to install and works like a charm. Fill it

with rag bond, letterhead, or plain paper,

up to 200 cut sheets at a time. Or handle
envelopes and special labels.

The feeder gears off the platen advance

f NAME BRAND PRODUCTS DISCOUNT PRICES
CALL FOR YOUR BEST PRICES ON THESE POPULAR BRAND NAMES:

BOTEK

$~EAXAf\i SANYO CARDCO

\ferbatim' M ROBOT grappler * .

PRINTERS

Transtar c.ltoh
JEPSO**

TOSHIBA MANNESMANN
TALLY iH**e«d *•*#,«

mnai mass, otgowv

call for new PRODUCTS MicroManagement

AND BEST PRICES
Systems, Inc.
2803 Thomasville Road East

Cairo. Georgia 31728
|912| 377-7120

FREE UPON MOUEST
I OISCOUNT PRICE LIST AND INFORMATION KIT

1-800-841-0860
CONVENIENT ORDER ENTRY
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on the Daisywriter and seals firmly into

place with a reassuring click. The drive

to pressure rollers up above is supplied

by linefeeds, and cut-sheets are fed into

the printer one at a time. Paper registration

is perfect every time.

There isn't a heck of a lot more we can

say about the product by way of review,

except that it works and it works quite

well. If you own a Daisywriter and use it

to send out letterhead correspondence or

create original documents, the Daisywriter

cut-sheet feeder merits consideration. The
feeder lists for $595.

NEC Spinwriter 2050
The final machine on this month's re-

view roster is the NEC 2050 Spinwriter.

The Spinwriter is unique in that it uses a

specially-designed "print thimble" to

create fully-formed, letter quality print.

Another truly unique aspect of the

NEC 2000 series is its modular interface

approach. Open a special door on the

NEC 2050.

back of the machine and the specific

interface plugs right in or out. We re-

ceived a 2050 with plug-compatible

module for the IBM. Changing comput-

ers? Simply trade interface modules, and

your Spinwriter will be ready to work

with it. Modules are currently available

for 25 different machines.

Print speed on the NEC machine

reaches a maximum of 23 cps, which is

not too bad for a fully-formed character

printer. The 2050 also supports 10, 12,

and 15 cpi, with a platen width of 16

inches. This makes for a total of 203 pos-

sible columns at 1 5 cpi. Thimble charac-

ter sets can contain up to 128

characters—dozens more than typical

daisywheels can handle. The self-test

sample is reproduced here as Figure 3.

The model we received was accompa-

nied by manual pages designed to slip

right into the IBM documentation

binder. Obviously NEC has given much
thought to making printer installation as

painless as possible for the uninitiated

customer.

Installing the print thimble and car-

tridge ribbon is simple. Hook up your

printer cable, and you're ready for

action.

If you try to operate the printer with

the plexiglass cover in the up position,

you get an illuminated error lamp on the

front panel—a nice feature, once you get

it into your head that you can't run the

printer unless the cover is down.

Form length and character pitch are

easily selectable from dials on the front

of the machine.

The NEC 2050 lists for $1225, and at

that price, other options may beckon

strongly. I would have reservations

about paying over $1000 for any 23 cps

machine. For that price, you can pick up

a matrix printer with a very respectable

letter quality mode. Still, it is an ex-

tremely well-designed printer, geared lit-

erally for heavy use. NEC reports a

mean time between failures of 40 million

characters.

Passport Printer "Emulator"
The Passport Printer Emulator is an

interesting device designed to assist the

IBM PC and PC work-alike owner by

preventing potential time and data loss.

When selected for "print bypass" opera-

tion, the Passport appears as a standard

printer device. As a result, inadvertent

depression of the "PrtSc" key, or any

other means of invoking printer opera-

tions, will prevent the keyboard from

becoming locked up or forcing the user

to reboot. No physical printer mecha-

nism or printer cable is required to use

this mode.
When selected for print "pass-

through" operation, the Passport allows

normal print operations. The user can

then quickly abort an ongoing print op-

eration by reselecting the bypass mode.

Unnecessary print operations can be

terminated whenever desired.

Passport Printer Emulator.

The product lists for $29.95—a bar-

gain to prevent headaches from hanging

PCs.

Mailbag
William Cohen, of Metairie,

wrote in with the following:

LA.

After reading your rave review of the

Mannesmann-Tally 160L printer in the

June 1983 issue, as well as reviews in

other magazines, I bought one. It was

soon evident that the printer would not
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_ pkslikeaFerrari
Drives likeaRolls.
Parks likeaBeetle.

Ask your computer dealer
to take the cover off a world-class disk drive.

The all new, 1984 IndusGT.™
The most advanced, most handsome disk

drive in the world.

A flick of its power switch can turn an Atari
into a Ferrari.

Or an Apple into a Red Hot Apple.

Looks like a Ferrari.
The Indus GT is only 2.65" high. But under its

front-loading front end is slimline engineering
with a distinctive European-Gran flair.

Touch its LED-lit CommandPost™ function
control AccuTouch™ buttons. Marvel at how
responsive it makes every Atari or Apple home
computer.

Drives like a RoUs.
Nestled into its soundproofed chassis is the
quietest and most powerful disk drive power sys-
tem money can buy. At top speed, ifs virtually
unhearable. Whisper quiet.

Flat out, the GT will drive your Atari track-to-
track 0-39 in less than one second. Increasing
data transfer 400% . (Faster than any other drive.
And as fast as any Apple disk drive.)

And each GT comes with the exclusive
GT DrivingSystem™ of software programs*
World-class word processing is a breeze with
theGT Estate WordProcessor™ And your dealer
will describe the two additional programs that

allow GT owners to accelerate their computer
driving Skills.

'

ln( ll" 1" 1 as standard equipment

Also, the 1984 Indus GT is covered with the
GT PortaCaseJ" A stylish case that conveniently
doubles as a 80-disk storage file.

Parks like a Beetle.
The GT's small, sleek, condensed size makes it

easy to park.

And its low price makes it easy to buy.

$449 for Atari. $329 for Apple.
So see and test drive the incredible new 1984

Indus GT at your nearest

computer dealer soon.

The drive will be
well worth it.

INDUS
The all-new 1984 Indus GT Disk Drive.

The most advanced, most handsome disk drive in the world.

fodeakwinftxmalion.calll-80003-INDUS
. In California. 1-800-54-INDUS. 213/M2-9600

uJ^'lu^^ZZ^^^ '
" " r," lA "H " The.ndu,GTisapro<luctof.ndu.Sy-ems.AU, registered trademark* Atari, .nc. Apple i,a
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Print About Printers, continued...

print superscripis and subscripts prop-
erly, though these are advertised fea-

tures. My children need them for term
papers, and I need them in work.

If you are printing in the single space
mode, the printer will skip one and one-
half spaces between lines each time there
is a superscript or subscript on that line.

This produces uneven and poor-looking
text. In addition, my word processing
program is unaware of any extra added
lines, and therefore no longer correctly

recognizes the bottom margin of the
page being printed or the top margin of
the next page. An embedded command
to start a new page does not serve to cor-
rect the problem. These defects make the

use of superscripts and subscripts
impractical.

I called the company and was told

that the printer was not malfunctioning
but performing as designed by the
Mannesmann engineers. Pointing out
that their design was not performing
satisfactorily merely brought the reply

that they have received few complaints;

therefore the company saw no need to

modify the design.

I recommend that if you are thinking;

of purchasing a Mannesmann-Tally
160L printer, personally make certain

that it performs all the functions you
will need—before buying.

* * *

Thanks for writing in, William, and
I'm sorry to hear that the purchase of an
MT160L has been a disappointment to

you. I remain convinced that the

machine is a fine one.

I'm sure it will be of small solace to

you, but many printers handle super-

and subscripts in exactly that same way
to circumvent overstrike problems on a
previous or following line.

I'm only guessing, but I think a major
reason for this seeming kluge is that

term papers, and even business reports,

are almost always double-spaced. At
least they were when I was in school,

and when I wrote reports as a college

administrator. In the double-space
mode, the problem is negligible, even on
machines that still add that extra space.

I know that is not an answer for

you—you want super- and subscripts in

single-spaced text. I agree that the exam-
ples you showed in your letter looked less

than desirable. If I had come across the

problem during my initial evaluation, I

would have made it a nit-pick complaint.
And I couldn't agree more with your
conclusion—in fact I would extend the

advice to all printers and printer buyers:

make sure a machine does everything you
want it before you buy. If you want sin-

gle-spaced super- and subscripts, check
them out in a showroom to see if they are

up to snuff.

I don't know how long it took you to
discover the problem or whether you
bought your unit from a dealer or
through the mail. If you bought it

through a dealer and discovered the

Make sure a machine
does everything you
want it to before

you buy.

problem in two weeks or so, you should
have been able to return it. Sounds to me
as if you bought it through the mail,

however.

My advice to one and all about mail
order purchase is only to go that route
only if and when you are absolutely con-
vinced that you know what you want.

Support is the trade-off for discount
prices, and as you know, it is sometimes
worth a little extra money to gain a

sympathetic ear—and perhaps the chance
to unmake an otherwise costly mistake.

There is a lesson to be learned here, and I

thank you, Mr. Cohen, for making us
aware of it.

Well then. That's about it for this

installment of Dear Gabby. Until we
meet again, keep your form length set

for action. Catch you next month.

Firms Mentioned in this Column

Star Micronics Inc.

200 Park Ave., Suite 2308
New York. NY 10166
(212)986-6770

Bytewriter

125 Northview Rd.
Ithaca, NY 14850
(607)272-1132

LQ Corporation

180 Research Pky
Meriden, CT 06450
(203)237-7311

NEC Information Systems
1414 Massachusetts Ave.
Boxborough, MA 01719
(617) 264-8000

Micro Computer Components
8660-D Miramar Rd., Box 195
San Diego, CA 92126
(619)453-3367

An outstanding new book from Microsystems Press

PROGRAMMER'S
GUIDE TO CP/M
Edited by Sol Libes

This authoritative volume of reprints from Microsystems magazine rs a
must for the programmer writing software for CP/M or the individual
installing CP/M on non configured systems Programmer's Guide to

CP/M includes sections on CP/M structure and format • The CP/M
connection • Interfacing CP/M to operating systems File operations
CP/M on North Star systems • CP/M software reviews • CP/M enhance
ments • CP/M directories • CP/M applications programs • CP/M as
semblers • Evaluations of MODCOM, COMMX MCALL. OSI and other
software • Business and accounting programs • Compiler BASIC • Data
base systems • Debuggers/Disassembler • Editors, formatters and word
processors • Encryption The Guide also offers material on interpreters,
languages, utilities, sort programs and much more CP/M is the most
widely used most commonly implemented operating system in the world
This book provides a focused look at its unique and practical features

8H"xn",
softcover,

112.95

CP/M is a registered trade
mark of Digital Research Inc

For faster service, PHONE TOLL FREE: 800-631-8112 UnN1 only

Also available at your local bookstore or computer store.

•201 540 0445)

rMICROSYSTEMS"PRESS
Dept. MC7C 39 East Hanover Avenue
Morris Plains. N] 07950

Please send me Programmers Guide
to CPIMax $12 95* plus $2 00 postage and han-
dling each Outside USA add $3 00 per order
*14C

PAYMENT ENCLOSED $_ 'Res
idents of CA NJ and NY State add applica
ble sales tax

CHARGE MY:

S
American Express
MasterCard Visa

rarHNn
Exp
Pate

Signature

Mr
Mrs

Aldinai

(please prim full name)

Apr

City,

State/7ip

Send me a FREE Creative Computing
Catalog
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At the end of last month's column I

said there was one more story I wanted to

tell about how the addition of a computer

could damage the profitability of a business.

Also, since I didn't get to the concept of

the computer as a tool, I said 1 would try

to work that in. And then 1 wanted to talk

about some traps to be avoided when you

add word processing to your office. 1 also

made my continuing promise that if I had

the space I would try to look at some

word processing programs.

The Efficiency Trap
Let's give it another try from the top.

First, the story about how a computer

could damage the profitability of a

business:

About a year ago I was invited to Los

Angeles to address a group of vocational

counselors about how computers could

fit into their businesses. The meeting was

held at a large hotel, and before we started,

a group of us was sitting in the lounge.

One woman who had spent the last five

years working for someone else had just

announced that she was forming her own
company. "And the first thing I'm going

to get is a computer." she said.

The rest of us nodded approvingly.

"And you know what I'm going to use

it for?" she asked. "Labor markets."

In the system in which she worked,

insurance companies would refer injured

parties to her and she would develop a

plan of action for finding a way to work

that person back into the labor market.

For her plan to be approved by the state

agency she had to do a labor market
survey showing that there were jobs in

the occupation she had chosen for the

injured person and how much those jobs

paid. "1 would love to be able to push a

Dale Blanchard

few keys and in ten minutes have a com-

pleted survey."

"How long is it taking you to do them

now'.'" I asked.

"On the average, about four hours."

she replied. "And another hour (o write

the report."

"And you charge S60 an hour?"

"That's right."

"So." 1 figured, "that's five hours at $60

an hour, or VUX)."

She nodded.
"How many of those do you do each

month?"
"About five."

"That's about $1300."

"Yes." she agreed.

"And how much could you charge if

you did them in ten minutes?"

She thought for a minute. "About two

tenths of an hour plus an hour for report

writing."

""Let's see." I pulled out my pocket

calculator. "That's 1.2 hours at $60 an

hour— $72."

She nodded a little uncertainly.

"The way you are doing it now. you

generate SLSOO a month on labor markets.

If you were charging only S72 each, you

would lie generating only $360. Can you

increase your business enough to make-

up the difference?"

""I see what you mean." she said. She

looked absolutely crestfallen. "But I hate

labor markets."

"Then here's an idea." I said. "First,

figure out if you really can do labor market

surveys on a computer. If you decide you

can. lay the foundation with your cus-

tomers. Tell them you are going to charge

a flat fee for labor markets, say. S2.S). If

everyone eke is charging S.VK). that should

encourage your customers to send you

more business. If it turns out that you can

do them in ten minutes, you will make an

astounding profit."

The point of this story is that the woman

I was talking to was about to fall into a

trap that people who charge by the hour

must be careful to avoid: becoming too

efficient. Counselors, attorneys, account-

ants, and engineers are all vulnerable to

that trap.

The Computer as a Tool
Very often when I see people contem-

plating a computer for their business they

see it as:

with flashing lights and a fanfare of

trumpets. I think that is a serious mistake.

A computer should be thought of as a

simple toot, something to help you in your

business, not something around which to

build your business.

Think of a computer the same way you

would think of a company car. If you are

buying a company car. there are several

ways you can go. but one of the most

important functions of that car is to provide

transportation. In that light, many cars

you could buy would be completely satis-

factory.

After you have satisfied yourself with
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the ability of the potential ear to provide

transportation, you can start to look at

other aspects. What kind of image docs it

project. Is that important'.' If you are

choosing between two cars with signif-

icantly different prices, what will you get

for the extra money'.' Those are standard

business decisions. You should apply the

same principles to choosing a computer.
I remember a few years ago. when I

was in my woodworking phase. I wanted
a Shopmaster. Remember the ads in the

back of Mechanics Illustrated and Popular

Mechanics? The Shopmaster was a magical

machine that could do everything. It was
a lathe, a tabic saw. a radial arm saw, a

drill, and probably many other things as

well— a truly magic machine. I hungered
for one. Fortunately, they were expensive.

I already had a table saw. and while a

radial arm saw would have been nice once
in a while. I really didn't need one. The
kind of woodworking I was doing didn't

require a lathe, and I was able to make do
with my power hand drill. I really didn't

need a Shopmaster.

A computer is much like a Shopmaster;

it will do almost everything. More expensive

computers will often do more than less

expensive ones. You must decide what

you want your computer to do and then

make some choices. If all you want to do
is word processing, there probably is no
reason to buy an expensive computer with

20Mb of storage.

It occurs to me that I am using the

term "computer" rather loosely. Much of

what I am saying applies to the computer
itself, the terminal, the keyboard, the disk

drives, and the circuit boards which

hold the central processing unit, the

memory, etc. What I am saying applies

equally to computer programs (software).

It might also apply very well to printers

and other peripherals which attach to your

computer.
For example, let's say you are consklering

buying a computer to do word processing

and nothing else. First, you don't need a

very expensive one. You might even get

by with only one disk drive. When it comes

to chtx>sing a word processing program,

you must decide what kind of word prtvess-

ing you plan to do. If you arc going to do
nothing but write individual letters to

people, a very simple program will do. If

you will be writing technical or scholarly

papers in which you need to put footnotes,

you need considerably more. If you want
to send original, but simitar, letters to

people, you need a program with a list-

merge capability.

When choosing a printer, you again

need to analyze your application. If you
will be sending hundreds of the same
version of a letter, you will want as fast a

printer as you can afford. Do you want

letter quality I looks like it was typed on

an IBM Selectric). or will dot matrix do?
Again, what kind of image do you want to

project? I read a very interesting article

once by a person who was setting up a

computer service of some kind. Although
he had a very good high quality, letter

quality printer, he chose to send all his

correspondence in dot matrix. He was
trying to convey that he had a computer,
and he didn't want anyone to miss it.

What I am trying to say here is that you
need to think about what you want your
computer to do. What do I need this tool

for? How can I best apply this tool to my
business? How good must this uk>1 be? A
carpenter needs a better hammer than

does a weekend hacker. Which brings me
to two final pieces of advice: Don't skimp
on disk drive storage and get the fastest

printer you can afford.

When you are chinising a computer,
get the highest capacity disk drives you
can afford. There is nothing more frus-

trating than not being able to do something
because there isn't room on the disk. Also,

when you first get a computer, everything

seems instantaneous. That usually lasts

about two weeks. I am at the point now
that any wait longer than ten seconds

seems interminable. Slow printers can be

a source of considerable frustration to

the frequent user.

Before we leave the subject of tools, let

me tell one quick story. Last month I told

you about a program called Leads by
Datamotion Associates. 795 Pine St. #42,

San Francisco. CA 94108. Among other

things Leads will find a name on a mailing

list almost instantly. A few months ago I

walked into a law office which uses that

program to keep its client list. When I

walked in. the computer printer was busily

spitting out names and addresses onto
Rolodex cards.

"But I thought you were computerized."

I said to the attorney I had come to see.

He looked at me for quite a while as if

trying to decide if I were serious. He
finally decided I was. "Do you know how
long it takes a secretary to switch from
one program to another?"

"Forty-five seconds to a minute." I

guessed.

"And how long does it take to find a

name on a Rolodex card?"

I saw his point. "Probably no more than

ten seconds." I replied. And that is the

essence of using the computer as a tool.

You use a computer when it makes sense-

to use it. just as you use a hammer when
it makes sense to use a hammer. This
office was using the computer to do what
it was best at. updating and alphabetizing

the mailing list. Once that was done, it

was much faster to find the name on the

Rolodex card.

Next Month
I see that I've done it again: run out of

space before getting to discuss some spe-

cific word processing programs. It is

probably just as well, because one of the

main ones I want to talk about hasn't

arrived yet. Next month I promise to discuss

some traps to watch out for as you adopt

word processing. Finally, my ongoing prom-
ise: I will discuss some specific word
processing programs. 3E

We may be a bit old fashioned, young man. but we here at S. Boggs * Co. have never needed
computers to cut do wn our paperwork .'
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Much to do this month! PEEKing and
POKEing in Pascal, some DOS answers,

and an assortment of new products. But
before we begin, let's take a look at the

almanac.

On the evening of June 5, 1833, Ada
Lovelace and Charles Babbage first met.

Babbage, inventor of the Analytical En-
gine, was one of the early pioneers in

computer science. And Ada, of course, is

remembered for her ideas on what ex-

actly an Analytical Engine should do.

Apple shipped its first Apple II in 1977.

Blaise Pascal was born on June 19, 1623
and Atari was founded by Nolan
Bushnell on June 29, 1977.

Printer Utilities

Apple, sadly, is famous for not supporting

the tricks and abilities of their hardware
via software. It was left to Peter Joselow

to create DoubleStuff to show us what
double hi-resolution graphics could be.

The same thing happened with the Apple
Dot Matrix Printer. The DMP allows down-
loading of alternate character sets, but

selecting this option gives you a

FUNCTION NOT AVAILABLE message.

Enter the third party developers who have
exploited Apple's mistakes.

Apple Dot Matrix Printer Utilities is

what Apple should have included with

the DMP. The programs in this package
let you edit characters, set printer specifi-

cations, and convert high-resolution fonts

from other programs to DMP format.

The character editor is simple to use.

Proportional or fixed-width characters are

edited on a text display of about one-

fourth screen size. The remainder of the

screen displays the standard character,

the type of character set (English Bold.

Quadrata Bold. etc.). available commands.

Steve Arrants

and the ASCII code for that character.

The cursor is controlled from the key-

board. You can select an M. J. 1. K
diamond, left/right arrows and A and Z
keys, or the cursor control keys if you are

using an Apple lie. The spacebar turns

the dots on or off. A nice feature is that at

any time during editing, you can dump
your work to the printer.

The printer setup lets you specify which

font is default, line spacing, character width.

page length, and other information. After

selecting the specifications. one key down-
loads these to the DMP. The setting

SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: Apple Dot Matrix Printer

Utilities

Type: Printer utility

System: 64K Apple. Apple DMP.
Apple Parallel Interface Card
or Grappler+

Format: Disk

Language: Applesoft

Summary: Invaluable to DMP owners.

Price: $50

Manufacturer:
Vilberg Bros. Computing
Box 72
Mt. Horab, WI 53572

(608)274-6433

remains in effect after you boot another

disk, because the settings are in the printer,

not the computer RAM.
The font converter is useful if you have

a library of fonts created with other soft-

ware, such as Fontrix. Be warned, though.

A few large fonts can't be converted to

DMP format.

If you bought a DMP on the strength of

its ability to use different characters, you

were probably disappointed. Apple Dot
Matrix Utilities will let you make full use

of the DMP capabilities.

CIRCLE 437 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Basic Tutor
Basic is the computer language most of

us started out with. We find it easy enough
to use now— after years of writing pro-

grams. It might be hard for us to believe,

but there are still people who have never

had their hands on a computer. What
looks easy to us is as baffling as Attic

Greek to new users.

Basic Tutor from SuperSoft Inc. is an

excellent Basic language teacher. Although

most of the program is text, it does include

some graphics to illustrate important

concepts of Basic. It is well organized,

well written, and idiot proof.

After booting the disk, you select the

first information level. A short bit of text

with examples is displayed on-screen.

Merely glancing at an example Isn't enough.

however: you must participate with Basic

Tutor. To go to a higher level, you must
correctly answer a series of questions.

Make too many errors, and the program
tells you what information you must review

before continuing. Unlike some other edu-

cational packages, you can't skip ahead
to higher sections. Until your Apple is

satisfied with your knowledge, you are
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SOFTWARE
PROFILE

Name: Basic Tutor

Type: Education

System: Apple II. II + . lie. He
Format: Disk

Language: Applesoft

Summary: A good package for the

novice. Easy to use.

Price: $99

Manufacturer:
SuperSoft Inc.

P.O. Box lr>28

Champaign. 1L61H20
(217)359-2112

stuck at a low level.

You are allowed to review a section

after working through it. but unfortunately

.

you can't scroll back to a previous page

in a section. You must return to the be-

ginning and skim through the pages.

Basic Tutor assumes no prior knowledge

of the Apple. Basic, or mathematics. It

explains what various symbols mean: how
to use variables, functions, and subroutines:

and how to structure a program.

The best part of Basic Tutor is that it

lets you proceed at your own speed, step-

by-step, with simple language and in-

struction. No novice could be intimidated

by this program.

Basic Tutor is a bit expensive at $99.

but the cost may be justified: until you

learn Basic you won't get too far with

your Apple. You can play games and use

a word processor or a spreadsheet, but

the real fun and power of a computer

conies through your own programming.

CIRCLE 438 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Print-It! Graphics Printer Card
It is easy enough to print text from the

Apple. All you need do is issue a PR# 1

command to send output to a printer.

Depending on your printer, special con-

trol codes might have to be issued to

print italics, bold, and other fonts. Print-

ing a graphics screen is another matter.

Before intelligent printer interfaces be-

came available, you had to load a graph-

ics image into a specific area of RAM
and do some lengthy calculations to get

a nice, neat image on paper.

Print-It! from Texprint Incorporated

provides software independent printer

operation for a hard copy of any

image—text, graphics, or mixed. It will

work with almost any printer. Print-It!

will print this screen image at any time

during a program and then resume pro-

gram operation. We used to get screen

dumps of software by using an ancient

Apple II with a non-Autostart ROM.
But with the advent of more sophis-

ticated protection schemes, and the

death of that venerable Apple, we have
come to rely upon photographs of our
screens. Now we can use Print-It! The
program seems to bypass the protection

schemes and produces the screen image
on paper everytime. Note that this is not

a pirate card. You can't copy a protected

disk. You can dump any screen image
from any program, however.

Print-It! consists of three pieces: the

interface card, the button and cable, and
a cable to connect Print-It! to your
printer. Print-It! can be installed in any
free slot. Attach the button to the card
and the cable to your printer, and in-

stallation is complete.

The button makes Print-It! the easiest

of all available printer cards to use.

When you are satisfied with a screen im-

age, pressing the button interrupts the

program. There are several print options

you can select, including text only,

graphics, mixed text and graphics, in-

verse screen, rotated image, Page 1 or

Page 2 graphics, and double high-resolu-

tion graphics. Each requires a one-letter

code to be entered from the keyboard.

When you press return, printing be-

gins. At any time, tapping the spacebar

stops printing and returns control to the

program.

The manual looks sparse at 18 pages,

but then, this is a printer card, not a

computer. Print-It! lists for $179, which

is less than some other cards that do not

offer as much ease of use.

CIRCLE 439 ON READER SERVICE CARD

Talking Transend
Visually impaired computer users can

now connect with BBS's, remote hosts,

and on-line information services with the

help of Transend Corporation and
Computer Aids Corporation.

Talking Transend incorporates
Transend 2 software, a Transend modem,
and an Echo II speech synthesizer. All

information that the program writes to

the video display is also spoken through

the speech synthesizer.

Computer Aids Corporation develops

products which it integrates with Apple
computers and sells as turnkey systems
to the visually impaired.

Medalist Courseware
Hartley Courseware, Inc., has re-

leased six new packages for elementary
and secondary social studies. The
Medalist series was designed to provide

an enjoyable way for more advanced ele-

mentary and jr. high school students to

study and learn important facts about
various subjects. Subjects in the series in-

clude Medalist Continents. Medalist
States, Medalist Black Americans,
Medalist Women in History. Medalist
Presidents, and Medalist Create. The lat-

ter allows the teacher to create new
learning courseware in the Medalist for-

mat for anything from astronomy to zoo
animals.

The Medalist programs, six disk-based

programs for the Apple II and lie, cost

$39.95 each.

Glossary Disk for AppleVV riter

MinuteWare, publishers of Minute
Manuals, quick reference guides to

many Apple programs, has released the

Glossary Disk for Apple Writer. The disk
contains separate glossary files of print

commands for the Epson series, Gemini
10/10X, Apple DMP/Imagewriter,
Prowriter, NEC 8023A, and Okidata
printers. Any print code can now be
accessed with a single keystroke from
within Apple Writer II or Apple Writer
He. The disk also includes the alternate

character set needed to do super/
subcripts on the Apple DMP. An
explanation on patching Apple Writer He
to use the NUL code for underlining and
superscripting on the Epson MX and
Gemini printers is also included. Price is

$14.95.

PEEKing and POKEing in Pascal
Although Pascal has been touted as

the computer language that outperforms
Basic, I find it lacks some features that

Basic programmers take for granted.

For example, the peek and POKE com-
mands used in Basic are not really avail-
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TOLL free 800-233-8760TO ORDER
CALL US In PA 1-71 7- 327-1824

DISK RANA

DRIVES ,00° ..-•CALL

PERCOM
ATARI AT88
AT 88 OOUBLER
ADD-ON DRIVES

.$129.00

...•CALL

HARO FOR
DISK APPLE
DRIVES IBM-PC
AVAILABLE

5MEO
10 MEG
IS MEG
20 MEG

c*commodorel
VIC 64 t CALL
VIC1541 $23900

SSI
KNIGHTS OF DESERT $26.75
EAGLES $26.75
TIGERS IN SNOW $26.75
COMBAT LEADER $26.75
BATTLE FOR N $26.75

EPVX64
JUMPMAN C/D $27.75
JUMPMAN JR R $27.75
PITSTOPR $27.75
TEMPLE ASPHAI $27.75
GATETASPHAI $27.75
CRUSH. CACC/D $21.75

INFOCOM 64
ENCHANTER $34.75

^PLANETFA^^^^^^lMTs

'icippkz

BRODERBUND

BANK STREET D $44.75
CHOPLIFTER $24.95
DAVID D MAGIC $24.95
DROLD $24.95
LODE RUN D $24.95
SEAFOX O $22.95
SPARE CHANGE D $24.95
AE D ....$24.75

PEACHTREE
SOFTWARE
LIST MANAGER $1 99.00
BUSINESS GRAPHICS $225.00
GRAPHICS LANGUAGE. . . $299.00

REQUIRES COBAL RUNTIME

ACCTS PAYABLE I $495.00
ACCTS PAYABLE II ... $1695.00
PAYROLL I $495.00
PAYROLL II $1695.00
GENERAL LEDGER I. .. .$495.00
GENERAL LEDGER II. $1695.00

TRAK DISK DRIVES
AT-D1 $379.00
AT-D2 $399 00
AT-02 TURBO PAK $22.95
PRINTER CABLE $22.95

CONCORD
DISK DRIVES
APPLE 163K DRIVE $199.00
APPLE 326K DRIVE $229.00
APPLE CONTROLLER
CARD $69.00

COMMODORE VIC 1 74K. .. $289.00
COMMODORE VIC 348K. . $359.00

ATARI 176K MASTER.. $289.00
ATARI 348K MASTER . . $369.00
ATARI ADDON DRIVES ... $CALL

DATASOFT
POOYANC/0 $21.75
O'RILEYS MINE $21 .75

PARKER 20

FROGGER $33.75

PROFESSIONAL SOFTWARE
WORD PRO 3 • $59.75
SPELL RIGHT $39.75
BOTH TOGETHER $79.75

EASTERN HOUSE
RABBIT 20 ROM $34.75
RABBIT 64 ROM $34.75

KOALA
KOALA TABLET $84.75
PROGRAMMERS GUIDE ... $1 2.75
GEOMETRIC DESIGNS . . . $22.75
LOGO DESIGN $27.75
ILLUSTRATOR $99.75
SONG WRITER O $27.75
MASTER TYPE $27.75

CONTINENTAL

HOME ACCOUNT D $44.75
TAX ADVANTAGE $35.75
BOOK OF APPLE
SOFTWARE $1 6.95

GENERAL LEDGER $179.95
ACCOUNTS PAY $1 79.95
ACCOUNTS REC $1 79.95
PAYROLL $179.95
PROPERTY MGMT $329.95

CP/M VERSION

PEACHPACK4 $295.00
ACCTS PAYABLE III $549.00
ACCTS PAYABLE IV $899.00
ACCTS REC III S549.00
ACCTS REC IV $899 00
GENERAL LEDGER III... $549.00
GENERAL LEDGER IV $899.00
INVENTORY MGMT I. . . . $549 OO
INVENTORY MGMT II . . . $899.00
PAYROLL III $549.00
PAYROLL IV $899.00
SALES INVOICING I ....$549.00
SALES INVOICING $899.00

TO ORDER
CALL TOLL FREE or $«nd order to

800-233-8760
In PA 1 717-327-1824

P.O. Box 5088
Jer*ey Short), PA 1 77'

DISKETTES
ELEPHANT

SINGLE SIDE SD (10) $17.75
SO (100) $16.75/10

SINGLE SIDE DO (10) . ...$21 .75
DD(IOO) $20.75/10

DOUBLE SIDE DO (10) ...$26.75
00(100) $24.75/10

MAXELL
M01 (10) $27.75
M02I10) $37.75

CERTRON
CASSETTES

CC-10(12) $15.99
CC-20Q2) $1799

INNOVATIVE
CONCEPTS

DISK STORAGE (10) $4.95
DISK STORAGE (15) $9.95
DISK STORAGE (25) $1 9.95
DISK STORAGE (50) $26.75
ROM STORAGE (10) $24.75

MODEMS
ANCHOR MARK I $45.75
ANCHOR MARK II $79.75
HAYES SMART $239.00
HAVES MICRO II $309 00
MICROBIT 1000C $129.00
CAT $144.00
O-CAT $1 55.00
JCAT $1 1 5.00
APPLE CAT II $279.00
21 2 APPLE CAT $589.00

INFOCOM
DEADLINE $34.75
ZORK 1.2. or 3 $34.75
ENCHANTER $34.75
PLANETFALL $34.75

SPINNAKER
KINDERCOMP D $21 .75

STORY MACHO $23.75
FACE MAKER D $23.75
SNOOPER TRO $29.75
SNOOPER T2 D $29.75
DELTA DRAW D $32.75
FRACTION F O $23.75
ALPHABET ZOO D $21.75
MOST AMAZING O $26.75
RHYMES* RIOD $21.75

APPLE DUMPLING GX. . . . $99.75
APPLE DUMPLING

1 6K BUFFER $1 79.75
TEXT PRINTER
INTERFACE $79.75

COMPUTER
CARE
BIB

DISK DRIVE CLEANER
COMPUTER CARE KIT .

.$12,751
$19 7s|

NORTRONICS
DISK DRIVE CLEANER
WITH SOFTWARE FOR
IBM-PC. ATARI. VIC.

APPLE. ATI $29.75 I

OtSKCLEANERREFILLS... $14.75
CASS DRIVE CLEANER. . . . $9.95
MEDIA BULK ERASER ...846.75

MONITORS
SAKATA COLOR $249,001
TAXAN GREEN 81 1 9.00

1

TAXAN AMBER $1 29 00

1

TAXAN RG8
COMPOSITE $289,001

ZENITH AMBER $105 00

1

ZENITH GREEN $95 Ool
GORILLA GREEN $88 00

1

GORILLA AMBER $95 00

1

NEC JB1 260 $99 00

1

NEC JB1205 $145 OOl
NEC JB1 215 COLOR $269 OO I

AMOEK GREEN $145 00

1

AMOEK AMBER $149 00

1

AMDEK COLOR 1 $289.00

1

SSI

KNIGHTS OF OESERT ...$26.75
EAGLES $26.75
TIGERS IN SNOW $26.75
GERMANY 1985 $36.75
BATTLE FOR
NORMANDY $26.75

SHATTERED ALLIANCE . . $39.75

SIERRA ON-LINE

ULTIMA II $39.75
DARK CRYSTAL $27.75

ATARISOFT

PACMAN $25.75
DONKEY KONG $25.75
DIG DUG $25. 75
CENTIPEOE $25.75
ROBOTRON $25.75

PROGRAM DESIGN
ANALOGIES $18.50
PREP FOR SATS $79.75
PRESCHOOL IO
BUILDER $18.75

READING COMP $18.75
VOCABULARY BUILDER... $18.75

ATARI
INFOCOM

DEADLINE $34.75
ZORK 1.2. or3 $28.75
ENCHANTER $34.75

EDUFUN

GULP ARROW
GRAPHICS $24.75

FACE FLASH 824.75

CONTINENTAL

HOME ACCOUNT O $44.75
TAX ADVANTAGE $35.75
BOOK OF ATARI
SOFTWARE $16.95

SCARBOROUGH

SONG WRITER O $27.75

MASTER TYPE $27.75

EASTERN HOUSE

MONKEY WRENCH II ... . 882.75

DON'T ASK SOFTWARE

*** $39.75
ABUSE $22.75
WORD RACE $24.75

PROGRAM DESIGN

ANALOGIES $14.50
PREP FOR SATS $79.75
PRESCHOOL IO
BUILDER $1 6.75

READING COMP $16.75
VOCABULARY BUILDER. . . $16.75
LETS SPELL $14.75
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toll free 800-233-8760TO ORDER
CALL US in pa 1 717-327-1824

MANNESMANN
TALLY

SPIRIT 80 $299.00

MTL-160L $559.00

MTL-180L $775.00

NEC
NEC8023 $389.00
NEC8025 $699 00

PRINTER
INTERFACING

AVAILABLE FOR COMMODORE
VIC. APPLE. ATARI. IBM-PC.

TRS-80. Tl. AND OTHERS

STAR SAVE^PRINTERS
MICRONTICS
GEMINI 10X $269.00
GEMINI 1 SX $379.00
DELTA 10 $449.00
DELTA 15 $525.00
RADIX 10 $575.00
RADIX 15 $675 OO
POWERTYPE $C ALL
SWEETP(Model100| ...$549.00
STX80 $149.00

SMITH CORONA TP2 ...$449.00

CITOH
GORILLA GX-100 $1 69 00
GORILLA SERIAL $199.00
PROWRITER8510 $335.00
PROWRITERII $575.00
8600 $899.00
STARWRITER $999.00
PRINTMASTER $1299.00
SHEET FEEDER $425.00
620 $929.00
630 $1699.00
85 1 SP $499.00
8510 SCP $559.00
A10 LETTER OUAL $499.00

EPSON
RX-80 $CALL
RX-SOFT $FOR
FX-BO 8CURRENT
FX-1O0 SPRICES

OKIDATA
80 SSAVE
82A JON THESE
83A SI N STOC K
84 8PRINTERS
92 $CALL«
93 $SAVE$

PRINTING PAPER
3000 SHEETS
FANFOLD $42.75

1O0O SHEETS
FANFOLD $19. 75

1000 SHEETS LETTER. . $21 .95

200 SHEETS LETTER $8.99

1 50 RAG STATIONERY ... $10.99

MAILING LABELS (1 in) ...$9.75

14«11 1000 FANFOLD... $24. 75

DUST COVERS
BOO $3.99

400 $3.99

... $3.99

810 $3.99
... $5.99

BOOXL $5.99

.. ..$5.99

....$5.99

PROWRITER .

.

GEMINI 10X...

PERCOM
EPSON
RANA

$5.99
$5.99
$5.99
$5.99
$5.99

.... $5.99

VIC 1541 .... $5.99

WICO
COMMODORE & ATARI
JOYSTICK $16.75

RED BALL $1 8.75

BOSS JOYSTICK $12.75

TRACK BALL $32.75
12 FT EXT CORD $6.95
Tl ADAPTER $9.95

APPLE ANALOG $34.75

IBM- PC ANALOG $34.75

RESTON 64

I MINER 2049 ROM

TIMEWORKS
INVENTORY $39.75
ACCOUNTS REC... $39.75
ACCOUNTS PAY . . $39.75
GENERAL LEDGER. $39.75
PAYROLL $39.75
INVENTORY MAN ..$39.75
CASH FLOW $39.75
SALES ANALYSIS .$39.75
DATA MANAGER ...$19.75
MONEY MGR C/D. . .$19.95
CHECKBOOK C/D . $19.95
FORGET-ME-NOT ..$19.95
STAR BATTLE $19.95
ROBOT REVOLT . . $19.95
SPELLBOUND C/D .$19.95

SCARBOROUGH 64
SONG WRITER . . $27.75
PHI BETA FILER. . $32.75

$29. 75 MASTE R TYPE $27.75

HES64

TURTLE TUTOR . . . $22.75
TURTLE TRAINER . $22.75
TURTLE GRAPHICS $37. 75

SOUNDBOX $9 95
64 FORTH $39.95
HESMON $22.75
GRIDRUNNER $19.75
ATTACK OF M C .. $22.75
HESWRITER $28.75
OMNI WRITER $45.75
TYPE N WRITER.... $24. 75
PAINT BRUSH $22.75
BENJI $25.75
HOME MANAGER ..$28.75

TIME MONEY MGR. $44. 75
OMNI CALC $33.75
SWORD POINT $1 9.95
HES MODEM $49.95
M. MULTIPLAN $65.75

CONTINENTAL 64
HOME ACCOUNT D $44.75
TAX ADVANTAGE $35. 75
F.C.M $35.75
64 USERS OF ENCVC ... .$12.75
20 ENCYCLOPEDIA $12.75

KOALA 64
KOALA TABLET $69.75
PROGRAMMERSGUIDE. $12.75
GEOMETRIC DESIGNS. $22.75

LOGO DESIGN $27.75

SPIDER EATER $22.75

SYNAPSE 64

BLUE MAX C/D $24.75

ZEPPELIN C/D $24.75
PHAROAH'S C/D $24.75

SHAMUS C/D $24.75

PARKER 64

FROGGER 832.75
OBERT $32.75
TUTANKHAM $32.75

fXcommodore
CARDCO

SPINNAKER 64

KINDERCOMP 0/R $21 .75

STORY MACH ROM $24.75

FACE MAKER D/R $24.75

SNOOPER TR D $26.75

SNOOPER T2 D $26.75

DELTA DRAW ROM $26.75
FRACTION F ROM S24.75
KIDS ON KEYS $24.75
ALPHABET ZOO $24.75
MOST AMAZING R $26.75

G PRINTER
INTERFACE $64.75

B PRINTER
INTERFACE $39.75

KEY PAD 64 $29.75
LIGHT PEN $29.75

3 SLOT EXPANSION $24.75
5 SLOT EXPANSION $54.75

6 SLOT EXPANSION $79.75
PRINTER UTILITY $19.75

CASSETTE INTERFACE $29.75
WRITE NOW 20 $29.75

WRITE NOW 64 $39.75
MAIL NOW $29.75
DM-1 PRINTER $109.75

LO-1 PRINTER $499.75

BR0DERBUND64

BANK STREET O $44.75
CHOPLIFTER R $29.95
DAVID'O MAGIC $24.95
DROL D/R $24.95
LODE RUN D/R $24.95
SEAFOXR $29.95
SPARE CHANGE O $24 95

|
ADVENTURE INTERNATIONAL

ADVENTURE 1-12 •« .$17.75

SAGA $27.75
PREPPIE $24.75

DISKEY $34.75

SEA DRAGON $24.75

KOALA TABLET $69.75
PROGRAMMERSG ...812.75

GEOMETRIC DESIGN. $22. 75
LOGO DESIGN $27.75
ILLUSTRATOR $99. 75

INHOME
400 KEYBOARD.. SIN STOCK

BITS

80 COLUMN SCREEN
BOARD $259.75

PARKER
FROGGER $32.75
OBERT $32.75
TUTANKHAM $32.75

SUPER COBRA $32.75
ASTRO CHASE $32.75
POPEVE $32.75

CHESS $32.75

SYNAPSE

SPINNAKER
KINDERCOMP 0/R . . $20.75
STORY MACH 0/R . . . $26.75
FACE MAKER D/R . . . $24.75
SNOOPER TR D $26.75
SNOOPER T2D $26.75
DELTA DRAW R $26.75
DELTA MUSIC R $26.75
FRACTION FR $24.75

BLUE MAX C/D $24.75 KIDS ON KEYS 0/R. . .$24.75

ZEPPELIN C/D $24.75 ALPHABET ZOO D/R .$24.75

ASSEMBLER E0ITOR$44.75
MACRO ASSEMBLER $62. 75
MICROSOFT BASIC . $69.75

PHAROAH'S C/D $24.75
SHAMUS CD $24.75
FILE MGR 800 $69.75

SSI
KNIGHTS OF DESERT $26.75

EAGLES 826.75

TIGERS IN SNOW $26.75

COMBAT LEADER $26.75

BATTLE FOR ....$26.75

SHATTERED ALL $26. 75

MOST AMAZING O ...$26.75
RHYMES $ RIO D $21 .75

OATASOFT

SPELL WIZZARO .... $34.75
TEXT WIZZARD $34.75
WORO WIZZARD $46 75
ZAXXON C/D $26. 75
POOVANC/O $21.75
O'RILEYSMINE $21.75

BRODERBUND
BANK STREET O ...$44.75

CHOPLIFTER D $32.95
DAVID D MAGIC .... $24.95
DROL D $24.95
LODE RUND $24.95
SEAFOX D $22.95
SPARE CHANGE D .$24.95
AE D $24.75

EPVX

JUMPMAN C/D ... . $27.75

JUMPMAN JRR ....$27.75

PITSTOP R $27.75

TEMPLE ASPHAI ...527.75

GATETASPHAI ....$27.75

CRUSH. C$C C/0... $21.75

UK
LETTER PERFECT.. $69.75
DATA PERFECT .... $69.75
SPELL PERFECT $69 75

A
ATARI

PACMAN $29.75
DONKEY KONG $29.75
DIG DUG $29.75
CENTIPEDE ...$29.75
STAR RAIDERS $32.75
ROBOTRON... $32.75

|

PAINT $32.75
JOUST ,3575
LOGO $69.75
ATARI WRITER $79.75 '

BOOK KEEPER$104.7S • ompolfrs for people

VISICALC $159.75 °
HOME FILING MGR $35. 75
PILOT HOME $54.75
KEYPAD $95.75

8O0XL S CALL I

1060 DISK DRIVE SCALL
1050 RECORDER $74.00
1027 PRINTER $CALL|
1Q2S PRINTER

•

TO ORDER
CALL TOLL FREE or send order to

800-233-8760 P^.Tae

'

Customer Service 1-717-327*1825 Jersey Shore PA 1774C

POLICY
In stock items shipped within 24 hours of order Personal

checks require four weeks clearance before shipping No
deposit onC O D orders Free shippmgon prepaid cash orders

within the continental U S PA residents add sales tax All

products subject to availability and price change Advertised
prices show 4<V> discount offered tor cash add 4<v for Master
Card or Visa DEALER INQUIRIES INVITED

CIRCLE 142 ON READER SERVICE CARD



Apple Cart, continued...

able in Pascal. There are some "byte-

oriented built-ins" in Pascal such as

MOVELEFT and MOVERIGHT which
emulate peek and poke, yet they do not

perform exactly as the Basic commands
do.

It is not too difficult to write Pascal

routines that peek and poke. One
method is to write a set of simple ma-
chine code routines and call them in as

external procedures. Since using the Pas-

cal Assembler and Linker are not my
strong points, and since Pascal is

supposed to be an easy programming
language, I turned to Pascal itself.

An obvious method is to create vari-

ables that can be used for more than one
purpose. For our purposes, this will be
something that will be either an integer

or the address of an absolute location in

memory.
The Pascal declaration we can use will

look like this:

ppd-.record

case b-.boolean of true:

(pointer: * byte);

false: (address:integer)

end;

The variable is made up of two parts.

The first is Boolean, which can have the

values true or false. The second can be

one of two different types of object.

When the Boolean part (ppd:b) is true,

the information contained in the second
part is treated as a pointer to a byte.

When the Boolean part is false, the

information is treated as an integer.

To peek at a location then, you need
only two lines of Pascal to define a suit-

able function:

ppd. value: ^address you
wanttoPEEKat;
peek: = ppd. pointer (*the thing

being pointed at*)

But there is still one more Pascal

problem we need to deal with. Pointers

in Pascal tend to point at words (any
two consecutive bytes). Even if you de-

fine a byte as a number from to 255,

when Pascal points at it, it will point at a

number between -32768 and 32767.

It is easy enough to get around this.

All we need to do is use a technique

known as packing, as Pascal can even

point to the exact bit when it is pointing

at a packed item. The declaration

becomes:

byte= packed array [0..0] of 0..255

that is, an array of one entry, which is a
number between and 255.

The code in Listing 1 is written in the

format of a Unit, so if you copy it

exactly, compile it, and use
LIBRARY.CODE to link it into your
SYSTEM.LIBRARY you will be able to

peek, poke, dpeek, and dpoke (the

last two being two-byte equivalents of

PEEK and poke) in any of your Pascal

programs by putting in the USES
PEEKLIB in the usual place.

If you do not want to make a library

unit, you will need to copy the TYPE
declaration from Listing 2 into your pro-

gram along with whichever functions/

procedures you want.

Once you can poke into Pascal, there

are many useful things you can do. It is

possible to tell the system to forget

where it booted from and to look some-

where else for the boot disk. If you use a

RAMcard as a boot disk, for example,

you can cut compiling time by almost 60

percent.

A simple example of a good use is

shown below. It is a short routine that

sets an IDS printer to 132 characters per

line. A similar program can be written

for Epson, Okidata, and most other

printers.

program ids;

uses peeklib;

var

f:file of char;

begin

poke (1668,132)

rewrite(f, 'printer:*);

writein(f,chr(15));

close(0

end.

With the Pascal operating manual at

your side, you can find more interesting

things to do with peeks and pokes. Be
careful, however. It is possible to wipe

out every disk in the system with one

careless poke. Whenever experimenting

with pokes, use a backup disk that

won't be missed if something goes

wrong.

DOS Responses
Letters are still coming in with your

answers to my question about an unusual

feature of DOS. When you issue

CATALOG via a CALL 42350 with the

drive door open, DOS answers ROGRAM
NOT AVAILABLE (note the missing P)

instead of the expected I/O ERROR. Some
readers not only answered the question,

but provided other interesting information

about DOS.
Jay Nabonne (who forgot to include a

return address) gave the best explanation.

As he explains it, DOS is not disconnected

when the drive door is left open. DOS
uses one memory location ($AA5C) for

both an error code and the last character

output. When an error message is printed,

its number is stored in SAA5C. A RETURN
BELL RETURN is printed. Then the error

number is retrieved, compared against

the index table, and printed out. If DOS
is not disconnected, the RETURN printed

before the error message places a RETURN
($8D) in $AA5C. This is then used as the

error message. Since there is no error

message for $8D, it points beyond the

index table into memory. It just so happens

that the number it points to in memory is

the first R in PROGRAM NOT
AVAILABLE. So DOS. not being too

smart, prints the error message from there.

Thanks, Jay. And thanks to all the other

readers who wrote in with explanations.

Now another question. Have you dis-

covered any ProDOS tricks, errors, or

oddities? Send them in!

That's all for June. Questions and com-
ments should be sent to me here at the

magazine, to CompuServe 76703,654, or

MCI Mail address SARRANTS.

Firms Mentioned in This Column
Hartlery Courseware, Inc.

Dimondale. MI 48821

(517) 646-6458

Minute Ware
P.O. Box 2392

Columbia. MD 21045

(301)995-1166

Texprint, Inc.

8 Blanchard Rd.

Burlington, MA 01803

(617) 273-3384

Computer Aids Corporation
(Talking Transcend)
4929 S. Lafayette St.

Fort Wayne. IN 46806

(219)456-2148

Can he call you back ? The electric

underwear he invented is acting up.
"
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Listing 1.

<* This routine will PACK a byte *>
( *

BONNIE BLUE
WORD PROCESSING
for IBM • PC - Compatibles

un i t peeklb,
intrinsic code 25;

interface
type
code=0 255 ;

byte = packed arrayCO. .01 of codedpeekdpokedat a- record
case bboolean of

truepointer 'integer);
false: (address: integer)

end ,

peekpokedata-record
case bboolean of

true: (pointer='byte) ;

false: (address: integer)

Professional Word Processing at a very
reasonable price. Write for our brochure
which describes features in detail, or
check our number on reader service
card. An optimized full-feature version
is now available for PCjr. Supports all

Epson, and Qume II. Diablo 360ECS
NEC 3550. 8023A/C. Okidata. Quki
and others

$50 ( » S2 s/h) puts the Bonnie Blue
Word Processing System in your hands
Haven t you been waiting long enough?
Order Today. We have a volume pur-
chase plan for corporate users, dealers,
users groups, schools, non-profit
organizations, and VARS.

end ;

BONNIE BLUE
H Listing 2.

(ft**************************************)

This routine, when linked, *)
will let you PEEK and POKE *>
at a specific memory location *)

(A************************ ****»********„)
function peek(address: integer) code;
proceed u re poke(address integer, value;code);
function dpeek(address: integer) : integer,
proceedure dpoke'address, value integer);

imp 1 erne n t a t i on

PO Box 536
Liverpool, NY 13088
(315) 652-1304
( Ixxtv VISA. M( •CCCpted Endow MBK, .address. 2nd
il upplu-aNc. Ciwntcafd#,cap ftJMT et Iif—Hi] Spec
il\ il UMfk sided disk brmM desired, ami preter type, it

rww »Hi list ibovg
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function peek;
v a r Apple II +

ppd peekpokedata
;

begin
ppd address -address,
peek ^ppd pointer* CO]

end ,

• 64 K Ram
• Apple Drive

proceedure poke, . 12" Monitor

ppd

:

peekpokedata ;

begin
ppd address : -address;
ppd pointer'IO] -value

end ;

. 3.3 DOS

$899.°°
proceedure dpoke,
va r

ddd
: dpeekdpokeda ta

,

begin
ddd address : =address,
ddd pointer' :=value

end ,

f unc tion dpeek,
va r

ddd.dpeekdpokedata;
begin

ddd . address : -address,
dpeek -ddd pointer *

end ;

90 Day Warranty

j| ^] yp
*^"-

J

<

<-M 1-
Fs

rnmnnTicotmJTiatAMK

begin
end .

(415)968-6811
2384 El Camino Real W.
Mtn. View, CA 94040

|
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One of the more confusing features of

Logo for many young users is learning to

use X and Y coordinates. Indeed, it can

be even more confusing for adults. Trying

to get novice programmers to visualize

the invisible axis that divides the screen

into four quadrants can present real

stumbling blocks to progress with Logo.

But making a game out of it can make the

concepts a bit more fun to work with, if

not easier to grasp.

The coordinate game involves putting

a target on the screen at a random location,

and then guessing the X and Y coordinates

of the target. The rules can make hitting

the target very easy or require the players

to guess the exact location. It's a bit more

fun when a choice of different skill levels

is designed right into the game.

Zap the Turtle is written in Atari Logo,

though it can be easily translated to Apple

Logo or other similiar versions of the

language. Atari Logo offers four turtles,

each of which can change its shape. In

this game, one turtle fires a missile at

another turtle on the screen.

Turtle # 1 is changed into a missile shape

by using the EDSH command. This puts

an 8 x 16 grid on the screen which can

then be defined using the control keys

and the spacebar.

Entering the word ZAP brings the in-

troduction to the game on the screen.

The P procedure then sets the level of

difficulty: 5 is the easiest level and is the

hardest. READNUMBER takes your input

and assigns it to the variable SKILL. We
will explore this further in a moment, but

first lefs set up the screen.

Control of the game passes to the T
procedure which then places the target

turtle on the screen at a random location.

The variables ANSI and ANS2 become

James Muller

the X and Y coordinate positions. Then

control passes on to the GAME procedure.

In this procedure, the player guesses

the location of the target turtle by entering

variables ANS3 and ANS4. These are then

compared with the coordinates of the tar-

get. This is where the SKILL level comes

into play. If the value of SKILL is 5, the

player's guess can be off by plus or minus

5. If the value of SKILL is 0, the player

must guess the exact coordinates.

When the player enters a guess that is

off by more than the value of SKILL,

control of the game is passed back to the

beginning of the GAME procedure. If

within the limits set by the value of SKILL,

control passes to the CHEERS procedure.

Then the process starts all over again.

Those using Atari Logo can use the

collision detection in that version of the

language to test if their guess is on target

or not. Those with Apple Logo or similiar

versions need only make some minor

changes to play the game. Rather than

use a turtle as the target, the turtle draws

a small circle on the screen. The center

of the circle will be the exact coordinates

of the target.

These are the changes required to run

the game in Apple Logo:

TO T :SKILL
CLEARSCREEN
CLEARTEXT
MAKE "ANSI

(RANDOM 135)

MAKE "ANS2
(RANDOM 70)

PENUP
SETPOSLIST :

CIRCLE
GAME :SKILL

END

(RANDOM 135) -

(RANDOM 110) -

ANSI :ANS2

TO CIRCLE
LEFT 90 FORWARD 5 RIGHT 90

PENDOWN
REPEAT 36 (FORWARD 1 RIGHT

10)

PENUP
HOME
PENDOWN
END
In the game procedure, change the

following lines: 1 ) Change the first line to

read, PENREVERSE CLEARSCREEN:
2) Line 7 which starts, ASK 1. should

read: SETPOS LIST :ANS3 :ANS4.

When young people start to use X and

Y coordinates, it helps to draw the quad-

rants on the screen using erasable markers.

You can even add marks on the grid to

help them estimate the distances involved.

Off-Computer Activities

Another activity which helps children

become familiar with coordinates is to

use graph paper. Let the children draw
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Listing for Zap the Turtle in Atari Logo.

TO P
TS CT SETCURSOR tO 83
PRINT (Select your level o* difficult..]
SETCURSOR CO 10]
PRINT C\ \ \ \ 5 - Easiest level.]
PRINT C\ \ \ x = H.rde.t l.»# |.j
MAKE "SKILL READNUMBER
T :SKILL
END

TO ZAP
CT
SETCURSOR £0 5

J

PRINT (Welcome to the gain* o« . . . J

SETCURSOR [0 7]
PRINT [••••• ZAP THE TURTLE *..»»]
PRINT
PRINT [One of th. Turtle, will »pp,» r on the JPRINT [screen. Can you guess th* X and Y]
PRINT [coordinates to hit th* Turtle?!
PRINT "

WAIT 200
PRINT [Aw, C'mon'l WAIT 50
PRINT "

PRINT [Give it a try'] WAIT 50
PRINT "

PRINT [To play, pr*»* P *nd th*n RETURN.]
PRINT [To Chang* th* skill level at any]
PRINT [time, press 'P.]
END

TO T (SKILL
TELL 1

SETSH 1

CS CT PU
TELL [0 I 2 3) HOME
MAKE "ANSI < RANDOM 1 35 ) -
MAKE "ANS2 < RANDOM 115 ) -

ASK 2 [PU SETPOS LIST :ANS1
GAME : SKILL
END

RANDOM 135 )

RANDOM 70 )

ANS2J

TO FLASH :C
SETBG iC
WAIT 10
MAKE "C :C 7
IF :C > 70 [SETBG 74 STOP]
FLASH :C
END

TO CHEERS
CT
REPEAT 5 [PRINT [CONGRATULATIONS'])
FLASH
T iSKILL
END

TO GAME iSKILL
TELL [0 1] PX CS
PRINT [Can you hit the target')
WAIT 80 CT
PRINT (Guess the X coordinate?)
MAKE "ANS3 READNUMBER
PRINT [Guess the Y coordinate?)
MAKE "ANS4 READNUMBER
ASK 1 [SETPOS LIST IANS3 IANS4]
WAIT 20

IANS3 < iANSI - iSKILL > < :ANS3
(ANS4 < :ANS2 - :SKILL ) < :ANS4

IF OR <

IF OR <

CHEERS
END

iANSI
:ANS2

iSKILL
:SKILL

[GAME iSKILL)
[GAME :SKILL)

TO READNUMBER
OUTPUT FIRST RL
END

TO PICK
PRINT [Select your level of difficulty.)
PRINT [\ \ \ \ 5 - Easiest level.)
PRINT [\ \ \ \ » Hardest leuel.)
MAKE "SKILL READNUMBER
GAME iSKILL
END

the screen on the graph paper and then
draw different small shapes on the paper
just as the turtle does on the screen. If
you have the time and space, let children
play turtle. Mark the coordinates off on
the floor and then have other children
tell the turtle to move to different locations
to pick up a book, or draw a square on a
piece of paper. Making these activities
competitive can add some enthusiasm to
class or club sessions. Make it a scavenger
hunt. Which team can move around the
grid in the fewest moves to pick up a list

of items?

The pencil, game, and other off-com-
puter activities, have some subtle ad-
vantages. Children often have trouble
understanding some of the abstract mathe-
matical concepts in Turtle geometry. Using
their bodies to/eel these abstractions helps
make those concepts come alive and makes
them more understandable. Off-computer
activities also help solve the problem of
what to do with 25 students, one or two
computers, and a 50-minute class period.
Establishing "learning centers" where
groups can work on the same fundamental
concept in different ways helps children
discover the variety of ways in which the
same concepts can be used.

Next time we will look at some other
ways in which Logo can come alive on
and off the computer. n
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Software That Works
For Generations

6 Types of Charts and Sheets
Indices

User Fields
Notes, Footnotes and Sources

No Limits
Adapts to Your Hardware

Comprehensive
Easy to Use

And Much, Much More

Send tor brochure and sample printouts

Family Roots includes detailrd manual and 2 full diskettes

of programs for your Apple II, IBM PC.
Commodore 64 and CD M

Other genealogy software also available

Price $18f> Satisfaction Guaranteed

American Express, Visa fc# Mastercard Accepted

' Trademarks for

Apple Computer.

Inc . International#
Family
Roots

Business Machmev
CBM.Inc

. J< DtMal
Ke\rar< h
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The interval between Outposts grows

shorter every month. And there is always

plenty to talk about. This month the topic

is graphics tablets. But before we get to

the main feature, here is a short subject

of interest.

It is impossible for you to know this by

reading the column, but 1 am using a

different word processor this month. Irt

the past UK's Letter Perfect has served

me well, and occasionally Atariwriterhns

been called in from the bullpen for special

assignments such as proportional printing

on my Epson FX-80 printer. I have grad-

uated to the big leagues and am now

using WordStar by Micropro. "Impossible!"

you say. "Don't believe a word of it," I

hear? Rest assured that this is not the

April Fool's column.

Through the miracle of modern science,

or more precisely, through the miracle of

SWP, my Atari is now capable of running

CP/M software on a Z80 microprocessor.

Some of you have already guessed it, I

am using an ATR8000. There will be a

complete feature review of this marvelous

product in an upcoming issue of Creative.

Rather than give the store away now, I

just want to whet your appetite by telling

you what this product can do.

Without hesitation, qualification, or any

payola changing hands, I can say that the

ATR8000 is the most exciting Atari peri-

pheral to appear since the first Atari

computer made its debut on the home
computing scene.

Why is it so important? Because the

ATR8000 combines several peripheral

devices into one and is affordable. In its

simplest form, it takes the place of the

Atari 850 interface, providing a parallel

printer port and RS-232 port. Also included

in the 16K basic configuration ($350) is a

12K print buffer.

Arthur Leyenberger

This would be a bargain in itself if that

were all there were to the unit. But there

is more. Generic disk drives in the $150

to $300 price range can be added to your

system. And with the onboard Z80 micro-

processor, a 64K upgrade (an additional

$200 for memory chips and software) will

allow you to run CP/M software and

maintain full Atari software compatibility.

For the person who finds price to be no

obstacle, a fully configured system will

boast 256K RAM and MS-DOS (as in

IBM PC) compatibility.

If I say much more, there will be no

need to publish the full length review,

and you will think this is all a commercial.

But in closing, I want to dispel a couple

of popular myths that I have been as

guilty of perpetuating as anyone else.

Namely, the CP/M operating system which

originally grew up with those early S-100

computers is difficult to use. It isn't.

And much to my surprise (and em-

barrassed amusement), I found it to be

very similar to Atari DOS 2.0S. This is no

coincidence, since Bill Wilkinson and

company, designers of Atari DOS, had a

systems background and were quite familiar

with CP/M.
Another myth I would like to debunk is

that WordStar is difficult to use. Ain't

true. Sure, the help information seems to

overwhelm the screen, but it can be turned

off gradually as you learn the system. As

with learning anything new, WordStar takes

a little time to get used to. Although I

have the complete two-pound reference

manual, I used only the section on in-

stallation and bought myself an inexpensive

quick guide. Eventually, I will read the

entire manual, including the tutorial

sections and will include a review of it as

part of the ATR8000 piece.

Graphics. Art and Touch Tablets

One of the reasons 1 purchased an Atari

computer was for its excellent graphics

capability. However, although I have been

programming in Basic for many years. I

was not ready to invest many hours into

developing graphics programs. My first

alternative to this time-consuming project

was to use a couple of the drawing

programs that are available. These included

Paint, Micropainter. and Fun with Art.

All of these products required the use of

a joystick as a "paintbrush."

I soon became accustomed to using a

joystick for drawing and control, but I

knew there had to be something better.

My main problem was control. I was just

not able to get as fine a movement as I

wanted. One solution was to use a track-

ball instead of the joystick. This was clearly

an improvement, but the response was

rather slow.

Next I tried a light pen— actually a couple

of different light pens- and found that

approach to be completely unacceptable.

I was better off sticking with the joystick.

Pen position was critical in order to have

the program see my movements. Also,

there was something foreign and un-

comfortable about drawing with my arm

extended toward the screen.

It was at about this time that graphic

tablets started to appear. I was able to

obtain a KoalaPad, an Atari Touch Tablet,

and a Powerpad tablet for review. I am
pleased to report that I have at last found

the answer to my graphics needs. All three

products give you more control than a

joystick or a trackball, are more reliable

as input devices than a light pen, and are
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Atari Computers

iiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiii

ATR 8000
SWPQ

"A fine CP/M machine . .the ATRSfXV dam the gap that has separated Atari

owners frirm the rest of the tofumut market."

—B>ie Magic-mc

}P/M compatability for your Atari — only from SWP.

Now you can run CP/M programs on your Atari 400, 800, 1200 and XL scries

compute!*.

The ATR8000 from SWP Microcomputer Products is a 4MH:, 16k RAM com-
plete Atari interface. When you add the optional 64k RAM, the ATR8000 will

run CP/M!

The ATR8000 features:

• 64k RAM
• RS-232 port with software to run a serial printer or modem.
• The ability ID run up to tour 5 1/4" or 8 " drives of any mixture,
type and density (MY-DOS is optional and is used for double density

Atari operations).

• Double density CP/M 2.2.

• 80 column wide display with 40 column moveable window. Or an
optional 80 column software (AUTOTERM-80) program that can re-

used with a Hack Si white TV or monitor.

When you order your ainhooo. you'll not only receive- the
hardware and software y< >u need, but also ail easy ti > re-ad ( rwner'a

manual and CP/M supplement thai will take you into the exciting

world ofCP/M.

/MICROCOMPUTER PRODUCTS, INC.

2500 E. Randol Mill Rd„ Suite 125. Arlington. TX 76011

Add MS-DOS compatibility too!

An Atari that runs MS-IX")S, IBM-PC software'

By adding CO-POWER-88, our own 8088 co-fjfoceaof to your ATR8000.
can also run most of the popular MS-IX">S, IBM-PC software.

The CO-POWER-88 is a 16 hit, 5? J MHr, 8088 co processor with 128k or

256k RAM. It comes complete with MS-DOS and RAM disk software. CP/M-86
is available as an option.

More than just a co-processor, its RAM can also he used as a high speed

simulated disk drive for CP/M.

Installation is simple. Your CO-POWER-88 comes with the Z-80 adaptor b

and main processor hoard. You'll also receive I complete owner's manual and
easy-to-follow instructions

CP/M and MS-DOS, IBM-PC compatibility for your Atari can now be your.

Contact your local SWP dealer or order direct by mail. Better yet, tor fastest

delivery, use your credit card and shop by phone.

Credit Card Orders Save Time!
Call HI 7-469- II HI ,.r Hi 7-861-0421 And Order New

Or Mail Coupon lo: SWP, 2500 E. Randol Mill Rd., Sulie 1 25, Arlington. TX 7601

1

Please ship the following:

O Ink ATR8000 Atari ImoW • $)50 .00 + $10.00 shipping

n 641 ATR8000 w/CP/M e $49995 » $1000 shippm*

D 1281 ( 04OWER-8S »nl. MS-DOS* $400.00 + $10.00 -l..n ,i

256k COPOWER-M *ktt MS-DOS o $500.00 + $10.00 .l..n i.

i iinBn ivk n»"ii»< S*m) • $60.00 + $500 shipping

MY-POS (Aran like DM Opawlraj Swm) • $29.95 $2 00 .hipping

AUTOTERM-H0 (80 ...lurnn display '•" CP/M ... MSDOS) • $2995 %2C0 shippm*
• Mum he laad *ith Mk ATRHOlV
Sptclry Ann nodd oonpiMi rm wan
( ..ntitufatii'ns' (iheck one) 5 1/4" dnve t« 8" drive

I I ».mt t.l.-.im more ahotit the ATRSOOOarvdl I > l\ i» I K H8 Enclosed is $1 00. (no checks please)!.* nv.re

liiei.uiire. ka Inlfeli ., ...mprehensive Iktttnf .« MS-DOS and CP/M 86 netware that nana on the tXtPOWER-88
Method of payment:

i il t lM,k on l,.sed (must .leaf hank hetorr shipping)

ntjd ('(«-. k ,.r M.atev IVter n.
LJ Charge the mussing ends' card

D Mastet Card U Visa

( iredit Card 9

Exp. Dateit.l Rank / .

Subtotal:

Total Enslnscd

Name

+ Shipping + Sales Ta« (Texas Residents aJJ 5%)

A.Llfrw

rw. Slate Zip

Phone (Ml

Sii'ii.itnfr

) <w><_ >

e 1984. SWP MHn».«npuiet Pt.st.Hi-, In, Tta.lem.,tk. I i IPOWER-88 and ATR8000. SWP Mlcocoa.
pui.r Prudacu, In,

. IBM-PC, International Bart Mlcirajot |n.

CP/M and I'I'MI*. Distal Resear.h. Ins.. Alan. Alan, In.
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Outpost: Atari, continued...

so versatile that new uses for them will

continue to be found.

Interestingly enough, the graphics draw-

ing program for which I was searching is

almost identical on all three tablets. The
tablets differ primarily in size and "feel."

I will first describe the physical aspects of

these three different yet similar products.

Let's Get Physical
The Atari Graphics Tablet measures

7.5" x 9.5" x 1.25". The drawing surface is

horizontally oriented and measures 5" x

6.5". A stylus containing a pushbutton

plugs into the back of the tablet, and the

Atari Touch Tablet.

tablet is attached to joystick port 1. Two
large pushbuttons, one on each side, are

located toward the top of the tablet. A
clear, removable piece of plastic allows a

piece of paper to be inserted underneath

for tracing.

The KoalaPad is slightly smaller than

the Atari tablet and measures 8.5" x 6.5"

x 2". The square drawing area is 4.25" on
each side. The pad has a vertical orien-

tation, and the two large horizontal push-

buttons are located on top. Also, the pad
is angled about 30 degrees so that the

Koala Padfrom Koala Industries.

back of the tablet is higher than the front.

A separate, unattached stylus is used for

drawing.

Chalkboard's Powerpad is the largest

of the group. The dimensions are 17" x

19" x 1.5". The Powerpad has a 12" square

drawing area and is horizontally oriented.

A separate, unattached stylus, slightly

thicker than that of the Koala, is used.

One interesting aspect of the Powerpad is

that the cord that plugs into the joystick

port on the Atari computer is detachable.

One end of the cord has a joystick plug,

and the other has a modular telephone

The Powerpadfrom Chalkboard.

plug. If this modular telephone plug were

inserted into a modular wall jack rather

than the Tablet, % volts would be sent

into the delicate innards of your computer

when the phone rang. Best keep the

Powerpad away from telephones.

Mylar overlays come with the software

and are placed on top of the pad. Some
areas are defined as keys, while others

may have symbols, shapes, or figures. The
Powerpad itself contains an x,y matrix of

120 by 120 wires. Signals from this grid of

14,400 points are digitally sensed, encoded,

and read by the computer. One advantage

of the Powerpad is that multiple points

can be sensed simultaneously. Both the

Atari and Koala tablets can only sense

one point at a time.

The Software
The graphics drawing program used by

the Koala, Atari, and Powerpad tablets is

called the Microlllustrator. The Atari

version was written by Steven Dompier

and Robert Leyland of Island Graphics

Corporation. Atari calls it AtariArtist. Both

the Atari and Powerpad programs are

cartridges. The Koala program comes on

a disk, but it will soon be available in a

cartridge version. However, the programs

themselves and the disk files are not com-
patible with each other.

The Microlllustrator program is very

powerful. As an electronic drawing tool it

allows you to draw freehand using several

different brushes and colors. You can

create geometric shapes of all kinds and
sizes and change colors of the drawings at

any time. There is also a magnify option

for detail work, and you can save your

masterpieces to disk or tape.

The program is incredibly easy to use.

You can begin using it immediately by

selecting from among the dozen menu
items. The choices are divided into three

sections: commands, brush set, and color

=1=1* (=)

III
lift stvlus * press button for pic«*neriu

Atari's version of the Micro Illustrator: Atari Artist. "Moonlight " created with the Koala Pad.
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Graph Your Savings
Specials Of The Month
Apple lie

64K with 80 column card, one
Apple drive, one Apple low glare
monochrome (green phosphor)
monitor, one monitor stand

CallFor

Price

Commodore 5X64 Portable Computer $899
Commodore Automodem $ 95
Commodore Graphics Printer $269
Verbatim Twin Pak $ 6.00J

Elephant Disks S/S $19.50 j

Printers
Leading Edge Gorilla . .

.

. SI89

NEC 8023A .$459

Okidala ML 82A . Call

Okidata Ml. 8M . Call

Okidala Ml.MP . Call

Okidala Ml. 92P . Call

C. ITOH 8510 Prowrilcr $399

Hardware
Specials

Printe
Leading Edge Coril

NEC 8023A
Okidala ML 82A..
Okidata ML 83A..
Okidala M 1. 84P ..

Okidala Ml. 921'.

.

C. ITOH 8S10 Pro*

C. ITOH 8510 SP $665

Mannesmann Tally 160L S629
(ifmini 10X $31$

Mannesmann Tally

Spirit $34$
Alphacom81 $189

Monitors
\
Amdck Color I $315

Amdek 300 Green $169

Amdek 3I0A Amber $189

Leading Edge Gorilla

Hi-Res Green
Amber 12" $ 89
I SI Amber $169

I NEC Green Screen $169

Information and Inquiries:

(702)796-0296 Order
Status: (702) 369-5523.

Recreation
Creature Creator $ 29
Sargon III $ 36
Witness $ 36
Planetfall $ 36
Starcross $ 29

Zorkl, II, III Ea. $ 29

Enchanter $ 36
Deadline $ 36
Suspended $ 36

The Quest $ n
Sargon II $ 2$

Crypt of Medea $ 2$

Knight of Diamonds $ 2S

Wizardry $ 3$

Legacy of Uylgamyn $ 29

Lode Runner $ 2$

Temple of Apshai $ 29

Spare Change $ 29

Tigers in The Snow $ 29

Bert/CRT $35
Frogger/CRT $3$
Popeye/CRT $ 3$

B-l Nuclear Bomber (C) $12
Midway Campaign (C)...$ 12

Nukcwar(C) $ 12

Telengard(C) $ 16

Jumpman Jr./CRT $ 27

Pitstop/CRT $ 27

Flight Simulator ll/D $ 42

Education
Apple

Sticky Bear Numbers $ 30
Sticky Bear ABC $30
Snooper Troops »1 $ 32
Snooper Troops »2 $ 32
Delta Drawing $ 3$
Story Machine $ 27
Face Maker/Spinnaker . . $ 27
PLATO Whole Numbers . $ 39
PLATO Decimals $ 39
PLATO Fractions $ 39
Juggles Rainbow/. $ 22
Bumble Games/ $ 29
Bumble Plot/ $ 29
Compu-Read/ Edu-Ware . S 25

Spelling Bee w/
Reading Primer $ 29
Algebra l/Edu-Ware $ 36

Master Type/Ughfning . . $ 29
Type Allack/Sirius $ 29

Word Attack/Davidson $ 36
Math Blaster/Davidson ..$36
Speed Reader 11/ $ 4$

Spellicopter/Designwarc $ 27

Songwriter/Scarborough $ 29
Picturewriter Scarborough $ 29

Koalagrams Spelling I ...S 29
Spiderealer/Koala $ 22

SAT/Harcourl Brace $ 59

Commodore
CBS Addition /Subt $17

CBS Multiplication/

Division $|7

Speed Reader ll/D $49
Word Attack/D $36

Malhblaster/D $36
Spellakaun/D $29

Crypto Cube/D $29

Master Type/D-CRT $29

Songwriter/D $29

Alphabet Zoo/CRT $22

Fraction Fever/CRT $22

Delta Drawing/CRT $22

Facemaker/CRT $25

Traim/D $29

Kidwriler/CRT $25

Dungeons of Algebra
Dragons $17

Early Games Piece of Cake $22
Early Games Match Maker $22

Business
Apple

The Bank Street Writer . . $ 49

The Bank Street Speller . . $ 49
The Home Accountant ... $ 48
F-C.M $62
G/L, A/R. A/P,
Payroll Ea. $159
Real Estate Analyzer II ... $139
Tax Preparer 1984 $179
Professional Easywriter. . .$125

Original Easywriter $ 72

Pro. Easywriter/

Mailer Combo $215

Dollars A Sense $ 72
The Tax Manager 1983 ... $129
Data Factory 5.0 $215
Payroll Manager $21$
Wordstar $259

I

4 Pk Word-Malt-Spell-Star $459
Homeword $ 36

Screenwriter II $ 9$

The Dictionary $ 72

Screenwriter Professional $145

Personal Investor $105
Word Handler II S 45
List Handler $ 39
"The Handlers" $ $$
PFS: File $ 85

PFS: Report $ 85

PFS: Graph $ 85

Commodore
I
Easy Spell 64/D $ 16
Easy Finance I, II ea./D $ \t\
Accts. Receivable/D $ 35
Payroll/Checkwritlng/D $ 35
Assembler 64/D $ IS
Logo/D $ 49
Simon's Basic/CRT $ 17
Bank Street Writer/D $ 49
Home Accountant/I) $ 48
Tax Advantage $ 45
Paper Clip Word
Processor $ 1,9

Delphi's Oracle $ 89
Practicalc 64 $ 40
Calc Result/ Easy-CRT. . . .$ 59
die Result/Advanced-D $109
Multiplan/D $ 65
Electronic Checkbook $ 17
Swif tax/D $ 35
Quick Brown Fox/D $ 59
Quick Brown Fox/CRT. . . $ 56

Computer Outlet
1 095 East Twain. Las Vegas. NV 89109 Mon.-Fri.8a.m.to6p.m.,Sat.9a.m to5pm

"= 1-800-634-6766 r - ^
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Outpost: Atari, continued.

set. For example, with the menu screen

displayed, move the stylus to DRAW and

press the left button on the tablet. This

selects the DRAW option, which allows

you to draw freehand on the screen.

Say you want to use a different color?

Press the left button once again to bring

back the menu and position your stylus

over one of the colors on the bottom of

the screen. Press the button to choose

that color, move back to the DRAW box.

and press again. You can now continue

your drawing with the new color.

In addition to the pushbuttons on each

side of the tablet, the Atari tablet also has

a button on the stylus itself. It functions

exactly as the tablet buttons do. The
Powerpad tablet has. instead of push-

buttons, two areas on the tablet itself.

One is labeled Menu and the other Pen

Down. Pressing these two labels cor-

responds to the button presses on the

Atari and Koala tablets.

Here are some of the other options.

LINE draws individual straight lines, K-

LINE is similar, but the end point of one

line becomes the beginning of another.

RAYS makes lines that radiate from one

point. BOX and FRAME allow you to

make squares and rectangles by specifying

two corners. The frame is filled with color

with the BOX option. CIRCLE and DISC
work the same way. CIRCLE is just the

outline, and DISC fills in the circle. Any

portion of your drawing may be filled

with color by selecting the FILL option,

pointing with the stylus, and pressing the

button.

The ERASE and STORAGE commands

are easy to use and include fail-safe tech-

niques to prevent you from accidentally

erasing a drawing or destroying a file.

File loading and saving is also a breeze.

One of the more unusual options with

this graphics program is the MIRROR
mode. This choice lets you create duplicate

or reverse images of your stylus movement.

You can choose from horizontal, vertical,

diagonal, or all (four-way) on the Atari-

Artist, whereas the Koala and Powerpad

programs have only four-way. Some very

pleasing effects may be created using these

options.

Using the Touch Tablets
All three of these touch tablets are a

pleasure to use. The choice is not whether

you should buy one. but rather which

one. You could not go very wrong choosing

any of them. The deciding factor will

probably be size (the Powerpad is the

largest and probably easiest for young

children to use) and future products.

The KoalaPad already has several ad-

ditional titles that work with the pad. These

include a simple music program and several

disks of geometric shapes that may be

colored much like a coloring book. Koala

is just beginning to use overlays with their

products. There is also a programmer's

package that shows how to use the Koala

tablet with your Basic programs. It even

includes some Basic routines to get you

started.

Listing I.

10O REM CONVERT C0MPRES5ED FILE TO BINARY FILE BY KOALA TECHNOLOGIES

118 REM MODIFIED BY BRUCE FRUHKER TO SAVE AND TRANSFER COLOR REGISTERS

120 REM NAME — JUMMiW
125 REM

127 REM

200 REM PROGRAM STARTS AT BOOB

21B GOTO 8000

2000 REM DECODE BYTE COUNT

2018 UNQ-8

2020 GET ttl.CNI

2030 IF CNT>=128 THEN UN0=1:CNT=CNT-128:REM UNIQUE DATA

2040 IF CNIOO THEN REIURN

2858 GEf ttl.CNT:GET »1,IN:CNI:256»CNT+IN:RETURN

5800 REM GET NEXT ADDRESS

5010 AD=AD*0FF:IF dlX.HH THEN RETURN

5020 IF OOD-O THEN 0DD=l: AD=AD"7648: RETURN

5030 ODD=0:AD=AD-771»:IF AOOW+40 THEN RETURN

5840 GOTO 8608

b008 REM VERTICAL COMPRESSION

bOlO K-0:MN=28672:AD=MN:MX:36352:0FF:80:0DD=0

0020 REN FOR I=NN TO HX~1:REM FILL MEMORY KITH ZERO

6030 REM POKE I,H

6040 REM NEXT I

6100 REM VERT. COMPRESSION

t>110 G0SUB 2000: REM GET COUNT

6120 IF UNQ=0 THEN 6200

6130 FOR 1=1 TO CNTiREH UNIQUE DAT*

6140 GET H1,X:P0KE AD,X

6150 G0SUB 5000: REM GET NEXT ADDRESS

6160 NEXT I

6170 GOTO 6110

6208 GET ttl.X:REM REPEATED DATA

6218 FOR 1-1 TO CNI

b220 POKE AD,X

6230 G0SUB 5000

6240 NEXT I

6250 60 TO 6110

/0O0 REM GET DEFAULT FILE NAME

7010 F2«:F1S:X:LENCF2$)

7020 IF F2$(X-3.X)0".PIC" THEN 7050

7030 F2$:F2SCl,X-4>:? F2S

7040 RETURN

7050 ? "Cannot Hake Default File. Re-enter.":?

7060 f "Enter Output File Nawe ": INPUT F2$: RETURN

8000 REM INITIALIZATION

8818 DIM F1$(16>,F2$(16>,IN$(5J.C0L(4>

8188 REM OPEN FILES

6118 GRAPHICS 0:TRAP 9000

8120 ? "«**««** CONVERSION PROGRAM ft******":? :?

8130 ? "Enter Koala File Nane":? "Cuse D: and .PIC»"

8148 INPUT Fl$

8145 IF F1SC1,2X>"D:" OR FlS(LENCFl$)-3.LENCFl$)J O'VPIC" THEN 8130

8158 OPEN ttl.4,8,Fl$

8160 ? :? "Enter New File Nane (use D:J":? "(Press Return for Default

File Nanei"

216 June 1984 « Creative Computing
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WOXL ...CALL
80°XL CALL

INTERFACESDISK DRIVES
Indus GT call
Trak AT D2 $388
Trak AT 1 J3)g
Trak ATD4 Call
Astra 1620 (Dual) $499
Percom call
Alan 1050 $349
Rana 1000 Call

MEMORIES
Microblts64K(XL) $126
Inlec 48K I400) $89
Mosaic 48K (400) $98
Inlec 64K (400) $105
Mosaic 64K (400/800) Call
Mosaic 32K $68
Atari 64K(600XL) Call

Axiom 846 Call
Ape Face Call
Atari 850 (In Stock) $169
Interlast 1 $150
Microbils 1150 Call
Axiom Buffer

. Call

DIRECT PRINTERS
Axiom AT- 100 $219
Atari 1027 $285
Axiom 550 AT $319
Axiom 700 AT $469
Atari 1025 $395

DIRECT MODEMS
Microbits 1000C
Atari 1030

$128
$114

$448
$295
$98

mil OTHER ATARI
400Keyboard Call ATR8000(64K)

S'™, o K7 *TR8000(16K

£5-iAn°r
,

?
Pad *75 Alien Voice Box

Bit 380 Column $228 1010 Recorder

*fiSTRA 1620
DISK DRIVE SYSTEM

MORE FOR YOUR MONEY
DOUBLE OR SINGLE DENSITY

TWO DRIVES

SPECIAL $499
ATARI SOFTWARE

OPTIMIZED SYSTEMS
Action (R) $65
Basic XL (R| $65
Mac 65(0) $58
C 65(D) $58
Bug 65(D) $23
QUALITY SW
Return of Hercules (D) $22
AliBaba(D) $22
RESTON
Moviemaker (0) $45

STRATEGIC SIM.
Broadsides (D) $27
Carrier Force (D) $39
Combat Leader (O) $27
Rails West (O) $27
Epidemic ID) $23
Eagles (D) $27
Cosmic Ball or 11(D) $27
SUBLOQIC
Flight Simulator 11(D) $36
Pinball (C'D) $20

COMMODORE

ATARI
Atari Writer (R) $68
Paint (0) $30
Microsoft Basic II (R) $64
Visicalc(D) $139
Home File Mgr(D) $36
Assembler Editor |R) $44
Oix(R) $32
Dig Dug (R) $32
Atari Logo (R) $7?
Robotron (R) $35
AVALON HILL
Telengard (C) $16(0) $19
Close Assault (020(0)23
TAC(D) $27
CONTINENTAL
Home Accountant (0) $48
Tax Advantage (D) . . $45
MICROPROSE
Solo Flight (0)
Hellcat Ace (C/D)

$26
$23

MONARCH
ABC Compiler (D) $55

DISK DRIVES
MSDO70K) $349
MSO(Oual)(170Kx2) $539
Laser (170K) $325
Commodore 1541 $239
Concord (170K) Call

INTERFACES
The Connection $85
Bus Card $138
Cardco G $69
Cardco B Call
MSD(IEEE) $98
Cardco S Slot $48
RS 232 Call

DIRECT PRINTERS
MPS 801 $219
Commodore 1526 $288
Cardco LQ/I $498
1520 Color Printer $129

DIRECT MODEMS
Hesmodem $53
1650Automodem $99
1600 Modem Call

64 SOFTWARE 64
BATTERIES INCLUDED
Paper Clip (D) $69
Consultant (D) $75
Bus Card $138

80 COLUMN BDS
Batteries 80 Col $138
Video Pak 80 $129
Z80 Video Pak $209

RECORDERS
Cardco Recorder $48
1530 Commodore Call
Cassette Interface . - . $29

A.L.S
CPM Card $278
Z Card II $119
Color II $129
Smarterm II $129
ALIEN GROUP
Apple Voice Box $128
Atari Voice Box $98
INTERACTIVE STRUC.
Pkaso Interface $127
KENSINGTON
System Saver $64
KOALA TECHNOLOGIES
Apple Graphic Tablet $79
Atari Graphic Tablet $69
C 64 Graphic Tablet $69
KRAFT
Joystick $40
Paddles $35

APPLE HARDWARE
MIR
Super Fan $39
MICROSOFT
Softcard $228
SoftcardPlus $4t8
Softcard Premium lie $329
Softcard Premium 11 $459
ORANGE MICRO
Grappler $1,5
Buffered Grappler Call
RH ELECTRONICS
Super Fan II $59
TG PRODUCTS
Joystick lie w/Toggle $41
Joystick $4,
Paddles $29
TVMAC
Printer Interface $74

cippkz

APPLE DRIVES
MICROSCI RANA
A2 Drive $229 Elite I Drive $259A40 Drive $269 Elite II Drive $444A70 Drive $349 Elite III Drive $549

SPECIALS
Wico Joystick $21 Maxells $25Wico Trackball $36 Memorex $51CompuServe $26 Elephants $18

*7 Flm NFile $20
Covers

Printers/Etc.
STAR
Gemini 10X $268
Gemini 15X $398
Delta 10 $378
Star Letter Oual Call

EPSON
TX80 call
MX 100 call
RX80F/T

, Call

SMITH CORONA
TPII $438
JUKI Call

CITOH
Prownter $335
Prownter II $648
Starwnter $1098
Printmaster $1448
OKIDATA

MP Call

£ Call
93 Call

MANNESMAN
160L $588
Spirit Call

MONITORS
AMDEK
Color I $274
V300 $139
V300A $149
Color II $449
SAKATA Call

NOVATION
JCat $99
Apple Cat II $259

$149

NEC
GRN(JB1260| $115
GRNIJB1201) $149
Color Composite $298
RGB Color $598
PANASONIC Call

MODEMS
HAYES
Smartmodem $209
Smartmodem 1200 $498
Micromodem II $259
Micromodem lie $239

G*
5

.60?
&

80 Column BD $138
Paper Clip wrSpell(D) $85
Spell Pack (0) $37
Organizer Series (Ea) $22
BLUE SKY
Calc Result Adv $99
Calc Result Easy $57
CONTINENTAL S.W.
Home Accountant (D) $48
Tax Advantage (O) . . . $39
FCM (0) $34
FUTURE HOUSE
Comp Pars. Account. $56
JINSAM
Mini J inn R) $75
MICROSOFTWARE INT'L
Practicalc64 (C) 34(D) 36
Spreadsheet (C) 49(D) 52
Praclifile 64(D) $36

MIRAGE CONCEPTS
Data Base (D) $68
Word Processor (D) $68
PROFESSIONAL SW
Wordpro W/Spell(D) $68
Spellnght(D) $45
QUIKTEX
Quick Br Fox(R) $49
MISCELLANEOUS
Diskey(D) $33
BarronsSat(D) $59
Millionaire (D) $39
Sargon II ID) $23
B*Graph(D) $59
Castle Wollenstein(D) $20
Odesla Chess (D) $46
Ultima III (D) $39
Prof Blackjack (D) $46
Homeword(D) $46
Pers. Accountant (D) .$23
Karate Devils (D) $27
Final Flight (D) $22
MAE Assembler (D) $47

Cosmic
computers

UNLIMITED

727 BREA CANYON RD., SUITE 16
WALNUT, CA 91789

ORDER LINES OPEN MON-SAT 8 am - 8 pm

(800) 626-7642

APPLE COMPUTER INC
Apple Writer lie $157
ARTSCI
Magic Window II $95
Magic Words $45
ASHTON TATE
DBase II (Req Z-80) $299
Finan Plan (Req Z-80) $399
Friday $198
AVALON HILL
Telegard . $19
VC $17
Emporeof Overmind $23
AVANT GARDE
ZeroGrav Pinball $20
Hi Res Golf $20
Hi-Res Secrets $79
BEAGLE BROS.
Dos Boss $17
Alpha Plot $27
Utility City $20
Tip Disk « $15
Apple Mechanic $20
Pronto Dos $20
Flex Text $20
Frame Up $20
Type Faces $14
BRODERBUND
Bank SI Writer $45
AE $23
Serpentine $23
Choplilter $23
Star Blazer $22
Davids Midnight

. $23
Apple Panic $20
Alien Rain $17
Arcade Machine $41
BPI
General Acct $275
A/R $275
A'P $275
CONTINENTAL
G/L. A/R.A/PorP/R $159
Property Mgt $296
Home Accountant $48
1st Class Mail $48
DATAMOST
Aztec $27
Tubeway $23
Snack Attack $21
Swashbuckie $23
DATASOFT
Zaxxon $27
Micropamter $23
DON'T ASK
SAMlw/DAC) $79
Wordrace $17
EDUWARE
Alg 5 4 6 $34
Empire II $20
Fractions $34
Decimals $34
Spelling Bee w/Read $27
Alg 1 , 2. 3 or 4 $27
Rendevous $27
Prisoner II $23
EPYX
Temple of APS $27
Tuesday Quarterback $20
Crush Crumble $20
HAYDEN SOFTWARE
Sa'gon II $25 Fighter Command"
Piewriler22 $95 S.E.U.I.S.

ON LINE
The Dictionary $65
Sammy Lightfoot $20
General Manager II $145
Screenwriter II $80
Wiz & Princess $22
Mystery House $17
Time Zone $65
Maurauder $23
Frogger $23
Cannonball Blitz $23
Screenwriter Prof $128
PENGUIN
Spy's Demise $14
Graphic Magician $39Comp Graphics Sys $39
Special Effects $27
PLATO
Whole Numbers $38
Decimals $33
Fractions $38
QUALITY
Bag of Tricks $27
Ah Baba » 40 Thieves $22
SENSIBLE SOFTWARE
Sensible Speller

. $79
Super Disk Copy III $23
Multi Disk Catalog $17
SILICON VALLEY
Word Handler $128
List Handler $59
SIRIUS
Kabul Spy $23
Bandits $23
Type Attack $27
Repton $27
Critical Mass $27
Beer Run $20
SIR TECH
Police Artist $23
Wizardry $34
Knight of Dia $23
SOFTWARE PUBLISH.
PFS Report $79
PFS: Filing $79

>h

IN

PLEASE FOR ORDERS ONLY
SORRY NO COD'S

caLV (714) 594-5204
FOR TECHNICAL INFO. ORDER INQUIRIES.

OR FOR CALIFORNIA ORDERS
Add $2 50 shipping, per software order in cantinenul U S Add $5 00
snipping per software order lor AK HI FP0-AP0 Add $10 00 or 15*
(whichever is greater) per soltware order tor non u S Call lor cost of
hardware shipping Calif residents add 6V>% sales lax Cashiers
checks or money orders filled within 24 hours tor Hems in stock
Personal checks require 4 weeks to clear MasterCard and Visa OK tor
software only within continental U S . add 3% surcharge include card
no expiration date and signature Due to our low prices all sales are
linal All selective returns must have a return authorization number
Please call to obtain one Delore returning goods for replacement or
repair Prices 4 availability subject to change

INFOCOM
Suspended $34
Zorkl. II or III $27
Starcross $27
Deadline $34
INSOFT
Graforlh II $50
Electric Duet $20
IUS
Prof Easywnter $114
Original Easywnter $65
Original Easymailer $45
LEARNING COMPANY
Juggles' Rainbow $20
Bumble Games $27
Bumble Plot $27
Gertrudes Secrets $30
Gertrudes Puzzles $30
Hockeys Boots $34
LJK
Letter Perfect $89
LOTUS
Exec Bnel Sys $125
MICROLAB
Miner 2049er $27
Data Factory 5 $189
Payroll Manager $189
MICROSOFT
Typing Tutor II $17
Applesoft Compiler $118
A.LD.S (Req Z 80) $79
Basic Compiler $239
Multiplan $169
Olympic Decathalon $20
MUSE
Robot
Castle Woltenstei
ODESTA
Chess $45

PFS: Graph $79
SORCIM
Supercalc (Req Z-80) $124
Spellguard(ReqZBO) $124
SOUTHEASTERN
Data Capture 4 $46
Data Capture 4 0/80 $59
SPINNAKER
Delta Drawing

. $34
Hey Diddle $20
Most Amazing Thing

. $27
Snooper Troops «1 $29
Snooper Troops #2 $29
Story Machine $23
Face Maker . $23
STONEWARE
Graphic Sys. (Prof

) $116OB Master $148
D.B. Master Util.fi $84
Graphics Proc Sys $46
STRATEGIC SIMULATIONS
Battle of Normandie $27
Germany 1985 $39
Epidemic $23
Pursuit Graf Spree $39
Shattered Alliance $39

$39
$27

. $27
$20
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Computer Baseball $27
Cytron Masters $27
Guadalcanal $39
Galactic Gladiators . $27
Battle of Shiloh $27
Tigers In Snow $27
Cosmic Balance $27
Computer Qrtrback $27
SUBLOGIC
Whole Brain Spelling $23
Flight Simulator $24
Space Viking $34
Saturn Navigator $23
SYNAPSE
Protector II $23
Shamus $23
Pharoahs Curse $23
SYNERGISTIC
Atlantis $28
Global Prog Line Ed $44
TARRAPIN
Terrapin Logo (64K) $99
VISICORP
Visicalclle $164
Visicalc3 3 $158
Visifile $t65
Vlsidex $165
Visiplol $139
Visitrend/Plot $195
Visi Schedule $195
MISCELLANEOUS
Millionaire $39
Pinball Const. Set $27
Pool 15 $23
Bandits $23
Human Fly $21
Master Type $27
New Step by Step $57
Ultima $27
Zoom Graphics $34



Outpost: Atari, continued.

8170 INPUT F2$:IF LENCF2S>=0 THEM GOSUB 7000

8180 IF F2SC1,2><>"D:" THEN 8166

8198 ? :0PEN 02.8. 8. F2$

6208 REH START READING HEADER

8210 RESTORE : TRAP 9990

8220 FOR 1=1 TO 7

8230 GET HI, IN: READ K

8240 IF IMOM (HEN 9100

B/S0 NEXT I

8260 GET HI. TYPE: REH READ IN COMPRESSION TVPE

82/0 GET lll.IN:ft£H IGNORE GRAPHICS MODE

82/S FOR 1=1 10 4.GET ttl,IN:NEKT I

8280 FOR 1=0 tO 4

8285 GET ttl,IN:X=INTCIN/16> : Y=IN-X*16

828/ COL(I)=IN

8290 ? "Color Register ";I;" contains":? " Hue ";X;" and

LuMinosity ";v

8295 NEXT I

8296 FOR 1=1 10 9:GET ttl,IN:NEXT I

8100 REH DECOMPRESS DATA FILE

8320 TRAP 9200

8330 IF TYPE=1 THEN 6000: REM VERTICAL COMPRESSION

8400 REM DEAL WITH HORIZONTAL COMPRESSION

8410 G0SU8 2000: REM GET COUNT

8420 IF UNO=0 THEN 8500:REM REPEATED DATA

8430 FOR 1=1 TO CNT

8440 GET ttl,X:PUT tt2,X

84S0 NEXT I

8460 GOTO 8480

8500 GET ttl.X

8520 FOR 1=1 fO CNT

6530 PU1 H2.

X

6540 NEXT I

8568 GOTO 8400

8608 REM SAVE FILE

8610 FOR AD=MN 10 MXHREM VERTICAL COMPRESSION

8620 X=PE£KCAD)

8630 PUI N2.X

8640 NEXT AD

8/00 REH PUT IN MICROPAINTER COLORS

8/18 PUT «2, COL (4): PUT «2.COL(0) :PUT W2.C0L (11 :PUI «2,C0L(2)

8/20 REH FINISHED

8/30 ? :
.' :? "Conversion Completed. "

8/80 CLOSE «l:CLOSE »2:G0T0 9999

9000 REM FILE OPEN ERROR

9010 ? "File Error - Try Again. ":60T0 9999

9100 REH NOT A PICTURE FILE ERROR

9110 ? "Not a Picture File - Try Again. ":GOTO 9999

9200 REH END OF FILE REACHED

9210 IF PEEK(195X>136 THEN PRINT "Error »;PEEKU951 ;" at line »;256*PEEK

C187MPEEKU86>:ST0P

9220 IF TVPE=2 THEN 8/00: REM HORIZONTAL TYPE

9230 ? "Picture Data May Not Be Complete.":? :GOTO 8660

9900 REM DATA STATEMENTS TO MATCH HEADER

9910 DATA 255,128,201,199,26,0,1

9990 REH ERROR TRAP

9991 ? "Error ";PEEM19S>;" at line ";256«PE£K(10/)+PEEK«186) :STOP

9998 REH RERUN THE PROGRAM

9999 FOR 1=1 TO 500: NEXT I: RUN

Although it has the smallest drawing

area, the KoalaPad was liked by all who

used it. Its performance was judged to be

second best, but given the available soft-

ware, price, and ease of use. it appeared

to be the all-around favorite.

The Powerpad has the most ambitious

collection of ancillary software. These titles

include several games and a four-voice

music program that uses the multiple

sensing aspect of the tablet to play chords.

Another advantage of the Powerpad is

that it uses overlays. This makes operation

of the touch tablet much easier than if

input from the keyboard were required.

Although the Powerpad has the most

software of all three tablets, I know of

several users (including me) who are dis-

appointed with its performance. Specifi-

cally, the Powerpad will miss points if

you draw too rapidly. With the Micro-

Illustrator and Leo's Lectric Paintbrush

programs, moving the stylus across the

pad had to be done very slowly so as not

to miss points.

The Atari tablet was clearly the most

attractive and the best performer. Zig-

zags can be made from one end of the

tablet to the other, and the software/

hardware combination always keeps up.

At this time Atari does not have any

additional software for their touch tablet.

However, there are plans to release some

additional programs later this year.

Compatibility
Although all three touch tablets use

virtually the same software, the tablets

are not interchangeable. This means, for

example, that I cannot use the Koala tablet

with the AtariArtist cartridge. Not only

are the programs not interchangeable, the

disk picture files created by the programs

are not compatible. And to make matters

worse, the files are not compatible with

other programs like Color Print and Micro-

painter. So there is no way to get a screen

dump of your beautiful pictures.

But. leave it to an Atari User Group

member to figure out that this sorry state

of affairs needs attention. Bruce Frumker

of the Atari Computer Enthusiasts of

Cleveland has sent me some routines to

convert KoalaPad files to and from Micro-

painter and Color Print. Listing 1 labeled

KOALA2MP converts files from Koala

to Micropainter format. Listing 2 labeled

MP2KOALA converts files from Micro-

painter to Koala format. Listing X written

by Keith Tscherne also of the Cleveland

group, converts from Micropainter to Fun

With Art (Epyx) format.

Thanks for the programs Bruce and

Keith. Let us hear from the rest of you

User Group members.

Also of interest is information provided

by Russ Wetmore via Michael Reichmann

on loading and saving compatible files
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from the KoalaPad. To save "standard"
pictures use the following procedure: While
your picture (not menu) is displayed using
the KoalaPad, press the INSERT key on
the Atari, and the picture will be saved
on the disk under the name Picture. It

will be 62 sectors long so be sure there is

enough room on your disk.

To load a "standard" picture go to the
drawing screen (it does not matter if it is

blank or not) and press the CLEAR key
on the keyboard. If there is a file called
Picture on your disk in drive 1, it will be
loaded. The load and save picture tech-

niques just mentioned do not use the color
registers. Therefore, your pictures will

have to be adjusted to their original color.

The programs to convert to and from the
Koala format do use these registers so
your colors remain intact.

The Creativity Connection
It can be argued that these graphics

tablets are nothing more than "electronic

coloring books." The proponents of this

argument further suggest that a piece of

paper and some crayons are equally good.
Assuming that a child can be equally

creative with either medium, the question

must be asked, "is there an advantage to

touch tablets?"

My response would be that the very

nature of the electronic medium which
allows you to draw quickly and see the

results of experimenting with colors and
shapes, is the advantage. Also, an electronic

creation can be manipulated (and even
erased) more easily than its paper and
crayon counterpart.

With some adult guidance, these graphics

tablets and their various programs can be
wonderful. Their use is limited only by
the user's imagination. I think that they

are the best thing to hit the home computer
scene in a long time. n

Firms Mentioned in this Column

SWP Inc.

2500 E. Randal Mill Rd. -125

Arlington, TX 7601

1

(817)469-1181

Chalk Board Inc.

3772 Pleasantdale Rd.

Atlanta, GA 30340

(800) 241-3989

Koala Technologies Corp.
3100 Patrick Henry Dr.

Santa Clara, CA 95050
(408)986-8866

Atari, Inc.

P.O. Box 50047

San Jose, CA 95150

(408) 942-1900

Listing 2.

J REM -CONVERT MICR0PAINTER PICTURE TO KOALA FORMAT - BY BRUCE FRUNKER
5 REH ~ NAME: fflHaJHE
7 REN

9 REH

10 DATA 2S5. 120, 201, 199, 26, 0.1,0, 14, 0.4t,t, 192. 0,30, 0,0.155, 155,155. 155,162
IS DIN IN$ (14), OUTS C14), PICS C7680)

20 TRAP 20: CLOSE ttl:? "44HICR0PAINTER FI.LE NAME":? "(use OB) ";: INPUT INS
25 IF IN$ (1,2) <>"»:•• THEN 20

30 CLOSE KIT :? "SAVE AS HHAT KOALA FILENAME":
? "(use 68 *n4 EH>D ";: INPUT 0UT$

AARDUARK LTD.
VIDEO ADVENTURES

DUNGEONS,,
MAGDARR DUNGEONS Of MACOANI Serious

D of O for up to 6 pl«y*r«
Feature* full 3d GRAPHICS'
You gel a choice of several
Characters that grow from
game to game and are
interchangeable with char-
acters from our famous
Dungeons of Death game A
real dungeon with level after
level of monsters to conquer
and treasures to find - ail in
hi-res 3d graphics

***** msacM* am

•AG IT MU The ultimate
arcade game for TRS60C or
CMD64 This one has three
screens full of BAGS OF
GOLD CARTS & ELE-
VATORS TO RIDE IN. MINE
SHAFTS, and TWO NASTV
GUARDS Great sound and
color and continuous
excitement

Willi . c<»

fa**** mi

HI Hits

:r» mow

MART

811 ST A different kind of
rephic Adventure, it is

played on a computer
generated mape of Alesia
Vou'ii have to build en army
and feed them through
combat bargaining, explo-
ration of rums and temples,
and outright banditry' Takes
2 - ft hours to play and is
different each time

amxsm Oi mat iK da* «n m **
tllll BttK) MR
TAP! II4K »U MM

MANS Your ship crashed on
the Red Plane and you have
to get home You will have to
explore a Martian City.
repair your ship and deal
with possibly hostile aliens to

Adventure It is in no way
simple - playing time
normally runs from 30 to SO
hours, but it lets you try out
Adventuring before you
battle the really tough one*
Full Graphics Adventure

fcauettfe Ttsat CMW as K

STNNflM - if you enjoyed
Star Raiders Qr Star Wars.
you will love Starfire It is not
a copy, but the best snoot-
em-up see them in the
window space game on the
CMD64 or TflSBOC The
fantastic graphics will put
you right in the control room
as you hyperspace from
quadrant to quadrant
fighting the aliens and
protecting your bases
a.*i*m» war. « cmw
HPtSIIM MUS24*

•HUM Mi tf TNC TMMHtST
AWENTUNCI Average time
through the pyramid is 50 -

70 hours Clues are
everywhere and some
ingenious problems make
true popular around the
world FULL GRAPHIC
ADVENTURE
fcatawnn

taftttlfi

!»»* offers over 120 original high qualtty programs
Send one dollar for a current catalog and receive a Si OO
gift certificate good towards your next purchese

NEWI GRAPHIC ADVENTURES
Authors -AANOVANK pays top dollar for high quality
programs Send a copy today for a personal review and
editorial help

TO OMEN: lee. teeset MUM ska S700 talselsi W »«* todseo quo-tit, ttt.rtt t*e veer srttersect of loot or ttth

It two to iNoicoti rtst tl i»tio« osf teasel si mmt, Wftea Mint durst cori It orter ty sail st tart It nkmhTo tif*r«HM Ms

PHONE OeOCftS ACCEPTED
• 00«m lo I OO » m 1ST MONUlK 1-31 3-669-3110

AARDVARK rfeUo* Sofc««vze 23M S COMMtRCI • WAUIO LAKE Ml 4MM • 11131 Ml 11 10
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:? "ALL DONE.

"HI AH": END

:? "ANOTHER? (V/N)": OPEN Ol,4.0."K:":CET «1,A:IF CHRS(A)="Y" THEN RUN

Outpost: Atari, continued...

J2 IE 0UT$(l,2)O"D:" OR 0UT$(LEN(0UTS)-3,LEN(0UTS)) <>".PIC" THEN 30

34 IF m>-0UrS THEN 20

36 TRAP 40000

40 OPEN 111, 4, 8, INS: OPEN 02, 8.0, OUTS

45 ? :? :? '1.|i|,|.H,M—r i
;

SO FOR 1=1 TO 7680: GET 01, A:PIC$(I,I)=CHR$(A) :NEXT I:REH - GET NICROPAINTER PICTURE AND STORE IN PIC$

55 GET m,Cl:GET 01,C2:GET itl,C3:GET 01,C4:REM -GET MICROPAINTER COLOR DATA

60 FOR 1=1 TO 13: READ A: PUT 02,A:NEXI I:REH -HRITE 1st PART OF KOALA HEADER

65 PUT tt2,C2:PUT 02,C3:PUT 02,C4:PUT »2,12:PUT 02, CI: REH -INSERT COLOR DATA INTO HEADER

70 FOR 1=19 TO 27:READ A:PUT 02, A: NEXT I:REM - COMPLETE THE KITING OF THE KOALA HEADER

75 FOR 1=1 TO 7600: PUT 02,ASC(PIC$(I,D) :NEXT I:RfM HRITE THE PICTURE DATA

00 ? :? :? "Hhew I'M Finished now."

90 CLOSE ttl: CLOSE tt2:END

Listing .?.

REH HICROPAINTER TO FUN HITH ART CONVERSION PR06RAH BY KEITH TSCHERNE

1 REH NAME — £HQ3]
2 REH

3 GOSUO 500

4 DIH NAHENEM$(15),NAHE0LD$C1S):TRAP 1000

5 ? :? :? :? "ENTER HICROPAINTER FILENAHE":? "(EX. D:PICNAHE.HCP ->";:INPUT NAHEOLD$

6 ? :? :? :? "ENTER HEN FUN HITH ART FILENAHE":? "(EX. D:PICNAHE.FMA ->";: INPUT NAHENEH$

7 TRAP 1000

10 GRAPHICS 24:G0SUB 100

12 CLOSE 01: GOSUB 300

15 GOSUB 200

16 CLOSE ttl

20 GRAPHICS 0:POKE 710,0:

30 IF CHRS(A)="N" THEN ?

40 GOTO 20

100 OPEN ttl,4,0,NAHE0LD$

120 GOSUB 30000

130 RETURN

200 OPEN fll,9,0,NAHENEM$

210 POKE 050,ll:P0KE 052, PEEK (60) : POKE 853, PEEK (69) : POKE 8S6,0:POKE 057,30

220 X=USR (ADR ("hhhSLVQ") , 16)

230 RETURN

300 OPEN tU,8,0,NAHENEM$

310 PUT ttl,160:PUT H1,192:CL0SE 01: RETURN

500 GRAPHICS 2:P0KE 710,0:? 06;" IIHUJiHiMS" : ? 06:? 06;" TO"

510 ? 06:? 06;" HTGl

515 ? :? "PRESS SEED TO BEGIN.";

520 IF PEEK (53279) =6 THEN RETURN

530 GOTO 520

1000 ? :? :? :? "QJERROR: ";PEEK(195) :TRAP 40000

1010 ? "PRESS SEED TO TRY AGAIN"

1020 IF PEEK (53279) =6 THEN RUN

1030 GOTO 1020

30000 REH LOADER ROUTINE

30230 DIH LD$(117):F0R X=l TO 117: READ N:LD$(X)=CHR$(N) :NEXT X

30310 A=U5R(A0R(L0$))

30320 IF AOl THEN RETURN

30330 GET 01,C1:GET H1,C2:GET ttl,C3:GET 01,C4:CLOSE 01: POKE 712,C1:P0KE 708,C2:P0KE 709,C3:P0KE 710. C4

30390 DATA 216,104,173,40,2,24,105,3,133,203,173,49,2,105,0,133.204,160,0,177,203,201,79,200,21

30400 DATA 169,78,145,203,165,203,24,105,2,133,203,165,204.105,0,133,204,169.0.240,14.201,15,200,6

30410 DATA 169,14,145,203,200,4,201,65,240,17,165,203,24,105,1,133,203,165,204,105,0,133,204,169,0

30420 DATA 240,190,162,16,169,7,157,66,3,169,0,157,72,3,169,30,157,73,3,165,08,157,68,3,165

30430 DATA 09,157,69,3,32,06,220,109,67,3,133,212,169,0.133.213,96

30500 RETURN

BrHMEO":? 06:? 06;" CONVERSION PR0GRAH":P0KE 752,1:? "BY KEITH TSCHERNE"
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We finally got a PCjr a few weeks ago,

and I found some time to play around
with it. It is a cute machine, but after

having scratched my way to computer
literacy with a PC for over two years, I

can't help but feel disappointed in jr.

The two biggest faults with the machine
are its keyboard and its speed.

The keyboard, despite the rationaliza-

tions and justifications on the part of

IBM about its being peanut butter-proof,

is just plain terrible. The keys are fairly

flat on the top—a particularly inconsid-

erate design decision. They have a very

poor feel, are wobbly, and have a pe-

culiarly unpleasant texture. What is even

more irritating is the fact that the letters

are silk-screened behind each key onto a

medium grey background, making them
very difficult to see. It takes two key-

strokes to make a function key on this

keyboard; one to press the FN key and
thus toggle the "function" mode, and
one to press the number key desired.

Touch typing, or even reasonably quick

typing, is out of the question.

While the keyboard problem can be

resolved by purchasing a third-party

offering, the slowness of the system can-

not be overcome so easily. The PCjr

handles video memory in a different

manner than the PC and PC/XT. In the

latter machines, the video memory is

dual-ported, that is, it is accessible to

both the 8088 and the video display chip

at the same time. In the PCjr, however,

the video memory is alternately acces-

sible to the CPU and the video display

chip. The two chips must wait, if nec-

essary, for their respective turns. The re-

sult of all of this is that you can forget

about zippy screen updates; letters creep

out of the display like sleepy little ani-

Susan Glinert-Cole

mals emerging from a warm hole in the

ground. One company, which manufac-
tures an excellent set of games for the

PC, said that they were having trouble

converting their games to the PCjr be-

cause of the slow video update problem.

One of the better features of the PCjr
is its documentation. Manuals like the

Guide to Operations and Basic Self Tu-

One of the better
features of the PCjr is

its documentation.

tor are clearly written and illustrated

with cheerful and colorful drawings.

They are certainly oriented toward the

younger set in many places, although I

would imagine that a child of, say 12,

might find the drawings childish and the

prose sometimes heavy going. The man-
uals epitomize the undecided nature

of the machine: it is somewhat
inadequate for serious use but a trifle

expensive for a toy.

I looked at several of the software

offerings that IBM is currently selling

for the PCjr and, in general, was not ter-

ribly impressed. A few random samp-
lings of these packages are described be-

low. One thing to take heart from: many
software packages for the PC will run on
jr without any trouble at all, so the

selection is not really as limited as it

might seem at the outset.

HomeWord
The word processor that showed up

with the PCjr is HomeWord, by Sierra

On-Line. Like many of the IBM offer-

ings for this machine, the product is

packaged in a plastic box large enough
to hold a cassette, a slim instruction

manual, a paper template and a disk.

HomeWord itself does not come on
cassette; one copy-protected disk is

supplied, and a backup costs $20.

The HomeWord disk is required only

during startup, after which it is replaced

by a data disk. Startup will cause im-

patient people some mild agony, because

the program grinds out several colorful

screens before getting down to the

business of word processing.

In keeping with the simplistic concept
of the PCjr, the manual and software are

icon-, rather than prose-oriented. This is

a positive feature for some people, es-

pecially young ones. The first work
screen presents pictures of a filing cabi-

net, a printer, an exit sign, two in-

determinate sets of rectangles which
represent layout and editing, and a
group of lines that stand for preset val-

ues. Underneath each picture is a prose

description of the object: printer, files,

exit, and so on.

Throughout HomeWord. the way to

get things done is to slide a grey rectan-

gle around the screen until it surrounds
the icon of your choice. If you want to

print a document, for example, you use

the cursor keys to move the rectangle to

the picture of the printer and press en-
ter. When such a selection is made, a

clear English message appears on the

screen telling you what you have just se-
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IBM Images, continued...

lected and what you can do next. If you
get tired of playing with pictures, there

is a full set of CTRL (or alt) key assign-

ments that will let you call out a

function directly.

HomeWord is very easy to use, and it

is rare to have to consult the manual for

information. The program is also reason-

ably flexible; text can be moved, copied,

erased, searched, replaced, and printed.

Layout alternatives include setting

top/bottom/right/left margins, setting

spacing and tab stops, justifying text,

and centering lines. Unfortunately, the

screen can become amazingly busy very

quickly, because formatting instructions

are spelled out in bright red letters

whenever they have been set within the

text. If the margins have been set to 10

and 80, for example, one line in the

document will scream: SET LEFT/
RIGHT MARGINS 10,80.

There are several nice touches in

HomeWord: you can save a document in

ASCII and do a "page preview" to see

how the layout looks on the printer.

While editing, if you choose to keep the

icons on the screen, a square in the

righthand corner reflects the way the

text looks on the current page. There is a

tiny red flashing dot where the cursor is

currently located, too. This is cute, but

each time you touch the keyboard, the

preview square is updated and this takes

a second or two. Which brings me to the

biggest problem with HomeWord: it is

agonizingly slow.

Even though touch typing is impos-
sible on the keyboard, a moderate hunt
and pecker can outpace Home Word. The
display was anywhere from two to

twelve letters behind the keyboard, and
this can be irritating for all but the most
patient of souls. If you are used to fast

word processing on a PC, HomeWord
will drive you nuts.

Adventures in Math
An inventive and clever educational

game is Adventures in Math. Here, you
must find your way around the castle,

solving math problems so you can col-

lect treasures and open doors. It is a
graphic adventure; that is, as you move
around, the scenes change, and just as in

text adventures, you can get very lost.

The object of the game is to collect all

the treasures and get out of the castle. I

found it a very well done and entertain-

ing little package, and this disk is not
copy protected. The only objection I

have is that the scenes are all in the same
boring magenta-cyan-white-black palate

so familiar to PC owners. I am mys-
tified. After all, one of the big selling

points of the PCjr is the 16 colors in

graphics mode. I guess that this and
other games are done in the old colors to

make them compatible with the PC, but

that isn't taking good advantage of what
the PCjr can offer in terms of pretty

displays.

Drawing Circles Around the Jr
Robert Alonso submitted the program

in Listing 1 and a description for draw-
ing a circle with PCjr.

and Y in line 20, and the distance from

the center to the circumference is deter-

mined by the value assigned to R in the

same line.

Although the combination of pset

and the distance formula facilitates the

circle plot, there still remains the prob-

lem of time. Interpreted Basic is a very

slow language. Drawing a circle can be-

•PCjr. Circle 02/95/84

The Pro9r*m
10 CLS : SCREEN 1

20 COLOR 6- X=160 : V=100: R=30
30 FOR XZ= X-R TO X
40 FOR VZ= V-R TO V
50 D= SQR<<X-XZ>*2+<Y-YZ>*2>
60 LL= INT >:D>- DU= INT <D+.5>
70 IF DL=R OR DU=R THEN G0SUB 30
80 NEXT VZ: NEXT XZ^ END
90 PSET <XZ,VZ>: PSET (2WX-XZ* 2*V-VZ)
100 PSET <:XZ..2*V-VZ): PSET <2*X-XZ..YZ)
110 RETURN

Listing I. PCjr CIRCLE Program.

The IBM PC has satisfied many an
executive's colorful pie chart dreams
with the circle instruction available

from BasicA. This command allows

quick and easy creation of a colored cir-

cle anywhere on the screen, circle
however, is not included in the standard

cassette Basic that comes with the PCjr.

Homeword is very easy
to use, and it is rare to
have to consult the

manual for information.

Owners of PCjr who would like to draw
perfect circles at will on the display have
two choices: buy the advanced Basic car-

tridge or write a program that will sub-

stitute for circle. I chose the latter

avenue.

While circle is absent from the com-
mand set, the PCjr does have the pset
instruction, which will plot a point any-

where on the screen. PSET, in conjunc-
tion with a simple coordinate geometry
formula, is the key to creating a circle

drawing routine. The formula used is

based on the fact that a circle is simply a
series of points equidistant from the cen-

ter. The distance formula in line SO is

used to test whether points generated byr

the nested loops XZ and XY are R units

away from the center. The center is

determined by the values assigned to X

come a "take-a-coffee-break" experi-

ence. The logic behind the original

routine was that all the points belonging

to a circle with (X,Y) coordinates and a

radius R would have to be within a

square created by the points (X-R.Y-R),

(X + R.Y-R), (X + R.Y + R), (X-R,
Y+ R). I used nested loops to test every

(X, Y) combination of points within the

square and to plot those that were

approximately R units away from the

center. This method works, but is very

time consuming.

I then thought about creating an arc

in one quadrant of the circle and reflect-

ing it to the other three quadrants. By
employing a trick I'll call "mirroring,"

the program draws a circle about 75%
faster than the brute force method. If

you look at the program listing you will

notice that there are formulas within the

pset statements in lines 90 and 100.

These are the ones that do the actual

mirroring.

The program is designed to work in

medium-resolution mode (screen 1),

but you can easily modify it to work in

high-resolution mode by eliminating the

color command and changing the

screen command to screen 2. You
can also use the program as a subroutine

in one of your own programs by
eliminating the CLS instructions and
renumbering this program appropriate-

ly. Don't forget to replace the end state-

ment with a return instruction. Also,

make sure that the variable names used

in this subroutine are not also used in

the body of the main program.
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Volume in drive C is SURLYSOFT
Directory of C: \

COMMAND COM 17664 9-09-83
ANSI SYS 1664 3-08-83
CONFIG SYS 39 1-11-84
AUTOEXEC BAT 97 1-06-84
SC CdirJ 1-27-84
DBASE Zdirl 1-27-84
PEDIT CdirD 1-27-84

1 1 : 1 7a
12:00p
4:26p
3: 13p
12:33p
12:31p
12:27p

XBENCH
WP
GAMES
UTIL
UTIL
WORKING

DOS

Cdir3
CdirD
Cdir3
Cdir]
[dirJ
Cdir3

1-01-80
1-01-8O
1-01-80
1-01 -BO
1-01-80
1-01-80

12:02a
12iOSa
12i07a
12:09a
12:09a
12: 12a

13 File(s) 4456448 bytes free

Figure I. Susan s Root Directory.

offecho
els
path c:\jci \util . dos;c: \util jc: \wp;c: Spedit
astclock
chkdsk/f
prompt C*p] *g

Figure 2. Susan s A UTOEXEC.BA T File.

How to Lose Ten Pounds of
Floppy Disks
Of all the various parts and pieces of

my computer system, the one that I

would have the most difficult time part-

ing with is the fixed disk. I acquired this

wonderful gadget about two months ago
from Apparat, and have been entirely

satisfied with its performance, although
setup was not exactly a piece of cake
because of some flaky chip or another
on the disk controller board.

This disk is best referred to as an IBM
emulator: all software that can be in-

stalled or used with the IBM fixed disk

can theoretically be used with Apparat's
with no software drivers. Strictly speak-
ing, however, this statement really ap-

plies to all software and hardware that

uses legitimate system calls to the disk
controller and does not trespass in any
way on address lines that IBM has
reserved for the fixed disk.

I have had only two problems, both of
them network installations, and in both
cases the conflicts were traced to "not-
quite-cricket" behavior on the part of
the network manufacturers. In one case
the company used several reserved fixed

disk address lines in implementing the
network, and in the other case the soft-

ware bypassed the legal system calls and
tried to talk directly to the disk
controller.

The fixed disk itself looks like a
Miniscribe and is housed in a grey and
beige metal cabinet. The unit is about
half as wide and about three-quarters as
long as the PC system unit. The hard
disk controller board, which also has an
RS-232 port on it, must be installed in

the main system unit. You cannot place

it in an IBM expansion chassis if you
happen to have one.

No special software is required for in-

stallation; all setup is done with the PC-
DOS FORMAT and FDISK programs
exactly as described in the DOS manual.
If you are possessed of an antique 64K
motherboard and want to be able to boot
directly from the fixed disk, Apparat
supplies a ROM and instructions for

removing the old ROM chip from the
U33 socket and replacing it with the new

Ten megabytes is a lot

ofstorage space, and
demands a different

philosophical outlook
on disk organization
from ten pounds of

floppy disks.

one. This step is unnecessary if you have
the newer 256K motherboard. Having
one of the ancient system boards, I had
to perform this little exercise which, al-

though not particularly difficult, re-

quires removal of all expansion boards
to get a clear view of the socket.

Once the disk is installed, you can
start feeding files into it. Ten megabytes
is a lot of storage space, and demands a
different philosophical outlook on disk
organization from ten pounds of floppy
disks stored carefully in little plastic

boxes. Several people, having been
floored by a directory which suddenly
contained 342 files, have requested that I

describe an approach to fixed disk
organization. The problem here, of

course, is that everyone has a personal
preference for a certain kind of order (or
chaos, as the case may be). The prin-
ciples of erecting a hierarchical direc-

tory, however, are the same no matter
how you see fit to apply them.

First of all, recall that DOS 2.0 will

support a system of directories which
can themselves contain files and sub-
directories. The subdirectories in turn
can contain further subdirectories and
files; this scheme can be continued until

you run out of disk space, patience, or
both. Although the root directory has a
limit of 512 entries, the subdirectories

are themselves files, and have only the
practical limit of disk space on their

contents.

Beginning at the top of this directory
tree is the Root directory. It is usually
described as drive C:\, and can be as-

signed a volume name. Figure 1 shows
my own root directory. As you can see,

it contains only four files, and these

particular ones must reside in the root

directory for them to be located by the
system. Other files which must reside

there are device drivers and any pro-
grams you call from AUTOEXEC.BAT
if they are called prior to a path
specification within the start-up file.

The path command tells the system
where it is to look for files whenever it

cannot find what it needs in the
default directory. Figure 2 shows my
AUTOEXEC.BAT file, and you can see

that my path command tells DOS al-

ways to look first in the root directory

(C:\), then in the subdirectories
C:\UTILDOS, C:\UTIL, C:\WP, and
C:\PEDIT. If DOS still cannot locate a
file, it will give the error message: BAD
COMMAND OR FILE NAME or
something equally depressing. You can
assign a path at any time, but placing
an extended search path into the
AUTOEXEC.BAT file allows you to
place programs (but not device drivers) to

be run at startup in other, more sensible

directories. This keeps the root directory
clean and enables you to keep better track
of things. For example, you can see from
my AUTOEXEC.BAT file that the pro-
gram ASTCLOCK, which is not located
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love to learn programming with Com-
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programs to make it fun. Readers learn
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Sally Greenwood Larsen's extensive
experience teaching microcomputer pro-

gramming to kids makes this one of the

best elementary books on the subject.
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in the root directory, is called after the

path assignment; the system uses the as-

signed path to locate this program in one

of the subdirectories (specifically UTIL).

I consider myself a fairly eclectic com-
puter user: I do programming, word
processing, and database management;

play games; and fiddle with financial

matters. My subdirectories reflect this

general orientation. SC contains
SuperCalc 3 and its ancilliary files,

DBASE contains dBase II, PEDIT con-

tains the screen editor PEDIT, WP
holds the word processor WordPerfect.

and so on.

Under the WP directory are several

subdirectories: LETTERS, IMAGES,
PERSONAL and others. Because Word-

Perfect handles path names with aplomb

and has commands for changing the cur-

rent subdirectory, I find this subdivision

of text material very satisfactory. Other

word processors might not be so flexible

about path names, so you might be re-

duced to 1) keeping all word processing

material, including the program files and

your own text files, in one gigantic

subdirectory or 2) copying the desired

working document of the moment into

the subdirectory that contains the word
processor. If you are in the market for a

word processor, it will ease your life

considerably if you buy one that can

handle path names without choking.

SuperCalc 3 will not handle sub-

directories at all, so all files that I gen-

erate with this program are lumped
together in that one directory. Depend-

ing on how much work you are willing

to do to keep a disk organized, you can

sort your own files manually from DOS
into the appropriate directories, and

then copy the ones you are interested in

at the moment into the main SuperCalc

directory. This procedure, of course,

also applies to any program that will not

handle path names.

The subdirectory WORKING con-

tains all the compilers I am wont to use.

Each compiler, along with its requisite

files, is placed in its own subdirectory.

There is one more layer under each com-
piler directory too, called OLDFILES.
This directory contains old programs

and assorted fragments that I want to

keep around for a while, but am not

presently working on.

Because the PC-DOS linker,

LINK.EXE, is in \UTIL.DOS and can

thus be found by the system, it is not

necessary to have separate copies of

LINK.EXE in all the compiler sub-

directories. The only caveat to this is

that if you want to link two files which

are in separate subdirectories,
LINK.EXE will get lost, because it

cannot handle path names.

One way to handle this problem, if

you do a lot of program generation, is to

keep all .OBJ files, regardless of their

linguistic origin, in one directory and do

all linking from inside there.

The prompt command in the

AUTOEXEC.BAT file, sets the prompt

to display the current directory, sur-

rounded by square brackets and fol-

lowed by the usual > character. I,

therefore, always know where I am (at

least from a directory standpoint) with-

out having to ask the system. And if you

were wondering how I got the direc-

tories in the listing to appear with

square, rather than angle brackets, I re-

fer you to a prior "Images" that talked

about using DEBUG to get inside of

COMMAND.COM. I think the square

brackets look neater than the defaults

and are easier to distinguish from files as

well.

Caging the Terrible Decibel
Although my word processor can

print and edit documents concurrently, I

usually do not take advantage of this fea-

ture because of the noise factor. My
printer generates such a racket that I

usually have to leave the room while it is

screeching and clanking its way to hard

copy. I have been looking around for a

sound control printer stand and finally

found one that is beautifully designed

and engineered and actually diminishes

the noise to a mere shadow of its former

self. It is perfectly possible, for example,

to stand next to the printer stand and

talk on the telephone in a low tone. For-

merly, the telephone was unusable as a

communications device even twenty feet

from the printer.

The top of this printer stand is clear

acrylic for visibility and is mounted on a

special hinge that supports the cover

when you lift it up. The cover is

mounted slightly away from the base, to

allow paper to be fed into back-loading

printers. The interior is lined with

acoustical foam, and there is a slit in the

bottom to accommodate bottom-feed

printers. About 4" of paper can be

placed underneath. There are several dif-

ferent models available for a range of

printers, so check with the manufacturer

for prices and availability. Apogee also

makes monitor stands, floppy disk

boxes, and a neat device that allows you

to mount a full-sized CRT on top of a

portable computer like the Osborne.

Firms Mentioned in this Column
Apogee Designs
3100Fallscliff Rd.
Baltimore, MD 21211

Apparat
4401 S. Tamarac Highway
Denver, CO 80237
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Pausing at bar 64 of the Tandy con-
certo for TRS-80 and users' orchestra,

we see onstage the SCM L-1000 daisy-

wheel printer. Radio Shack's own color
ink-jet printer and screen dump, and a
short program that calculates large fac-

torials, such as 50! and 100!

SCM L-1000 Printer
The Smith-Corona letter-quality TP-I

daisywheel printer was reviewed here
(Nov. 1982, p. 310) as a good machine
with a slow speed that matched its low
price. Its successor, the TP-I I, was seen

by John J. Anderson (Jan. 1984, p. 234)
as "redressing some of the problems of
the original model," producing
"impeccable . . . hardcopy output," but
still slow, unidirectional, and noisy.

The TP-II was an interim model, in-

troduced in September 1983, and re-

placed in January 1984 by the TP-II
Plus, which almost immediately was re-

named the SCM L-1000, apparently in

an attempt to change the image of the

printer and/or the manufacturer.
The TP-II Plus, also an interim

model, carried a suggested retail price of
$645. The L-1000, which SCM assures

me is exactly the same printer except for

some cosmetic changes, is $545. SCM
says the $100 reduction is due to their

"making more of them, and also to mar-
ket demands." Translation of the second
part: competition from $500-or-so
daisywheel printers from the Orient
forced the price down.
The L-1000 (Figure 1) improves even

more on previous models. It now prints

bidirectionally, and can do so in three

pitches: 10, 12 and 15 characters to the

inch.

It's still slow, at 12 cps, but provides

Stephen B. Gray

handsome output at a low price; it can
be bought in New York City for less

than $440.

The print buffer has been expanded
from 256 characters to 570; if you turn
off your TRS-80, the L-1000 will keep
on printing for about 20 seconds.

L-1000 Printwheels
Five easy-to-change 10-pitch print

wheels are available, along with five 12-

pitch wheels, and one for 15 characters
to the inch. The one for computer use is

the ASCI I Tempo 10/12 wheel, which in-

cludes greater-than, less-than, backslash,
up-arrow and other such characters.

This particular wheel is designed to look
good at either 10 or 12 cpi (Figure 2).

Tempo 10 is a 10-cpi non-ASCII
printwheel, with a nice modern looking
font that is slightly different from the

ASCII Tempo 10/12. Regency 10 is a

modern version of standard pica.

Figure 1. The SCM L-1000 is an
improved version of the TP-II: it prints

in both directions, and can do so at
three pitches.

Any of the SCM printwheels can be
used at any of the three different pitches.

The 15-cpi pitch is rather tight, but
permits squeezing the maximum amount
of text onto a line.

SCM Ribbons
Three different types of easily changed

ribbons are available for the L-1000. The
least expensive (around $4.75) is a re-

usable fabric (nylon) ribbon, which gives
good printing. The non-reusable multi-
strike mylar film ribbon costs more
(about $9.50), but gives better printing;

the film is moved over just enough each
time so that the next character uses
some of the same area as the previous
one.

Single-strike film gives the best print-

ing, and costs $4.50 or so. This one-time
film provides a new print area for each
character, thus providing top-quality
sharpness and clarity. It costs less than
multistrike film because it provides far

fewer impressions per inch.

The L-1000 comes supplied with a
multistrike mylar film ribbon.

The ASCII TEMPO 10/12
at 10 cp i : < > * \ I

and many other signs

.

Same: 12 1otters an inch.
Again: 15 letters to «tb inch.

Tempo 10 is the non-
ASCII 10--pitch wheel .

Regency .L0 is a mod-
ern pica style.

Figure 2. Of the dozen printwheelfonts
designed for the SCM L-1000 printer,

these are some of the most attractive.
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Software-Controlled Features
The L-1000 has 19 special control

codes for turning a variety of features on

and off. For example, underscoring can

be performed three ways. To underscore

one character, transmit the character to

be printed, then the backspace code BS,

followed by the underscore character.

To underline individual words—but

not the spaces between them—send an

esc-Z code: stop the underlining with

i.sc-R. To underline everything, send

i s< -K. i sc is sent as CHRS(27).
The left margin can be set by ESC-9

and released by can. Tabs can be set

with isc - 1 . removed individually by

esc-8 or all together with esc-2. After

the tabs have been set, ASCII code HT
will move the printwheel carrier to the

next set tab to the right.

Bidirectional printing can be enabled

with one code and disabled by another.

Pitch can also be changed from the com-

puter, by sending three CHRS codes:

CHR$(27) for esc, CHR$(31) for set-

ting pitch, and CHR$(12) or CHR$(10)
or CHR$(8) for pitches 10, 12, or 15 cpi,

respectively.

Other control codes set the top and

bottom margins, as well as page length.

Under a back panel plate are 14 DIP
switches that control other features,

such as character length, parity, baud

rate, and whether or not a carriage re-

turn is accompanied by an automatic

linefeed. For the TRS-80, all you need do

is turn on that last one, otherwise the

paper will never space up.

A top-of-form switch permits
positioning continuous-form fanfold pa-

per and responding to the ASCII form-

feed character, CHRS(12). to advance

the paper to the top of the next sheet.

This requires a tractor feed, available at

$149 list.

Both RS-232 serial and Centronics

parallel interface ports are provided. The
serial interface has both hardware and

software handshake protocols.

User Comments
I've been using the L-1000 since it was

the TP-II Plus (and the TP-II long be-

fore that) for printing out this column

and am quite satisfied with it. There is

only one problem; now that it's bi-

directional, it prints a little too fast for

me to be able to stop it every time just

where I want to by raising the cover,

which activates the "pause" switch.

If you're printing the same type of

material over and over, you eventually

learn how to set the controls to print ex-

actly what and where you want. But if

you do a variety of printouts, you may
not be able to get each one right the first

(or second) time, every time. So it's

handy, if you are printing only one or

two of something, to be able to stop the

printing and move the paper up or down

to change where the next line will

appear.

This is impossible, of course, with a

fast printer. But with a slow one, you

can catch it at the end of a line, in the

case of the TP-II, by just raising the

cover. The L-1000 requires a faster

hand, which is one way of keeping in

training for video games.

The TP-II had one thing I wish the L-

1000 had: a hinged plexiglas cover over

the platen which functions as a dust-

cover when the printer isn't being used.

Color Ink Jet Printer
Computer printout in color is a com-

plicated process, and only recently has

become available at prices the personal

computer owner could reasonably afford.

Up until not long ago, the only color

printers available for personal computers

used multicolor ribbons with noisy

mechanisms whose many moving parts

often wore out too fast. Long printing

times and unimpressive color reproduc-

tion were additional drawbacks.

Ink jet printers have been around a

while. But there were several inter-

related problems involving ink, nozzles,

and printing speeds. For example: how
to make the ink dry fast enough on the

paper so it doesn't smear, and yet not

have it dry up inside the printer.

Several ink jet printers that solve

most or all of the problems have become
available recently, including one from

Radio Shack.

CGP-220 Seven-Color
Ink Jet Printer

Radio Shack's TRS-80 CGP-220
Color Ink Jet Printer (Figure 3), priced

at only $699, prints in seven colors, both

text and graphics, so quietly you can

barely hear it. The parallel interface per-

mits using any TRS-80 computer; the se-

rial interface is compatible with the

Color Computer.
In graphics mode, the CGP-220 prints

with a maximum resolution of 640 dots

per line. Text is printed at 37 characters

a second, 12 to the inch, on a 7-by-5

matrix.

A screen dump utility allows the

CGP-220 to create four-color printouts

of color screens produced by graphics

programs on a 16K Color Computer.

The CGP-220 contains two ink packs,

which are said to print up to 4 million

characters: the black pack is $9.95; the

three-color pack is $14.95. The printer

takes roll paper ($9.95 for three) or sheet

paper ($6.95 for 250 sheets; this is a pias-

tre 3. The CGP-220
prints text and/or graphics in seven

colors, and is very quiet.
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tic-impregnated paper that the ink

doesn't soak into, as it usually does into

bond paper).

Text Mode
If you want to check out the ink jet

printer, turn the power off, press the

FEED switch, turn the power back on,

and all the standard alphanumeric sym-

bols will print, each line in a different

color, until you turn the printer off.

Connect the CGP-220 to a "black-

and-white" computer, such as the Model

4, and it's in text mode when you turn it

on. You can use all the features of the

printer from within a Basic program by

using any of 14 control codes which con-

trol the mode selection, linefeed, car-

riage return, elongated characters, dot-

pitch selection, printhead positioning,

character repetition, color selection, etc.

Characters can be printed twice as

wide as normal with control codes 27

and 14. Most multiple-code sequences

begin with 27, the Escape code. Code 14

starts character elongation; code 1 5 ter-

minates it. Enter these lines, as printed

by a CGP-220:

19 LPRINT "NORMAL CHARACTER"
26 LPRINT CHR*<27>i CHR$<14)i
36 LPRINT "ELONGATED"
40 LPRINT CHR$<27); CHR*<15);
50 LPRINT "BACK TO NORMAL

and run the program, and you get

NORMAL CHARACTER
ELONGATED
BACK TO NORMAL

If you had wanted to print that three-

line message in red instead of black,

you'd have to add this program line:

5 PRINT CHR$(27); "T"; CHR$(49)

where "T"—or its equivalent CHR$
(84)—selects colors, and 49 is the code

for red. To print the message in green,

use code 50; in yellow, code 51; etc.

Normally, dot pitch is set at a 4:3 ra-

tio, meaning the printed characters are

slightly higher than they are wide. To
print characters that are as wide as they

are high with a dot-pitch ratio of 1:1 as

in the center line of these three:

NORMAL DOT PITCH
1 > 1 RATIO DOT PITCH

BACK TO NORMAL DOT PITCH

you need control code 78 (or N) to start

them, and code 80 (or P) to return to the

normal 4:3 pitch.

Bit Image Mode
The CGP-220 prints in two different

graphics modes with different resolu-

tions; you have no pre-defined charac-

ters, so you have to program the

printhead to print dots where you want
them and in the color you want them.

In Bit Image mode, you can address

640 dots on a horizontal line and seven

dots vertically at a time, for a total of

4480 dots. First you send the printhead

to a specific dot-column, then you tell it

which of the seven vertical dots to print.

You can print them in any combination.

The dots have binary address numbers:

1, 2, 4, 8, etc. So you add up the num-
bers of the dots you wish to print and
put the sum in the program line that

specifies which dots are to be printed

where.

Colors are designated in Bit Image
mode the same as in Text Mode.
The CGP-220 manual provides brief

examples of printing in the Bit Image
mode, but doesn't mention the obvious:

you could go out of your mind program-

ming the screenful of dots required to

create full-resolution color graphics.

What is needed is some sort of etch-a-

sketch program, to let you easily create

Just to be different (and confusing).

Color Scan Mode involves dots in hori-

zontal rows with each line of 640 dots

divided into 80 dot-rows of eight dots

each.

The eight dots per dot-row also have

binary address numbers; just as in Bit

Image Mode, so you add the binary

numbers of the dots you want to print.

In Color Scan Mode, you control the

colors of the individual dots.

The manual includes a five-line pro-

gram that prints three rows of dots with

three color dots in each dot-row and all

the other dots black.

Color Scan Mode is even more com-
plicated than Bit Image Mode and needs

even more some way to simplify creating

graphics.

Color Computer Screen Dump
With Radio Shack's $9.95 Hi-Res

Screen Print Utilities program, you can

reproduce graphics from a 16K Color
Computer (Figure 4). One catch is that

the graphics must have been created

with a program in Basic, so you can't

Figure 4. This screen dump from a Color Computer was made with the Hi-Res

Screen Print Utilities program from Radio Shack.

graphics with the CGP-220. This can be
done indirectly with the $34.95
Micropainter program. However,
Micropainter is actually a coloring book
program; you load one of eight pictures

into the computer, and "paint" it in,

which isn't very creative.

Color Scan Mode
The CGP-220 Color Scan Mode "is

somewhat like the Bit Image Mode, but

it allows for greater manipulation of

color, requires a great deal of attention

to detail, and consumes a lot of memory
space," according to the manual.

dump the display of the Color Computer
games, which are on machine language

ROM Program Paks.

The screen dumps are in black and
white or in four colors. You have the op-

tion of selecting the background color

(green, black, or white); the three other

colors are different for each background

color.

For black-and-white screen dumps
only, any Radio Shack (or compatible)

dot matrix printer with full bit image

capabilities can be used, including the

LPVII, LPVIII, and DMP 100, 110,

200, 400 and 420.
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CGP-220 Bottom Line
Although the TRS-80 CGP-220 Color

Ink Jet Printer is a fascinating machine,

its graphics modes are just too com-
plicated to use, and the screen dump is

limited to Basic programs. Also, there is

a lack of some features found in other

dot matrix printers in the same price

range, such as boldface, italics, propor-

tional spacing, and underlining.

So, unless you're a hardcore printer

enthusiast, or a die-hard graphics fan,

the CGP-220 may not be for you—at

least not until the graphics modes are

easier to use and the screen dump works
for machine language programs too.

Short Program 48: Factorials
From Burlington, IA, Francis S. Hop-

ton wrote a letter that has this fine bit of
computer-generated art on the first page:

1). Just raise the limits and go for

broke."

To make the program calculate 100

factorial, change the 50 in line 20 to 100

and change the 100s in lines 10, 30, 40,

and 60 to 200. (Do not change the 100

in line 80 to 200.)

The letter ends with another nice

piece of dot-matrix art:

Francis says he has "been a TRS-80
'freak' (and booster) since 1978." Then
he says, "A few years ago, after

discovering that a TRS-80 'overflows'

before getting very far with factorials,

Donald Wemmis, a mathematics and
programming instructor at Southeastern

Community College in Burlington,
wrote the following program. To the

best of my knowledge it has no upper

limit, if you have a few days to do with-

out your computer while it makes the

computations and prints the answers.

I've seen the results of calculating the

factorial of 1000. I've forgetten the num-
ber of digits in the answer, but you
wouldn't believe me anyway. Here 'tis

set up to calculate 50 factorial (Listing

Listing I.

10 DEFINT A-Zt DIM A( 100) ,B( 100) i A( 100)=1
20 FOR N=l TO 50
30 FOR 1=100 TO 100-2*N+1 STEP -li A(I)=A(I)*Ni NEXT I

kO FOR 1=100 TO 100-2*N+1 STEP -It C=INT(A(I)/l0)
k5 A(I-l)=A(I-l)+Ci A(I)=A(I)-10*C« NEXT I

50 PRINT N "FACTORIAL IS "|

60 FOR I=100-2*N TO 100
70 B(I)=B(I)+A(I)
80 IF B(I)=0 THEN 100
90 PRINT A(I);
100 NEXT I i PRINT i PRINT: NEXT N
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SOFTWARE

TI-99/4A PROGRAMMERS: Affordable Software!

Catalog, only $1. PROGRAMS SOFTWARE, 143S

Burnley Square North, Columbus. OH 43229.

Tl 99/4A SOFTWARE Free price list plus newsletter
Glen Dobbs. Box 801CC-1. Santa Maria. CA 93456.

FREE EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE CATALOG— Pet.

Commodore 64. Apple II+. TRS-80— Island Software.
PO Box 300. Dept G. Lake Grove. NY 11755 (516)585-
3755

ATTENTION APPLE. IBM. Commodore. Atari. Tl 99/
4A users. Extensive selection of software. Send for

catalog, specify model. Cel|im Enterprises. 3687
Mexico. Westerville. Ohio. 43081 (614) 890-7725 after

4:30

ADULT PARTY GAMES. BODY PARTS—$29 95 Atari

32K disk, also for the Apple II: Partly Software. PO B
3025. Mihlani. HI 96789.

TI99/4A KENO and many more. Send SASE to A.T. En-
terprises. 1391 Carr Ave.. Aromas. CA 95004.

TI/99 4A OWNERS Wide variety of original software.

For free catalog write to: Rodan Computing. Box 77.

Emory. VA 24327 (703) 944-5896

EDUCATORS—Classroom management programs for

apple/Atari Free details. SASE EDCOMP. Box 147.

Englewood. OH 45322

TEACHERS—World's finest disk GRADEBOOK PRO-
GRAM for Apple or Commodore 64 and printer. Sat-

isfaction guaranteed or money back' Send $29.95 to

Rutledge Computing. 2009 East 11th. Ada. OK 74820

MULTI-LINGUAL and other software for Apple com-
puters FREE CATALOGUE of over 60 programs. The
PROFESSOR. 959 N W 53rd St. Ft. Lauderdale. FL
33309 (800)305-771-6498

TS/1000. ZX/81. TI99/4A. VIC-20 Software Send for

FREE catalog: Midwest Software. 9922 Harwich.
Crestwood. MO 63126

HORSE I DOG HANDICAPPING PROGRAMS FOR

MOST PERSONAL COMPUTERS. Free Catalog:

Gambler's Edge Computing, Dept B4, 250 Rich

ards Rd„ Ste. 254, Kansas City. M0 64116.

OPTION-INVESTING PROGRAM MAXIMIZES PROF-
ITS. For IBM-PC. TRS-80. APPLE. $175. Free Bro-

chure OPTIONS-80. Box 471-C. Concord. MA 01742

HARNESS AND THOROUGHBRED RACING HANDI-
CAPPING PACKAGE $31.95 Specify: Cassette.
Diskette. Apple IUe. IBM PC. COMMODORE 64. VIC
20. Atari. TI-99/4A. TRS-80. FREE INFORMATION!
SOFTWARE EXCHANGE. Box 5382 West Bloomfield.
Michigan 48033.

Tl—99/4A. TIMEX/SINCLAIR. VIC OWNERS. 5 fun

programs for $1! Get Baseball. Etching— Sketch.
Blackjack. Dungeon. Galactic Patrol. Specify your
computer. Chipmunk Software 634 Littlecroft. Upper
Darby Penn. 19082.

CUSTOM WORDSTAR: Patches for Gemini. Epson.
Prownter. Okidata printers, get condensed, enlarged
characters, super/subscript, underlining and more.
Instructions: $10.95 We install: $29 95 (with PRINT-
MODE Program). LAI. POB 13118 Dinkytown. Minne-
apolis. MN 55414 SASE

FREE Commodore—64/TI99-4A/VIC-20/TR580-COCO/
-Timex programs' Send stamps! EZRAEZRA Com-
pany. Box 5222-RJ. San Diego. California 92105.

Tl—99/4A Owners: Get your tree catalog of new. ex-
citing, low cost software. Dynamo. Box. 690. Hicks-

vine. NY 11801

HARDWARE
TI99 Printer Interfaces & 32K RAM expansions. No box
needed From $125 00 COMPRINT. (614) 349-8448

48K APPLE COMPATIBLE computer; US $380 00 and
hundreds of programs. Details U.S. $1.00. Reliant. PO
Box 33610. Sheungwang. Hong Kong.

•WHSE SALE* Apple Compatible Floppy $165. Hard

Disk 10MB for Apple $1450. for IBM $1495. Floppy

V, ht for IBM $189. Free brochures. Oztech. (800)

222-6677, in California (408) 980-9987.

Underground Computer: for Apple: Disk Drives
$217 95: Controller Card $59 00; Parallel Printer Card
$49 00; Expanded 80 Col Card $108 00; 16K Cards
$69 00; Color Monitor $249.00; Dot Matrix Printer

$299 00; Green Monitor $89 00. Full Warranty— AM.
Exp. Visa; Master Card; 1543 Ave K: Piano. TX 75074
COD
APPLE. IBM. COMMODORE—64. ATARI CP/M. CP/
M-86. MS-DOS. tor 27 different models Send for cat-

alog, specify model and operating system. Discount
Computer Accessories. 445 N. Pine. Reedsburg. Wis-
consin 53959

COMPUTER EQUIPMENT/SUPPLIES
FREE 64 PAGE COMPUTER catalog crammed full of

thousands of the best buys and lowest prices around!
A. P. Computer Products. Dept. CC. 214A East Main.
Patchogue, N.Y. 11772 (516) 698 8636.

COMPUTER PAPER—SAVE $$$—Top quality. Fast
shipping. Low single-carton prices. Super quantity
discounts. Call A-1. (800) 628-8736 or (213) 804 1270

SURGE-SPIKE PROTECTOR 6 outlet Send $24 95 to

OKP. PO Box 2421. Ann Arbor. Ml 48106.

FREE catalog— full of the best computer accessories
at the lowest prices Write: TEMCC6. 10-12 Charles St.

Glen Cove. NY 15442.

WAREHOUSE full of unusual surplus bargains. Paper
tape interpreters. 230-baud modems. 57-column line

printers, much more' Surplus Bargains. Box 3. Ho-
boken. NJ.

COMPUTER PUBLICATIONS
~

"DISK DRIVE MANUAL"—Drive Alignment, Speed

Adjustment. Maintenance, Repair without $pe-

cial software equipment. Comprehensive,

$15,000-1- words. $20. Brochure $1. CONSUMER
TRONICS, 2011 Crescent, Alamogordo, NM 88310.

MICRO MOONLIGHTER NEWSLETTER—our third

year of home computer business resources! Sample
S3 00 Dept CE. 4121 Buckthorn Court, Lewisville. TX
75028

DON'T make a costly mistake! Get the informative,

money-saving SYSTEMSMART CATALOG* before you
buy ANY computer or software. FULL-line catalog.

$3.00. CALL or write for free sale brochure. SYS-
TEMSMART. 107 West North Avenue. Northlake. Illi-

nois 60164. (312) 562-6061

COMMODORE 64 Software source: over 400 entries.

$10.00 plus $2.00 tor shipping/handling to: U.S.C., PO
Box 1039. Ml. Vernon. NY 10550.

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES
START YOUR OWN Microcomputer based mail order
business. Free into. Bark Research. 21 Foxanna Dr..

Hershey. PA 17033

APPLE PROGRAMMERS—Nevada Marketing Spe-
cialties is seeking Apple II Games. TOP DOLLAR. PAY
HIGH ROYALTIES. Send description of games to: Ne-
vada Marketing Specialties. 421 East Carson Avenue.
Suite 118. Las Vegas. Nevada 69101.

Be a Computer Tutor Associate. Your own High Profit

Business with a National Company supplying Com-
puters. Courseware. Marketing Training and Cata-
logs— CaJ[_usj02_a_Jre^_br^chur^_(^14j_423^2772__

INSTRUCTIONS
Double diskette capacity on single side 514 single or

double density disk. Complete instructions $3.00.
Nothing else to buy Disk Cost Reduction. 2803 W 18th.

Plainview. TX. 79072. (806) 293-5650.

GAMES
COURAGEOUS ADVENTURERS will love these ad-
venture games tor C64. IBM. T/S 2068 Send SASE tor

free list and prices. PARAGON PROGRAMS. BOX 336.
Canyon TX7901S.

Tl 99/4A GREAT game pack introductory offer FOUR
good games for only $6 (cassette)/extended basic)
Zephyr Software. Box 534. Wharton. NJ 07885

ADVENTURE GAMES— 9 Adventure games for Apple
computer on 2 Disks for $19 95 SEND ORDER/in-
quire to: Nevada Marketing Specialties. 421 East Car-
son Avenue. Suite 118. Las Vegas. Nevada 89101
Please send a 8'/» * 14 self addressed stamped enve-
lope with all orders.

COMMODORE 64
ARCADE ACTION— MOVIE THRILLS— Lightcycles
futuristic motorcycle chase-fast machine language
for Commodore 64 on Disk or cassette. Send $1 5 95 to
UNICORN Box 7L. Graysummit. MO 63039

COMMODORE/VIC-20 bargains Programs, supplies,
peripherals, battery backup, game accessories, hard-
ware. Free catalog Creative PO 4253. Thousand oaks.
CA 91360.

ELIZA—64 ARTIFICIAL intelligence program Con-
verse with your computer. Provides many hours of
fascination and enjoyment Disk only. Send $16.95 to
OMEGA— SOFT. Box 3686. Mansfield. Ohio 44907

LEARN STRUCTURED PROGRAMMING NOW! Oe-
sign structured basic or Cobol Programs on your
Commodore 64! New. 100 PC. Structured forms kit

contains problem, solution, design analysis, coding
forms and instructions. Tape or Disk Formats contain
structure tutorial, demo program and program plan-
ning software Basic Kit. tape or Disk. $59 95 Cobol
kit with fantastic new Cobol Forms, tape or disk.

$59 95. Free shipping' Send check. MO to: Compu-Fast
Forms. 5775 Leetsdale. Suite 2730. Denver. CO 80224.
Colorado Residents add 4 1% tax.

BASEBALL/SOFTBALL STATISTICS REPORTING
Professional record keeping for team and/or league.
Cassette $29.95. Data Management. Fairlawn Drive.
Castleton. NY 12033

COMMODORE 64/V-20 CASSETTE ADAPTER Use
regular recorder instead of Datasette Loads data-
sette programs and copies even protected cassettes.
60 day warranty $29 95 $1 50 s/h Ohio add 5% Tax.
Free literature! BDMicro. Box 6294. Canton. Ohio
44706

FOR SALE/BARTER
LOWEST POSSIBLE PRICES ANYWHERE! Com-
puters Hardware—Software— Printers. Audio. Video.
Car Stereo ELECTRIFIED DISCOUNTERS. 996 Or-
ange Ave . West Haven. CT 06576 MC/VISA (203) 937-

0106.

FREE 1984 COMPUTER FURNITURE CATALOG Over
20 manufacturers. Never a shipping charge. Visa/MC.
Interior Design Systems. 3641-CC St. Mary's Place NW.
Washington. DC 20007

1980 Tl 99/4A with original keyboard and 6 software
packages. Very intelligent: speaks 3 languages. Will

trade for Rolls Royce. 12-story apt. bldg. or dairy farm.
Serious inquiries only. Box AK.

MAILING LISTS
COMPUTER SHOW ATTENDEES NY, N.J : 15.000
names. $30/M P/S labels For info. (201) 297-2526.

USERS GROUPS
FREE VIC-20 and COMMODORE 64 USERS GROUP
MEMBERSHIP with software purchase. Why pay to
belong to a users group when you don't have to? Ben-
efits: Newsletter, extensive club library, discounts,
contests, questions hot-line and more! Free details—
(803) 797-1533 Lords of Basic. PO Box 459. Dept 103.

Ladson. SC 29456

SERVICES
CREATIVE PROGRAMMING custom tailored for your
PC Reasonable rates Contact: Fred Frabotta. Micro
Magic. 1 1 1 Francis Ave . Shrewsbury. MA 01545 (617)
845-1962

WANTED
Inventions, ideas, new products wanted' Industry
presentation/national exhibition. Call free 1(800) 528-
6050 Arizona. 1(800) 352-0458 X831
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creative computing's RETAIL ROSTER
A DIRECTORY OF STORES AND THE PRODUCTS THEV CARRY

TO PLACE A USTING CALL COLLECT: LOIS PRICE (212) 725-4215

ALABAMA

EAGLE MICROSYSTEMS— Full service/support Cor-
ona. Kaypro. Hewlett-Packard Computers. Specializing in

Peachtree-MicroPro Software 114 West Magnolia. Au-
burn 36830 (20S) 826-3691

ARIZONA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals.

CALIFORNIA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. ANAHEIM—330 E Ball

Rd . (714) 776-9420. CAMPBELL—2350 S Bascom Ave .

(408) 377-8920 EL CERRITO—6000 Potrero Ave.. (415)
236-8870 LA MESA—8363 Center Drive. (714) 461-0110

LOS ANGELES—2309 S. Flower St.. (213) 749-0261 PO-
MONA— 1555 N Orange Grove Ave . (714) 623-3543
REDWOOD CITY—2001 Middlefield Rd.. (415) 365-8155
SACRAMENTO— 1860 Fulton Ave.. (916) 486-1575.
WOODLAND HILLS—22504 Ventura Blvd

. (213) 883-0531

COLORADO

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers Software. Peripherals DENVER—5940 W
38th Ave . (303) 422-3408.

CONNECTICUT

BLR COMPUTER SOLUTIONS INC (203) 744-5715 Tele-

video Business Systems. Anadex. Diablo. Micropro. MBSI.
ABS. Complete turnkey installations!

EXECUTIVE SOFTWARE -Stamlord-(203) 359-2604
Dedicated to excellence in microcomputers! Authorized
dealer for KAYPRO & ALTOS

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers Software. Peripherals AVON—395 W Main
St (Rt 44) (203)678-0323

FLORIDA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers Software. Peripherals HIALEAH—4705 W
16th Ave . (305) 823-2280 JACKSONVILLE—8262 Ar-

lington Expressway (904) 725-4554. PLANTATION—7173
W Broward Blvd . (305) 791-7300 TAMPA—4109 Hills-

borough Ave . (813)886-2541 FT LAUDERDALE—7173 W.
Broward Blvd (305) 791-7300

GEORGIA

MENTOR TECHNOLOGY. 3957 Pleasantdale Road. At-

lanta. 30340 (404) 447-6236 Televideo. Eagle. OSM. Pro-
writer. Morrow. Business Software. Multi user specialists 1

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. ATLANTA—5285
Roswell Rd

. (404) 252-4341

.

HAWAII

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. HONOLULU—98-1254
Kaahumanu St .

Pearl City. (808) 487-0029

ILLINOIS

VIDEO ETC.. 465 Lake Cook Plaza. OEERFIELD. 60015.
(312) 498-9669 Other locations: SKOKIE (312) 675-3655.
ORLAND PARK (312) 460-8980. BUFFALO GROVE. (312)
459-6677. strong Hard/Software support for Apple. Atari,

Kay Pro. IBM-PC

DATA DOMAIN OF SCHAUMBURG. 1612 E. Algonquin Rd.,

Schaumburg 60195. (312)397 8700 12-9 Mon.-Fn , 10-5

Sat. Authorized Sales and Service for Apple II, Apple III,

LISA, Oaborne and Alpha Micro Computers. Hewlett-
Packard Calculator* end accessories. Largest Book and
Magezine aelection in Midwest. VISA, MC, Amer. Eip.
accepted for phone orders.

LOMBARD-COMPLETE COMPUTING 890 E Roosevelt
(312) 620-0808 Kaypro. Eagle. Victor. Atari. Commodore
64. Great Software Selection' Service/Training.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals Chicago—3462-66

W

Devon Ave . (312) 583-3920 DOWNERS GROVE—224
Ogden Ave . (312) 852-1304.

INDIANA

BYTREX COMPUTER SYSTEMS—5958 Stellhorn Rd..
Fort Wayne 46815 (219) 485-7511 Atari. Zenith. Sony. Tel-

evideo Hardware/Software. Sales A Service

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. INDIANAPOLIS—2112

E. 62nd St.. (317) 257-4321.

KANSAS

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals MISSION—5960 La-

mar Ave. (913) 362-4486.

KENTUCKY

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith
Computers, Software. Peripherals. Louisville— 12401
Shelbyville Road (502) 245-7811.

LOUISIANA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. KENNER— 1900 vet-

erans. Memorial Hwy . (504) 467-6321

.

MARYLAND

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. BALTIMORE— 1713 E.

Joppa Rd.. (301) 661-4446. ROCKVILLE—5542 Nichol-

son Lane. (301 ) 881-5420.

MASSACHUSETTS

SCIENCE FANTASY BOOKSTORE 18 Eliot. Harvard
Square. Cambridge. 02138. (617) 547-5917. Open 11-6.

Apple. Atari. IBM. Commodore 64.

MICROCON COMPUTER A SOFTWARE center. Oenvera.
Wide selection of products end services for Apple, Atari,

Color Computer, CP/M A MS DOS systems, and Com-
modore computers. Software, accessories, peripher-

als, books A magazines (617) 777-1440.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software, Peripherals PEABODY—242 An-
dover St .(617) 531-9330. WELLESLEY— 165 Worehosier
Ave .(617)237-1510.

MICHIGAN

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith
Computers Software. Peripherals. E DETROIT— 18149
E. Eight Mile Road. (313) 772-0416 FARMINGTON HILLS—
29433 Orchard Lake Road. (313) 555-4171.

MINNESOTA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith
Computers Software. Peripherals. HOPKINS— 101 Shady
Oak Road (612) 938-6371. St PAUL— 1645 White Bear Ave.

(612)778-1211

MISSOURI

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers Software, Peripherals. ST. LOUIS—3794
McKelvey Road (314) 291-1650.

NEBRASKA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers Software. Peripherals. OMAHA—9207 Ma-
ple St .(402)391-2071

RIDGEWOOD COMPUTER SERVICES—Business Com-
puter Specialists Training. Interfacing. Programming.
Automate your officef(402) 733-7090.

NEW HAMPSHIRE

VIDEO STORE— 140 Congress. Portsmouth 03801 (603)
431-1211. Osborne and Epson QX-10 for your business/
home. Software. Supplies.

COMPUTER HUT of New England— 101 Elm, Nashua,
03060. (603) 689-6317. Retail-Mailorder DISCOUNT
HOUSE for all your personal computing neede.

NEW JERSEY

COMPUTERLAND. 35 Plaza. Rt 4 West Paramus. 07652
(201) 845-9303. Apple. IBM. DEC. etc. We know small
computers.

WAYNE SOFTWARE— 1459 Route #23. Wayne 07470.
(Across from Packanack Center) Books. Programs. Dis-

count Prices 1 (201 ) 628-7318.

UNION SOFTWARE OUTLET. 2183 Morris Ave . Union. NJ
07083. (201 ) 964-8555. Large selection of software! 20%
lower than national retail prices! Eagle dealer.

NEW YORK

COMPUTER WORLD—6464 W Quaker St.. Orchard Park.

14127. (716)662-4141 M-F: 9-9. Sat: 9-5. Atari. Commo-
dore— VIC-20. 64. Epson HX20. QX10 computers, and
printers. Hardware/Software.

ALPHA STEREO—345 Cornelia Street. Plattsourgh 12901.

(518) 561-2822 Atari computers and software Weekdays
10-8. Sat 10-6. Sun 12-5

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals AMHERST—3476
Sheridan Or

, (716) 835-3090 ROCHESTER—937 Jeffer-

son Rd.. (716) 424-2560 N WHITE PLAINS—7 Reservoir

Rd.. (914) 761-7690 Jericho. L.I — 15 Jericho Turnpike.

(516)334-6181

NORTH CAROLINA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals GREENSBORO—4820
W. Market St.. (919) 299-5390.

OHIO

ABACUS 11—1417 Bernath Pkwy.. TOLEDO 43615. (419)

865-1009. 4751 Monroe St. (419) 471-0082. 10-6. 10-9

Thursdays IBM-PC. Epson. Apple. Osborne. Lisa.

NORTH COAST COMPUTERS. 650 Dover Center. Bay
Village 44140. 216-635-4345 100 N Main. Chagrin Falls

Apple. Lisa. Vector Graphics. Hewlett-Packard. (216) 247-

2202.

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith
Computers Software. Peripherals. CINCINNATI— 10133
Springfield Pike. Woodlawn. (513) 771-8850. CLEVE-
LAND—28100 Chagrin Blvd.. (216) 292-7553 COLUM-
BUS—2500 MORSE ROAO. (614) 475-7200 TOLEDO—48
S Byrne Road. (419) 537-1887.

OKLAHOMA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals OKLAHOMA CITY—
2727 Northwest Expressway. (405)848-7593.

PENNSYLVANIA

PERSONAL SOFTWARE, 146 Paoli Pike, Paoli, 193S6.

(216) 296-2726. Software Specialiata. Custom Pro
grama. Canned Programs and Peripherals

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals PHILADELPHIA—6318
Roosevelt Ave

. (215) 288-0180. FRAZER—630 Lancas-
ter Pike, (Rt 30). (215) 647-5555 PITTSBURGH—3482
Wm. Penn Hwy.. (412)824-3564.

RHODE ISLAND

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. WARWICK—558
Greenwich Ave. . (401 ) 738-51 50

TEXAS

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. DALLAS—2715 Ross
Ave. . (214) 826-4053. FORT WORTH—6825-A. Oreen Oaks
Road (817)737-8822 HOUSTON— 1704 W. Loop N. (713)

869-5263. NORTH HOUSTON—5050 FM 1960 West (713)

583-1163 SAN ANTONIO— 7111 Blanco Road. (512) 341-

8876.

UTAH

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. MIDVALE—58 East

7200 South. (801 ) 566-4626

VIRGINIA

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS—Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. ALEXANDRIA—6201
Richmond Hwy . (703) 765-5515 VIRGINIA BEACH— 1055
Independence Blvd . (604) 460-0997.

WASHINGTON

230

COMPUTERS . 2504 Jefferson Avenue. Tacoma. 98402
(206) 272-2329. Atari/Commodore Computers. Atari/

Commodore/TRS-80 Software Supplies

HEATHKIT ELECTRONIC CENTERS— Heath/Zenith
Computers. Software. Peripherals. SEATTLE—505 8th

Ave.. North. (206) 682-2172. TUKWILA— 1543953rd Ave .

South. (206) 246-5358 VANCOUVER—516 S.E Cheklov
Dr.. (206) 254-4441.
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the creative coirapafcei* mnv\
SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE SHOPPERS GUIDE

FREE!*
THINK + PLUS

EDUCATIONAL SOFTWARE
Developed by leading educators for

grades 1 — college, this drill and
practice software series contains

34 different programs including, 8
vocabulary and grammar, 16 math
and arithmetic, and 10 science

programs.

These packages run on the IBM
PC and PC compatibles, the new
Sanyo 550, Apple, TRS80. DEC
Rainbow and most CP/M 80 systems.

Please contact us for a complete
brochure on the THINK + PLUS
software series.

'Forward this ao and order form for 3 pack-

ages, get one tree.

Resource Software International

330 New Brunswick Ave.
Fords, N.J. 08863
(201) 738-8500

wabash
Flexible Diskettes

6 Year Warranty - 1 00% Certified

FREE DELIVERY
5W' $160—

-
; ;;.. I <

5W' $189

5V4" *2«l

SB lift

BULK *| 7n

?K *2»

"Call for Quantity Prices"

^B\ 1-800-634-2248
We accept money orders, certified checks VISA.
MasterCard and personal checks <take 1 days)

iNO add 4%

Software Services*
1326 - 25th St S . Suite H2

Fargo. NO 58103
1 -701-280-0121

*n*ZW. :i:-*.ii:i:t; : i:l'i:*.**i:->

NATIVELINX'
means

never having to say you're sorry.

Lack of information and delays

existing you money?

Bisynchronous Communication

cuts your losses.

Simply connect your Applell, 11+

,

or lie to a 3270 or 2780/3780
mainframe. (Full IBM or RJE
functions available.)

TRANSMITS DOS DIRECT

VIKING ASSOCIATES INC.

320 West Fillmore Avenue
Colorado Springs,

Colorado 80907 (303)632-7004

Telex: 450-71

1

TAPE WORLD
f 1-800-245-6000

maxell Dywn
01 V. SSOO tl.M 1*4' 10 V. SSOO MIS
»o?o v.osoo un 104 ;d y. osoo >•
FD 1 1 ssoo HN i;«o 10 I SSOO J»«
F»t I OSOO M« 1)40 20 I OSOO H»

IBM TDKMSI Y. SSOO I4M
MM Y. OSOO »» 7MI Y. SSOO JUS
400 100 104 HB»4«» CASI MI Y. OSOO 11

M

mm i ssso >i n noi rssoo mm
tnt • osoo »n itn rosso n«

WE WILL BEAT
ANY PRICE!

Sold m casta ot 10. Shippinf 3.7S a»j silt wen.
Prt-paifl. COO. « credit urd. COD add l.CS.

Also. TDK »nd Maatll «udio and ndto ctsstttn.

220 SPRING ST

4122838621
BUTLER, PA 1(001

M-F 8:30 5:00

Maxell Floppy Disks

The Mini-Disks
with maximum quality.

invited CODs
accepted Call

FREE (800) 2.1.S-4 1 .17

PACIFIC EXCHANGES

•14111
-

-: .>:»*::i>::i.
- -rj'^E^inHaHE

Star Micronics Printer Sale

Delta 10 $469.95
Delta 1

5

$ CALL
Gemini 10X $269.95
Gemini 15X $399.95
Radix 10 $695.00
Star STX-80 $139.95

(below dealer cost

Elephant Memory Systems
Guaranteed Diskettes

5W SS SD $ 16.95

5'/."SS/DD $ 18.95

5VV DS DD $ 27.95

Write for free Catalog

TEAM COMPUTER PRODUCTS
109 Church Street

New Haven, CT 06510

NATIONAL ORDER DESK
1-600-343-2325

TECHNICAL SUPPORT DEPT.
203-785-1606

^TDK
flexible disks
Call Free (800)235-4137
for prices and information.

Dealer inquiries invited.

COD. and charge cards

accepted.
WS4V

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd
San Luis Obispo CA
93401 (InCal call

(805) 54.110.17
i

CIRCLE 330 ON READER SERVICE Cw
IBM
Vi HEIGHT
DISK DRIVES
$189.00

TANDON
TM 100-2

5 1/4" Disk Drives

$209.00
• Shugart SA455 DS/DD 360 KB

or Matsushita (same drive)

APPLE
COMPATIBLE 5M DISK DRIVES

$189.00
• Utilizes Shugart SA390 Mechanism lull

one year replacement warranty

CALL TOLL FREE
1 -800-227-3800 ext 456

lor orders only

FOR INFO OR TECHNICAL ASSISTANCE
404-956-0903

WE SHIP COD. CASHIER CHECK. OR
MONEY ORDER VISA. MASTER CARD

ADD 4%
BULLDOG COMPUTER PRODUCTS

100 GALLERIA PKWY. STE 400
ATLANTA. GA 30339

CAPTAIN MEGABYTE
«jff* SERVICE • QUALITY • PRICE

'-"fit
—I

*«t>»f«<M»
I VOM

BUY IN QUANTITIES -*rnmtLtttmKM
AND SAVE MONEY!



\ferbatim
flexible disks
Call Free (800) 235-4137 for

prices and information. Dealer

inquiries invited COD and

charge cards accepted.

VISA

PACIFIC
EXCHANGES
100 Foothill Blvd.

San LuisObispo. CA
93401 In Cat call

(800) 592-5935 or

(805) 543- 1037

•MICROCOMPUTER*

BUSINESS
SOFTWARE
MEDICAL MGMT...
DENTAL MGMT...
INSURANCE AGENT
LEGAL BILLING
PROPERTY MGMT..
AND MUCH MORE !

UNIVAIR INTERNATIONAL
9024 St Charles Rock Road
ST LOUIS. MISSOURI 631 14

(314)426-1099

LOW PRICE-HIGH QUALITY
PRODUCTS FOR PC's

MAXELL SS/DD- 23.90

DS/DD - 35.90 §5
DYSAN SS/DD- 30.90 o<

DS/DD- 40.90 ^.1

IBM DS/DD- CALL ui 3
D-BASEII- 397. *,*

MICROSOFT WORD

-

269.
Jr o

WORD/MOUSE- 339. Ui UJ

CYMA SOFTWARE

-

CALL 2 U.

SUPERCALC3- 259. "5
R:BASE4000- 329. <o
SMARTMODEM 1200B - 439. s§
SMARTMODEM 1200- 499. o J

WORD STAR PRO PACK - 389. *3

DATA BASE CO. A
9778 Katella Ave. #106 xcu-k
Anaheim, CA. 92804 A>K^
(714)534-8140

'

'
•1'

CALL CREDITED TO ORDER ADD S3 00
SHIPPING CALIF RESIDENTS ADD 6% TAX

CIRCLE 330 ON READER SERVICE CARD CIRCLE 334 ON READER SERVICE CARD

IC PROMPT DELIVERY!!!
S SAME DAY SHIPPING (USUALLY)

64K DYNAMIC RAM ICs

200 ns <> $5.87

150 ns " $5.99

These are the ICs you need to

expand your IBM PC memory In-

stall these yourself in the mother-

board or an expansion board Our
prices are often halt that of retail

stores Our quality is second to

none

We sell other memory ICs.

27128, 2764. 6264. 256K. etc.

MasterCard VISA or UPS CASH COO
Factory New, Prime Parts J"'^

MICROPROCESSORS UNLIMITED
24 fJOO South Paona Av*> ,ft1t , «, .M1
BEGGS OK 74421 l»'**7 a»f-#WOl

—
li I'm Mil i i i

-| *H <• 1«M
ica* to rtmNI «ww *»•» r^caa autaaci to cftanga Mhm aaeaa *•*<••
er> aoma i^H «ue t> >—a* HWIMi S^apru and ntwoin tivi rV
«0rca*«r«a*i >—1 —an -ta—d a» *W afiai VMI«M«MN«K

ifs insured?
SAFKWAKE™ Insurance provides full

replacement of hardware, media and

purchased software. As little as $3V\t covers:

• Fire • Theft • Power Surges

• Earthquake • Water Damage • Auto Accident

For information or immediate coverage call:

1-800-848-3469
In Ohio aill (614) 262 0559

(StfEHflRE)

SAI KMVKi:. Till. INSI KAMCK MiKNCV INC.

CIRCLE 337 ON READER SERVICE CAR!r

I . FOR C0MKW1 USERS.

a iiiniiiii
iSyslemiLC-8

I State-of-the-art Una Guide * Raadlng

|
AM For Superior Accuracy Productivity

a Fast/Accurate Input Ot Computer Programs.

Data/Statistics. Mailing Lists & More . .

.

a Easy Reading. Editing/Analysis Of Printouts.

Single Sheets. Books. Magazines & More

a 'Magic Inch' Line Guide With 3 Equal-width

Zones For 6 To 12 Lines/Inch Print Sues

a Light Blue And Clear Zones & Red Accent Lines

For Highlighting/Multiple-line Referencing

a For Use On Page Widths Up to 9V4 Inches

a Easy Slip-on Fastening And Button Control.

ONLY $095 Plust ' oofwP&M nocodO NJ Residents Art) 6% Tax

Check Or Money Order (US Only)

H L EMTERPBISES
2? Ellsaorth fee CM Mormtown NJ 0/960 USA

Educational Programs lor —
ATARI, VIC 20, Tl 99/4A

TRS 80 Color Computer
Commodore 64

$700 Per
only I — cassette

Alphabet. Physics, Algebra.

Weather. Planetary Positions

and many others.

sylp^' Offering, also

SAT Preparation
(5 cassettes)

Write for tree list:

MOSES ENGINEERING
P.O Box 11038

Huntsville. Al 35805

Telephone (205) 837-3356

TRS 80 MODEL 4

Word Processing Program

• TRSOOI #0
MM TEIT auFFIR artaart •pincM mamory al mm J
Bu.i' i" FORM LETTER mnii MAIL WIMOfl rilll" n .

Partorm. PROPORTIONAL SPACE ;• ••," rirtM-CM.on o
ovar W ditaram prirMar* laa »•*•*» «t luo>d mtt'>
Sama powartut atMang fcjatoaa a* fORtO? u. t».t*i do/an* rno
(aaiurat arMad
Var»«na also a.a>iabta to ru- „- MODEL i MODEL III, LNW t
PMCIfl.J- ia»I-IOi*:..'«:v.,

C CALL 1-305-259-9397



ONLY k $1^951
Self-

Cantarlng

360

Cunor
Control

>

Full X-Y
Coordinate
Control

2 Firing

Bottom

THE AMPOTRONIC SELF-CENTERING
JOY STICK FOR APPLE COMPUTERS

Z-80 Card $75 00
80 Column Card $75 m
16K RAM Card $45 DO
Fan for Apple. 2 Power Outlets 140 M
RF Module Sl2.M
Computer Paper 15#.
3300 sheets 9'i « 11 S2t 95. boi

Diskettes Call

Diskettes, SSDD, Generic. 10 Disks
in Library Case. $22 50/Casa

Include $2 SO mm lor shipping handling

NY State residents add sales tax

Send check or money order to

AMPOC ENTERPRISES INC.
5 IEEKMAN SI SUITE 720. NY 10031

(212) 233 1710
Dilltr Inquiries welcome

POWER LINE PROBLEMS?

SPIKESPIKERSw...The Solution!
Mm***;*? equipmtnf domogtng p,kt\ and conducted RF noau
to or from temitive equipment Tronvent surge protection

plwv low po« Rf I hoth filtering. All units I ?0V I SA

IUU
DflUXi $19.95
Duol 5 stoge filtered

Ckts 8 twitch tockett

mom mitch fui* light

K«kjlo Electronics Co.
65 84 Itucr. Rd Dept C C
Bethlehem Pa 1 8017

Ofanas iNviriD

PAHev Add 6

MINI II $44.95
Woll Mount
3 -stow filter

1 lockets

QUAD II $59.95
Woll mount Duol 3 Itoo* filler

4 socket! 4 light

r

Inc. Oder factory Owed

215-837-0700

Out of State

YOUR SEARCH

OVER
For all your

Computer Software.
Hardware & Accessories
Great Sorvico - Low Pricos

Call 1-800-237-3500

In N.Y. State 212-246-0300

Call or write for our

FREE CATALOGUE

COMPUTER
P Box 366. Brooklyn NY 11229

Slop:- C

Copy At«H 400 HO C.rtrirJeja. to Dm*

ATARI CARTRIDGE TO DISK
COPY SYSTEM MS.S5

S-a«-»c»yt MM mm top* AMY caMrattja to* •» Aiav< aoo OX t

nd IT^paMa. run at <Vom yam deH dnw Inanthaiomonan

mttpaa •» arm «uf of your cohiomn* I

COPY MOUTMtf Duff*, ns. coMann ol sf*> carte***, ta • cMatM
iap «o > caaTreaQaa —. tat on one) ajaa I

t*HNU MOUTfMt Auto imalmt nwny prompts uaarlota OW to*
WtO*m MW lHi n of «r^ ten—»9» on *» *»
CMTMDGi Twtfc. $fte compuwr into •>.•<( IhM Ww ongan*.

•00 o»» ComtauMv I «* »Jt»'i<* ( ' On*> OaW Dm*
M four comeww ate-* « dtract from FHOrNTflutMtP,

rftAGf D
TOU *«• 04MMM IM <24 Mr. I 14

IrKkACM O 80 117 » For
daktx MCamviSAacostad

SO Forajtjw ardent «o» ftajjuwa)
COtaTPtTftJel MDOfjTfiWl
. Sua* r712. Mtno wMitaM M%0» 1 7071 7W40DO

Cfcftevt A4M* Oxen. SUPfMCAKT me*** •"

AT AP.I aa a Ml

Best Prices On

TRS-80 Computers

Our 6th year of discounts

Ed or Joe McManus

Fgl. Prepaid. Save Tax.

Toll Free 800-231-3680

Marymac Industries, Inc.

22511 Katy Fury., Katy

(Houston) Tx 77450
1-713-392-0747

Telex 774132

Ser us in the Wall Street

Journal every Tues Wed Thurs

At last you can own
THE PROGRAMMERS
SECRET WEAPON —
"LEE S GUIDE TO PUBLISHED

MICROCOMPUTER PROGRAMS. 1st Ed.

By Henry Lee, Ph.D.

An exhaustive index to over 8000 BASIC programs
and 300 Assembly programs Irom 160 books and
500 magazines 1979-1983 2 Vols All program
descriptions listed by source, and cross-indexed t

to 3 times by subiect Hundreds of programs on
finances, education, math, engineering, games
and graphics Plus where to obtain over 1600 ag-
ricultural business, educational, and home prog
rams free or almost-free

an indispensable work tor all serious com-
puter users, programmers and teachers'

—w PASADENA TECHNOLOGY PRESS
. Dept CC

*? 1444 Santa Anita Ave

-A P Box 3836

VJ South El Monte Calif 91733

Price S27 plus $2.00 handling and postage
California residents please add SI 96 sales tax

CIRCLE 347 ON READER SERVICE CARD

OKIDATA
92A

1 160 CPS— DOT MATRIX
PRINTER

IN STOCK LIMITED TIME
ONLY

OKIDATA 93 -850.00
WABASH DISK 165.00

per case of 100
ss/sd - 165.00 ss/dd 195.00
ss/dd - 275.00 verbatim

datalife - 245.00

DISK CONNECTION LTD. • 703 451-4100
6641 Backlick Rd .

Springfield, VA 22150
KAYPRO, EAGLE,

OKIDATA, TRANSTAR
Choice Visa, Mastercard

Nouu available For trie
computer experimenter!

OO (ACH ASSOfiTMCHT Of S/X FOR(M v

OVIP A TMOUOANO COMPull*. PMMMtM* TOO MUM* TO UOT
MfM LIAUM NOW TO OCCIIVt VtMV ulIFlil MU4HIC OOfeMIN
MATIfHAt. IUCHM •MOW-. SWIIP DO LM MODIM
O »OHT MM RCt ITC URMOUt OlMfl-ViailONt OP
OOtwtiv MONO. tPACi mrvMoma aovintimii otk thtm itc
-WILL tMMAMCf VtJTfNHj MNTM IMtOOtHNOTrCATIO •UWtMC
r-a>»ainrna and miow tou TO oi*» ihim on MMOI1
A*fY COtaMHJTtO tMiHIMlTICI ASTftOlOOV. AtflONOMY TOO'
UMNU«LI«HID

X^ he one you've all

been waiting }or*

miiinnlrl
PUBLISHfO MONTMLt

naa ancwiw sun
isahni can s? Ml

COMPUTEL-Ihe complete SOURCE lor everyone
" 've only heard about.he things you

I ol your own
*ks and hacke

home Indispensable

CIRCLE 332 ON READER SERVICE CARO

You can now do the
right in the privacy
reference tophreaks
all kinds of computer
story ol btg business
-and remain up to dafe with vital occurrences withi.
the computer industry Computet is a publication de
signed for everyone who has an intense curiosity of
computer systems, containing a wealth ol hard to find
information, codes, and numbers Published monthly

• «i faopMd MSataiac Society CPS
83S4A VAN NUYS BLVD. / VAN NUYS. CA 91401

CIRCLE 325 ON READER SERVICE CARD

EXPAND YOUR
APPLE ll/+/e STORAGE

DISK MASTER II allows you to:

• Connect up to two 8" ds/dd
including Shugart 801/851
series in all compatible drives

• Connect two 3'/2" Sony drives

• Read standard 8" IBM
compatible disks

USING YOUR APPLE ll/ WE or Apple
Compatible Computer.
Aftordably priced at $285.00

Data Cue
5659 Highway 431 S.

Brownsboro AL 3574

1

205-883-2933

CIRCLE 328 ON READER SERVICE CARO



101 Aardvark

102 Actrix

103 Advanced Ideas
•

Alt Products

196 Allenbach

104 Amtype

Apple
•

Artworx

107 Atansott

109 Attache Software Inc

112 BASF

1 10 Beagle Brothers

206 Bonnie Blue Word Processing

113 Borland International

111 BRS/After Dark

115

106

116

117

118

119

120

246

121

122

123

CBS Software

Commodore

CompuServe

Computer Discount Products

Computer Line

Computer Mail Order

Computer Outlet

Condor Computer Systems

Conroy-La Point

Continental Software

Cosmic Computer

Counterpoint Software

126 Data Transforms

127 Davidson & Associates

125 Dennison Computer

128 Designware

Digital Equipment Corp

Electronic Arts Software

108 Electronic Specialists

129 Epyx

131 Franklin

228

19

9

99

142-143

46

80

112

114

NEBS 65

149 Nibblenotch 65

150 Nonagon 168-169

242 Odesta 54

151 Okidata 194

152 Omega Microware 61

178

179

181

182

184

185

186

187

Tecmar

Tecmar

Term Exec

Terrapin

Texas Instruments

Texas Instruments

Thoughware

Transend

Trippe Mfg Co

Tymac

155 Peachtree

156 Popcorn

157 Prometheus Products

158 Qantex

200 Quadram Corporation

176 Quark

62-63

C3

81

5

Cov 4

42

188 Videx

189 Votrax

191 Western Union

192 Xerox

194 Xerox Weekly Reader

2

7

106

159

45

154-155

148-149

80

184

193

104

118

153

101

133-135

234 June 1 984 Creative Computing



FREE
NFORMATIONl
SBRVIGE

GPeal
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mmwt—

B^ ^B
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Hi!

INFORMATION!
QUESTIONS
ANSWERED!
LATEST DATA!

Here's your chance to learn

more about any number of

products and services de-
scribed or advertised in this

month's Creative Computing.
FREE OF CHARGE!

Directions on reverse side.



FREE
INFORMATION
SBRVIGE

creative >S
computing^

» ***** ^F i

•u I.

« I h i mi»i H

IMMWN

iii LJ

Free! Quick!
No Obligation!

Let us forward your request for further

information you'd like to receive on any
number of products or services men-
tioned or advertised in this month's issue
of Creative Computing. No charge or
obligation! And as easy as 1-2-3!

1 Clearly print/type your name/com-
plete address on one of the attached

reply cards.

2 Circle the number(s) on that card
which correspond to the number(s)

you'll find at the bottom of the ad(s)/arti-

cle(s) about which you'd like to learn

more. (You'll also find these key numbers
on advertised products in this month's
Advertiser's Index.)

5 Stamp and mail the card. The sooner
it's sent, the quicker you'll get the lit-

erature you're after.

This is an ideal time to subscribe to Cre-
ative Computing—the #1 magazine of

computer applications and software—
and save 20% One year, 12 issues, is just

$19.97. (It's usually $24.97.) Just check
the box at the bottom of the reply
card... and make certain we have your
complete present address.



creative computing
Please indicate which of the following mi-

crocomputers you currently own and /or

plan to buy in the next 12 months

1

Own
2 Plan

Apnle A L

Atari B M
Commodore/PET C N

Dnjital Equipment /DEC D O
Heath/ Zenith E P

IRM F Q
Radio Shack Tandy TRS-80 G R

Texas Instruments H S

Timex Sinclair 1 T

Other (specify) J U

I None K v
.

101 102

126 127

151 152

176 177

201 202
226 227
251 252
276 277
301 302
326 327

351 352
376 377
401 402
426 427
451 452
476 477

103 104

128 129

153 154

178 179

203 204
228 229
253 254

278 279
303 304
328 329
353 354
378 379
403 404
428 429
453 454
478 479

105 106

130 131

155 156
180 181

205 206
230 231

255 256
280 281

305 306
330 331

355 356
380 381

405 406
430 431

455 456
480 481

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY-Use only

107 108 109 110 111 112 113 114 115 116 117 118

132 133 134 135 136 137 138 139 140 141 142 143

157 158 159 160 161 162 163 164 105 166 167 168

182 183 184 185 186 187 188 189 190 191 192 193

207 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 217 218

232 233 234 235 236 237 238 239 240 241 242 243

257 258 259 260 261 262 263 264 265 266 267 268

282 283 284 285 286 287 288 289 290 291 292 293

307 308 309 310 311 312 313 314 315 316 317 318

332 333 334 335 336 337 338 339 340 341 342 343

357 358 359 360 361 362 363 364 365 366 367 368

382 383 384 385 386 387 388 389 390 391 392 393

407 408 409 410 411 412 413 414 415 416 417 418

432 433 434 435 436 437 438 439 440 441 442 443

457 458 459 460 461 462 463 464 465 466 467 468

482 483 484 485 486 487 488 489 490 491 492 493

one card per person

Void after August 31. 1984

119 120 121 122 123 124 125

144 145 146 147 148 149 150

169 170 171 172 173 174 175

194 195 196 197 198 199 200

219 220 221 222 223 224 225

244 245 246 247 248 249 250

269 270 271 272 273 274 275

294 295 296 297 298 299 300

319 320 321 322 323 324 325

344 345 346 347 348 349 350

369 370 371 372 373 374 375

394 395 396 397 398 399 400

419 420 421 422 423 424 425

444 445 446 447 448 449 450

469 470 471 472 473 474 475

494 495 496 497 498 499 500

NAME

3 For what, if any, business application(s)

do you use the microcomputer you cur-

rently own? ,

COMPANY

ADDRESS

PHONE # (.

TITLE

.APT

STATE _ZIP
CC6843

(Zip code must be included to insure delivery )

4 n Please send me 12 Issues of Creative Computing for $19.97 and bill

me. (Full 1 year subscription price $24.97.)

creative coiRpatiwg
Please indicate which of the following mi-

crocomputers you currently own and /or

plan to buy in the next 12 months

1

Own
2 Plan

to Buy

Apple A L

Atari B M
Commodore' PET C N

Diqital Equipment DEC O
Heath Zenith E P

IBM F xT

Radio Shack /Tandy TRS-80 G R

Texas Instruments H S

Timex Sinclair 1 T

Other (specify) J U

None ,K V

101 102

126 127
151 152
176 177

201 202
226 227
251 252
276 277
301 302
326 327
351 352
376 377
401 402
426 427
451 452
476 477

103 104

128 129
153 154

178 179

203 204

228 229
253 254

278 279
303 304
328 329
353 354
378 379
403 404
428 429
453 454
478 479

105 106 107

130 131 132

155 156 157

180 181 182

205 206 207

230 231 232
255 256 257

280 281 282
305 306 307
330 331 332
355 356 357

380 381 382
405 406 407
430 431 432
455 456 457
480 481 482

108 109 110

133 134 135

158 159 160

183 184 185

208 209 210

233 234 235
258 259 260
283 284 285

308 309 310
333 334 335
358 359 360
383 384 385
408 409 410
433 434 435
458 459 460
483 484 485

111 112 113

136 137 138

161 162 163

186 187 188
211 212 213
236 237 238
261 262 263
286 287 288
311 312 313
336 337 338
361 362 363

386 387 388
411 412 413
436 437 438
461 462 463
486 487 488

114 115 116

139 140 141

164 165 166

189 190 191

214 215 216

239 240 241

264 265 266

289 290 291

314 315 316
339 340 341

364 365 366
389 390 391

414 415 416
439 440 441

464 465 466
489 490 491

117 118
142 143

167 168
192 193
217 218
242 243
267 268
292 293
317 318
342 343
367 368
392 393
417 418
442 443
467 468
492 493

Void after

119 120 121 122

144 145 146 147

169 170 171 172

194 195 196 197

219 220 221 222

244 245 246 247

269 270 271 272

294 295 296 297

319 320 321 322
344 345 346 347

369 370 371 372

394 395 396 397
419 420 421 422
444 445 446 447
469 470 471 472
494 495 496 497

August 31. 1984

123 124 125

148 149 150

173 174 175

198 199 200
223 224 225
248 249 250
273 274 275
298 299 300
323 324 325
348 349 350
373 374 375
398 399 400
423 424 425
448 449 450
473 474 475
498 499 500

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY-Use only one card per person

3 For what, if any, business application(s)

do you use the microcomputer you cur-

rently own?

PHONE # (\

TITLE

APT

NAME

COMPANY _—.

ADDRESS

(Zip code must be included to insure delivery )
CC6842

4 n Ploass sand ma 12 issues of Creaf/ve Computing lor $19.97 and bill

me. (Full 1 year subscription price $24.97.)

STATE ZIP

creative coiwpatiRg
Please indicate which of the following mi-

crocomputers you currently own and /or

plan to buy in the next 1 2 months.

1

Own
2 Plan
to Buy

Anole A L

Atari B M
Commodore/PET C N

Digital Equipment /DEC D O
Hoath 7enith E P

IBM F O
Radio Shack /Tandy TRS-80 G R

Texas Instrument* H S

Timex Sinclair 1 T

Diner (specify) J U

None * V

101 102
126 127

151 152
176 177

201 202
226 227
251 252
276 277
301 302
326 327
351 352
376 377
401 402
426 427
451 452
476 477

103 104

128 129

153 154

178 179

203 204
228 229
253 254
278 279
303 304

328 329
353 354
378 379
403 404
428 429
453 454
478 479

105 106
130 131

1 55 1 56
180 181

205 206
230 231

255 256
280 281

305 306
330 331

355 356
380 381

405 406
430 431

455 456
480 481

107 108
132 133
157 158

182 183

207 208
232 233
257 258
282 283
307 308
332 333
357 358
382 383
407 408
432 433
457 458
482 483

109 110
134 135
159 160
184 185
209 210
234 235
259 260
284 285
309 310
334 335
359 360
384 385
409 410
434 435
459 460
484 485

111 112

136 137

161 162
186 187
211 212
236 237
261 262
286 287
311 312

336 337
361 362
386 387
411 412
436 437
461 462
486 487

113 114
138 139

163 164

188 189

213 214
238 239
263 264
288 289
313 314
338 339
363 364
388 389
413 414
438 439
463 464
488 489

115 116
140 141

165 166
190 191

215 216
240 241

265 266
290 291

315 316
340 341

365 366
390 391

415 416
440 441

465 466
490 491

117 118
142 143
167 168
192 193
217 218
242 243
267 268
292 293
317 318
342 343
367 368
392 393
417 418
442 443
467 468
492 493

Void after

119 120 121 122

144 145 146 147

169 170 171 172

194 195 196 197

219 220 221 222
244 245 246 247

269 270 271 272

294 295 296 297

319 320 321 322
344 345 346 347

369 370 371 372
394 395 396 397
419 420 421 422
444 445 446 447
469 470 471 472
494 495 496 497

August 31. 1984

123 124 125

148 149 150

173 174 175

198 199 200
223 224 225
248 249 250
273 274 275
298 299 300
323 324 325
348 349 350
373 374 375
398 399 400
423 424 425
448 449 450
473 474 475
498 499 500

PLEASE PRINT CLEARLY-Use only one card per person

3 For what, if any, business application(s)

do you use the microcomputer you cur-

rently own?_

NAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS

PHONE »

(

TITLE

APT

CITY STATE -ZIP
CC6841

(Zip code must be included to insure delivery

)

4 n Please send me 12 issues of Cromtlvo Computing for $19.97 and bill

me. (Full 1 year subscription price $24.97.)
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MAKE THE CONNECTION. ..SIMPLER

THE POPCOM X-100 THE OUTMODED MODEM

It used to be you and your
computer. Now it can be you,

your computer, and the world.

And as you can see, our POP-
COM X-100 modem makes
getting started a lot simpler.

Communication is simpler too,

because we let you switch
back and forth between voice

and data on the same line. That
way, you don't have to hang up
and re-dial just to find out if

somebody got what you sent.

Our POPCOM X-100 automat-
ically adapts to the interface

cable on your computer, which
means you don't have to know
what kind of RS-232 interface

you have. And our X-100 trans-

mits at the fast, economical
1200 bps rate as well as the

standard 300 bps.

The POPCOM X-100 uses the

most popular software com-
munications packages avail-

able today.

We built all these features into

our X-100 for one reason: We
think a modem should simplify

communication, not compli-

cate it.

For more information, go to

your local dealer, or contact
PRENTICE Corporation
P.O. Box 3544
Sunnyvale, CA 94088
408/734-9855.

1 . Plug the modem into a power
source.

2. Turn on the computer.

3. Plug the modem into the

computer.

4. Plug the telephone line into the

modem.
5. Plug the phone into the modem.

NOTE: THE POPCOM MODEL X-100

ONLY COST S475.

1 . Plug the transformer into a

power source.

2. Plug the transformer into the

modem.
3. Switch on the modem.
4. Determine whether your

computer is a DTE or DCE.
(Check the manual if in doubt.)

5. Carefully open the case of your
modem.

CAUTION: MAKE SURE THE POWER
IS OFF BEFORE OPENING THE CASE.
6. Set the eight binary switches

(consult your manual for

details).

7. Carefully close the case.

8. Plug the telephone line into the
modem.

9. Plug the modem into the

computer.

10. Turn on the computer.

NOTE: IF YOU WANT TO SIMULATE
VOICE DATA SWITCHING GO BUY
ANOTHER ADAPTOR.

•PRENTICE
Corporation

MODEMS
POPCOM is a trademark of PRENTICE Corp.

CIRCLE 156 ON READER SERVICE CARD



QUADJET"BYQUADRAM
TM

Quadram's new Quadjet ink jet

printer is the ideal choice for your
color graphics hard copy. It can take

all your ideas and put them down
on paper. So things like business,

scientific and engineering

applications are all of a sudden
clearer and more meaningful.

Colors to tempt the palette.

With Quadjet you can color your

charts, graphs and diagrams black,

red. green, yellow, cyan, blue or

magenta. Use all seven of them
together, or in any combination.

The color scheme is up to you.

Of course. Quadjet prints text as

well as graphics, including standard

and enlarged characters. With a

maximum graphics resolution of

640 dots/line, your projects are

printed crisply and clearly every

time.

Quadjet fits in.

Quadjet is small and portable so you

can put it just where you want it.

Don't worry about the noise. State-

of-the-art ink jet technology makes
printing whisper quiet.

Jh3!y
maximum graphics resolution of Quadjet uses disposable ink

640 dots/line, your projects are cartridges that are a snap to

printed crisply and clearly every change. Just pop the old one out

time. and the new one in. Vbu'll find that

y»» /T'CTVI A/niA//"^ eacn one pnrts about 4 million

UU IU IMIMUIIMU characters. As for paper, any 8Vz
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AFFORDABLE PRICE. A w^ about compatibility

A standard Centronics

parallel interface makes
Quadjet compatible with

your IBM PC. XT or Apple

computer. And if you have

Quadram's Quadlink that allows

you to use Apple software with

your IBM PC. Quadjet can work
that way too.

An easy-to-use software package

lets you and Quadjet get down to

business right away.

The quality you've come to expect.

Quadram put the same kind of

quality into Quadjet that you find

in all Quadram products.

Considering all of Quadjet's features,

we'll let you draw your own conclu-

sions. We think you'll find Quadjet

gives you unsurpassed Quadram
quality at an incredibly affordable

price.

QUADRAM
CORPORATION

lernational Blvd /Norcrosv G» 30093
(QUADRAM '

IBM PC XT and IBM are registered trademarks ol

international Business Machines Corporation

Apple is a registered trademark of Apple Computer

Now compatible
with Lotus 1-2-3


